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FOREWORD

"Tzrough participation, we lost 'control' of the project, and in so doing
gained ownership and sustainability, precious things in our business. "

From a World Bank
Task Manager

Participation is a rich concept, meaning different things to different people
in different settings. For some, it is a matter of principle; for others, a practice;
and, for still others, an end in itself. There is merit in all these interpretations.
However, the Sourcebook follows the definition of participation adopted by the
Bank's Learning Group on Participatory Development.

'artzapation is a process through which staceholders inflzuence and
share control over development iniiatives, anad the decisions

and resources which affiea them. "

What we wanted to discover in writing this Sourcebook was how this could
be achieved. To do so, we turned to our colleagues who contributed their
experience and advice. It is this experience, its successes and frustrations, which
we have tried to capture for Bank staff.

The Sourcebook is not a policy document on participation; nor is it for
cover-to-cover reading. It does not seek to persuade anyone (other than through
example) to use participatory approaches. In preparing it, we are assuming that
the people reading this Sourcebook have already decided to use participatory
approaches in their professional work.

How you read the Sourcebook is up to you. Once you have done so,
however, we hope you will find it has strengthened your ideas about
participation and about the ways you do your work. We also hope you agree that
these new ways of working can improve projects, contribute to the development
process, and help reach the poor.
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INTRODUCTION

"It is not that we should simply seek new and beuer ways for managing
society, the economy and the world. The point is that we should
jfudamentaly change how we behave. 

Vadav EBvvd

Using the Soumebook thrugh the work of the four-year Bankwide Leamning
G;roup on Participatory Development. In making

We have written the Participation Sourcebook for selections, we attempted to cover a variety of
World Bank Task Managers - and those who work countries, sectors and types of activities. We
with them - to help them support participatory recognize however, that we have not even come dose
processes in econmic and social development. to capturing the vast, rich, and varied experiences in

participatory development, even withim the Bank.
The Sourcebook is not for cover-to-cover

reading. bItead, it has been formatted so that a busy In compiiing these case studies, it became
person can pull it off the shelf, consult the Table of evident that each example is context specaiic.
Contents, and quickly turn to the section they need. Theefore, applying what you find useful in these
To facilitate this, the chapters of the Sourcebook are examples to other situations will no doubt require
set up m modular form, with referece cdings some interpretaion and adaptation. You may also
which sbould allow the reader to dip in and out wish to brows through several of these experiences
according to idividual interest and need. Readers to see what your coUeagues are doing, before settling
may also wish to supplement the contents of the on a final approach.
Sourcebook with more detailed information on
methods and tools (Annex I), or with information fts Pbints
from the background paper summaries (Annex II).

What's in the Sourcebook? Chapter m draws largey upon Chapter II
expeiences to guide the reader through the various

Reflections on Participation steps of participatory planning and decisinkng.
These practice pointers provide answers to questions

Chapter I brings together the key themes and Task Mmagers mav have about using participatory
conmnon elements on participation. It contains our aproaches in Bank-supported activities. Given the
reflections on what we hase learned from the stories context specific and multi-dimensional nature cf
in Chapter I. In this opening chapter, we explore participation, we have developed the practice pointers
what participatory development is, and what it means in a way that gives the reader a menu of options for
to use participatory processes to plan and implement each stage of the participatory process based on
Bank operations. We also discuss the importance of actu Bank expenences. This leaVes readers free to
using participatory approaches in reaching the poor. decide for themselves which examples are most
This is not an executive summary, but an invitation relevant to their own situation and adapt the ideas
to explore the cases which follow. accordingly.

SharedExperiencs 'MThe practice pointers in Chapter IV focus on one
paricular group of stakeholders - the poor - and

Chapter II contains examnples, told in the first some of the common barriers to their participation.
person, of how World Bank staff used, or helped Chapter IV presents the experience of Bank staff and
oths use, participaory approaches in Bample their govemnment counterparts, and shares approaches
supported opeations. We identifie these examples to stregthning the financial and organizational
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capacities of the poor. It also discusses ways of Technical Paper Summaries
creating an enabling environment for the participation
of all stakeholders, including the poor. Steering oDmniiteecs comprised mostly of Bank

operational staff prepared background papers on
Particpatory Techniques participation for the Sourcebook. The eighteen papers

fall into three categories: (i) Bank supported activities
We have included an annex describing a range of and operational tasks, (ii) sectors; and (iii) cross-

participatory methods, some of which have been used cutting issues. Annex II contains summaries of these
in the Chapter nl examples. We have borrowed papers and their main findings for readers who may
techniques firely from those who 'invented' them, want to explore a specific area or issue in greater
and have modified them, when necessary, to fit into depth.
the context of Bank operations.
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CHAPTER I

REFLECTIONS: WHAT IS PARnCIPATION?

'Participation is a process through which suikeholders inflwec and
share control over development initiatives, and the decisions and
resources which affect them.

Partleipadon Leaming Group Final Report

Some readers who know the Bank well, will * develop, or oversee the development of
note that the Sourcebook examples which follow are project policies, specifications, blueprints,
different from their notions of how the Bank normally budgets, and technologies, needed to move
goes about its work. This difference could be in the from the present to the future, i.e., the
style or presentation. In our opinion, however, it is stakeholders cotabortively formulate
not a matter of style, but rather the 'stance" adopted project lactics.
by the sponsors and designers in organizing and
carrying out the activity. What is also different is the Thcse steps are carried out for all Bank-financed
explicit recognition and description of the processes projects, be they traditional projects or projects
used to plan and implement development activities. planned in what we are calling a participatory way.

But the key characteristic of a participatory approach
To illustrate what we mean by "stance," we is the collaborative stance the project sponsors and

refer to the behavior of those who sponsored and designers take in carrying out these steps; and the
designed the development activities which are fact that stakeholders influence and share controlover
described in Chapter H. For Bank activities, the the decisions which are made.
central govermment is usually, but not always, the
sponsor. In these examples, the sponsors and Extwnd Expert Stance
designers take a stance that places them inside the
local social system being addressed. They
demonstrate a willingns to work colaboratvdy Bank projects have usually been prepared in a
with the other key 'stakeholders' in carrying out the dpffechnt maal this more traditional
steps required to prepare a project for World Bank approach the 'external expert stanceg to distingiish

financing. Specifically they:it from what we are calling the 'pariiaoyfinancing. Specifically, they: stance.' In the external expert stance, the same
activities - setting objectives, diagnosis, etc. - are

* isdentify the strengths and weanesses of undertaken to prepare a project for fiancing. The
existing policies, and service and support difference is that in the external expert stance, the
systems, i.e., the stakeholders project sponsors and designers place themselves
cotaborctively do the analysis and "outside" the local system they are investigating and
diagnosis; makig decisions about. They work 'outside', even

if they happen to come from, or live within, the local
* decide and articulate what is needed, i.e., system.

the stakeholders colaborvtiely set
objectives; Usualy, these externally positioned sponsors and

designers are substantive experts in the subject matter
* decide in pragmatic terms, directions, they are investigating. They deternine what the

priorities and institutional responsibilities, project will look like. They view other stakeholders
i.e., the stakeholders colaboratively create mainly as sources of information and opinions. Their
a strategy; aad "expert role' includes collecting information and
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opinions from the other stakeholders, making sense strategies and projects which require behavior
out of what they collect, and converting all of it into changes on the part of people within a given system.
a development strategy or project. Then they turn these pre-set specifications over to

people who are accustomed to behaving in a
The external expert stance is not a World Bank significantly different way and have not learned what

innovation, but an inherent and deeply imbedded part the experts have about how and why their behaviors
of our understanding about how results are produced need to change. The implementation challenge which
and the role people play in producing them. arises in such situations hinges, as far as we can tell,

on the issue A learning. Specifically, how can the

Listening and Consultation people within a local system learn the value and
rationale of new social behaviors specified by an
expert?

Even when working in the external expert stance,
Bank staff, their govermment colleagues, and the Behind the well institutionalized practice of
consultants they' hire, listen to and consult with specifying new behaviors in reports and other texts is
people in the local system. Admittedly, in the past, the belief that people learn by reading information
sponsors and designers may not have always listened about a reality exteral to them. With this as the
to people, or failed to consult the poor and assumption, it is logical to think that presenting
disadvantaged members of society; but ihs ISchanging.rConertmedbeffrts are nowitty beingtmadetpeople with a plan is enough to enable them to take
changing. Concerted efforts are now being made toneacisefcivl.Adfthatostkntu.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~new actions effectively. And if the actions taken turn
listen to and consult all concerned stakeholders. The out to be ineffective in practice, then we believe it's
Bank's Africa Region s emphasis on Systematic necessary to go back and reonstrc our strategy or
Client Consultation is an example of the changes project or plan.
underway. The inclusion of Beneficiary Assessments
in Poverty Assessments is another example.

But over time, development experience has
shown that when external experts alone acquire,

consWeatfully esupportian aidvoce isten and analyze and process information, and then present
consultation - especially with the this information in reports, social change usuay does
disadvantaged. But we do not equnate this with the -o taepae-hra h ido oillann
process called "participation." Instead, we recognize tot take place. Whera the kind of social leurning
listening and consultation as essential prerequisites .t ato tad nni and/ i tmzenduono a
for participation. Because no matter how good the pa pary pl g a i
sponsors and designers are at listening and development activity does enable social change.
consultation, what is missing is learning on the part
of the people in the local system. A person who is Socal Leag and Invention
being "listened to' or "consulted with" does not learn
nearly as much as the person doing the listening and As indicated by the Chapter 11 examples, Bank
consulting. task managers (rMs) are increasingly supporting

processes where the stakeholders themselves
By focusing attention on "who-needs-to-leam- generate, share and analyze information, establish

what" in a project and revising our understanding of priorities, specify objectives, and develop tactics. The
how learning occurs, we gain insights into the stakeholders contribute their experience and expertise,
reasons why the behavior change dimensions of for instance, the experience of what it is to be poor
Bank-financed projects run into so many problems. or female, or the expertise to develop specifications
We are also aided in our understanding of what for a new road or educational program. The
project design changes are needed in order to enable stakeholders learn and develop purpose together.
social change.

This "social learning" is followed by "social

Expert Learning invention." The stakeholders invent the new practices
and institutional arrangements they are willing to

In the external expert stance, experts design adopt. In the process, they individually and
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collectively devclop insight and understanding of the In Chapter II, we see how such a network of
new behaviors required to attain the objectives they support and conmnitment generated by participatory
set. When all stakeholders work, learn and invent processes can keep a project going in the face of
together, the need for the transfer of expert learning problems. In the Benin Health example, a strong
from onc group of stakeholders to another is reduced. network of local health committees is formed during

the initial design phase to set the objectives and
The TMs who prepared the case studies in strategies of the project. This network was able to

Chapter II say that local people often create the really keep the project going through times of changing
importanL parts of the projects. They make a point of officialdom -- four new Health Ministers in fourteen
distinguishing between what seems to outsiders to be months and four different notions about what would
good ideas, and what the local stakeholders invent as be good for the people. This is because the process
practical and expedient ways to get things of value which produced the project was inclusive from the
done. The implication is that experts standing outside start, therefore gaining broad based support from all
of, and apart from, the local system often miss concerned stakeholders.
possibilities and opportunities that come naturally to
its members. The Chad Education TM, for example, Of course, more than commitment is needed.
points out that he had never thought about parent Economic, financial and technical arrangements must
education as an important means of improving child be in place to deliver on these commitments. But if
education until the parents themselves proposed it. these arrangements exist only on paper, or in

agreements made without the understanding of those
Again, this seems sensible. How can experts stakeholders who must implement and sustain the

positioned outside the local system figure out what project, little will be accomplished.
the people in it are willing and able to change? More
importantly, how can they know the speed and depth Popular vs. Stakeholder Partiw pation
with which the local stakeholders are willing to make
these changes? If behavioral and organizational When we began preparing the Sourcebook, we
changes are necessary, then the people whose assumed we would be writing about 'popular"
behavior has to change should create the change and participation, that is, the participation of the poor and
commit themselves to it. others who are disadvantaged in terms of wealth,

education, ethnicity or gender. It seemed obvious to
Comm2itment us to focus on the participation of these poor and

disadvantaged groups because while they are often the
The absence of sufficient 'commitment" in many intended "beneficiaries," they are usually without

of the projects the Bank finances comes, we believe, voice in the development process.
mainly from the external expert stance. In this stance,
small groups of experts design a project and then ask But as we started documenting the Chapter II
the other stakeholders to commit themselves to it. examples, we noted that apart from poor and
Even if these stakeholders make a commitment, they disadvantaged people who were directly affected,
often have not learned enough to understand fully the there were a range of other stakeholders for Bank
commitment they are being asked to make. Nor have supported operations. These stakeholders could affect
they learned enough to judge their competence the outcome of a proposed Bank intervention or were
individually and collectively to fulfill it. We need to affected by it, and because of this, their participation
be clear that commitments made under such was critical. In addition to those directly affected by
circumstances cannot be relied upon. the project, these include:

Through the participatory process, however, * the Borrower - elected officials, line agency
people can make informed comnutments. And by staff, local govemnment officials, etc.
obsering the participatory process, assessments can Govermnents, representing borrower member
be made by Bank and Government staff, among countries, are the Bank's most significant
others, about the presence or absence of the partners in that they are shareholders, clients,
commitment necessary to ensure sustainability. and responsible for devising and implementing
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public policies and programs; poor requires special arrangements and efforts by the
sponsors and designers which go beyond those used

* indirectly affected groups -- others with an to involve government officials and other relatively
interest in outcomes such as NGOs, private powerful stakeholders in participatory processes.
sector organizations, etc.;

Who are the Poor?
* the Bank - Bank management, staff and

shareholders. The poor include people located in remote and
impoverished areas. Women and children make up a

We also noted that in our Chapter H examples, large proportion of the very poor, and this group also
sponsors and designers of development activities had includes people marginalized by virtue of their race
to work with and through powerful stakeholders in and ethnicity, as well as those disadvantaged by
order to serve the needs of the poorest people. circumstances beyond their control such as disabilities
Attempts to bypass powerful stakcholders often and natural or man-made disasters. Some of the
resulted in opposition from them; and this opposition poorest people live in countries characterized by
usually compounded the problem of getting anything weak govemments and civil strife.
useful accomplished.

Because the poor are generally less educated and
For these reasons, we shifted our focus from less organized than other more powerful stakeholders,

popular participation to stakezolder participation -- because they are more difficult to reach, and because
the participation of all relevant stakeholders in the the institutions which serve them are often weak,
development process. This is a decision which we interventions targeting the poor must often be small-
have made consciously, and which we think will have scale, context-specific, and resource-intensive.
important implications for the way the Bank works.

Ljearnn from the Poor
But while we argue that all stakeholders rnust

work collaboratively to advance development Task Managers, some of whose experiences are
projects, we recognize that different stakeholders cited in Chapter II, are learning a great deal about
have different power, different interests, and different rching the poor and engaging them in their own
resources. And for these reasons, we also recognize development. Forming an understanding of how to do
that arrangements need to be put in place to level the this calls, in part, for bottom-up approaches that
playing field and enable different stakeholders to begin by involving the poor, and leaming from them
interact on an equitable and genuinely collaborative about their own needs and priorities.
basis. Annex 1 is about the methods and tools which
can be used for this purpose. When we take a look at the types of methods and

approaches that work best at the field level for
Achieving consensus and reconciling key engaging and enabling the poor to participate, we see

stakeholder differences is not always easy, and it may that these are quite different from the set of
entail risks such as generating or aggravating techniques used when relatively sophisticated and
conflicts between groups with competing interests and powerful stakeholders are involved. The Chapter H
priorities. Dealing with conflict often requires an examples indicate that stakeholder workshops and
understanding of the underlying societal interests other planning methods such as ZOPP and AIC tend
inhibiting consensus and putting into place to work well when the objective is to gain ownership
mechanisms for dispute resolution and negotiation. and commitment on the part of stakeholdes such as

government officials and staff of international
Reaching the Poor agencies. These examples also demonstae that

workshops can be structured to include the views of
As the Sourcebook examples illustrate, the poor the poor, but this requires conscious and careful

face many barriers on a mumber of different levels plainng.
that prevent them from having a real stake in
development activities. Reaching and engaging the But, when the primary objective is to learn from
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and collaborate with thc poor, a different kind of for goods and services from government and private
dynamic is involved which calls for a different sector agencies. Under these changed ircumstances,
approach to facilitating participation. These methods the mechanisms to satisfy their needs will change as
should engage poor people and build their confidence, well. In this context, it becomes necessary to move
knowledge base, and capacity for action. Visual away from welfare oriented approaches and focus,
methods which are carried out in the local setting, rather, on such things as building sustainable, market-
using local materials, and calling upon local based financial systems, decentralizing authority and
knowledge and expertise as inputs into project design resources, and strengthening local institutions.
are often used to good effect.

We reach the far end of the continuum when
Building Capacity to Act these clients ultimately become the owners and

managers of their assets and activities. This stage
Getting the participation of the poor involves a ranks highest in terms of the intensity of participation

lot more than finding the right technique. It requires involved. A question we asked ourselves while
strengthening the organizational and financial preparing the Sourcebook was - how can we support
capacities of the poor so that they can act for and prepare poor people to own and manage assets
themselves. In searching for ways to build local and activities in a sustainable manner? In part, we
capacity, we found it useful to think in terms of a found out that the more poor people are involved
continuum through which the poor are progressively upstream in the planning and decisionmaking process,
empowered. the more likely they are to own a development

intervention, contribute to it and sustain it. However,
On one end of this continuum, the poor are this alone is not sufficient.

viewed as "beneficiaries" who are the recipients of
services. resources and development interventions. In Constraints exist at the policy level that impinge
this context, community organizing, training, and upon the rights of people to organize, to access
one-way flows of resources through grant information, to engage in contracts, to own and
mechanisms are often appropriate. While much good manage assets, and to participate fully as members of
work has been done in this mode, the provision of civil society. Efforts are therefore needed to create an
benefits delivered to people in this way may not be enabling policy environment which allows all
sustainable in the long term and may not improve the stakeholders -- especially poor and disadvantaged
capacity of people to act for themselves. once - to be part of the definition we noted at the

outset. They too must be enabled to:
As the capacity of poor people is strengthened

and their voices begin to be heard, they become "inftlence and share control over
"clients", who are capable of demanding and paying development intiauives and the decisions and

resources which affect them.a
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CHAPTER II
SHARING EXPERIENCES

In preparing the Sourcebook we have discovered examples. The reason is. that at this initial stge, we
that thc best way to lcarn about participation is to feel the Sourcebook will be more useful, relevant,
experience ii directlv. The second best way is by and convincing to Bank staff and managers if it is
seeing what others have done in the name of based on actual Bank staff experience with
participation, talking to them, and seeking their participatory approaches. By highlighting current
guidance. This Chapter shares the experiences of Bank practices, the Sourcebook demonstrates that
individuals who supported participatory approaches in participation is not only possible, but already
Bank operational activities. We have documented underway in many Bank-supported activities. We
these examples to help Task Managers and other hope to include examples from other organizations in
interested parties learn about panicipation from the future editions of the Sourcebook.
practical experience of their colleagues. They are told
in the first person narrative, most often - but not Selection Biases
always -- by Bank Task Managers, the people with
the overall responsibility for processing Bank projects We selected the following examples from those
and policy work. we came to know through the work of the Bank's

four-year Learning Group on Participatory
No Perfect Models Development. We have included examples of

economic and sector work, investment projects, and
We do not offer these examples as perfect a Country Implemencation Review - all of which

models of how, for example, to plan a development were conducted in a participatory manner.
project in a participatory manner. In fact, we believe
that there is no such thing as a "perfect model" for We acknowledge two limitations in the range of
participation. The form participation takes is highly examples presented in this Chapter. The first is that
influenced by the overall circumstances and the more of the examples are about participation during
unique social context in which action is being taken. preparation and planning than during implementation.

This does not mean we think the formner any more
Whatever our initial intuition might have important than the latter. In fact, we want to be clear

suggested, we observed that participation has many that participation is an iterative process which can
faces and ways of showing up in the multi- and should be repeated at every stage of the Bank's
dimensional field of development - a field that project cycle. However, this "planning bias' does
embraces many different types of historical, political, reflect the fact that the Bank has only recently made
cultunal, sectoral and institutional settings. an institutional comrnitment to supporting

participatory approaches and most of the examples we
Still Much to be Leamed had to choose from are still in the 'honeymoon"

phase of the project cyclz. Wher2ver we could, we
We recognize that the Bank is in the process of have tried to include examples of participation during

learning how to introduce participatory approaches implementation. But beyond this, we will have to
into its work, especially from those practitioners in wait, watch and document as our experience in this
developing countries who have been practicing area grows.
participation for many years.

Perhaps more importantly, we have found that
Since the Bank has a great deal to learn about not all projects can be planned in detail from the

using participatory approaches, you may wonder why outset. Many projects deal with stakeholders or sets
we have not gone outside the insiitution in search of of problems for which the exact modalities for
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Sharing Experiences

achieving the set objectives are unknown and aware that for every example we included, there are
unknowable at the start. These projects require probably many other examples that are equally
flexible and iterative planning which can respond to innovative and instructive. In fact, we have been told
changing situations and new information as it so by dozens of Bank staff who are working in a
becomes available. Such projects need to be participatory manner in countries, sectors, or
approached in an exploratory mode, in which future activities which have not been included in this version
stages are planned in light of the outcome of initial of the Sourcebook.
interventions.

Intensity of Partidipation
We have selected several examples because they

illustrate how Bank TMs adapted a "process" Another important criteria for selection was the
approach for such operations. This entailed piloting level or intensity of participation illustrated by the
activities; undertaking design concurrently with examples. This is important because participation is
implementation; introducing flexible targets, an elastic term which can mean different things to
timeframes and funding mechanisms; and different people in different institutions. All the
encouraging other changes in the existing project examples you will read in the Sourcebook are
cycle and operating procedures. These examples also situations in which the relevant stakeholders have
document a significant shift in "stance" away from an engaged in coUaborative decisionnaking, as opposed
emphasis on mechanistic 'things' to an emphasis on to listening and consultation. In making this
people, processes, and continuous learning. distinction we are emphasizing the point that

participation must involve some degree of shared
A second limitation of the Sourcebook lies in the control.

preponderance of examples that deal with Bank-
financed projects as opposed to policy work. Again, Finding Your Way
this reflects the realities of Bank experience with
participation to date. We hope to add more examples The matrix on the following pages will guide you
of participatory policy work as our experience grows. to the examples most appropriate to your needs. You

may wish to read a few of the examples representing
The Many Faces of Participation the sector or Region in which you work. Or, you

may choose examples based on participatory
In selecting these examples, we have tried to techniques you have heard about, or the type of Bank

reflect the impressive diversity of participatory activity in which you are involved. However, you
practices across countries, sectors and types of choose to start, you will probably find that reading an
activities. For example, there is at least one example example will stimulate you to read others and draw
from each Region of the Bank. We have also tried to your own conclusions about what works and what
represent a range of participatory techniques currently does not.
being used in Bank operations. However, we are well
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Guide to Sourcebook Examples

COUNARY XIDt SECNG ITA- Co |wn
Ntom PaWr - OLDuiS ORGA AIiON HIGIIIS

ALBANU Ruml Credit Project Generic Prepartion G. 1. D Village Credit An urgent need exists to inject cash into
Comnmittees impoverished mountain artas and provide

ufnploymont opportunides. Prior to Bank-
lirnuced plot. *IM and Albanian
conslultnt work wit nruml farrain
communities to design credit delivery
mechanisms suitable for dhe poor. Sixty-
three village credit fiuds arc created as a
result.

BEND; Health Project SW Prepamrtion G. L. D VDlage Health TM convinces skeptical government
Coummittes officials and villagers of utility of

participatory approaches by holding
townhall meetngs in remote vilages. Once
dbe stakeholders are enlsted, the project is
prepared through participtoly planning
workshops. A result of the effort is that
viUagers now serve on the boards of
national bodies and carry out imponrant
local health care ddivery responsbilities.

BWAL Water/Urban Project Generic 3 years into G. L D Homeowner Participatory subproject design saves a
hnplent Condominiums large loan component targeted at the poor
ion fiom cancellatiom A new procurerent

approach binds engineering firms and
social organizers into joint venture.
Engineers and social organiers negotiate
design and nanagcmentof subprojects
with slum dwellers. Women provide
leadership m the slums Bank inegrates
structured learning into the project.

CHAD Education Project ZOPP Preparation G, I Paren-Teacher Government speifcally requests
Associations pardcipaory preparation. Preparation time

and cost are very low. No women show up
at planning sessions and intermediares
represent their own intrests instead of
interests of the poor. Implementation
arrangements include capacity building for
parent associaions.

COLOMMBA Enrg ESW A-I-C Start of the G. I NA Wben Government asks the Bank to hdp
Study deal widt the banknuptcy of ims electric

power seor. TM responds with the
recommendaton dtat Colombians solve die
problem themselves through a
participatory AIC workshop. Workshop
concludes that the main problem is lack of
coordination among the many. diverse
staehholders. Wodrshop leads to the
creation of an Energy Board to cooTdinate
the entire sector. however, lack of fbllow-

_____ _____ _______ ~~~~~~~~up lunats progres.

Lqgmd: NA - NoE Applicable
G - GovernetSukehotders
I - Imftnd Affecad Staketioder(islude NGOS. itmdy orntim s. tenical bod,=s. cr-c)
D - Direyly Affected Sokcholden (i.e. those who stad to bendi or lo fm Bank-supponedoprations)

Teaukp-: AIC - Appreciatin. ifluence. Control
ZOPP - Objectives Oricnted Projec Planing
PRA - Particpao Rual Appil
SW - StkeholderWorkshop
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.cotwra J zcroa ACTwrv ThEX- SPONT HaAmlin OGAI N jHIChIUGEIS

EGYrr Natural Project PRA Prpuation G. 1. D Comunizy Bedouin representktivesjoin government
Resource Resource officials and consultarns on a project design
Management/ Maagent team. Planning sessions and PRA held in
Agnicultue Committees Bedouin communities. Seprate planning

sessions are held for women. Local people
develop project implementtion armngements
including community action plans.

INLMIA Forestry Project ZOPP During G, 1, D Forest aink helps mainstream dhe Foest Pmtecdon
Peparation Protection Committee approach initiated in West Bengal.

Committees hrough diis dpproach foresters shift out of a
policing role to a social role that provides
income to poor people and regenerates Ihe
foresL ZOPP workshop brings varius
govenment stakeholders together to
collaboranvely identity institutional changes

_____ _ __ _ _needed to support pardcipatory foestry.

LAO PDR Health Project Stake- Mid-way G NA Government offcials. misunderstanding die
holder through Bank's role tought it pepared and
W/shop Preparation implemented projects, much like NGOs have

been doing in Laos. Mid-way through project
pepration. TM used p rticipatry
workshops to engender ownership anong
centrAl. state and local government
stakeholders.

MNEIOCO Hyd- Project Generic Prcparation G. L D Vilage Negotiations betwecn the Govemment and the
ectc Negoang Bank break off. in part, over the

Resetdeement Committees Governments reluctne to prepae
participatory resettement plans. However
when the Government retums seven monmhs
later. the Bank helps CFE. the national power
company, to develop decentralized outreach
capacity. create appropriate incentives for its
staff. and stengthen public accountabiity

_ ___ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~mechanisms.
MoRocco Women-in- ESW PRA Beginning G. L D NA Through meetings and orientation workshops

Developmem of Study in participatory methods. TM convinces
skeptical govermnent officials to allow local
women to participate in formnation of WID
suategy paper. Govermnent agees. but
stipulates that PRA must be carnied out by
Moroccans. Governmentand NGO personnel
receive intensive training to undertake PRA
in mral vilages. Rural women ame preparing
their own recomnnentidons for inclusion in
the sector reporL

MOZADQUE Cross- Country SW Start of the G NA Task Manager assigned to die resident
Sectoral Implment Review mission brings together the various parts of

ation the government and the Bank tO review
Review implementation problems. Government

partcipants develop an intra-govemmental
network as a rcsult of the workshop. OveraD
elationships improve. but many
implementation problems remain due to
difficult country situation. Absence of the full
range of stakeholders. especially politicians
with the power to affect change. limits
effectiveness.

Leged: NA - NoL Applicable
G - Government Stakaboldets
I - Indirectly Affectd Stakeholder (include NGOs. mediary organizations. tehnial bodis. etc.)
D - Direcdy Affected Sakeholders (i.e. those who stand to benefit or lose from Bank-supported operations)

Technique: AIC - Appreciadotn, hifuen. Control
ZOPP - Objectives Orintd Promjct Planing
PRA - Participawry Rul ApprAl
SW - Sonl Workhop
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CoUNRY S1= Acrmwl Tzsc- SrArfl IrAn CO IMUNIry
NIME 1OmIT 0OLOUUI ORGAMNIoTAT I HIGNUGHU

___ __ _IVOLD

NIGERIA Agriculturm Project SW Prepration G I Women's When studics rveal tdat wonen ar not
Groups benefitrn sufficiendy from agrkultura

extension scrvices. the Bank brings
govemmtent mir.,stries. and represent-
iwves from strs. agriculture line
dcpamnents t igedhe r in a thmrody
plnnin wort shop to develop action
plans for impleimentation of the extension
progran. Due to several difficulties,
wornn fanners arc unable to participate
directy. Female extension agents.
famiiiar with and able to represent their
needs of women farmers serve as
surrogates for them in participatory

__________ planning event

PA-sArrN PSM/ Project Acdon Stan of G NA Atker pilotng burcaucradc rorientadon
Urban Research Preparaion of the Water Board, an intervention is

made through the preparation of the
project to tansform the core agencies of
the Sindh Province in order to
accomplish policy. fnancial and
institutional reform. A three-tier
participatory policy planning structure is
instiudonalized to bring together
bureaucrats and polidcians from different
parts of the Sindh government
Accomplishments in She Sindh are being
adopted elsewhere in the county.

PHiLPI Bio-diversity Project Genetic After G. 1. D Conmunity Bank and Government undertake a Joint
Appraisal Management Consultadve Appraisal Mission arranged

Boards by an NG0 upon discovering that expert-
designed legislation and project
overlooked needs and concerms of
indigenous communities. NGOs conduct
foUvow-up meedngs widt local
stakeholders and participatory
implementation anangements are inserted
into project to give local residents greater
contol over resources and decision-

_______ _______ ________ ___________ making in subpwjects.

PHnIWiNES Irrigation Project Genetic Before G. I. D irrigation In the late '70s, the Fiipino National
Preparadon Associations Irrgation Agency (NIA) learns bow to

coUaboratively plan and manage
comrmnal irrigation schemes with local
farmers. At the time the Bank makes its
first commnal loan to NLA. the agency
has already mainsrraned" farmer
participation as a standard practice. After
verifying that the participatory practice is
effective. the Bank lM spends most of
bis time helping NIA navigate through
Bank and central government obstacles.

| YEMEN Education Sector SW Preparation G Local Schools Once governmeut education officials
Loan focus on the quality of education instead

of number of classrooms, teachers and
books. attention turns to the local
schools. Workshops are used to give
voice to headnasters and mistresses.
local schools are empowered to cmrate
their own quality education programs
with central govemrnentflunding. The
network of support generated by tbe
participatory prparation approach keeps
the momennmrn going during a change at

__________ ______________ the polidcal level.
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ALBANIA
RuRAL POVERTY ALLEVAON PIIOT PROJECr

Introduction
In attempting this, we were entering into

Albania is the poorest country in Eulrope, with an uncharted territory with no prior experience to build
estimated 1992 per capita GDP of under $400. upon. Our first objective was to find out what would
Amidst political and economic tunnoil, the centrally- work. For example, what type of credit delivery
planned economy collapsed in 1992, giving way to a mechanism would be most suitable for reaching the
democratically elected government and ending poor? In a typical Bank project, this would have been
Albania's forty-year isolation from the rest of the done by undertaking a sector study. But in this case,
world. Revolution and reform have resulted in an we couldn't do studies because there was nothing to
abrupt transition to a market economy which has had study! Everytiing was new. We were operating in a
a dramatic impact on Albania's rural population. climate of so many unknowns and uncertainties, that

adopting an experimental and participatory approach
The dismantling of agricultural cooperatives and seemed the most sensible way to proceed. In fact,

the rapid privatization of land has transformed state there was really no other way. We needed to work
farm workers into private land owners whose average with the villagers to test out different ideas and
holding is a meager 1.4 hectares per family. People mechanisms.
are expected to create farns out of their new plots to
provide food for their families, but have been unable This in itself presented a challenge, given that
to do so due to a lack of start-up capital to purchase bottom-up participation was a completely new
inputs and supplies. Without the necessary tools, approach in a country where everything had been
inputs and opportunities, people were surviving on decided at the top. So, not surprisingly, some
ot much more than food aid. To make maters government officials were skeptical and viewed this

worse, rural infrastructure has been destroyed during approach as a waste of time. After all, 'credit
the revolution along with the rural organizations in delivery is a complex topic", they argued, 'what
charge of its development and maintenance. The would rural peasants know about such things"?
challenge was clear: get village infrastructure up and However, during the course of our discussions, we
nnning, provide employment opportunities for the realized that there were some key people within the

local people, and find a way of injecting cash into the Ministry of Agriculture who were receptive to this
most impoverished areas - fast. approach. By building an alliance with them, we

were able to obtain the support and encouragement
Designing the Pre-Pilot needed to proceed.

The Govermment's reform program, including the Participatory Design of Credit Component
restructuring of Albania's entire banking system
would take time to take effect, but in the immediate In August 1992, we began a small test project
term we knew that something had to be done to with seed money from UNDP and Frres
address the desperate situation of farming families in d'Esperance, a French NGO. Before studying, we
the mountainous areas. There was no existing began doing. The availability of flexible finds
capacity within the system to lend smaU amounts to allowed us to start experimenting and spending
3,000 small farmers. Given the urgency of the money right away. We were convinced that the only
situation, we decided .o begin immediately with way to understand what could work was to see it in
operational activities. Setting up a formalized, action. We wanted to give money to people and
traditional top-down structure for operations would observe what happened. This would provide us, we
have been a long and bureaucraic process, so we hoped, with the information needed to design a larger
opted for a quicker and more informal route. We pilot project to be financed by the Bank.
chose to take a "learning by doing" approach and
train our Albanian counterparts 'on the job' and in We began by advertising in the national
the field. newspaper for two Albanian counterparts with
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experience in micro-credit to join our team. We hired local people to come up with a design for the credit
a woman, who was a physics professor at the program. My colleagues and I had certain pre-
university, and a second consultant who was an conceived ideas about what might work. I had prior
engineer. We took them to the villages to see how experience in Bangladesh with the Grameen Bank,
they interacted with the farming communities. An and then had worked for over thirty years in Africa
important criteria in hiring them was their desire and where I also helped to adapt the Gramecn model of
ability to work in a participatory manner. Given the group-based rural credit to the local context. Later,
situation, we realized how important this personal I had founded an NGO in France to develop credit
interaction would be to the success of our efforts. I for self-employment. So I was influenced by my own
also brought along two foreign consultants to help us experiences and was therefore thinking along the lines
design the process. Once the team was assembled, we of a solidarity group-lending approach.
asked the Ministry of Agriculture to choose a district
not too far from the capital to launch the "pre-pilot". However, when we introduced this notion to the

villagers, we were surprised by their response. Whilc
We met first with the district authorities and the they were very enthusiastic about the prospect of

commune chiefs who helped us identify the poorest receiving credit, they rejected the idea of solidarity
villages. No official village organizationexisted at the groups outright. To them, it too closely resembled
time, so we met with the village 'chief' and an the communist system they had just cast away. But
informal village council of sorts. We wanted the while they were fed up with cooperatives, they were
meetings to be as informal as possible, and open to eager to restore village solidarity. So they took our
anyone in the village who was interested, so we held idea and adapted it to suit their needs. The result was
them under a tree where passers-by could join us. group lending 'Albanian style".

It was difficult at first to get things started. Together, we decided upon a "village credit fund"
Working in an Eastern European context posed all (VCF) in which the entihe village is held accountable
sorts of problems, not the least of which was for the loans of its members. In other words, if
explaining the very concept of individual "credit' to anyone in the village defaults, the whole VCF could
the local farming communities who had never heard be in jeopardy of being cut off. In hindsight, this
of such a notion. Many were initially frightened by approach has proven extremely effective and, thus
the fdea of assuming personal risk. It was quite a far, has resulted in a 100% repayment rate in 62 of
challenge in the beginning to introduce such foreign the 63 VCFs. This is quite remarkable in a country
coDncepts as 'inflation' or explain why it was where the repayment rate to formal banking
necessary to charge "interest" on loans. institutions is a real problem.

These meetings constituted the start of a series of Designig tbis credit component was truly an
extensive conversations and repeated interactions interactive process between our team and the
between groups of villagers and the Albanian viUagers. In one instance, the consultant had just
members of our team, who were charged with finished explaining the rationale for charging interest
carrying on the process after the rest of us left. The on loans and was working with the gmup to
fact that we had money available right away was key. collectively decide upon an interest rate. The
It meant we could start experimenting immediately consultant proposed indexing the interest rate to the
with different ideas which were being proposed. Not price of a cow (which was a commodity of real value
only did this expedite the process, but was critical in within these communities). Again, the villagers did
establishing our credibility among the initially not like this idea. They argued that aU cows were not
skeptical village communities. the same and were not worth equal sums of money.

After much discussion, it was decided to index
Village Credit Funds interest rates to the US doUar.

We concentrated our efforts on four villages Village Credit Committees
which had shown the greatest interest ha collaborating
with us. Through repeated visits, we worked with the To ensure that decisionmaking control remained
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at the local level, we jointly decided that each village The RDF is governed by a Board of Tnrtees who
would elect a three-person Village Credit Committee are the Ministers of the relevant ministries, such as
(VCC) to decide who would receive funds and labor, finance and agriculture, and chaired by the
oversee the disbursement and repayment of loans to Deputy Prime Minister. It is run by an Albanian
borrowers. Because they were from the village Executive Director and an Executive Committee
themselves, the members of the VCC knew the made up of the Heads of the Credit and Infastructure
applicants and could assess their creditworthiwess Departments. The credit program is decentralized
based on this personal kmowledge. The funds were with credit officers in every participating district.
disbursed from the implementing agency, the Rural They attend VCC meetings and follow up on loan
Development Fund (RDF), and deposited in tranches repayment. All decisionmaking concerning the
directly into local branches of the Rural Commercial Village Credit Funds rests at the local level. RDF
Bank to be accessed solely by the VCCs. An RDF engineers also work closely with communes and
credit officer and a member of the local Rural villages in the irnplementation of rural infrastructure
Commercial Bank played an advisory role on the projects which constitute the other major component
VCCs. of the program The RDF has now attracted other co-

fnanciers including the Italian government, the EC
The eligibility criteria for loans were also and IFAD.

developed in conjunction with the villagers. While
there was no specific targeting to ensure that funds Monitoring and Evaluation
were reaching the poorest families, there was a clear
understading among the VCCs that the funds were Establishing a separate department within the
intended for those least well-off in the villages. The RDF for project monitoring and evaluation has
$500 limit on loans 'selected out' those better off proven very difficult. At the beginning, the RDF staff
among the group by virtue of being too low for their person charged with this responsibility was simply
purposes. Ultimately, however, it was up to the not the right type of person for the job - not open to
VCCs, which held public meetings, to evaluate loan new methods and ideas. Subsequent staff have been
applications, and to decide who in the village would more open-minded, and some progress is now being
receive funds. Interestingly, many VCCs chose to made. Mid-way through the pilot project, we
decrease the amount of the individual loans from undertook an evaluation in the form of an impact
$300 to $200, so that more families could receive study. Foreign consultants were hired under the
credit sooner rather than later. project to establish the framework for the study, and

a team of Albanians - from the large pool of
Rural Development Fund previous cooperative farm technical staff - were

trained and hired to carry out the surveys.
It was decided during appraisal that the Rural

Development Program would be best implemented by Although the establishment of a separate
an autonomous transition agency that would be monitoring and evaluation unit has been slow and
outside government. This decision was based on the difficult, the small credit program itself continues to
fact that the existing administration did not have the very effectively incorporate participatory monitoring
capacity to carry out the project in a participatory and feedback. For example, through discussions with
manner, nor the outreach to interact at the local level the villagers and Village Credit Committee members,
with several thousand small farmers. In another it was learned that farmers wanted the loan ceiling
country, NGOs may have assumed this role, but in raised. In the first phase of the project, most farmers
Albania no such NGOs existed. So in January 1993, had used their loans to purchase livestock. Now they
the Rural Development Fund (RDF) was established wanted to invest in larger, more capital intensive
by government decree. As an autonomous ageacy, it items, such as small tractors, mills and transport. As
was given the responsibility for implementing both a direct response to this feedback, the project was
the pilot and subsequent full-scale project. It was modified and loan ceilings were doubled from $500
given administrative, financial and technical to $1,000.
autonomy, and the authority to enter into contracts.
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District Workshops technical assistance and larger amounts of capital
lending as farmers branch into animal breeding and

Regular district seminars and workshops have other related activities. Already there is a move
done a lot to promote dialogue, information sharing, towards off-fann activities which are being financed
and learning among project participants from under the credit program.
different areas. The Albanian consultant who now
heads the RDF's credit department, organizes training In response to this, the full-scale Rural
semninars every 2-3 months which bring together Development Project, which is expected to begin in
Village Credit Committee members from various April 1995, will provide technical support for these
districts. These are typically two-day workshops held new activities through the creation of a micro-
in a local school with the RDF covering the costs of enterprise support department within the RDF to help
transport, food and accommodation for the farmers in using the right technology and finding
participants. During these seminars, representatives markets. The upcoming $12 million project will
of the various VCCs make presentations on the way include the creation of 125 additional Village Credit
the credit program runs in their villages. They share Funds throughout Albania.
new ideas and experiments they are undertaking, and
discuss the obstacles and problems they face. Time and Money

For example, one VCC went beyond basic credit The participatory preparation of the project
and started experimenting with savings mobilization actually took very lirtle time. The first preparation
by soliciting contributions from its members. They mission was in August 1992 and the project was
received help in setting up the necessary procedures passed by the Boaxd in February 1993. There was a
from their district credit officer. I was pleased to consensus in the Bank that the project was needed
learn about this initiative, as we had been planning to very quickly, so they agreed that the "pre-pilot'
introduce this savings component in the next phase of phase and experience was equivalent to a project
the project in 1995. However, we have found that appraisal. Supervision of the project, however, has
introducing new ideas and concepts is much easier been time consuming. This may be partly to do with
when they come from the people themselves. After its participatory nature (which makes supervision
all, when local people themselves invent practical more complicated than simply going to a ministry
ways to get things of value done, they are more with a checklist), but it also has to do with Albania's
likely to commit themselves to it. Now that the idea transition economy and the fact that RDF has
of savings mobilization has been planted by one financing from five or six donors.
VCC, it has proven contagious, spreading among
cormnunities as other VCCs are eager to introduce As for the costs of preparation, our experience
the concept in their villages. Local people are starting has been that participatory preparation costs less than
to really feel that they own the system, and as a doing expert studies, because participation involves
result, are willing to take on greater responsibilities local people rather than lots of foreign consultants.
and risks. The pre-pilot was paid for by UNDP and Freres

d'Esperance. The amount allocated for the credit
Next Steps component during the pre-pilot phase was SZo,000.

The project impact study cost about $60,000 most of
This project, particularly the provision of credit which was used to hire a foreign consultant. This was

to small farmers, progressively creates new needs and paid from project funds. The district workshops were
is growing and expanding at a rapid pace. Enabling very inexpensive.
farmers to purchase livestock has led to the creation
of local 'animal health associations", financed jointly On Reflection
by the RDF and farmer contributions. These
indigenously derived associations ensure the An added twist to this project is that we are
vaccination of all livestock and are the first signs of operating in an Eastern European environment. And
what I think will be a growing trend toward believe me when I say that it is a completely different
diversification of activities and a growing demand for and often difficult cor,text to work in. In this project,
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we had to introduce western management concepts, returned three months later with a fixed price -filled
but even after two years of repeated interaction and in by the state. After so many years in a centrally
training, it is clear tha: the Albanians are still not planned system, competitive bidding and western
comfortable with these concepts of management and accounting practices are just not something people
often insist on doing things their way. For example, can relate to easily.
our team really took for granted the tradition of
writing down and documrenting procedures and Trying to apply Bank regulations in such a
activities, but Albanians have a very "oral" culture. situation is complicated at best. As a Bank task
They don't understand our fixation on preparing manager, this means you have to be flexible, be
agendas or reports. For them, this information is willing to compromise and adapt, and learn how
stored in their heads and they much prefer to tell you business is done 'Albanian style". This understanding
about it than write it down. does not develop overnight, but over time a process

of cross-fertilization occurs with each side leaming
Similarly, when it came to recruiting local staff from the other; and I think this is the way it should

for the project, the Albanians were baffled by our be.
request that job descriptions and selection criteria be
drawn up. Furthermore, they were surprised when I think the reason a great many of these projects
we began choosing candidates based on their fail is that we try to interject our style of doing things
professional qualifications. Again, we had taken this into a context which has a completely different
for granted, but soon realized that this was not the history, tradition and mode of interaction. The reason
Albanian way. Instead, people are hired on the basis the Albania Rurl Poverty Alleviation project has
of their "biography" - in other words, according to worked well and has progressed quicldy is because
the political history of their family over the last two we started very small, with the participation of the
generations. So whether one's uncle was a good local people, and then scaled-up over time. This has
communist or whether one has any relatives in prison allowed people to get used to the project, understand
is given more importance than professional it, feel comfortable with it and claim it as their own.
background. Of course, this is not possible for all projects. For

example, you would not build a dam with NGO seed
I am continually reminded that what we take for money and piloting, but for this type of rural

granted simply does not correspond to any precise development project, this process approach has really
concept in the Albanian context. In dealing with worked well.
procurement and disbursement, I was shocked to
discover that when local conmnunes ordered supplies
from a state enterprise, the standard procedure was to
send a blank cheque, which would eventually be Maria Nowak is the Task Manager.
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BENIN
HEALTH SERVICES DEvELoPMENT PRoJEcT

Introduction difficulty in participating in open discussions. Some
said they were too "busy" doing other things to

In 1972, Benin was the leading innovator in attend, and no women showed up at all.
providing primary health care to rural populations. It Nevertheless, we were able to get across that our
had developed a unique, state-of-the-art primary objective was to learn from the people about their
health care strategy, covering the entire country. And situation and what they felt they needed. We said we
it had developed this strategy itself, with little outside did not want a project that only representid the
help. Now, some fifteen years later, Benin's primary thinking of the World Bank and the centrl officials.
health care ranked among the poorest in Africa. We asked the community to appoint a committee of

local people - five or so -- who were wise about
Identification Mission money, life, health, and how the community worked.

We also stipulated that at least one or two mothers be
When the Government asked the Bank for help in included.

this area, we suggested that we start by finding out
why the original strategy failed. In Februay 1988, I Before organizing the next phase of the work, we
led an Identification Mission accompanied by a Bank checked back to see if community representatives had
health management specialist and an architect. As been named. The communities had indeed done this
agreed in advance of our departure, we joined forces and presented us with the names of five people from
with staff from the Finance, Planning, Health and villages in each of the three districts we had visited.
Rural Development Ministries. These were the
appropriate stakeholders in Government who had to Preparing the Project
work together to provide primary health care.
Although some were a bit skeptical, our govemment Now that we had identified a good set of village
colleagues agreed that in order to leam more about stakeholders, we set up a workshop to generate a
the problems in the primary health care system we diagnostic of the existing primary health care system.
had to begin with the local health centers and the A iember of the Bank team-the architect -- had
communities they serve. experience in running participatory workshops. He

served as the workshop designer and facilitator. The
We decided to visit three districts that were the Minister of Health issued invitations to a two-day

focal point of some previous project preparation work conference in Cotonou, Benin's capital, and we
to see to what extent we could build on what had reserved a hall in the Ministry that was large enough
already been done. Before arriving in a district, we to accommodate the 80 participants.
requested that an open meeting be arranged. The
purpose of the meeting, we said, was to find out what About 50 participants came from the various
the people of the community expected from communities we had visited. They were ordinary
govemment by way of primary health care, and what citizens, including about 20 mothers, rather than the
they were willing to do themselves to have the kind tribal chiefs who usually represent the villages. A few
of health care they wanted. All told, we held eight technical staff from local German and Swiss projects
meetings which were attended by representatives of also attended.
some 32 villages. Sometimes, the entire village
showed up. In additicn to the village stakeholders, we invited

officials from the central ministries, from the regional
Participatory Discsions and district health offices, and from the local health

centers. We did tbis to be sure that we would be
Long a Marxist state, Benin was just beginning to worldng on the entire system of health care rather

change. Needless to say, local people had some than just a part of it.
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Brainstorming wanted. The villagers supported the work of their
representatives, giving the design team further

On the first day we brainstormed about health confidence that it was on the right track.
issues and problems. Each participant had the
opportunity to cite a problem. We went around the Pre-Apprisal
room again and again until all problems were writlen
up on sheets of flip chart paper which we mounted on In April 1988, the Bank team returned to Benin
the walls. The participants then assigned the problems for pre-appraisal. Again we held a workshop with
to several categories they established: buildings and representatives of the same four stakeholder groups
facilides, medicine, staffing and skills, primary health who had attended the first workshop. This time,
care, etc. participants reviewed the written project proposal to

ensure that it was consistent with what was learned
We then spent a significant amount of time and understood several months back. About 65 people

discussing the diagnosis of Benin's current health attended the second workshop. We again assigned
care system, using the categorized list of problems as small groups to work on the same categories
the basis for the discussion. We did this to be sure identified at the first workshop.
that the different kinds of people attending the
confekence - from village mother to high-ranking The written proposal was a good reflection of
government official to World Bank staff member - what the participants wanted. However two new
understood the problems in the same way. concerns appeared. The first had to do with who

really represents and speaks for the villages. After
Small Group Work considerable debate, the participants decided that

village representatives should be elected
After attaining closure on the diagnosis, we democratically and that the village should enter into

devoted the second day to developing appropriate a legal contract with the Health Ministry defining the
ways to solve the problems. To do this, we broke responsibilities of both parties for improving the
into smaHl groups, each of which dealt with one of health status of the local populations.
the major problem areas. We made sure that the
officials responsible for the areas being addressed The second had to do with implementation
were part of the group. The villagers chose for priorities. The communities with which we were
themselves the groups they wanted to join. As might working were not necessarily those with the greatest
be expected, group size turned out unevenly and need. While they recognized that other communities
some balancing had to be done. Upon completing the were in really dire straits, the participants
work, the small groups reported their conclusions to nevertheless felt that their comrnunities deserved
a plenary session. A discussion of the priority given their involvement. In the final analysis,
recomnmendations took up the remainder of the day. all concluded that it would be best to continue

working with the same set of stakeholders during
A small group of officials from Health, Finance, initial implementation.

Planning, and Rural Development then wrote up the
conclusions of the workshop and shared them with all Appraisal
participants. The proceedings subsequently served as
healt .sector policy and guided the work of ministry The Bank team returned in June 1988 to appraise
officials in preparing the specifics of the project a project that now looked like this:
proposal.

* improve the quality of primary health care
Feeback delivery at all levels of the country;

Before completing the Mission, the joint Bank- * develop pilot hygiene and sanitation programs for
Ministry team again visited the original villages to disadvantaged urban communities;
discuss the results of the workshop and see whether
the recommendations were what people really
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* improve sector financial resource mobilization, Implanentaton Experiene
allocation and management capabilities;

The project just started its fifth year of
* strengthen institutional capabilities of the Ministry imnplementation. After matters delaying loan

of Public Health (MOH); and, effectiveness were cleared up, the first year went
extremely well. In every respect, the pace of

* improve human resource capabilities in the health implementation that year was well above any
sector. reasonable expectation for a project like this. I

attribute this to the high levels of commitment of all
For a third time, we organized a workshop with concerned and to the thorough undersading all

the same stakeholders in order to review the final stakeholders developed in the process of worldng
version of the project. By that time, we had gone together. This understanding and the commitnment it
over it carefully and put it into Bank style and generates are attributable, in my opinion, to the
format. In so doing, we believed we had not strayed participatory project planning processes we used.
from what the stakeholders said they wanted and
were willing to do. But the only way we could be It is unfortunate that implementation ran into
sure was to subject it fully to the scrutiny of those trouble during the second year. A new
stakeholders who had been working on this project democratically-elected govemnment deaned house at
since the very beginning. As it turned out, our the center. A whole new team of officials appeared
proposal did indeed reflect what they wanted and had on the scene, who not only knew nothing about the
been proposing all along. project but who also were distrustl of anything done

by the previous government. Thus every aspect of the
Encountering Delays project involving the Ministry of Health came to a

halt. However, the dynamism at the local level did
As we were reviewing the project in Washington not wane during this period. By the third year we

and getting ready to invite Govemment for were pretty much back on track, and the project is
negotiations, the Swiss Development Corporation doing well in all important respects.
indicated that it wanted to increase its co-financng
contribution by more than four-fold. Of course we in Second Project
the Bank welcome co-financing as a matter of policy,
so we were pleased with the Swiss offer. However, The design and development of a second project,
it meant retuning to Benin for a joint re-appraisal of presented to the Board in May 1995, closely followed
the project during which time the Swiss became full the participatory process which had proven so
partners in supporting and nuturing the participatory effective the first time around. Virtually all meings
process. We then had to change the project to with Govemment, which occurred during the series
accommodate budget cuts mandated by the structural of World Bankl missions, were attended by
adjustment program. As a result, we didn't begin representatives of aU key stakeholder groups
negotiations until March 1989. The Board approved including the villagers. The preparation of this project
the project in June 1989 and the Credit became was intimately linked with Govemment efforts to
effective in January 1990. prepare a revised national health sectcr strategy for

the period 1995-99, which was the subject of a
Cost Health Sector Round Table held in January 1995. We

were quite successful in encouraging the Government
The Bank's applied time devoted to this project to give stakeholder participation more prominence in

from February 1988 to appraisal in June 1988 was the sector strategy, both by highlighting
about 43 staff weeks. Appraisal added another 21 accomplishments to date and by outlining steps to
staff weeks. Government paid the modest costs of the consolidate and build on successes in this regard. In
three workshops -- in the neighborhood of $6,000. order to make an effective contribution to the strategy
Preparing this project in a participatory manner was from a participation perspective, the Bank mission
neither an expensive nor time-consuming proposition. undertook numerous field visits, with MOH staff, and

held townhall meetings to discuss the views of the
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various stakeholders on what the participation committees undertake periodic assessments of the
experience has been thus far. progress made in implementing the objectives set

out in the national health strategy. They are
Achievements composed of high-level representatives of central

and line Ministries and other key stakeholders.
With only about 50 percent of the credit

disbursed, and a closing date scheduled for 1997, * The reorganization of'the MOH, vhich, following
assistance under the first project has already rcsulted an organizational audit, encompasses the creation
in a number of notable achievements, which have of three new Directorates for Planning,
both expanded and clarified the role of various Coordination and Evaluation; Administration and
stalceholders (including the Ministry) in the planning, Finance; and Family Health; and, the
financing, execution and evaluation of sector strengthening of Departmental Directorates for
activities. For mc, the most notablc among these Health to accommodate Government's intention to
achievements are: decentralize sector management and

administration.
* The creation of local health management

committees (COGEC and COGES) with real Issues
authority and autonomy, through which
communities manage cost recovery funds and * Local Health Committees: After several years of
participate in the planning, implementation and operation COGES/COGEC have demonstrated
evaluation of sector activities carried out in health their potential. This experience has also
facilities. The members are elected democratically highlighted issues which still need to be
and anyone may serve, provided that at least one addressed. For example, some COGES/COGEC
member is a woman. members lack motivation due to a number of

factors, most notably a lack of understanding of
= The establishment of a central procurement their roles and functions, a lack of skills in

agency (Centrale d'Achat), which assures the community financial management and in group
affordability and constant availability of essential animation techniques, a lack of opportunity to
generic drugs at all levels of the hcalth system, exchange information and ideas at the
and which is managed by an autonomous Board, departmental and national levels, and (for some)
comprised of various stakleholders, including the lack of financial remuneration. While the
representatives of local health management bylaws of the local health management
cormittees. Previously drug procurement was committees state that elections should be held
done -- poorly and corruptly -- by the health every two years, elections have not been held that
ministry itself. Given the fact that no drugs are frequently or routinely. Some aspects of financial
produced in Benin for its very small market, this management of these committees are not fully
wasn't a job that could be handled well by the explicit in the bylaws. Furthermore, accounting
private sector. What was needed was a small capacity is lacking. Also, while COGEC bylaws
cadre of people who could follow the provide for a seat each for one woman and one
international pharmaceutical industry and wisely youth, elected by their peers to represent their
buy the small quantities Benin needs. The agency interests. COGES members are elected from
is kept responsive to the communities through the among the COGEC officers (presidents,
villagers sitting on its Board. treasurers and secretaries) leaving the possibility

open that women and youth may not be
* The establishment of an intersectoral committee represented at the sub-prefecture level.

at the national level (Comite National de s5ivi
d'execution et d'evaluarion des programnmes du * Inter-Sectoral Coordination: The establishment
secreur de la sante -- CNEEP) and departmental in 1988 of CNEEP and CDEEP constituted an
level (Comitae Departnemental de suivi d 'execution imponant step on the pan of the Government to
et d'evaluarion des programmes du secteur de la improve program coordination and to strengthen
sanre -- CDEEP). These inter-ministerial decisionmaking capacity in the MOH. Their
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creation was meant to correct weaknesses in the Capacity BuiIding
planning, coordination, monitoring and evaluation
of sector investments, which were largely donor- Second, direct project support will be given to
driven. Since their creation, these two organs of COGESICOGEC and CNEEP/CDEEP to strengthen
intersectoral coordination have not been their capacities. Considerable effort will be waranted
sufficiently active. particularly at the departmental under the project to ensure that:
level; they must be revitalized to enable them to
carry out their important functions. Furthermore, * operations at these levels are realistic in terms of
while their membership accommodates the capacity, availability, interests and
representatives from other line Ministries and comparative advantages of the various partners;
some NGOs, there is at present no permanent
seat for representatives of the local health 0 health managers and other health personnel, work
committees, whose perspectives on investment effectively and in cooperation with partners;
planning and monitoring would be valuable.

* the need for conflict management is appreciated
0 Policy and Institutional Reforms: In addition to and effectively met;

the Bank's success in strengthening and
concretizing the language on participation in the * partners will be given the opportunity
draft national health sector strategy for the period occasionally to share experiences and exchange
1995-1999, we made two other important ideas and best practices with their counterparts at
contributions towards the strengthening of the various levels of the system; and
partnerships in health. First, we worked with
Goverunent to prepare a revision to the * information (on the perspectives of the partners
administrative text which lays out the bylaws of and on the quality and extent of participation)
COGEC and COGES. Major amendments were flows freely and expeditiously, both up and down
introduced to: {i) expand membership to other the system.
partners working on related issues in the same
commune or sub-prefecture (NGOs, indigenous As part of its annual review of sector
social groups, school teachers, personnel working performance, CNEEP and CDEEP will evaluate
on relevant development projects such as water progress made in building and sustaining participation
and sanitation. etc.); (ii) to clarify aspects of of key stakeholders in health and will revise plans for
financial management and other operations; (iii) the coming year accordingly. Central MOH, in
to establish two additional seats on the COGES consultation with COGES/COGEC members and
and mandate that they be filled by one woman decentralized MOH staff, has compiled a list of
and one youth; and (d) to specify procedures for indicators for monitoring performance in this regard.
hiring with their own funds independent auditors The project will also support the costs of
to audit their own accounts annually. strengthening the capacity of CNEEP and CDEEP to

undertake participatory planning and evaluation of
We also worked with Government on a draft sector activities as well as the costs of their
decree amending the bylaws and intenal operations.
regulations of CNEEP and CDEEP to replace the
1988 decree creating these committees. Results
Amendments were introduced (i) to specify the
functions and staff profiles for their respective While the Benin "case' is very much alive and
secretariats; (ii) to provide for the representation ongoing, the participatory approach has already had
of COGEC and COGES and other key non- positive impact on the lives of community members.
governmental partners in these entities; and (iii) Three years into the first project an independent
to streamline its operations. These two texts will survey, directed by a local sociologist, was
be signed by the time of presentation of this commissioned to obtain feedback from people who
project to the World Bank's Board of Executive participated in preparing the project. Through
Directors. interviews and focus groups involving elected village
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reprsentatives and other villager, local, regional and of acoountabilities to be altered. Increasingly, MOH
cental health officials, and the personnel of health staff - particularly service providers - are
facilities, the following was learned: accountable to those they serve (their clients) rather

than exclusively to their superiors in the
* village people now know more about what health administration, which.had been the case in Benin

services are available; several years ago. This is due in large part to the fact
that their clients are now involved in the planning of

* there is satisfaction with the increased availability health sector interventions and in the evaluation of
and decreased cost of drugs through the health health sector performance.
centers (and, as a result, increased utilization of
health services); Central MOH staff visiting and collaborating with

communities is now becoming much more standard
* people appreciate the local control they now have practice - even in the absence of World Bank

over the funds collected by the health facilities missions. The participatory approach is evolving
(which now more than cover the replenishment of beyond the preparation and implementation of Bank-
drug stocks and, in some cases, even other financed projects to becoming a permanent way of
essential non-salary operating costs); doing business for the health sector in Benin.

* the involvement of women in the project is a
strong factor in building community support and
has raised the status of women as community Michael Azefor, Task Manager of the first project,
leaders. was appointed as the Bank's Resident Representative

in Benin in October 1995.
Perhaps the most significant of the findings of this

beneficiary assessment is that local health staff are Denise Vaillancount is the Task Manager of the
performing better. Roles and responsibilities of the second project.
different actors and stakeholders in the sector have
been recast in a significant way, causing the system
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MuNIcEP'LATEs AND Low INcoME SANrIATnoN

Introduction throughout the world. Bills aren't paid, illegal
connections blossom, and care and maintenance are

Just three months after joining the Bank - in the exception rather than the rule. For lenders and
February 1992 -- I went on mission to Brazil. The water companies alikce, serving the slums has been a
Mission's purpose was to decide the fate of a losing proposition and few advocates of doing so can
problem project, quite possibly ending in be found in water companies.
cancellation. The problem was clear: the portion of
the project that would provide water and sanitadon to Developing Alliances
slum communities wasn't moving. There were no
disbursements three years after effectiveness on this As I prepared for the mission, I learned that staff
part of the loan (62% of the total), and there were no from the Bank's central Water & Sewerage Division
real prospects for disbursing in the foreseeable future. - TWUWS - had been visiting Brazil during the past

year to help us get this loan moving. Their interest
This project was intended to bnng water and was the same as ours: finding ways to prevent the

sewerage to some of the most congested and difficult cancellation of this innovative project.
slums in the world. The notorious favelas of Rio
were among the intended beneficiaries. It seemed to TWUWS believed that iLvolving slum dwellers in
me that this is exactly the kind of loan the Bank the design, operation and mnaintenance of a water and
should be making. Cancellation would be unfortunate. sewerage system was the only way it could be done

well. TWUWS wanted to do 'action-research' in the
Frustration area of community participation in water & sewerage

systems, something they called "Structured
Canceling would surprise no one. My colleagues Learning." My own previous experience - in rural

in the division, who prepared and appraised the irrigation for poor farmers - led me to the same
original project beginning in 1986, were quite conclusion about involving the people. Clearly we
discouraged about its prospects. They had tried time were simpatico.
and time again to get Caira Economica Federal
(CEF) -- the implementing agency - to move ahead, My colleagues in TWUWS had been hard at work
all to no avail. in Brazil identifying allies who wished to move ahead

with this loan and its purpose. They had identified
Preparation of this project began in collaboration allies in CEF, in the State and Municipal Water

with Brazil's National Housing Bank (BNH) - an Companies and in the non-govermnental sector.
institution well known to the Bank and quite While they hadn't yet succeeded in getting the loan
competent at water and sewerage work. But along the moving, they told me that the new project manager in
way, BNH ceased to exist by the stroke of a political CEF - a veteran from BNH's W&S department --
pen. CEF, the Brazilian govermnent's gigantic was enthusiastic about the project.
national development bank, took over BNH's
responsibilities. Planing the Mission

From every appearance, CEF had the ability to We wanted to get this project moving, and
make sound loans for water and sanitation systems. moving in the right direction. But at the same time
But as it turned out, management's heart just wasn't we had to face reality. On the positive side, we knew
in dealing with the slums and the slum dwellers. that CEF had lending agreements with eight or so
Perhaps understandably, as there are few good state water companies (SWCs) and that these
experiences to recount about providing water and companies wanted to borrow for capital investments.
sanitation to the favelas and their counterparts
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We also knew that we had an action oriented person Innovadon
running the project in CEF, plus allies in the SWCs.

In the process of discussing how to proceed, we
We met with the SWCs, along with CEF, and came upon an approach that hadn't been tried before

laid our cards on the table. We said that we would in Brazil or, for all we know, in any other country.
have to recommend canceling the low income part of It struck us that the way to deal simultaneously with
the loan if the SWCs were unable to submit the 'hard" and 'soft" aspects of this problem was to
borrowing proposals to CEF within the next two get a different kind of team to do the work. We
months. We told them if they submitted proposals it decided to have the bids require engineering
would be possible to convince our management that companies to team up with community participation
things were moving on this loan. But it was up to NGOs or individual specialists. We discussed this
them, we said, as only they knew what could be with our colleagues in the SWCs and found pretty
done. ready acceptance. The enginee ing and community

participation specialists indicated that they were
Our strategy worked. Within two months we had willing to give it a try.

proposals from six of the eight companies and CEF
knew others were on the way. Unfortunately, the The original project wisely established simple and
proposals were wish lists, lacking practical ways to straight forward criteria for subproject funding:
design water and sewerage systems in the favelas.

cities with populations greater than 50,000;
The Favela Challenge

* areas having per-capita monthly incomes below
Developing an efficieni and effective water and $87;

sewerage system for any favela - and particularly a
Rio favela -- is a real challenge. Rio favelas climb * per-capita investment ceilings of $98 for water
the high hills surrounding the city. Houses appear to and $140 for sewerage; and,
sit on top of one anodher, and often actually do.
Population density is extremely high. There is * stakeholder participation and hygiene educaton
neither rhyme nor reason to the layout. Virtually obligatory parts of the subproject.
every bit of space is in use by someone, somehow.
The laying of pipes, even underground, most always What is Stakeholder Participation?
intrudes on someone's sense of ownership.
Adjudicating disputes from the outside is next to We were now ready to move. The water
impossible. companies started issuing bid solicitations. We then

began to discuss the criteria we would use to approve
At the same time, the laws of hydraulics can't be projects. Most of the criteria were pretty objective:

changed. And engineers don't like to negotiate their city size, income, investment limnits. But what about
designs with non-engineers. Setting the reservoir stakeholder participation? What exactly is it?
higher than the houses is much cheaper than pumping
the water up to the them. The number of users and We knew that different people had different
the volumes to be delivered determines the size of the interpretations of participation. For some, simply
pipe, regardless of whether there is a convenient interviewing potential beneficiaries to establish
place to lay the pipe. To get to one house, it's almost demand preferences is participatory. For others,
impossible to do so without going through or under "informing and educating" constitute participation.
someone else's house. Favela populations are not Still others insist that the essence of participation is a
insignificant. One we are now working with consists negotiation between the engineers and the
of 30,000 houses. There's simply no way to do it beneficiaries. And still others want to sit down with
without working closely with the people and there's the beneficiaries and the engineers to build the system
no way for a water company to negotiate directly from scratch using facilitation techniques.
with 30,000 individual families.
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Being Pragmatic Gettin Started

To be honest, we weren't sure ourselves what Let ne describe the latter approach which was
constituted participation and how to miake ax-ante used in the favela called Morro do Estado. Morro is
judgments about it. So we decided to let the water in a satellite city very close to Rio. We chose Morro
companies define it and go with their definitions. as pilot because it looked somewhat easier than the
Then we would use structured learning to keep other pilot possibilities. One factor in its favor was
abreast of what was happening so that we could small size, about 2,000 families.
systematically learn from this experience. We
structured the learning to track the following: Next we had to find someone who could and

would work in Morro. Generally, engineers who
* methods of 'revealing" specific, price sensitive design and build water and sewerage systems hold

demand instead of assuming that demand existed extremely negative attitudes aboutfavelas. However,
as is normally done; we had heard of someone who had a reputation for an

understanding of how slums work and for working in
* hypotheses/assumptions of project design and them.

community involvement, and how these
influenced speed, cost and effectiveness; This person is a sanitary engineer by training and

work experience. He comes from Recife -- one of
3 how the project is managed, e.g., directly by the Brazil's poorest regions -- where he worked for the

SWC or through hired firms; municipal water authority. He is now a consulting
engineer in private practice. When we talked to him

e who pays for O&M -- users, cross subsidies, he spoke offavelas and their inhabitants in a different
capital subsidies, etc.; way than most. He stressed that many were solid,

permanent communities where people had lived for as
e whether and to what extent institutional long as forty years. He talked about how impressed

intermediation was used; he is by the energy and creativity offavela dwellers
who have to, and do, take care of everything

e the nature, kind and ease with which collective themselves as they receive precious little help from
choice decisions were arrived at: government. He described to us how he had worked

with somefavelas to generate affordable and effective
* project outcomes; and, W&S systems on a small scale. When we told him

about our plans for this project, he became interested
* project impact. and excited over the possibilities.

It's now just over two years since my first After reflecting on and comparing his view of
mission on this project. There are now some 60-odd favela dwellers with what we heard from
subprojects under way that account for 65 % of the conventional engineers, we knew he was a big
original project cost estimate. None is complete, opportunity for this project. We now had a starting
although some are in the advanced stages of point. We then began what turned out to be the most
construction. As expected, different interpretations of arduous task of getting both the Bank and the
participation are being used and the subprojects are Brazilians to agree to sole-sourcing a design contract
being designed using different techniques. However, to his firm. It took us four months or so to get all the
the most commonly used approaches are two different agreements and begin the work. We got approval
aspects of community negotiations, one of which from the Bank's Procurement Advisor to hire the
starts with the design first and then negotiates it with firm as an exception based upon the highly
the community. The second starts with community specialized nature of the work.
involvement from which the design emerges.
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Identifying Stakeholders between experts and ordinary people.

The first action taken was to learn about the Early P Action
conmunity, how it was organized and operated. To
do this, the designers had to be present in the Once we were sure that local demand and a
comnmunity when the people themselves were present willingness to work things out existed, we started the
-- often on weekends and late at night. The initial procurement process - well before aU the details
phase served to identify who were the key were worked out. The first step in construction would
stakeholders and in particular who were the be trunk line work that connected the favela with the
community leaders. They came from all walks of life SWC's main trunk lines. The next step would be
and places, but mainly were associated with religious, connecting the trunk lines to the houses.
sports or other kinds of clubs that exist in
communities everywhere. Bidding trunk line construction work and pipes

and fittings for house hook-ups, and actually selecting
The Importance of Women the contractor made the whole thing real for the

people of Morro. They realized that what we were
However, it was the women's clubs that proved doing was not another election year promise. In

to be the most effective instruments for working with election years, favelas got some partial attention, but
the community. And the womnen themselves turned no serious effort was ever made to serve the entire
out to be the key to getting the subproject underway. community. We dissolved the election-year
In a favela, more often than not, a woman is the skepticism through our large-scale, early
actual head of the household. She is the permanent procurement. This in turn motivated the local people
feature. The men tend to come and go. The designers further to do what only they could do: organize
met the women first when they came into the themselves to work effectively with the water
community and worked with them on a daily basis to company.
organize local involvement. In a real sense, women
were the local community. Condominium Approach

Building Trust One of the key learnings for the people in the
community was something called the oDndominium

As the designers leamed about the community, approach. At the bottom of it was the understanding
the cormnunity came to learn about them. The local that the water company could not deal directly with
people saw the respect the designers had for them. each family in a "helter-skelter" community like
They saw the designer's admniration for people willing Morro. Instead, families had to band together to
to take charge of their lives and do something about negotiate and commit to operate and maintain the
it. To enter the community and gain trust, meant in service to a group of some 20-50 barracos (homes).
part accepting what the official community calls In this way of generating and supporting communal
favela illegality, including narco-traffic, violence, and interdependence, affordable solutions could be
the ubiquitous and illegal informal lottery. worked out. And people could afford what they

wanted and the water company would recover its
In the process, the designers helped the capital and operating costs -- a win-win game for all

community to learn about and understand the water concemed.
company: how it operated, what it could and could
not do and the basic hydraulics of water and The designers would make the initial suggestions
sewerage. At the same time the community helped for organizing a number of barracos into a
the designers learn about the them. All individuals condominiumand thennegotiate the details withthose
learned together what was possible and not possible, involved. There had to be, and there indeed was,
what they really wanted and how they had to behave flexibility on the part of the designers to
to get what they wanted. So the actual engineering accommodate what the local people wanted by way of
design of a functioning water and sewerage system condominium formation and other things too. For
run by a modern SWC, was a social, iterative process instance, a water tank had to be placed at the highest
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point in the favela to service the community. Of These final costs-not just in the pilot but in the
course the several possibilities for locating the tank subsequent subprojects - are generally 50% below
were already taken by a house, church or some other (in one case 25% below) the SWC estimates. Of
structure that was important to one or all. course design and design costs are one thing.

Whether the system will work well, be sustained and
A negotiation was required to work out the water- generate payments that cover the investment and

tank siting problem. But perhaps the word operating costs are the final tests and we have yet to
nnegotiation" misses the essence of what really went get to that stage.
on. It wasn't just the designers negotiating with the
community, but it was also and more importantly, the On Reflection
community working together to take care of both
individual and communal needs. This project is doing more than providing water

and sewerage to a favela, in my opinion. It is a
The Morro do Estado pilot took about six-months starting point for individual and community

to design at the cost o.' about $100,000. This was our development. Person after person has told me bow
first one, the one where learning was the objective. she is looking forward to receiving water bills at
And a lot of people had to leam: the designers, the 'her" condominium. People also say - without being
water company, CEF, the Bank and the people in the asked - that they intend to pay their bills. It's as if
favela. While the pilot was going forward, initial the existence of a postal address and a water bill with
work began in other - larger and tougher -- favelas one's own name on it, confers a new, pemanent
and the learning in the first flowed into the second identity in the society. No longer at the margin, no
and beyond. But the design phase is never really longer a faceless member of a favela, but a full-
finished and redesigning goes on with constuction fledged citizen. Beyond that, people in the jfwla
and implementation. What is surprising, perhaps, is speak of the possibility of realizing a long-time
that the adjustments seem to get done with ease and dream. having their own telephone number, just like
good will. All have by that time become a team the "other" people in the country.
committed to producing something of reaJ value.

If anything gives me confidence that these
Cost and Time systems will be sustainable, it's an empowerment that

is almost palpable. Of course, a lot of other thing
From time to time I ask myself whether this is a have to be right for the systems to be sustinable:

cost effective approach. And I must say I haven't got governance, economic management, jobs for people,
a satisfactory answer yet. The $100,000 design cost and more. Our project can't take care of these things.
of Morro works out to $15 per capita - intuitively Only time will tell.
not a large amount. Moreover -- and very importantly
- we are not only seeing final costs within the
investment parameters set by the original Bank-
financed project, but at amounts substantially below Abel Mejia was the Task Manager.
the subproject estimates prepared by the SWCs.
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EDUCATION V

Introduction methodology, and as Task Manager for the project,
I undertook the search myself.

Chadians value education highly, and local
involvement and significant local contnbutions to the Choosing a Methodology
cost of education have been a long standing tradition
in Chad. During the war (1979-82), Chad's education In talking with my Bank colleagues, I leamed
system deteriorated seriously. The slov recovery about a methodology called ZOPP, that was
from the period of disturbances caused local originated by GTZ, a German aid agency. I found
communities to play an even greater role in the that a nearby company offered seminars on ZOPP,
financing and operation of their schools. An and I attended one of them along with my Bank
Education Rehabilitation Project financed by IDA has project team members.
been supporing sectoral rehabilitation.

ZOPP seemed to fill the bil nicely and the
During frtxer disturbances in December 1990, Project team returned to Chad full of cothusiasm for

looting and damage occurred in the building housing sharing what we had learned with our Chadian
the Ministry of Education. The Ministry I1-st a great partners in the project. At a meeting, we told our
deal of its records, files and equipment. Schools Chadian colleagues that we can use a methodology
throughout the country suffered various lInds of called ZOPP, and we proceeded to explain how it
damage, and books and other teaching materials were worked. As we described ZOPP, I noticed that
in short supply. In order to rebuild the education people were giggling and laughing. I asked what was
system, the Government of Chad developed an the matter. They explained, good-nantredly, that in
Education-Training-Employment (E) strategy for Chad, the word OZOPP" was a slang expression with
1990-2000. Chadians from many backgrounds and sexual connotations - and we all had a good laugh
sectors (mainly from the public sphere) and most about it. Bit they had a more serious problem. They
major donors helped create this strategy. The new said we were acting in a typical Bank manner by
Miister of Education asked the Bank in 1991 to help prescribing how to do things.
the Govemment implement its new strategy.

We got over both these problems in good fashion
In our initial conversations with the Minister, he by recognizing that ZOPP was the only participatory

asked that we prepare the new project in a manner methodology we knew. Besides, we explained, ZOPP
that involved the local people and responded to their is not the usual way of doing things in the Bank, and
real needs and concerns. We were delighted with the we might have to convince Bank management that
request and quickly responded in the affirmative. using it made good sense. Also, we simply dropped
During our next Mission, we visited local the ZOPP acronym and replaced it with its English
communities and held discussions with officials and equivalent "OOPP," or Objectives Oriented Project
citizens at the local, regional and national levels. We Planning.
then sat down with the officials at the central level to
decide the specific actions and steps needed to plan Idenifying the Stakeholders
the project.

The first step in the ZOPP methodology is
It soon dawned on all of us that although we were identifying the stakeholders of the projects and then

in full agreement with planning the project beginning to understand what they want. It was a
participatorily, none of us really knew how to do it. simple matter to recognize the official stakeholders in
We decided that the starting point was finding a tried an education project. But we wondered who really
and tested methodology with which we would be spoke for the local community and whether there are
comfortable. The Bank offered to find the issues of gender, ethnicity, social class, religion or
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other factors that we had to take into account. there were no women present at this nmeeting becaue
no one took any special action to ensure their

Sons L'Arbre a Paabre presence. Nevertheless the participatory planning
process went rather well, in our opinion, even though

Government organized four regional conferences it was the first dtme any of us used our so-called
attended by high Ministry officials, school inspectors, OOPP method.
school directors and teachers, members of local
school associations, NGOs and women's groups. The National "001IP Confere
These meetings discussed local primary education
problems and ways to correct them. We were pleased We hired a consuitant from a nearby country to
that two of the meetings were held in a traditional plan and facilitate the conference. The consultant was
manner, under a tree -- sous l'arbre a palabre - experienced in the OOPP methodology and worked
where passers-by joined in the discussion. well with Chadians.

As a result of these meetings we learned how We devoted the first day to identifying
seriously Chadians at the local level are involved in, stakeholder interests. We did this simply by asking
and committed to, educating their children. One and encouraging the participants to express their own
unexpected benefit for us was leaming local people's interests, hopes, expectations and fears related to
concerns about their ability to collect and account for Chad's education system and a possible Bank-
educational funds, and about dealing effectively with financed project. At the end of the day, all of us at
the well-educated people who ran the schools and the conference could see prety clearly how the
taught in them. Clearly, local people needed potential project activities might affect each
education on how to run a school and would greatly stakeholder.
welcome this as part of the project. Wc also noted
how women came and spoke up at these meetings, We spent the second day delineating the specific
often complaining that not enough girls were getting problems that existed in pmviding sound primary
educated in the country. education in Chad. We did this by means of a

"problem-tree" that clearly identified the causes of
Desining the Project the problems the participants mentioned during the

first day. We noted how well the participants worked
All of this was very helpful, but it still had not together even though this was not their normal way

been translated into a project suitable for Bank of working. This is not to say that everything went
financing. To get the contents of the project identified smoothly. At one point, a Chadian participant said to
and to do the detailed preparation, Government one of us from the Bank: "I am telling you that I
convened a six-day national WOOPP' conference for have a headache, and you keep telling me that I have
participatory project planning. The Minister of a footache and you want to force me to take a
Education invited Ministry staff, regional officials, medicine for that. " Hearing that made us from the
NGOs and several of us from the World Bank to a Bank think twice about our own feeling that we were
project planning conference. All told, there were really just part of the group.
about 30 people at the conference.

On the third day, we developed the objectives of
Purposely, Government set the date of the the project. As it turned out this was pretty easily

meeting to coincide with a planned Bank project done by converting the problem-tree into a decision-
mission to the country. In selecting the stakeholders, tree. One key objective was to reinforce a
we thought that the NGOs would represent the local decentralized system wherein local communities had
people at a conference otherwise attended by more autonomy and responsibility for their schools,
government officials. As it tumed out, the NGOs while central govermnent provided part of the finance
tended to represent their own interests and it fell to and technical guidance and assistance.
others to represent the views an - interests of local
people based on what we heard at the regional Day four was devoted to developing alterative
conferences. We also learned, to our dismay, that ways of attaining the objectives we had decided upon
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the previous day. We did this together listening to Days five and six were devoted to developing
proposals, discussing them and then choosing what logical franeworks for the project and its various
we considered to be the best. We were pleased that components. The logical framnework employs a
the methodology facilitated reaching a consensus Project Planing Matrix that looks like the following:
among a group of people whoue interests and views
had differed so severely on the first day.

SUMMAR OF OIUMClMLY MEANS MND
ORJECrWE VERIAUZLE SOURCES Or IMaOWrANr
ACrIvrnls INDICATORS VERMcAnoN AssWnoNs

Goal

Purpose

Activities

Outputs

Participants broke into small groups, each * Institutional strengthening of the Ministry of
working on one or more goals in a detailed fashion. Education.
Bank staff became part of several small groups.

Cost and Thne
The Project

The total project cost is $33.8 million. The Bank
In Bank project terms, the last two days of work is providing an IDA Credit of $19.3. Eighteen

produced a project with these components: months elapsed from IEPS to Board Approval in May
1993, well within the standard for Education projects

* Classroom construction (800 primary school in Africa. Three fund sources paid for the preparation
rooms) and rehabilitation (200 class rooms); of this project. The Bank's budget contributed enough

to pay for the 78 staff-weeks applied to the project by
* Purchase and distribution of primary textbooks four Bank staff members and one consultant. We

and teacher guides; made six Missions from ID to Appraisal. I believe
these preparation costs are significantly below

* Restructuring and improvement of in-service and average for education projects in our Region. The
pre-service teacher training; previous IDA Credit contributed about $8,000 for the

out-of-pocket costs of the National Conference,
* StrenQgthening primary school management and including the fees for the facilitator, who resided in

inspection; the CAR. Government's budget paid for the salaries
and associated costs of the Chadian officials.

* Development and implementation of a girls'
education program; Project Quality

* Promoting Dedagogic improvement projects in Implementation is just beginning (the Credit
individual schools; became effective on January 18, 1994) so I can not

say much about how the participatory approach has
* Strengthening the capacity of 100 parent affected implementation ease and sustainability. But

associations; and I can share some immediate results of the
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participatory planning process. It went through the On Reflection
peer and management review processes quickly and
easily, which pleased us since the project was mainly I think the process of objectives identification and
prepared by the Chadians. During identification and consensus building brought stakeholders at all levels
preparation, a large number of people within Chad together and produced a project plan owned by the
leamed a great deal about what was wrong with their local schools, donors and Government alike. This
educational system and what could be done given the project demonstrates, in mny opinion, that a
financial constraints of the country. The actual project participatory approach can be emploved within the
was produced by many of the people who will have time frame and procedures of the Bank, if the Bank
to work together to implement it and they really and the government have a genuine comnmitment to
"own" it. More importantly, they really understand the process. If I were to do it over again, I'd first
it. Finally, we have something in it that the local have a consultant train four or five Chadians in the
people really want -- help for parent associations in ZOPP methodology. Then, with those four or five
interacting with the school directors and teachers. I trained national facilitators, I'd ask the Chadians to
doubt if we would be doing this if it hadn't been for identify and prepae the project themselves as a basis
the sous I 'abre a palabre. for discussion with the Bank about our financing their

project.
There has been some delay with implementation

due to the economic and political situation in Chad
and the constant change of Ministers and Directors.
In this difficult Chadian context, the broad based Makha Ndao is the Task Manager.
preparation process and the resultant network of
committed stakeholders keeps the project going
through times of changing officialdom.
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Introduction together with the Colombians. From my graduate
studies and work on institutional development at the

hi late 1984, 1 had a new assigmunent as the senior Bank, I knew about a participatory process called
loan officer for Colombia in the Country Programs Appreciation-Influence-Control(A-1-C). I thoughtthis
Division. Over the holidays, I acted for the Division process might be useful. When I proposed the A-1-C
Chief while he was on vacation. To my astonishment, approach, which required all the stakeholders of the
a telegram arrived from the Colombian Finance electricity sector to participate in a search for
Minister saying, in essence: The electricity sector is solutions, the Colombians were delighted -- inclu ,ing
bankrupt. Since the Bank has been supporting the the Minister of Mines and Energy, who was new and
sector for 30 years, can you help us solve this seeking priorities for a work program.
problem? At first, I thought the message was
exaggerated, but after some investigation and a Bank We agreed to schedule a three-day conference in
workshop I organized in January to assess the April, but the Colomnbians didn't trust the Bank
situation, it was clear that the crisis was real. enough to include it as a participant. They thought

the Bank was seeking the chance to put a new loan in
Rank Workshop place. After considerable negotiation, they were

persuaded to change their minds and include Bank
The workshop consisted of 15 Bank staff famniliar representatives in the conference. While I was back

with Colombia, including the relevant division chiefs. in Washington, the Bank's resident representative in
One of the staff was a Colombian power engineer Bogota assisted the govenrment in drwing up a list
who had considerable experience in Colombia itself. of participants and handling the logistics. In the
Te participants determined that a major problem was interirn, the Bank sent comments on the URRA
the overbuilding of hydroelectric power plants and a project, the major beneficiary of which was a huge
high debt load which, due to a rapid devaluation of utility called CORELCA. The Bank's view - that the
the peso, had suddenly mushroomed from $1.8 project had no justification and that the electricity
billion to $3.5 billion. What should be done? At sector needed to diversify away from its heavy
around 5 p.m. the gmup's thinkirgj;-!!ed, thanks to reliance on hydroelectric power -- set off a firestorm.
an engineer who hadn't said much. "The Colombians
need an institutional mechanism to provide oversight Conference Preparation
for the entire energy sector," he said. Everyone
agreed. A nationwide energy board was proposed as The Bank's resident representative worked one-
the solution. In addition, it was time to stop new on-one with the Colombians to organize the
construction in the electricity sector such as a planned conference and did a great job of pulling together the
$3 billion hydroelectric project called URRA, make key stakeholders - that is, the people with the power,
better use of installed capacity, and increase tariffs. influence and knowledge to change the electricity

sector. These stakeholders included the ministers,
But the trouble was, we weren't the Colombians. pernanent secretaries, heads of the utilities and their

The Colombian civil service is very competent and contractors, several mayors (as some of the utilities
doesn't welcome outside directives. Only the were municipal), congressmen, several expert
Colombians could decide what they were wiling to consultants and members of the opposition party. The
change and to what extent. special interest groups who wanted to keep building

more hydroelectric plants also wanted to attend and
First Mission were invited. Although the Colombians were initially

reluctant to do so, they accepted the Bank's
So on a mission in February 1985, my task was suggestion to include six projects department people

to find out if we could find a way of worldng from the Bank and the IDB, as they too were
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stakeholders. These people all accepted the invitation. Then the A-I-C consultant took the floor. He
So we had all the people who collectively had the intmroduced the process we were about to use. The
power to change the electricity sector -- a bipartisan conference, he said, would help the participants find
group which we hoped would carry forward any ways to understand and manage three levels of the
commitments they made, despite the fact that environment:
elections were a year away. The invitations were
signed by the Ministers of Finance, Mines and 0 the intemal or controlled environment (of the
Energy, and Development Planning. I was very organizations which have the power and
pleased that everything was in order and that the responsibility to carry out projects in the
Colombian stakeholders would have a chance to work electricity sector).
together and find their own solutions. A few days
before the conference, I arrived with two facilitators, * the relationship with others outside the electricity
one of whom had developed the A-I-C process, and sector who influence, or are influenced by, the
another Bank consultant. achievement of its purpose (beneficiaries,

contractors, credit companies, advisors, etc.).
Dealing with Opposition

* the relevant context that needs to be appreciated
But, when we got to Santa Marta, the small in order to understand the impact of economic,

northem town where the conference was to be held, political and cultural factors on the achievement
we encountered a major problem in the form of a of the electricity sector's purpose.
new member of the local conference team chosen by
the Minister of Planning. The new teamn member These three concepts -- Appreciation, Influence
flatly vetoed the participatory approach already and Control - he explained, form the core of the A-
agreed to. She wanted a conventional 'talking heads' I-C method. 'You will see how the A, the I and the
conference and insisted that "the ministers want to C play out in this workshop," he said. "This is a
make speeches, not participate in games." After many different approach to problem solving. It holds a lot
hours of exhausting arguments about the agenda, the of potential, and I need your conmmitment to stay with
A-I-C consultant and the other facilitator said, "We me for the next 24 hours. After that, if you don't like
can't run this conference the way you want it. Our the format we are using, you can go back to a
only choice is to pull out. We are leaving tomorrow traditional conference. Here is the assigmnent:
morning." And they left the meeting. Imagine now that you are ordinary Colombian

citizens. We have just received news that all the
After a final attempt to convince the local team, power plants in the country have been blown up. You

I felt I had run out of options. 'If you insist on a are all out of jobs. Over the next 24 hours, you will
traditional conference, I'll announce tomorrow at the act as ordinary citizens and devise a new electricity
opening that we cannot guarantee any results with a sector, an ideal one, that serves the interests of all
traditional format and ther fore we will have to leave Colombian people."
the management of the conference to you." With this,
our local counterpart changed her mind, but she still With this, the conference launched into the
insisted the ministers would never go along with the "Appreciative Phase", designed to understand the
idea of working actively, and equally, with others in economic, political and cultural context of the
a search for solutions. Colombian electricity situation and to stimulate the

group to come up with as many ideas as possible.
Day 1: The A-I-C Conferencee

The participants were divided into heterogeneous
We had willingly agreed that the four ministers groups of ten, structured to include people from

would give introductory remarks. This went well and across the spectrum of the energy sector and each
underscored that the conference was being held under with a group facilitator. They were told to come up
their auspices.
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with ideas and listen to each other without comment Day 2: The A-I-C Conference
or judgment. Questions would be allowed but only to
clarify, not to criticize. These guidelines would The Appreciative phase continued the next day,
cnable them to come "unstuck" from the present with another assignment for the same small groups.
dilemma and unleash their creative energies; to invent Using the same process, they were asked to examine
without thinking about practicalities, or all the the present realities, both positive and negative.
reasons their ideas would never work. The role Again, the groups reported back to the plenary. With
playing as ordinary citizens would also reduce the the help of the A-I-C consultant, the plenary was able
power differences among the group. The conferees to reduce all of the thinking into one overarching
agreed to accept the challenge and, within one hour, vision: a functioning system that provided electricity
the smnal I groups were buzzing with ideas. as a basic right of every Colombian citizen.

The press and electronic media were another There was one major disagreement. The manager
matter. Because the Colombians had almost doubled of CORELCA, the huge utility which had been
the participants from the number agreed to, the involved in the URRA project, was furious. He stood
conference room had proved to be too small. We had up and said that he wanted to discuss URRA, now.
moved onto a verandah, where the many reporters He ignored the facilitators' attempts to calm him, so
waiting outside a fence were able to hear the loud the Minister of Mines and Energy stepped in, saying
speaker. They took the facilitator's announcement "We will get to this issue in proper order. I ask you
literally, and we had quite a time persuading them the to wait." The CORELCA official wouldn't take his
World Bank hadn't blown up the electricity sector! seat. Finally, the Minister took him aside and told

him that, if he was not willing to participate in the
The Appreciative Phase process, he should leave. So the man did leave. The

rest of the people there agreed that the Minister had
The first assignment to the conferees was to come done the right thing.

up with an ideal future for Colombia. After 10
minutes for individual reflection, they were to go This completed the Appreciative phase, or the
around the group with each person contributing an "A" in A-I-C.
idea. They were to keep going around until all ideas
had been exhausted. One of the group members was The Influence Phase
to be chosen as a rapporteur. The facilitator would go
around to ensure that everyone was heard and that Next, we moved to the Influence, the "I" in the
they listened uncritically. A-I-C, during which the themes and priorities for

change and understanding the potential reaction in the
Working in this mode, the groups made lists on political environment were discussed. The same

flip charts. They drew illustrations of their visions. groups formed again. They were to listen fully to
They really had fun. The six ministers, past and each other first and then debate, pushing the limits of
current, participated as equals. The Minister of Mines each idea.
and Energy gracefully stepped up to the role of
concerned citizen and was a model for everyone else. In the middle of the "I" session, each group made

a preliminary report to the plenary, indicating
The process enabled all the stakeholders, despite roughly their agreements and disagreements.

their relative power positions, to share information Anticipating the need for synthesis, we had asked the
never previously brought together, to learn from each Budget Director from the Finance Ministry to be both
other and to build a cormnon appreciation of the a facilitator and a synthesizer of the many ideas we
entire electricity sector and its relationship to the expected would come forth. He was a quiet man
broader energy sector and the national economy. whose leadership qualities were therefore not obvious
After about an hour, each group sumT-Rrized its ideas -- but we had observed that he had an intuitive grasp
for the plenary. Common themes emerged, but also of how the electricity sector worked in its totality. He
many original ideas to which the plenary was very reviewed the flip charts and drew lines around the
receptive. main themes and viewpoints. Then, with very little
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preparation, fed back a concrete, 20-minute synthesis Day 3: The Control Phase
of the issues and strategic options. The participants
returned to their groups and continued with more The Control Phase, which took place on Day 3,
focus and clarity. was structured so tl It clear outcomes and

conunitments emerged from the conference. We
The groups were given some schematics to work started by putting up flip charts around the room,

with. First, a stakeholder map to enable them to each listing one of the main themes developed the day
analyze the strategies they considered necessary to before. We asked people who had the power to
achieve their ideal outcome. This helped them implement recommendations to volunteer as
consider all of the stakeholders associated with each 'champions" of each theme and form groups. Then
strategy and whether each stakeholder would favor or we asked the participants to select the issue they
oppose that strategy. They also produced an A-I-C wanted to work on. They tended to choose the group
table. For each of their strategic priorities, they could in which they had power and a stake or a strong
list all the stakeholders in the left hand column and desire to influence. The groups were instructed to
then indicate whether, in relation to the strategy, the prepare action plans specifying what would be done
stakeholder had appreciative, influence or control by whom, where and when.
power. This gave some indicators of the relative
power of the stakeholders. The next morning, the groups reported back to

the plenary. Among the concrete recommendations
At the end of the "1" phase, the groups reported were:

again to the Plenary and there was a general
discussion. Thanks to the svnthesizing efforts of the * Institutional Reform: A "rector", or some kind
Budget Director, various main themes had been of governing entity, for managing the electricity
identified and options and strategies had been sector in the context of the whole: investment
proposed for each theme, along with an assessment of policy, financial reform, technology, etc.
the political feasibility of the strategies. One option,
proposed by the Minister of Planning, whose family * New Policy Direction: Freeze on new
happened to own one of the largest engineering firms, construction for five years; diversification from
was to privatize the entire electricity sector. The hydroelectric to other power sources via
plenary's reaction to the idea was very chilly. conversion of existing power plants (hydroelectric

had gotten 90% of the investments in the sector
Aside from that issue, the plenary looked at the over the previous 30 years); and, geographic

list of main thernes which had emerged from the diversification (the majority of power generation
group discussions and voted on the top four: a new was in one watershed).
direction for policy; finance issues; permanent
improvement in the management of the entire sector; * Financial Issues: Change in the structure and
and a new climate. There was recognition that levels of tariffs; and external borrowing to buy
investments had to be redirected and, more generally, time.
that most of the problems could only be resolved with
participation from a broad range of stakeholders. For The groups reported these conclusions to the
instance, the electricity sector was organized along plenary, and they were accepted with very little
regional lines and there was no mechanism for taking debate. They had arrived at a consensus by working
a national perspective into account. Colomnbia needed together for the last three days.
an institutional mechanism which could look at the
issues and recommendations emerging from the During the fmal session of the conference, the
conference - and also future issues - in the context group focused on next steps and designated a mid-
of both the whole energy sector and the national level task force to prepare a report of the
economy. They debated whether there should be a conclusions. The members were appointed by the
national board for the electricity sector or for the Minister of Mines and Energy and represented all the
overall energy sector but. did not reach a conclusion stakeholders in the sector. Finally, this Minister took
during the Influence phase. a microphone with a long cord and walked arnund the
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room giving it to whomever wanted to speak - and * The Minister personally reported the conference
almost everyone did. The team spirit and commitment conclusions to the World Bank and IDB and got
to action could be felt in the air. In one way or their support for the financing of an energy sector
another, they said, 'For the first time, we know what study to help formulate a detailed energy strategy
is happening. We came up with the answers and we grounded in the Santa Marta conference report
know what to do." As people were making their own along with two follow-up workshops to help
commitments about the future, their voices were design coordination mechanisms and
cracking. They pleaded with the Minister and said, implementation plans.
'Please don't drop the ball." The Minister responded,
"The results of the conference have been brilliant. * In 1986, the Bank provided a $400,000 Energy
You have given mc my work plan for the coming Sector Assessment Management Programn
year." (ESMAP) grant for the work on the detailed

strategy. This was carried out by Colombian
Outcomes energy experts under the guidance of the

Technical Energy Board and the ESMAP
The A-I-C conference had fundamentally changed division. Even though the elections brought a

the climate. The key actors in the sector moved from change in parties, the fact that the conference and
a situation of inaction to one in which there was a the tollow-up had been bipartisan led to the new
commitment to detailed proposals for change. This government implementing many of the
can be seen in the many activities that were set in recommendations detailed in the energy sector
motion: report.

= The Task Force completed the report and the * The new policies set the stage for the "arnk, the
Minister of Mines and Energy held a series of IDB and the Export Import Bank of Japan to each
workshops to review and obtain commitments to make $300 million loans, thus temporarily
implement the work plan. The report became alleviating the financial crisis.
input to the govermnent's political negotiation
process in the Parliament. 0 By the time the Bank's loan went to the Board, in

autumn 1987, the Colombians had already met
* The Minister of Mines and Energy began most of the conditions -- which they, themselves,

implementing some of the workshop had proposed in the first place.
recommendations before the final report was
completed. He immediately froze construction, 0 Because of the positions of the participants, they
and set up an interim coordinating body called the were able to use their influence at the right time
Technical Energy Board. This Board was the in the policy process.
forerunner of the National Energy Board, which
required the approval of Congress. The legislation 0 As for the A-I-C process, the Colombians
was eventually passed. The National Energy continued to ask the Bank for help with other key
Board, which then replaced the Technical Energy issues, such as a transportation strategy, an
Board, worked in cooperation with all the entities information system for the country and internal
in the sector in carrying out energy-wide planning organization problems of the state petroleum
responsibilities and formulating policies and company. We conducted approximately ten
investment programs for the sector. workshops to deal with these and other matters.

* Later, with broad support, the Minister integrated The Colombians persisted with the commitment
the electricity and energy sectors and brought their participatory process had produced. However,
them under his aegis (previously, the electricity in the 1987 Bank reorganization, the key people in
sector had gone around his Ministry, through its the Country Programs Division moved on to other
own contacts reporting directly to the Ministers of jobs. For this reason, the Bank's follow-up lacked
Finance and Planning). consistency and did not support all the

recommendations of the A-I-C workshop.
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Subsequent Events reforms.

But the process initiated at Santa Marta did not These activities are detailed in an ESMAP report
stop. entitled Power Sector Resruturing Program Report

No. 169/94 dated November 1994. It devotes a
In 1987, the Bank's Operations Evaluation chapter to the design and implementation of the

Department undertook an in-depth evaluation of the process and says "the restructuring of the sector was
history of lending to the power sector and in 1989 made in Colombia, by Colombians, for
issued a report that described a checkered picture. Colombians.... The role of ESMAP, the Bank and
The report suggested that the Colombians continue foreign consultants was limited strictly to ancillary
with an internal process to come up with their support
solutions. A second strategy session was held in
Santa Marta in 1990. This strategy session led to the The Manager of the ESMAP program in
design of a three-year effort to restruture the power Colombia, believes that it was the process adopted by
sector. the Bank, rather than the Bank's technical advice,

which facilitated the change in attitude that led to the
Unfortunately, Colombia encountered serious changes in policy. The Bank facilitated a process for

shortages of electricity in the early nineties and all problem-solving, leaving country officials to do their
major cities suffered frequent blackouts. A once-in-a own diagnostic work and thereby leam more fully
century drought -- probably caused by 'El Nino' - about their own problems and set their own fulture
was the prime cause of the shortages, exacerbated by directions.
the country's overdependence on hydro generation
and the failure to have maintained the actl An energy economist who was one of the small
availability of alternative electricity capacity in the group facilitators at Santa Marta and is now the
country. Minister of Mines and Energy, had this to say: The

participatory process m the power sector started in
ESMAP then became involved again. Many Santa Marta in 1985. It has continued, with many,

workshops and seminars were held involving all the many seminars, before arriving at a scheme that we
stakeholders in the electricity sector, and providing are all pleased with. I believe the participatory
appreciative mechanisms for airing all the views. apprah was the only route to restructure this
These also became the influence mechanisms for complicated sector. The challenge now is to
debating many of the structurl problems that had implement it. This is my top priority."
affected performance, such as the risk laden strategy
of too heavy reliance on hydro, lack of a regulatory Costs and lTue
mechanism, the mixing of generation and
transmission in the system, and low tariffs. New The costs of the Santa Marta conference were
policies were adopted to address all these issues around $30,000, $25,000 contributed by the
including the privatization of electric utilities. The Colombians and $5,000 by the Bank. In addition, six
National Energy Board, which was originally months of my staff time was devoted to investigating
designed as an influence mechanism to mediate and the electricity sector. ESMAP's subsequent work was
negotiate between the many conflicting parties in the at an additional cost.
energy sector, was replaced by the Ministry of Mines
and Energy. The ministry's role was to work in On Reflection
cooperation with the national and sector stakeholders
to formulate and negotiate annual investment Originally I had thought of A-I-C as a good
programs for the energy sector as a whole. For the strategic planning tool. But in Santa Marta it turned
electricity sector, a new Regulatory Commission, out to be much more than that. It had empowered
resembling what was recommended at the first Saa-ta those who had to live with the results to take charge
Marta conference, has now been created and tht of their own problems and their own future. It had
Bank has recently made a technical assistance loan to shown itself to be a self-organizing process, low cost
support the implementation of the Colombian-bred and repeatable. I thought about what a change this
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would be from the development paradigm centered on On the downside, the participatory process was
the transfer of resources, technology and skills, not fully understood in the Bank and the two follow-
where experts defined solutions. up workshops that were organized to continuc the

influence phase of the process were stopped. The'
In Colombia, the A-1-C process continued to be Colombians, however, did continue the participatory

very popular, with many requests emerging from the process for the energy sector. This led to major
different ministries, state-owned enterprises and even reforms in oil exploration policies, domestic oil price
the private sector. All in all, I was able to support ten levels, and gas development strategies. The AIC
of these requests, mostly with money from different workshop did fundamentally change directions in the
trust funds rather than from the Bank's own budget electricity sector and for a long time to come, the
rcsources. The process achieved three major things: Santa Marta participants were the initiators of
First, the process proved cffective as a means for reforms in Colombia. Leadership emerged as well.
pulling together all of the stakeholders for an entire Several of the younger participants at that workshop
sector, enabling them to understand the whole later became Ministers.
situation, discuss options and make choices for action
all in a congenial atmosphere. Previous attempts for While there are many things that I would like to
organizing problem solving sessions had led to much have seen done differently, what was started at Santa
acrimony among participants. Marta in 1985, and continued in fits and starts by the

Colombians, represents an illustration for me of what
Second, it was empowering. When the Colombian true development is: namely, to augment your

stakeholders saw the totality of the situation, they capacity to plan your own future and deal with the
realized that they themselves were responsible for the problems you are facing in a democratic, transparent
conditions of the sector, not the Bank, not the IDB, way. The Colombians have set the pace and paved
nor any other external actors. They realized that they the way for doing sector work, policy formulation
had to take charge of formulating policies and and program implementation - all as one integrated,
institutional reforms in the energy sector. democratic process.

Third, the workshop, short as it was, helped the After leaving the Bank, I helped form Organizing
Colombian stakeholders to stick with their resolve. I for Devdopment, an International Institute (ODfl),
mentioned how this process, much to our surprise, devoted to action learning and dernocratic approaches
engaged people's emotions at a deeper level than to development. We have implemented the A-I-C
most conferences. For example, the Colombians self-organizing process in many countries for both
afterwards referred to the workshop as the "Spirit of public and private organizations, at every level of
Santa Marta." Over time, in many different settings, society, from village to global.
we have seen this team spirit emerge, often expressed
as a feeling of elation and harmony among the
participants, generating the energy to move forward.
These feelings prove to be an important foundation Tunid Sato, who was the Task Manager, is now Co-
for the commitment, unity and patience required Director, Organizing for Development, an
during the frequently arduous implementation period. International Institute (ODIH).
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Introduction olives and other crops grow throughout.
Environmental degradation and poor resource

Land and water scarcity dominate Egypt's management practices are evident everywhere.
agricultural problems. The Nile irrigates over 90% of Fortunately, we also had the chance to talk to UN-
the country's agricultural land. Unfortunately, there FAO volunteers, staff from the Agha Khan
is limited scope for expanding Nile irrigated land, Foundation and GTZ staff who were working in the
although some potential exists in the country's rainfed area. They were excellent sources of information.
areas. Rainfed farm and grazing land are mainly
worked by poor tribal farmers who sometimes It became clear to the Mission that a traditional
distrust government, and with whom government livestock project was not the appropriate solution.
officials have thus far had little effective contact. Resource management, particularly the capability to

catch and retain rainwater, had degraded severely
In late 1990, the Government asked the Bank to through an endemic cycle of poverty, lack of viable

help identify ways to improve agriculture in the production alternatives and uncoordinated regional
Matruh Govemorate, particularly for poor and remote development. Intuition told us that if things were to
farmers. The Governorate is located in Egypt's change, local people themselves would have to
Western Desert bordering on Libya in the West, the change the way they behaved, individually and
Mediterranean Sea in the North, the Sahara desert in collectively. Government would have to learn how to
the South, and the Nile Delta in the East. work with the local people and develop their trust and

confidence. The Bank would have to learn how to
Approximately 250,000 people inhabit this large contribute its knowledge and resources to fit what the

area. Eighty-five percent are Bedouins, organized as local people are capable of and are willing to do.
a traditional Bedouin society, modified during the last
decade as the people moved from a nomadic to a Getting Time and Money
more sedentary life style. Although Govemment has
atempted to insert the Bedouin into the mainstream Upon retunming to the Bank, we reported that a
of the Egyptian society, they remain an isolated, regular livestock project would not suffice. Instead,
tribal society whose leadership perform many the Bank should encourage the Government to
administrative and judicial functions. The Bedouin are address the fundamentals of natural resource
among the poorest and most vulnerable Egyptians. management in the area. Initially, the thought was to

ask FAO/CP to prepare the project. However, after
Starting the Work deliberation, the mission recommended something

new - an approach that would have the central and
In October 1990, 1 led an identification mission to local govermnent officials collaborate with Bedouins

comply with Government's request for a livestock in identifying and preparing the project.
project in the Matruh Governorate. The Mission,
including a Bank research specialist and a consultant, This approach would, of course, require both
joined staff from Egypt's Agriculture Livestock and money and time. Management agreed to the approach
International Cooperation Departments, for a field and the time needed, but no money was readily
trip to the Governorate. As we traveled the Matruh available to support the special kind of preparation
Governorate, we noted that the Bedouins are no we felt necessary. I offered to search for funds and
longer very nomadic. They had accepted incentives came across the Japanese Grant Fund and an old
offered in a government program about a decade ago friend in the UNDP who was interested in what we
to settle into a more sedentary lifestyle. They now were suggesting. We quicldy put together and
raise mostly sheep and goats which seriously submitted a Japanese Grant Fund application.
overgraze the sparse vegetation in the area. Figs,
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To our surprise, we quickly got a grant of V35 Participatory Rural Assessment
million, the equivalent of $250,000, with virtually no
strings attached. However it proved much more The Task Force formed itself into about seven
difficult to gel the Government to formally accept the teams to learn more about the Governorate and the
grant than it was to get the Japanese to grant it. We Bedouins who inhabit it. We used the following
faced a long delay, but thanks to courage on the part elanents over a three-month period to identify what
of a government official, we were able to move should be in the project and how to implement it. In
relatively quickly. The UNDP put up an additional each case we sought to have groups of informants
$100,000. The Bank became the executing agent for participate with us in developing the information,
both grants which allowed us to be closely associated policies, activities and institutions that would
with project preparation. But the local people did the constitute a project that would sustainably help the
actual work of identification and preparation, instead Bedouins and meet Bank quality standards:
of a team of external experts.

Senu-Suctured Inteervewhig: These guided
Setftng up a Local Task Force interviews were conducted by a Team with Bedouin

households. Usually we intcrviewed a group of
First we established a local task force consisting households together - an extended family or larger

of people from the central government (10); local community. Only some topics were predetermined in
govemnment and local institutions (20) and the our preliminary planning for the interviews, leaving
Bedouin community (10). Local govermment room for local people to talk about their own interests
authorities chose the Bedouin representatives on the in their own way. We always asked open-ended
basis of their judgment about whom the community questions and probed into answers and new topics
trusted and respected. This Task Force stayed intact, opened by those being interviewed. Typically, these
working closely together, throughout the preparation interviews provided data about the household - how
of the project. To help them with their work, we many in the household; how they are related to each
lired a UK consulting firm. This firm had the other in the household; how they are related to
experience and capability to help prepare the project neighboring households; household history; assets
participatorily. It also helped the members of the owned; activities engaged in; who does what; who
Task Force prepare the kinds of data and documents makes decisions, who controls income, who does the
needed by the Bank. hard work, and so on.

Learning About Matruh But these interviews did more than just gather
data. They also gave both sides a feel and

The Task Force - now about 46 persons understanding for the other, and thereby generated
including the part-time assistance from the consulting vital insights and understandings. For instance, we
firm-set out to learn everydting it could about the learned that the Bedouins are quite entrepreneurial
Govemorate and its people. To start, the members when they told us how they exported lambs directly
combed texts of all sorts, some dating back to the to Saudi Arabia at prices much higher than they could
19th Century. Early on I had asked govemment to get locally.
collect texts and prpare a local library tha. was put
to great use by the Task Force. We ledrned a great Phrdicipatory Mapping: Maps are especially
deal from these texts about geography, topography, important in rural development projects where
economics, history and culture, but we weren't planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation
satisfied with that alone. We knew we had to go to are required. And the best sources of information for
the people, quicldy but thoroughly. We decided to such maps are the people who live and farm an area.
use a technique, called Participatory Rural The maps allow us to collect and position a lot of
Assessment (see Annex 1 for description), that information and recognize spatial relationships. They
appeared well suited to our needs. It would provide reveal differences in farming practices and pin-point
a good understanding of the people and what they constraints. The shared generation of a map creates
needed through intensive and participatory contaLt consensus and facilitates communication among the
with them. respondents. At the same ime, it helped the Team
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gain insights into the way people think, their state their negative and positive feelings about the
priorities and their reasons for wanting, or not measures. They were also encouraged to add their
wanting, to so something. own measures, and then rank-order or assign scores

to the various items on the list. We did this exercise
Transect Walks: This is a simple device to ensure a number of times with groups of people representing

that the Team explores and understands fully the different tribes, areas and wealth. This helped us
spatial differences in an area (catchment, village, better focus project activities on the poorer segments.
field) under study. We walked to the periphery along These often turned into brain-storning sessions and
with a selected group of local people observing the Team Members became active participants
differences in land-use, vegetation, soils, cultural offering, at times, concepts and suggestions that were
practices, infrastructure, trees, livestock, water new to the Bedouins. These sessions produced the
availability and sec on. Actually, the local people did participatory, community-based implementation
the observing while the team recorded their arrangements that form an important part of this
observations, because local people always see things project. (See below for a description.)
outsiders are likely to miss. After the walk, we
produced a transect diagram - a stylized Focusing on Women
representation of the area covered by the walk(s).

As we went along, we noticed that only men
Seasonal Calendars: These calendars focus on showed up for meetings with the teams (not unusual

local livelihood systems. They show month-by-month for a Muslim community). But women are important
patterns of rainfall, crop sequencing, water use, for the project because they take care of small
livestock fodder, income, debt, migration, wild animals, produce crafts for sale, haul water, harvest
harvests, labor demand, labor availability, health, wood, and perform many other tasks. We enlisted a
diseases, prices and so on. We put them together female member of the UK consulting firm and
from intervicws with local people, using several teamed her with a female, Bedouin veterinarian who
different sources to create each calendar. Usually the was working on a GTZ project. These two held
calendars were created at a meeting of several meetings with women to cover much of the same
households where people decide amongst themselves ground covered by the all male meetings described
what are the appropriate answers to the various above.
questions asked. We always created our calendars and
other records on-the-spot, in front of the group, so These vital meetings contnbuted importantly to
that data checking occurred immediately. the project. For instance, while women are publicly

silent, we leamed that all major decisions were taken
Socia and Histoncal Profiles and lnEm Trends: by the men only after they spoke with the oldest

We used these techniques to help understand key woman in the household. When men say at tnbal
changes over the years in land use, erosion, rainfall, meetings 'I have to think it over, what they often
population, tree cover, income opportunities, mean is they have to furst discuss it with the women.
common property resources, and so on. We also But what we really learned here is that the contents
asked respondents to forecast how they expect things of the project had to be socially acceptable and that
to be in the future and how they would like them to women would have a strong voice in deciding that it
be. Again we always did this with large groups of would be acceptable.
Bedouins so as to have a lot of interaction between us
and the Bedouins, and among the Bedouins Local Ownership
themselves.

As I discuss this project, I say 'we.' Actually,
Matrix Ranking: We used this technique to leam my Bank colleagues and I were only involved in a

from the people what they thought about particular small part of the actual work, when we could visit on
matters in both absolute and relative terms. We began Mission. The local team and the local community did
these sessions by listing measures about which we the work. The consultants, like the Bank staff, were
needed their judgments (e.g., possible project present only on certain occasions. Yet all of us who
activities). Then we asked a group of local people to were engaged in this felt, and indeed were, part of a
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very special community engaged in 'inventing' a new closed, due to elections, for about half the time it
future for the Bedouins of the Matruh Governorate. took for the project to become effective.

The Final Result More Than Components

It took about one year to prepare the project. The The preceding project description leaves out the
proposed project contained these components, each of most important things. What is special about this
which was thoroughly vetted within the large project is its thoroughly participatory and
preparation team and within the constituencies the empowering community-based implementation
team members represented: arrangements. Community Groups (CGs), which

build upon traditional Bedouin lineage structures -
* Natural Resoumre Manareement aimed primarily the bayt -- will prepare Community Action Plans so

at conserving the water, land and vegetation of as to tailor the objectives of the project to local
the Matruh Governorate. The project provides circumstances and capabilities. Once prepared and
800 underground cisterns, earth and stone approved, the CG will be involved in implementing
contour dikes on 6200 feddans (a feddan is 1.037 the plan and monitoring results. A condition of credit
acres); cemented stone or gabion dikes across effectiveness was the preparation of three such plans.
wadis to intercept the water flow and create They were ready on time.
about 500 feddans of new fruit orchards;
rangeland improvement/management of 14,000 The CG's will help monitor project outcomes by
feddans, etc. adding on-the-scene interpretations to make better

sense of the numbers we usually collect. In addition
- AdaDtive Researmh and Extension focusing on to participatory monitoring, we will also be doing

dry land farming and livestock production 'hi-tech" monitoring using the GIS system. GIS
systems, range management, sustainable satellite images will help focus attention on natural
agriculture development and training directed to resources and the impact the project has on them.
the local communities. Among other things, four
sub-regional resource centers, built to bring In addition to community empowerment and
services (research, extension, credit) closer to the action, trust and respect has been established between
local communities, would be supported with the Bedouins and the Govermment. I certainly hope it
adequate staffing, technical assistance, vehicles, will prove sustainable, and I'm encouraged by what
equipment and materials. some government officials have said to me about how

much they have learned from the Bedouins in the
3 Rural Finance in modest amounts, for small process of preparing the project.

farmners, the landless and rural women for on-and
off-farm income producing activities. Timing and Costs

The project as proposed in the locally produced Identification and preparation started in October
feasibility study went through the Bank's project 1990 and completed in January 1992. About 3 1/4
cycle fully intact and rather rapidly. Negotiations years elapsed from the first identification mission to
went particularly well; we started in April and the effectiveness. I hear this is relatively fast for the
Board approved the project in May, 1993. In my Bank, especially in Egypt and in our Region. It cost
opinion, the ease of negotiations was due to the about $350,000 to prepare, not counting the cost of
understanding and consensus developed in the country Bank staff time and travel on the project. This
through the participatory preparation process. Further certainly compares well with projects prepared in a
evidence is that effectiveness, scheduled for the first more traditional manner. The real test will be in
quarter of 1994, took place on February 2, 1994, less implementation speed and the quality of the
than six months after credit signing. Effectiveness outcomes. We are already off to a good start with the
usually takes much longer in Egypt, in part because speed of effectiveness.
Parliament must approve each credit. Parliament was
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On Reflection developed understanding and empathy for Bedouin
life, we could not know what would work for them

Not too long ago, someone asked me what value in the future. Only they can know this.
participation added to the Matruh Govemorate
project. I said that one important value added was If I had to do this project over again I'd do some
that the Bedouins realized that we were not things differently, but I would still have it prepared
attempting to use them, as had been their previous in a participatory manner. I got a great deal of
experience with outside authorities. This opened the support from colleagues in the Bank and the countiy
way for trust to occur, and the trust became mutual while going about this work. But I also sometimes
before long. I can not imagine that occurring when a encountered what 1 consider to be a general lack of
group of external experts rush in and out gathering understanding about what participation can do to
facts and making judgments and quick make the Bank's work more effective, It was a tough,
recommendations. Equally important, the Bedouins stressful, time-consuming battle to get this project
saw possibilities to take care of what counted for done. At the sane time, it is truly satisfying to be
them, began to think about their situation and made able to manage a project that generated so much
genuine commitments to do something about it. mutual trust and respect where little had existed

before. In so doing, possibilities opened that did not
Through participation, we lost 'control' of the appear to be present for the Bedouins or the Egyptian

project, and in so doing gained owvnership and authorities. And for the Bank too.
sustainability, precious things in our business. We
also gained more influence with the local people and
they were more open to listening to our suggestions
and to the experiences of other people in the world Bachir Soubhal is the Task Manger.
that we could provide. Although we learned a lot and
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ANDHRA PRADESH FoRESTRY PROJECT

Introduction Personal Courage

I started work on the Andhra Pradesh (AP) Although this Forester - who now works with us
project at its very beginning. This was just after in the Bank - modestly denies it, others say that he
finishing work on the West Bengal Forestry project. exhibited extraordinary courage in beginniag this new
I learned something important from the West approach. Simply going into Arabari put him into
Bengalis: poor people can protect the forests and earn pernal danger. Ncvertheless, he eventually gained
income at the same time. In AP we helped the trust of the local people. In a participatory
disseminate the idea. But it took us in the Bank a manner, they crafted a way to halt forest degradation,
long time to discover and value this simple but begin reforestation, and, enable poor people to earn
effective approach. a legitimate living while conserving the forest.

Forest Cops Dialogue and Negotiation

The idea of using what are now called Forest Developing the new forest management approach
Protection Committees (FPC) began in 1972 in West jointly with local people did not happen overnight. It
Bengal. At that time the role of the State Forest took about nine months of dialogue and negotiation.
Department (FD) was mainly to protect the forests The dialogue started with the Foresters being frank
from illegal use by unauthorzed persons. Foresters about the mistakes they had made in forest
spent most of their time on armed patrol, hunting management and in dealing with their conflicts with
forest product poachers and evicting people the people. It was not long before the local people
encroaching on forest lands. And Foresters behaving reciprocated. They admitted breaking the rules and
like the police were losing the battle to conserve the explained why they felt they had to do so. This led to
forests. While the forests continued to degrade joint explorations of future anrangements that would
rapidly, local people became increasingly aggressive take care of the needs of the people while they, in
toward the Foresters, whom they generally tum, took care of the forests. By forming themselves
considered corrupt. In the Arabari Range of West into a unified, village-based organization - an FPC
Bengal, the local people had literally thrown the - vlagers organized themselves to negotiate in one
Department out of its territory, threatening any voice with the FD. And by negotiating among
Forester who entered with bodily harm. themselves, the villagers learned negotiating skills.

One Forester had a different idea of how to save Common Interests
the forests. He felt that people living in the forests
were not thieves. If they could supplement their Initiallythe people of Arabari and the FD reached
incomes through legal forest work and organized a verbal understanding about their respective rights
extracdon of forest products, he believed they would and obligations. Among other things, the agreement
not haphazardly destoy the forests. In fact, he provided equality of contributionsandbenefits for all
wondered, would not the local people actually protect members of the community. The rmebers of the
the forests if they had a real stake in them? So he FPC took on the duty of keeping the forest free from
went to Arabari to talk to the local people about a poachers. FPC members also agreed to protect the
new way of managing the forests - largely by and shoots thrown up by Sal stumps so that they would
for the people. On its part, the FD would provide eventally become saleable poles.
real support to the local people, and receive some of
the economic benefits on behalf of the State.
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Wh:n the poles were harvested, FPC members hectares. The cost of regenerating the forests in this
got the c ills, plus a percentage of the revenues from manner proved to be remarkably low, about Rs. 250
the sale of the good poles. But long before the first per hectare, or 5% of the cost of creating a hectare
Sal harvest, members of the FPC were legitimately of plantation trces.
harvesting many non-timber products from what
became 'their own forest." And the foresters began Following the West Bengal success story, the
playing a more socially useful role than that of Government of India urged all State Governments to
"forest cop." Instead, they were enabling existing adopt the FPC model. So far, fourteen States have
forests to be protected against further degradation, not only adopted but also improved upon this nodel
and could see, with their own eyes, reforestation of protecting and regenerating degraded lands.
beginning in areas that had been all but written-off by However, it appears that Govemments - in India and
the Department. elsewhere -- are somehow unwilling to share control

of the good forests with the local people. Instead,
Faith in the local people and the new approach traditional forestry practices ar' being applied to the

seemed to pay off. Over time, the news of good good forests, and are not working anywhere near as
results for the local people spread to other well as the FPC approach to conserve the Forest.
communities. Things then began to change in this
part of West Bengal. More and more people who Second West Bengal Foret Project
lived on the edge of a forest, and depended on it for
firewood and other forms of subsistence, banded By the time we got around to starting the
together to form a FPC. However the creation of new preparation of the next forestry project in West
FPCs proceeded slowly because people felt wary of Bengal in 1989, it was clear to us that village
the delay in getting formal government approval for woodlots and strip plantations were neither directly
benefit sharing. helping poor people to the extent envisaged, nor

halting the degradation of natural forests.
We go in a Different Direction

I was involved in the preparation of the second
When we approved the first forestry project in West Bengal Forestry project which largely supports

West Bengal in 1981, we seem to have entirely the extension and improvement of the FPC
missed the piloting and demonstration of FPCs. The movement, as well as the farm forestry program.
Bank's main objective at that time was to support Implementation is not yet complete and the project is
increased fuel wood production in areas outside behind target in creating new FPCs in the Northen
forests. Therefore, the first project mainly supported part of te State. But the Southern portion is going
the creation of village woodlots, strip plantations and well. There are now some 2,350 FPCs (up from just
farm forestry covering about 150,000 hectares at a over 1,700 when the project became effective)
project cost of almost $30 million. covering over 65% of the degraded forest in the

State, including the entire Southwest (about 335,000
A New Idea Spreads ha.). From the air you can really notice it as you fly

over flourishing green areas that were largely barren
Although not included in the new Bank-fianced just a few years ago. In 1994, the West Bengal FD

project, the FPC approach spread mostly by its own began reorganizing itself to support FPCs.
accord, but in some cases assisted by the local
Foresters. By 1988, over 500 FPCs had been formed Azsbra Pradesh Forestry Project
covering an area of over 70,000 hectares. A large
number of FPCs sprung up spontaneously following I was also part of the January 1991 Identification
a West Bengal Govemment Order in 1989. This Mission for what was to become the Andhra Pradesh
order fully recognized the verbal agreement between Forestry Project. After a while, I became its Task
the Foresters and the local people, which, among Manager. When we arrived, we found that the Forest
other things, entitled FPC members to 25% of the Department staff had done a lot of good work in
final Sal tree harvests. A year later, the number of preparng a proposal for what would be their first
FPCs reached 1,250 covering an area of 120,000 operation with the Bank. Their experience had also
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been with village woodlots and strip plantations - could afange it.
supported by a bilateral donor who was not extending
its support. The Department was proposing a Upon returning to Washington, we arranged for
continuationof this approach for the new project.The a consultant team to be provided through a donor
proposal also contained requests for guns and country consultant trust fund. The Terms of
ammunition, money to pay the salaries of more staff, Reference specified that local consultants also be
subsidized distribution of seedlings for farm forestry, engaged. The consultant team spent the Summer
improving tree genetics, research, staff training and months of 1992 working on the preparation of the
the like. project. Looking back I recognize that I was not

really thinking about having the project prepared in
On our part, we explained that the Bank simply a participatory manner. Nevertheless, I suggested that

does not finance such things as guns, ammunition and the consultant team consider engaging the local
operating salaries. We said we doubted that consultants we used on the West Bengal project. In
subsidized seedlings would be economically my opinion, they did excellent work in West Bengal.
justifiable. Additionally and more importantly, we The foreign consultants decided to engage the Indian
shared the experience in West Bengal, both with consultants we used in West Bengal.
village woodlots and strip plantations on the one hand
and forest protection comnmittees on the other hand. Larng Needed
We said we understood that India's overll priority is
to halt the continued degradation of existing forests In retrospect, I am glad this happened. If this
and that the Bank is seeking lending operations in project was to be done, a lot of learning by different
support of it. stakeholders had to take place both within the FD and

with other organizations working in the target areas.
Made a Good Start At least five govemment agencies would be involved

plis a number of NGOs. They had little experience
We left Andhra Pradesh feeling that the prospects in working together as a team. Moreover, the

were good for reworking the existing proposal into a institutional competence in the forestry area was
strong project proposal. Our discussions with the pretty much limited to policing and tree farming. Of
Department's leadership were frank and cordial. We course, the consultants worked collaboratively with
felt that we had persuaded them to prepare a various officials on the many tehnical matters that
substantial component along the lines of the FPC needed to be covered in the comprehensive forestry
approach, and that they had agreed to take a close project we had underway. But a key activity carried
look at existing forestry policies and their effect on out towards the end of preparation proved to be
enlisting private support for sound forestry practices. invaluable for the future of this effort. The local
They also agreed to do further work in advance of consultants organized and facilitated a three-day
our first preparation mission that we scheduled for ZOPP workshop that brought together officials from
May 1992. the FD and other agencies. The lead foreign

consultants and central govemment representatives
We returned in May to continue the discussion also attended as participants.

and see how preparation was going. Not a great deal
of progress had been made from our point of view. ZOPP Worlshop
No policy change proposals had been prepared and
while the original proposal had been somewhat Prior to the workshop, the consultants interviewed
restructured along the lines we discussed, it was still some 40 officers at various levels and locations in the
mainly a *village woodlots and strip plantations' involved agencies. The interviews revealed that
project. Nevertheless, there was a strong desire on important institutional issues needed to be dealt with,
the part of the officials to move ahead with such as coordination among the several independent
preparation and what seemed to us to be an openmess departments and agencies that would have to work
to a change in thinling and direction. The officials together; inadequate institutional capacity to protect
asked if they could get some help to prepare the the existing forests; the quality and productivity of
project to Bank standards and we agreed to see if we forest work; personnel management and the highly
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fcentralized operating format of the Forest process, and one of the deputy heads of the FD
Department. The workshop's stated purpose therefore outlined the proposed project. About 25 people
became examining the institudonal framework for attended.
the project to identify any gaps that needed to be
filled." For most participants, this would be the first Paricipadon Analysis
time they got to see the whole project, and had a
chance to think about their capacity to carry it out. The first order of business for the attendees was

a Participation Analysis. It identified the interests,
While the consultants could have prescribed expectations and potentials of all the important

policy, structural and procedural "solutions" to these groups, organizations and institutions that would be
problems, they knew tb-at such prescriptions would affected -- one way or another -- by the proposed
not produce the needed changes. Their experience project. Almost 60 different groups were identified,
told them that when those whose institutional and including villagers from adjoining forests, rural
individual behavior needs to change grapple with such women, cattle owners, tribes, the World Bank, etc.
problems in a well designed, intensive participatory For each group, a judgment was made about the
leaming experience, the prospects for real change project's positive and negative effects on the group,
increase greatly. and an institution was designated to deal with the

matter. For example, a positive result with respect to
The workshop started with a prsentation of th villagers was involvement in the protection and

project as it stood after the joint work of the generation of the forests with the Forest Department
consultants, FD officials and the local people with and NGOs worldng on this through the establishment
whom the consultants and officials interacted during of Forest Protection Committees. A negative result
field trips. The head of the FD opened the session for cattle owners was the reduction of the number of
(and then participated for the full three days); one of cattle with the Animal Husbandry unit designated to
the foreign consultants described the preparation handle the matter.

DIAGRAM I: PROBLEM TREE - FOREST PROTECTION

Extinction of certain Increase in floods, drought. Reduction in
flora and fauna and reservoir siltation productivity

Shrinkage of < < < EFFECTS > > > Degradation of
forest area forests & environment

Inadequate forest protection < < < CORE PROBLEM

- Increased - Increased smuggling - Free grazing - Local population not involved
demand for - Deteriorated law and - Regularization of - Mistrust of Dept. by
forest products order encroachments population
& land - Increased extremist action - Political inteference - Lack of environment awareness

- Population - Inadequate facilities . Dept collects beedi leaves . Non-fulfillment of vilagers
increase: human for protection staff . Increase plantation area . Non-involvement of Dept. in
& cattle - Lack of protection staff . FaOure to increase welfare activities

protection staff
. Area too large and

unmanageable
CAUSES >>>>>>>
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Problem Tree The portion of the tree dealing with the forest
protection problen cluster is shown in Diagram 1.

The next step was a Problem Analysis and
construction of a "problem tree." This involved: Objectives Tree

* 'brainstorming" wherein each attendee Having completed the problem tree, the next step
contributed one or more problems drawn from in the ZOPP methodology is to create an Objectives
personal experienee; Tree. The Objectives Tree is really a mifror image of

the Problems Tree that indicates what the future will
* clustering the problems identified during the look like by solving each problem. This is done by

brainstorming; converting the negative conditions in the Problem
Tree to positive conditions in the Objectives Tree,

* identifying the cause of each problem; and, with the criteria being that an objective must be both
desirable and attainable. Diagram II is the resultant

* identifying the consequences if the problem was Objectives Tree for Forest Protection.
not solved.

DIAGRAM II: OBJECTIVES TREE - FOREST PROTECTION

Degradation arreste. Extinction of flora
and environment improved & fauna halted

Shrinkage of Forest
forst area productivity
controlled increased

Forest protection improved

- Reduced demand - Smuggling reduced - Organization streng- - Local population involved
for forest - Laws strengthened thened to handle through FPCs
products; wood - Law agencies coordinate planting; Double assets created
substitutes - More protection staff - Administrative juris- Local needs reasonably rnet
available - Better staff facilities prudence workload Interface with welfare

- Better staff incentives reduced departments
- Grazing reduced through Forestry rehab measures

catte-upgrading and Environmental awareness
reduction of scrub Public relations improved
cattle - Fire hazard reduced

- Interface with politicians
established
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Action Progran Order. It also covered how NGOs could contribute to
FPC development. The workshop was fruitful. The

The next session converted objectives into the NGOs made many valuable suggestions for how to
specific actions nceded to attain each objective. modify the proposals and agreed to future
Alternative sets were created where possible. For collaboration. And the foresters became less
each set, the group reviewed such matters as policy, suspicious of the NGOs;
probability of success, timing, resource requirenents,
cost-benefit ratio, etc. Box 1 shows several of the Second Preparation Mission
detailed actions selected for Forest Protection.

When we arrived for the second preparation
Mission at the end of September 1992, we found a

BOX 1: FOREST PROTECTION ACTIONS great deal of enthusiasm on the part of all concerned
(,artial) -- the officials from the various agencies, the

consultants, the NGOs and others. The project scope,
6.2.1 INVOLVEMENT OF LOCAL size and components struck us as sensible and

POPULATION IN FOREST acceptable to the Bank. The Forestry Protection
PROTECTION Commxinee approach had become a major part of the

I. Rehabilitation of Headloaders (firewood project.
poachers) into plantation activities.

D. Participatory management by the villagers. The results of the workshop gave me confidence
m. Reforestation of encroached areas under that there was now a quite widespread buy-in to try

the cocept of FPC by actively involving the Forcst Protection Committee approach. I cannot
the encroachers themselves.

IV. Training of villages and farmers in the say that the ZOPP workshop alone did this. All the
development of protection forests. collaborative working together of multi-agency staff

and foreign and local consultants provided an
6.2.2 MEETING THE LOCAL NEEDS environment for thought, learning and judgment.

REASONABLY Additionally, a team of officials visited the West
1. Opening up of local fiuelwood depots, Bengal project sites during the Fall. The team was

bamboo depots and small timber depots. carefully selected to include staff who opposed the
II. Supply of bamboo to local artisans at FPC approach or were skeptical about it along with

subsidized rates. those who indicated openness or outright support. All
m. Raising fodder plots in the forest adjoining members of the team came back convinced that the

the villages. FPC approach was viable. The question was not

6.2.3 INTERFACE WITH WELFARE whether but how to go about establishing FPCs.
DEPARTMENTS IN WELFARE
ACTIVIES After retuming to Washington. we began

1. Participation in implementation of welfare planning the Pre-Appraisal Mission, set for early
in tribal areas. December 1992. In order to ensure ownership and

agreement to the project report prepared by the
consultants, I decided to invite the head of the Forest
Department and the head of the consultant team to

NGO Workshop Washington for detailed discussions of the proposal
before Pre-Appraisal. It went very well. The head of

A separate two-cay workshop was held with FD Forest Department and the head consultant were quite
staff and representatives of a wide range of NGOs. uniform in what they advocated. And what they
Central govermment staff chaired this workshop which proposed made sense to us. The fact that the head of
lent a lot of credibility to the effort. The first session the Forest Department mentioned to me upon leaving
explained the proposed project to the NGOs and that there were a few small changes he was
invited their suggestions and participation. The considering in the proposed forestry treatments did
discussion then focused on the formation of FPCs not worry me.
based on a recently issued enabling Government
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A Major Breakdown up at least two FPCs in each range as soon as
possible and a few had already been created. Some of

Prappraisal began in early December as planned, the new FPCs existed only on paper, but others
but we were in for a big surprise. The FD Head (where staff had been trained) were solidly prepared
disavowed the previous work and presented us with in the participatory manner that is fundamental to the
a new proposal. It was essentially the same as the success of the FPC approach.
original proposal -- funding for additional lD staff
and a huge component of subsidized seedlings for Forcing the Issue
distribution had crept back into the project.

During the mission, our team concluded that we
It fet like being back to square one. I was had a weak basis for a successful Appraisal. What we

disappointed. The oonsultants and FD staff who had really had were two projects. One prepared
been working together were perplexed. When we collaboratively by senior menbers of the FD, other
went to the field, we found staff well informed about agencies and the consultant team. The other project
the project and keen to start implementation. belonged to the Head of the FD. Not that they were
However, the proposals the FD staff had seen were mutually exclusive, but the latter still included a
the latter version issued by the FD Head, not the number of proposals that the mission could not
ones prepared jointly with the consultants. The support. This was a difficult situation.
problem was mostly related to general forestry
management and the organizational aspects of the Before departing, I went to the State Forest
project. Also, despite earlier enthusiasm about trying Secretary, the person to whom the FD Head reports,
the FPC approach, no further contacts had been made and put the problems on the table. The Secretary
with NGOs. Except for the preparation of guidelines indicated serious concern about the issues and
for establishing FPCs, little else had been personal commitment to the FPC approach. He said
accomplished. he would assess the situation immediately. As it

turned out, he became convinced of the jointly
However, through patient discussion, the situation prepared proposal and confirmed support for it. I

tumrned around. By the tim: we left, we thought we later heard that senior FD officials also went to the
had agreement on what would and would not be Secretary on their own to express their support for
covered by the project and the steps that had to be the proposal they had helped create during the ZOPP
carried out before Appraisal could begin. One of workshop. That is rather extraordinary behavior for
these steps was to contract the Tribal Cultural FD civil servants. Perhaps the network of publicly
Research Institute to carry out Participatory Rural stated conviction and support created during the
Assessments (PRA) to obtain feedback from the project preparation phase and the ZOPP workshop
direct beneficiaries on the proposed project. prompted people to behave differently.

During the May 1993 appraisal mission we found Resolution
ourselves back on the roller coaster. The FD head
kept returning to the essence of the original proposal. We left again satisfied but still not sure the issues
On his priority list were more staff, strip plantations were finally settled. However we knew they were
and seedlings for distribution. It was also very when we leamed not too long after our return from
difficult to persuade his team of the need to adopt Appraisal that a new Head of the FD had been
effective, low-cost technologies for forest land appointed. We were told that the previous head had
treatments. been transferred to another post, allegedly because of

earlier problems and changing state priorities.
On the positive side, some movement in the Negotiations took place in November 1993 and the

direction of FPCs was apparent. The feedback from Board approved the project in February 1994. The
pilot PRAs in the tribal areas was encouraging and project became effective in July 1994. 1 am no longer
included many specific suggestions for improving the the Task Manager for this project but I understand
FPC approach. Training of FD staff in PRA had from my successor that the project is stil on course
started. Furthermore, an order had been issued to set
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and that there is widespread support for it among It would also have been helpful to allow the FD
those involved. more time to intemnalize the project and conduct pilot

PRAs with villagers, NGOs and other constituents
Preparation Cost and Tine before proceeding to pre-appraisal. Since this type of

project requires a long lead-time we need to be able
The timing and costs for this project were fairly to get project resources at an earlier stage than is

standard for a forestry project in this part of the now possible.
world. Preparation took about 20 menths. The Bank
logged 110 staff weeks during this time. The Some disappointing events occurred during this
consultant contract cost approximately $300,000. otherwise rewarding experience. I am not sure I fully

understand why. At times I wonder if the
On Reflection participatory, collaborative approach used in

preparing this project failed us somehow. After all,
The next lime I do a project like this, I would it makes little sense to do a project that lacks the

build more participation into the early preparation support of the top person. But in the end, I am
phase and the consultants' TOR. I highly recommend convinced that the participatory approach served us
holding a participatory workshop for any project well. It built a large network of support for what in
requiring important institutional change - and I every respect is the best way we now know of
suspect that includes the vast majority of Bank- protecting forests and helping poor fringe forest
financed projects. It would have been better to have dwellers at the same time.
the ZOPP Workshop right at the beginning of project
preparation rather than three-fourths of the way
through.

Ann Clark was the Task Manager.
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HEALTH SysrEm REFORM AND MALAR CONTROL

Introduction then Vice Minister (now Minister) of Health and his
assistant - my counterpart -- to a meeting at my hotel

The Lao People's Democratic Republic (LPDR) in Vientiane so we could talk in an informal setting.
is the tenth poorest nation in the world. Its people Their medical schooling in France and the informal
have suffered through decades of war and wrenching venue fortuitously influenced the tone of the
poverty. Just over four million live in this sparsely conversation and the behavioral expectations. We had
populated, agricultural economy. About 60 ethnic a long talk about the health needs of the country as
groups share the nation's limited resources, many they saw them. From this talk emerged the elements
with their own distinct cultural practices. The vast of what became the Health System Reform and
majority live in rural areas, usually engaging in Malaria Control Project, now (July 1994) ready for
subsistence fanning. Governmental institutions are negotiations.
fragile and few modem practices have been adopted.
Many donor agencies and foreign NGOs are assisting We readily agreed that controlling malaria -
the country. endemic in LPDR -- is an obvious high priority.

Controlling this disease in a country like the LPDR
I began working in the LPDR in 1989. It was my takes a lot of effort and money, and the Bank is the

first experience in a truly poor country, having spent obvious donor to finance it. Since the task is
my previous seven years in the Bank working in formidable, a phased approach would make the most
Latin America and the Middle East, mainly in sense. Health care delivery, especially for infants,
middle-income countries. I had a lot to learn about children and mothers needed major improvement.
this kind of country and culture, with rhythms The LPDR had scarce capacity in this area. Much
distincdy different from the Latino and Arabic ones had to be learned about what to do and how to do it.
I knew so well. The Lao have a flowing rhythm that Ethnic diversity and low population density made the
I have come to appreciate and understand, but about problem more complex. In addition to improving the
which I have much to learn. delivery and financing of health, we also agreed that

improving health awareness through education could
Health Sector Study provide a big payoff. And finally, we agreed that

strengthening the institutional capabilities at the
When I transferred from LAC to the Asia central, provincial and district levels was essential.

Technical Department I became the Task Manager
for a Health Sector Study. A team of us worked Upon returning to Washington, our project team
diligently on this study for about 18 months including discussed various approaches to getting the project
the 'in-depth policy dialogue" with the country's properly prepared for Bank financing. It was clear
sectoral leadership. Actually the dialogue 'as quite that Government had neither the human resources nor
brief and successful. For the Lao, we were merely the money to prepare this kdnd of project. We would
another international agency with a report containing have to assemble a team of experts to do the job and
an outsider's view of what they should do. So they find the funds to pay for it. We applied for and got
gracefully obliged according to their culture by grants from the Japanese PHRD for a total of $800K.
agreeing to the recommendations. Belgium contributed about $25K and France $24K

from their consultant trust funds. The Bank put about
Project Identification 145 staff weeks into preparation.

Government had agreed to the development First Preparation Mission
strategy we recommended, including the identification
of the first health investment project. But I was We moumned our frs preparation Mission in
uneasy. Agreement came too readily. I invited the October 1990. 1 took along with me an Architect, a
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Health Economist and specialists in Public Health, Health officials expected us to do what the NGO's do
Management and Malaria Control. We did the - i.e., design and execute our own program in some
preparation work essentially the same way we had part of the country. For some reason, it never really
done the earlier sector work -- in the expert mode, got across to our counterparts that they would have to

implement, run and sustain the project we were
Again we talked to numerous people in the helping them design.

country: officials at the central and provincial levels;
health practitioners of all kinds, other donors and I returned to Washington in a state of depression.
NGOs. Preparation went along smoothly. Govern- We had what looked like a great project - on paper.
ment supported us, albeit in a passive way in that it My colleagues and I were certain this project made
allowed us to go about our work just as if we were sense for the LPDR. And we knew also from
one more agency that had knocked at its door. We countless briefings and discussions that our Lao
were able to compile the basic data we needed for counterparts agreed with it. But now I realized, their
analysis and report preparation. What we suggested, agreement was only a limited agreement. It mainly
proposed and wrote was fully and readily accepted by constituted a non-objection to what we were
the Minister, the Vice Minister and the other officials proposing.
with whom we were working in a close and amicable
fashion. I saw then that our Lao counterparts never really

got involved in the learning and invention that we
Third Preparation Mission were engaged in and committed to. It was our

project. We, a team of "extemal experts" had:
Our second preparation mission went as well as

the first. In November 1992 we launched what we * wresded with the facts of Lao health care to
hoped would be the final Preparation Mission. By construct the diagnosis;
that time, we were well enough along to make final
commitments for Pre-Appraisal in March 1993 and * created a vision of how the future might be after
Appraisal in September of the same year. many iterations, debates and arguments among

ourselves;
We all felt we had come to understand this new

(to us) country quite well. We believed our local 0 crafted a strategy to take the countly from its
colleagues had also come to know and understand us, dismal present to a better future; and,
and the institution we represented. Although ours was
the first Bank health operation in the LPDR, the Bank * we were preparing the tactical blueprints, plans
had been doing business in this country for some time and budgets to make things happen.
in other sectors, including two fully disbursed
Structural Adjustment Credits. More importantly, it And I recognized that there was simply no way
seemed to us that our counterparts now had started to we could turn over our learning, excitement and
trust us. Indeed they were quite frank and open in commitment to our Lao counterparts by briefing
their interactions witi us. them, talking at then or giving them reports to read.

They hadn't learned very much when we listened to
A Light Went On and consulted with them. If they were to learn - to

grasp and intenalize the action possibilities - they
In one of the continuing conversations I was had to do the creating, arguing, debating, and

having with the Vice Minister, he started to ask anguishing that we had d,ne. Only in that way could
questions about the Bank, saying he wanted to they internalize this and translate it into action.
understand it better. He went on to say that, in his
opinion, the Bank was another NGO, but perhaps one Shiftig to a Participatory Stance
that was more thorough and cautious before
beginning its work, and obviously had no-- Tnoney. Even though it was late in the process, I had to
When he said this, a light went on. I recog&-ed for shift to a participatory stance and get the help of
the first time why things were going so well. The people who knew how to prepare a project in a
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participatory manner. I disliked changing course and Computer-Aided Prticipatory Design
mission team composition in midstream. We were a
good team. We had worked well and hard together, With these two tools in hand, we designed a
and we had done a very good, 'expert-mode," project strategy to involve Lao health officials and personnel
preparation. In my Back-to-Office reports I had in the preparation of the project. Indeed, it would
expressed my concerns about the lack of country have them do it entirely on their own. Our plan was
involvement in project design and preparation and to return in March for Pre-appraisal as scheduled. At
received full support from my managers to make the that time we would present the workbook to the
necessary changes. counterpart officials in the Ministry, go over it with

them, and train two of their staff in the use of thc
Fortunately, I received an offer from a colleague workbook. The blank sheets would have to be filled

at the Bank's central PHN department who wanted to in -- working with their Provincial and District
do some operational work. He became our new colleagues -- with accurate local data in time for a
Public Health specialist. He had vast experience second Pre-appraisal in June.
working at the district level in African countries with
poverty levels comparable to the LPDR. He knew For the June Pre-appraisal we proposed holding
from practical experience as a district medical a five-day participatory workshop involving national
director how to get users and decision-makers to level staff and key officials at the provincial and
participate in planning and executing their own health district levels. These were, it seemed to us, the main
programs. He confirmed my instinct that shifting to stakeholders in the LPDR Health Care system. No
the participatory mode made sense. In addition, I doubt it would have been useful to involve some
hired a health planning consultant who also turned out patients in the workshop. But we decided against it
to have talent in the area of computers. He had many on the ground that the first priority was to involve the
ideas about using computers to design projects in a political and sectoral decision makers in order to
participatory mnner. generate political commitment and ownership at those

levels.
Over the winter we designed a Health Care

Planning Workbook for use with our Lao The Ministry officials accepted our request to
counterparts. This workbook provided a way for our complete the workbook by June and hold a
Lac mounterparts to plan a provincial health program participatory workshop at that time. We decided to
themselves. It contained a series of matrices. Each use some of the PHRD grant to do quick surveys and
was set up to record expected incidence of Lao health coUlect data in certain specific areas (HIV incidence,
problems for a typical district in the most populous private sector pharmacies, user fees) to help the
Lao Province, the one we intended to include in the effort along. Central and provincial staff would
project. The incidence data would then indicate the manage the studies, and hire local people to do them.
caseload that health care personnel would have if they
were to take care of all the health needs of the Satisfied that we had the Basic Health Services
population they served. Using data the Bank team had component on track, I tumed with some apprehension
assembled, we completed sample matrices for all to the other components. Fortunately, the Health
possible elements of a basic health care services Education component was being prepared in a
delivery system, as illustrated in the insert table. collaborative process with the staff of the Health

Education Institute. I had seen the write-ups of this
The finished workbook - which we had component and they looked solid, but I hadn't paid

translated into Lao -- consisted of matrices with attention to the process being used.
sample data insertions and an equal number of pages
without data insertions. We also used Dbase to Already Using Participation
develop a program that would convert workbook data
into such categories as civil works, equipment, To help prepare the health education component
supplies, drugs, and staffing. It would then calculate we had hired a Thai consultant who spoke Lao. She
the corresponding costs and print the results as did her work by holding intensive workshops with the
investment and operating costs. staff responsible for health education. The staff
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themselves diagnosed the country's health education provinces to work with the provincial staff, thereby
problems, generated a vision of what it should be, giving the central staff the opportunity to apply what
developed strategies to realize the desired future and they had leamed by doing participatory project
then prepared the blueprints. They then went to the preparation with their provincial colleagues.

Target
Pop. Incident Frequency Caseload Action

Women Pregnancy 4% 1880 Immunize against tetanus

Women Child Spacing 4% 1880 Family Planning

Children < Age 1 4% 1880 Fully ImTnunize

All Cough > 2 3% 1410 Zichl Test
weeks__ _ _ _

All Positive Ziehl 0.3% 141 TB Treatment
Test

She had been doing all along what we just facilitators. A Thai consultant -- fluent in Lao - was
recently decided to do in the Basic Health Services able to understand the discussions and reported back
component. She was also mrming training workshops to us on the flow of the proceedi gs. The provincial
to build institutional capacity before project health authorities made the necessary arrangements
implementation began. It was clear to me that what and decided whom to invite at each level, taking care
was being proposed in this component had a to ensure that the people at the workshop were
sufficient amount of learning and commitnmnt behind representative of the whole.
it to make the implementation and sustainability risks
acceptable. The three of us from the Bank stayed in the

background, available to participate as resource
I can't say the same thing for the Malaria Control persons if asked, but primarily observing the process.

component. It was prepared in the expert stance. The But we also added value. We took along with us a
experts had done almost all the work and almost all portable computer, loaded with the Dbase program
the learning; their national counterparts had only our consultant had designed for that purpose, and a
"agreedp to the proposed activities. While it was an printer. At the end of each moming and afternoon,
excellent piece of work, somehow we would have to we entered the workshop's consensus numbers,
find a way to shift the stance to participation for this providing instantaneous feedback on changes in the
component so the Lao could decide for themselves, workload and cost variables.
and learn in the process what should be done and
how to do it. Basic Health Services Workshop

Second Preappraisal On the first day, the facilitators formed the
participants into two heterogeneous groups. For the

Upon our return in June, we concentrated on the entire five days these groups, after discussing and
Basic Health Services Component and the debating matters among themselves, inserted data into
participatory workshop. We held this five-day the blank section of the workbook. The facilitators
workshop in one of the two Provinces (Savannakhet) ensured that everyone spoke, regardless of level, rank
covered by the project. About 40 people attended, or function. After both groups had completed their
drawn from national, provincial and district health work, they compared results and negotiated a
care cadres. Two staff from the central level had consensus position.
been trained by us previously and acted as
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During lunch and dinner, the consultant inserted and Bank standards demanding a higher degree of
the data into the Dbase program. From it, we printed certainty, and precise, hard numbers.
out the human and financial resources required to
carry out the kind of basic health services program Negotiations with the country, originally
implicit in the choices made by the workshop scheduled for April 1994, didn't take place until
participants. The first run generated a $35 M August. While the lengthy, time-consuming, multi-
program, an amount totally out of the question for a colored process of clearing the SAR, MOP and Legal
province of 600,000 people. The participants documents went on, the Laotians grew increasingly
concluded that they had been too ambitious, and went eager to start implementing their project. I was able
back to the drawing board to reshape the program by to obtain and apply the resources of a second
spreading actions over a longer time period. Iteration Japanese PHRD grant ($600K) to start in-country
2 produced a $20 M program, more realistic but still capacity building and initiate pre-effectiveness
too big for the human resources the LPDR could activities. This was a crucial step because it allowed
assemble and train. After further discussions, further us to keep up the momentum, to do additional
modifications, arguing, debating, reshaping and learning through piloting and demonstrating before
computer rnms, a program of just under $10M was mainstreaming the project, and especially to fill the
developed and agreed to by the participants. financial void and the lack of on the ground action

between Appraisal and Credit effectiveness.
Although I couldn't understand what was being

said, the excitement running through the room was During that lengthy Bank-processing period (it
impossible to miss. This kind of conceptual planning will likely be more than one year in this case), the
was unusual for the Lao, but they picked it up Basic Health Services Component organized a
quickly and used it well. Many said that they had workshop to define their 1994 pre-project action
never worked so hard in their lives, but it was well program, organized a study tour to Thailand, started
worth it. We knew that a great deal of "embodied" two pilot health centers, and organized English
learning took place in the participants. They learned language and computer literacy oourses. The Health
what they themselves would have to do to implement Education component ran a five week intensive IEC
and sustain 'their project." And they learned this training course for 30 participants, organized surveys
together as the group of people who would have to in three provinces of people's health knowledge,
work together to implement and sustain the project. practices, and beliefs as an essential condition for

designing health messages and deciding on the most
Ownership effective message media. The national leaders of the

Malaria Control Component called together the eight
Clearly this is what constitutes country ownership participating provinces to explain the objectives and

of a Bank-financed project. The Vice Minister we the suggested approach.
were working with was very pleased with the
workshop. He promised to do exactly the same thing Given the LPDR's fragile institutional
in the other Province in July, before we returned for infrastructure it was clear that a large infusion of
Appraisal in September. The Vice Minister kept his hands-on expatriate technical assistance would be
promise. The September appraisal went off without needed to assist the country in implementing the
complications. project. Client participation and project ownership are

necessary conditions to have a successfully executed
After retuming from appraisal we began the project, but they may not be sufficient conditions.

preparation of the loan package for internal Bank Expert advice and assistance is still needed in this
review. A difficulty at this point in the project cycle country. Like many countries, the LPDR is reluctant
was to write the SAR and MOP with language that to use their borrowed money to pay for outside TA.
suitably expressed the spirit of the participation mode I therefore continued to approach bilateral donors and
and conveyed the essence of the participatory process was successful in securing cofinancing from Belgium
used. I kept falling back into old habits and had to for a $2M Technical Assistance grant-in-kind for
struggle to bridge the gap between participatory project implementation. We plan to use part of this to
language - with less precision and more flexibility-- generate ownership through participation for the
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malaria component. provincial and district to oversee and guide
implementation. Supervision missions and expatriate

Preparation Cost and Time technical assistance will work closely with these
teams. In tWs way, I believe the Bank can effectively

Interestingly enough, shifting the stance in the participate with the local people in making the
middle of preparation neither added more time nor adjustments and changes always necessary during
cost to preparation. The time and money we spend implementation.
(or cause to be spent) on preparation are mainly for
data collection and report preparation to meet the I'm comfortable with the Health Education
Bank's internal loan processing requirements. component in the sense that those who will have to
Workshops, parti'Apation, collaboration, and the like implement it have been working on the design for
are not very costly. The real choice is whether about two years, including lots of training.
external experts do it by themselves, or collaborate
with the local stakcholders. And if behavioral change The use of computers made a great difference.
is the objective, the only way to do it is with the I've always considered computers good for linear-
local stakeholders. thinking: spreadsheets, calculating, word processing.

I had previously used "Timeline" management
On Reflection software to prepare and monitor a project, but it

never dawned on me that a computer could be used
I certainly learned a lot from this experience - to facilitate collaboration.

which is far from over. Fornmately, the Lao have
also learned a lot in the process. This learning has By nwning the choices the workshop participants
led to a level of involvement, ownership and made through the Dbase program, officials from
commitment that otherwise could not have been different levels, different areas and different skills
attained. My Lao counterparts say this used to be the had a new, common language that united them. As
Bank's project but now it's ours. one or another argued for their functional or

geographic area, the effect on the whole could easily
I'm not yet willing to place bets on be seen in the "bottom-line" the data base produced.

impnlementation success or failure. l'm not sure that I must say that this has helped me see more clearly
the several months of thinking about the Workbook how we are imprisoned in our sectoral and functional
approach and two five-day workshops are enough to views of life. And 1 also see how this gets in the way
generate the kind of embodied leaning necessary for of collaborating with each other to serve the poor
effective implementation and sustainability. We will people of developing countries.
need to keep at it through implementation.

I'm going to supervise the Basic Health Services
component by repeating the kinds of workshops we WiUy De Geyndt is the Task Manager.
arranged during implemnentation. The Laotians have
already set up the Health Management Teams at the
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Introduction not. The people who build a hydroelectric dam
normally don't want their involvement, only thdr

I looked over the dark, smoky, adobe hall, and departure. Managers of irrigation projects, who might
wondered how I'd gotten into this situation in the first organize the most participatory water user
place. Our mission was supposed to be completing associations downstreamn, don't think of the displaced
the social and environmental appraisal of two large people as project participants. Construction
hydroelectric dams. Instead, we were cringing behind companies that must work against tight budgets and
a large table, watching a raging argument develop strict deadlines rarely want to take extra time to plan
between the company officials and three or four and consult with people whose major contribution to
hundred angry peasants. a project will be to get out of its way.

This was not the way to begin a participatory Finally, an often underappreciated feature of the
project. resettlement enviromment is that the people who will

be displaced are frightened. Most have heard stories
Why Doesn't Resettlement Work? of displacement elsewhere and know that the rosy

visions of new homes and farms often don't tun out
Involuntary resettlement in Mexico differs little to be true. For most, losing their land is tanmount

from large-scale resettlement elsewhere in the world. to losing their source of livelihood in an enviromnent
Large institutions, in this case the national power where there are few ways to replace it. For them, a
company (CFE), acquire land through eminent failed resettlement program isn't a "lesson leamred
domain so they can build hydroelectnc dams, or a lowered rate of return. It's a leap into poverty.
irrigation systems, highways, and so on. But people
are on that land. Because it lies on the extreme margin of the

project landscape, resettlement provides a test case
Four built-in characteristics of most resettlement for development alternatives based on participation.

siuations make them inherently difficult. Perhaps the With such unfavorable preconditions, examples of
most significant factor is that it is involuntary. People successful, participatory resettlement provide a
do not have the option of not relinquishing their land. special kind of evidence for claims about the scope
At the same time, while all legal systems require and potential of participation to improve
governments to pay compensation for expropriated development.
property, in practice, most compensation systems are
determined through administrative rather than market Resettlement in Mexico
mechanisms. They usually fall short of providing
enough money to replace what's been lost, and there The Mexico Hydroelectric project was going to be
are few opportunities to negotiate better rates. the first Bank investment project in Mexico's energy
Resettlement situations typically pit large, powerful, sector in seventeen years. The country was in dire
institutions against poor, weak, and often (though not need of electricity. Bank involvement was a new
always) isolated communities. Information, political opportunity to support long overdue production,
and economic resources, and organization are not efficiency, and management reforms in the sector.
equally balanced. The project, conceived to be the first of four large

loans that would be made over the next two years,
Unlike most other examples described in this consisted of the Aguamilpa and Zinapan hydro-

Sourcebook, the affected communities are not cental electric dam projects and a variety of policy and
to the achievement of project objectives. It doesn't institutional reforms. Hence, it provided an important
matter, for example, if local communities are opportunity to piggyback social and environmental
committed to developing national energy sources or reforms onto a major development program.
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The resettlement plans developed for the 3,000 Many things had changed when they retnd to
people who would be displaced by the Mexico the Bank seven months later. A national election had
Hydroelectric Project were neither better nor worse triggered a national political crisis, followed by a
than the typical resettlement component. At the point nationwide campaign to improve local participation in
when the Bank became involved, project technical development. Our counterparts were now much more
planning (dams, powerhouses, roads, etc.) had receptive to our ideas about what needed to be done.
advanced well beyond the resettlement plans - which Helped by late night beers, we spent long hours in
were litde more than skeletal copies of a standard discussions about a new approach to resettlement --
(and unsuccessfil) resettlement package that had been an approach based on creating an instiutional
tried elsewhere in the country. They included capacity for consultation and participation.
unrealistic proposals for long-distance relay irrigation
to sites which subsequent researct. showed were Developing Capadty -

unsuitable for agriculture, or breeding new, dwarf or Harnessing it
fruit-tree varieties that could adapt to the harsh
mountain environment where !he people were We began by asking three basic questions which
expected to move. Heavily influenced by the we thought lay at the root of the resettlemcnt
engineering strengths of CFE, the resettlement plans problem. The first was whether the company knew
showed few signs of having been developed or enough about the people being displaced and their
modified through discussions with those whose lives needs to prepare a good resettlement plan. The
they would profoundly change. second was whether the company had the skills and

experience to manage a participatory resettlement
But why should resettlement be treated like this? program. The third was about what channels were

Wasn't there a better way? The task manager, project available for the people being resettled to make sure
lawyer, and I thought there was. I'd already worked that agreements were respected and information
on enough operations to know that few technical flowed to decision makers when construcion
agencies have as full a control over resettlement schedules began tightening.
situations as they think they do. Diversifying skills
and increasing participation are not just Field level information was strikingly incomplete.
philosophically good principles; they're necessities. But more important than the lack of good planning
And Mexico has some of the finest social scientists, information was the conspicuous lack of contact with
community development experts, and participation the villagers being resettled. The company's planning
specialists in the developed or developing world. teams had been set up to plan the resettlement
Though CFE didn't know it, Mexican social scientists programs and erplain them to the villagers. They
have generated one of the world's richest literatures weren't equipped to lean from them or to
on resettlement and its solutions. The skills and collaboratively decide how they might want the
knowledge were there; now we, CFE and the Bank, resettlement to proceed.
had to learn how to work with them.

New teams were recruited. This time they came
Although the project was already in negotiations, with very different skills and experiences. Mixed

our team introduced tight conditions to require the groups of young professionals, some from university,
company to develop an organizational structure and others from NGOs, and from social work and applied
obtain professionals skills that would be conducive to science backgrounds, were sent into the remote
participatory planning. villages with terms of reference that required tdem to

stay there for three weeks out of every four. The
The Mexican delegation balked, but the Bank held problem changed from one of getting the staff to

firm. Its resolution was helped, I have to admit, by listen to the people, to one of getting them to stop
an equally intractable procurement problem. listening long enough to write something down.
Negotiations broke down, and for the next seven
months the project sponsors tried to raise money If giving villagers a 'voice" proved surprisingly
privately. easy, developing an institutional framework to act on

the information proved surprisingly difficult. Yet
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there would be little point in having highly reviews of the project.
participatory fieldwork if thc infonnatlon were lost in
some office building. Virtually all of our involvement Making the Strategy into a Program
in the project was about revising the institutional
design for participation, rather than "doing" The two projects took very different approaches to
participation ourselves. CFE's organizational shakeup tuming the general resettlement strategy into on-the-
created a new, high-level Social Development Office ground prograrns. Most of the people affected by the
that reported directly to the company management. Aguamilpa project were Huichol Indians, a group
Similarly, each project had its own, on-site high level known for their wonderful artistry and symbolically
office that reported to the engineer in charge of rich rituals, but also among the most desperately poor
construction. people in the country. Aguamilpa's first attempt to

organize group meetings and discussions about
Why was the company receptive to these changes? resettlement among the Huichol met with near

Undoubtedly the size of the Bank loan helped. It was complete failure. Villagers had no tradition of group
believed that this would be the first of four projected meetings with outsiders; virtually the only such
500 million dollar lending operations to the Mexican experience they'd ever had was when they were
energy sector in seventeen years. But other factors summoned by local governments to leam that their
were equally important. The new company president houses would be sprayed for malaria and yellow
came from a political background and had already fever.
introduced several organizational reforms. Other
changes taking place in the country's own The project's independent adviser quicldy
development dialogue were leading to more recognized that a more culturally appropriate
requirements for environmental and social impact approach was needed. The company increased the
analysis. Given the virtual nonexistence of such units number of small field teams, and initiated house-to-
within CFE, the plan we'd developed during house visits to the remote settlements dispersed in the
negotiations was as good a start as any. high Sierra Madre Occidental. Local community

leaders were offering to help. The project gradually
Filling in the organizational boxes with qualified built a series of basic service programs such as

staff was the next step. In my experience, companies health, cultural recreation, and basic needs that
that are generally well run, such as utilities and developed trust before they moved into the
parmstatals, can attract and direct good staff once they resettlement discussion. After years of top-down
understand what is required. After some discussion planning, the Huicholes, for the first time, began
over which qualifications were relevant for the new contributing their ideas about good locations, proper
position, CFE assembled a good group of housing designs, and where to find the right priests
experienced planners, economists, and social (mara kames) for a proper inauguration. The video
scientists to staff the new unit. we made of the project ends with a small group of

beautifully costumed old men, some cf the Huicholes
Making sure that the company included units with most respected mara'kames, blessing the large dam

enough incentives and weight to do resettlement right and new villages.
was part of the solution to the problem of power
imbalances. However we wanted to make sure that Zimapan was a very different kettle of fish. Lying
there were independent sources of information and in Mexico's central plateau, the communities have
appeal as well. Each state government forned a marched across the pages of Mexican history for
'Comite de Concertacion" involving different line hundreds of years. The irrigated orchards that would
agencies and headed by the govemor to review and soon be flooded, for example, were expropriated
assist with the resetlement plans. The National Indian from large haciendas and given by a grateful
Institute -- a branch of the Education Ministry -- government to its revolutionary supporters during
provided field monitoring. The company also Mexico's great agrarian reform of the 1930s. For
appointed a senior, independent resettlement adviser centuries they'd lived in a hostile symbiosis with the
(an internationally famous Mexican social scientist) to outside world: they depended on employment in the
the comeany president to conduct intermittent field large grain hadendas of the rich, yet intenally
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they'd had to repress dissension in order to avoid in national and international newspapers compared
losing their lands to hungry outsiders. Unlike the progress in Aguamilpa and Zimapan favorably with
Huichol, they were used to collective action. Tle resettlement elsewhere. Visitors from as far away as
ejido assembly hall, where we had first met the the U.S. and South America were also struck by the
villagers, was the forum for all secular decision- high degree of local involvement in the initial
making. program.

More recent developments had led to some deep Insttutional Resistance
cracks in the social structure. Seasonal migration to
Mexico City and the United States reduced many The first sign that implementation would not be all
people's ties to the land. The poor harvests and milk and honey came when a new head of the social
shared poverty of former years was giving way to a development unit was appointed. Concurrently
new crop of parabolic antennas on adobe huts. serving as political adviser to the company president,
Dissatisfaction with the religious hierarchy had he removed many of the most competent staff. Field
plowed the way for extensive evangelization by morale plummeted. The company also decided that it
Protestant missionaries, further dividing the did not like reporting to independent monitors, whose
communities. analyses couldn't easily be discarded when they

reported bad performance. Antagonisms with
The participation strategy there was more Zimapan villagers flared up again when villagers

sophisticated than in Aguamilpa because the strategy were excluded from the company's replacmnt land
itself was negotiated locally. Conunuity antagonism selection committee. The company, unused to so
towards the first resettlement proposals had been so much outside scrutiny, was reasserting itself.
intense that people haa repudiated their official
leaders, who had acceded to the company's plan, and Relations with the Bank also became more brittle.
formed their own leadership. This evolved into a Reports by the independent monitors showed that
"negotiating committeen that developed a protocol for several of the agreements reached u,.a the
all resettlement discussions with CFE: full disclosure conmunities (and us) were not being fully
of information, joint financial audits, no individual implemented. At times, Bank pressure seemed to be
deal-making, and so on. While the new resettlement the only way to induce a response.
unit was allowed to field social workers, the only
binding arrangements were those signed jointly in the Problems with Pawbcipation
monthly meetings in the assembly halls. Saul Alinsky
would have been proud. It wasn't just the power company's intransigence

that made for difficulties. Village-level problems also
The Resettlement Summit made the participatory strategy hard to implement.

Two problems stood out. First, despite their small
The company as well as the villagers liked the size, the communities themselves were highly

new arrangements. Field tensions quickly diminished. factionalized. Participation was defmed as much by
Particularly in Aguamilpa, the farmers came to trust who didn't want to work together as by who wanted
the new teams and even started coming to them for to make joint agreements. Second, the communities
advice. As the new social developrnent staff started to were highly stratified. One group of farmers was
think about long-term social impacts caused by CFE's desperately dependent on land, particularly on the
development program, the company decided to hold irrigated fruit orchards that would be destroyed by
a national resettlement conference to discuss the the reservoir. The second, more diverse group
approach being developed for Aguaimilpa and consisted largely of land-poor or even landless
Zimapan in light of resettlement elsewhere. The laborers who had left the communities to work as
conference brought together engireers, researchers, braceros in the United States. Although most of these
activist groups, and academics. people had started off poor, many had become

relatively wealthy once they received green cards that
The rnorc open, more participatory approach drew gave them access to regular seasonal employment.

favorable reviews from unexpected quarters. Articles
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As long as the issucs confronting the communities Resettlement in Zimapan's main villages got off to
were general ones that applied to everybody, a bad start when people from the largest town
community leadership could negotiate fair deals on discovered that one of the ranches bought by the
behalf of everyone. But once the big issues were project's land selection team lacked the promised
resolved, private deal-making and special irrigation water. Furthermore, as the villagers studied
arrangements guided by the interests of the rich their new, irrigated, highly capitalized ranches on
became an increasing problem. Poor people were which they'd formerly been low-paid workers, they
increasingly excluded from resettlement decision- realized that they didn't have the skills or experience
making, and over time a new, small elite developed to run them. Coming at the same time as Mexico's
within the community that jealously guarded its dissolution of common property ejido, the villagers
monopoly of power, sometimes through force. opted to sell the replacement farns negotiated with

the company rather than move there, despite their
Women's Voices original agreements. It seemed less risky to oDmbine

rainfed farming with seasonal emigration back in
Rich and poor weren't the only fracture lines in their home villages. In other villages, where the

Zimapan. When CFE began its first community approach evolved to the point where farmers could
consultations, many of the participants were women, select their own land, it appears that resettlement
because their husbands were off in the United States went smoothly.
or other parts of Mexico for the agricultural harvest.
Initially too shy to speak up in public meetings, they Compensation payments provided another flash
became more assertive over time. Even some of the point. Initial under-assessments by the company were
rcsettlement demands changed. Once the women had suddenly matched by an equally absurd over-
a dcnce to say what they wanted, negotiations had to assessment by the community's negotiating
include not just requests for land, but also some committee. Company threats were matched by
credit to open sewing shops or a small bakery. community visits to legislators and on-site work

stoppages. For the first time, compensation rates
This didn't last long, however. As the were renegotiated and assessments raised to reflect

consultations began to produce tangible actions, the the real costs of replacing them.
men attended meetings, and women were increasingly
scaree in the monthly meetings. The social workers, Dolars and Sese
who were mostly young women, continued to visit
their homes and transmit their requests for schooling, There is no easy way to measure accurately the
health, and other services that rarely occurred to the costs of our more participatory approach to
men who now dominated the meetings. Women never resettlement. On the Bank's side, the costs consisted
again had the same voice in the big negotiations with of little more than taldng me along on regular
CFE. missions. Our role wasn't to do the participation,

only to help the company form and implement a more
So What Happened? participatory program. Incremental costs for the

Bank, therefore, came to about twelve weeks of staff
I left the project about two years after the first time over the two years that I was with the project.

villages were moved to make way for the coffer
dams, though I've tried to maintain some contact with The cost issue is less clear when it comes to the
the Bank staff and consultants who have taken over. borrower. The two projects have been the most

expensive resettlement operations they've ever
Aguamilpa supervision reports that resettlement is financed, costing at least double the most expensive

working well, a particularly encouraging outcome previous program. There's no question that the higher
because the Huicholes were especially vulnerable to resettlement costs are due to greater participation;
the debilitating effects of mishandled resettlement. negotiation forced compensation rates up considerably
During my last mission there, not only had all of the - at least to market rates and probably somewhat
resettled families remained in their new sites, but beyond them. The company also had to form social
relatives had started to move into the area. and environmental impact units at a time when the
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Bank was otherwisc recommending substantial staff My experiences in Aguamilpa and Zimapan taught
slimming. me a lot about participation and development. More

than ever before, I'm convinced that people make the
Project costs must be weighed against the benefits projects. Yet good people trapped in powerless

gained from the new approach. Aguamilpa and positions can achieve little. Resettlement in
Zimapan are among the few large dams ever Aguamilpa and Zimapan worked because the power
completed on time in Mexico. While not every delay company hired good people and gave them a mandate
in the other projects can be attributed to fractious and sufficient resources to do what they already knew
resettlement, a lot can be. In roughly the same time how to do. Once the field teams were in place, many
period as Aguamilpa and Zimapan were being built, of the ideas they came up with were much different
two other large dams -- not financed by the Bank -- from what I would have suggested, but usually they
were cancelled entirely because of resettlement wcre better.
protests that blossomed into armed confrontations and
marches into Mexico City. Because of the enormous Resettlement also worked because community
costs of dam construction -- nearly a billion dollars consultation and dissemination of information was so
for the two projects - each year's delay in project much better than in any previous rescttlement
commissioning would have implied foregone benefits program. People may not always have agreed with
that exceeded the total cost of our entire participatory what happened, but they were rarely surprised by it.
resettlement package by orders of magnitude. Furthermore, because there was so much more

openness about what was supposed to happen, NGOs
I think that the program's social benefits exceeded and other state and national agencies were able to

the economic savings. The project's 'participatory pressure Mexico's civil institutions. Peasant
stance' led to happier people, not just among the resistance committees visiting state capitals may have
resettlers but among the technical staff as well. been troublesome to project managers, but they
During supervision we repeatedly met field engineers retumed resettlement to the national political system,
and supervisors who cormnented how relieved they where it belongs.
were to be working on a project where they didn't
feel surrounded by hostile, bitter people. Not all the lessons are positive ones. Pressed by

time and swept up in the enthusiasm and camaraderie
Finally, I think that the nation as a whole of a new idea, we didn't operate with a clear

benefited. There isn't any real way to capture the true understanding of the limits of our participatory
costs of using state power to force resettlement, but approach, nor with an objective assessment of our
they're high. Resettlement colonies in other projects role in making it happen. Field visits by Bank staff
we visited were often squalid places, mired in led to local beliefs that the Bank was on "their side".
poverty and unhappiness. The children of Aguamilpa Such sentiments led to strong resentments in
and Zimapan are already back in newly built schools, government agencies, and raised legitimate questions
on their way to becoming the country's next about the Bank's proper iole.
generation of engineers, economists, and perhaps
even anthropologists. How ir -ortant to the overall outcome was, in

fact, the Bank's work in introducing a more
On Reflection participatory approach to the project? It's difficult to

step back enough to provide a filly objective
This is not a case where hindsight produces a evaluation, but I think there were a limited number of

much clearer vision of what could have been done critical interventions made by the Bank that paved the
differently. Certainly it would have been better to way for new ideas. I think that the Bank's big
begin the more participatory approach earlier instead comparative advantage comes from its focus on
of having to rebuild from a fragile and already policies and institutions, not in 'doing" participation
confrontational base. Yet many of the project's per se. We helped create the enabling environment
problems were not really related to planning. that provided incentives and opportunites for CFE
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staff to work with the communities, insisted that the singled out the Bank's use of a field anthropologist
company assign qualified staff, and introduced with years of experience working in central Mexico
cleaner lines for decisionmaking. We played almost as being especially important. Instead, they focused
no role in developing the specific participatory on the Bank's "weight", the fact that such clear
methodologies and activities. signals about participation came down to their own

management. More than anything else, they said, the
That said, there's no question that the Bank's consistency of our overall message opened up a space

signals were heard throughout the power company. for themn to try new ideas, often despite strong
Details of the long discussion of resettlement at the internal opposition to changing the status quo. One
Lank's Board were known by every engineer we met. senior engineer, who strongly supported the changes,
As the project advanced, the Bank's Mexico told me that he believed that the Bank has a lot more
Department director and the energy division chief power to introduce changes than the Bank thinks it
gave the project a big boost by visiting the does, and a lot less than the government thinks it
communities and meeting spontaneously with some does. The question was whether the Bank had a clear
very surprised resettlers. These visits were as enough strategy and the resolve to make institutions
important for the impression they made on CFE like his more open to a participatory approach.
management as for any facts they found in the field.
Perhaps most important of all was that the task They also liked some of our technical exchanges.
manager made a strong point of visiting the field sites Early into the project, I helped organize a visit to the
on virtually every supervision mission, no matter how Hopi-Navaho relocation program in the United States
brief it was. Knowing that the Bank would come led so our Mexican team could see how developed
to flurries of activity before and after our missions, countries also mess up resettlement. They used that
during which some of the annoying problems that had trip well, commenting self-consciously about the
been lingering on through bureaucratic inertia were difference between the different levels of community
magically solved on the spot. participation in the program and adapting that

program's creative approach to participatory
The other big mistake we and CFE made in the monitoring of housing construction. We also mailed

project was in not thinking carefully enough about the down a huge amount of literature on participation and
implications of commnunity stratification. Particularly resettlement that was copied and circulated.
in Zimapan, most of our assumptions about
communities' abilities to make satisfactory collective What they liked least was the Bank's lack of self-
choices turned out to be wrong. "Letting them awareness during field visits. They thought we were
decide' often turned into a way for unequal village fair game for everybody who wanted to manipulate
social systems to become even more unequal. the missions - from project heads who wamed staff

not to relay bad news, to wily farmers who saw a
Could we or CFE have done much more about it chance to get a new round of concessions. Some of

than we did? I'm not sure. In their few, short years the more thoughtful people noted that because of the
of life, development projects cannot undo social project's size, CFE, and by extension the Bank,
systems that have developed over centuries, and this transformed and often, in effect, replaced traditional
applies as much to the big bureaucracies we work conduits and mechanisms for local decisionmaking.
with as it does to the small communities affected by Neither the Bank nor the company, they said, had
projects sucli as this one. I'm not convinced that we ever understood the ramifications of these changes on
have the analytical and operational tools we need to a regional environment. These are good points that I
deal with the local level problems of conflict and return to often.
inequality that we face once we get through the
higher level problems. Finally, I have to say that introducing a

participatory approach was not all fun and games.
Several years after I left the project, I asked my Old ways fight back. We had our share of good

counterparts in the different agencies what they times, and many of my counterparts who developed
thought we'd done well and where they felt we made the project remain not only close friends but also
big mistakes. Somewhat to my chagrin, nobody people who have gone on to reform projects
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elsewhere in Mexico. Still, it would be naive in the
extreme to claim that all it took was a launch
workshop and participatory training to get the new
approach adopted. "Buy-in" and "ownership" are part
of the story, but so are Bank pressure and willingness
to stand firm on agreements.

Scott Guggenhdm was one of the social scientists
working on this project.
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WOMEN [N DEVELOPMNT SECrOR STRATWY

Introduction Identifying Stakeholders

"Why not ask the women themselves?" This was The first step was figuring out whom to invite.
the question that kept running through my mind as I We knew we wanted to involve all those working
sat around the table one afternoon with members of with or interested in the affairs of women. In terms
my division. We had been called together to discuss of govemment stakeholders, we invited all relevant
an Issues Paper which had been prepared as a Ministries, which numbered nine in total. We also
forerunner to the Morocco Women In Development had local consultants compile lists of all NGOs and
(WID) sector study. Here we were, sitting in academic institutions which were doing work in this
Washington, talking about all the different things that area. By the end of this process, we had identified all
could be done to help the women of Morocco, yet no potentially interested parties - or so we thought.
one thought to ask the women what they wanted. So
when it came my tum to comment, I expressed this Our government counterpart for the study was the
thought. My Division Chief immediately endorsed it. Ministry of Agriculture. However, due to the nature
Both he and our Director were very receptive to the of the topic, we were faced with a prevailing
idea of a bottom-up approach. Shortly after our reluctance on the part of the other ministries to
discussion, I was asked to manage the Morocco WID participate in such an event. Nevertheless, I persisted
Sector Study. in organizing this meeting because I believed that

without a consensus at the ministry level, we would
Startng in a "Cold Climatee" never achieve the support and legitimacy needed to

move the process forward. I soon realized that I
Since participatory sector studies were not would have to change tactics in order to bring the

customary in Morocco, I realized we would have to different ministries to the table. So, instead of biling
start by bringing together key Moroccan stakeholders this as a high profile workshop, I decided to present
from govemment, academia and the NGO community it in a much less threatening way, as a 'joint
to share their experiences in working with women, discussion with those involved in women's activities.
and get their ideas on how we should proceed with I visited each ministry personally and asked them to
the study. In order to do this, we organized a one-day attend an informal gathering to discuss the issues. On
workshop in July 1993 in Rabat. This event marked the day of the workshop over 60 people attended
the beginning of the preparation process for the when we had anticipated only 22. Not only was every
study. It was also the start of a long and involved ministry we visited represented, but participants from
effort to build consensus for participation at all levels women's NGOs and other groups we hadn't known
in the country, and within the Bank. existed heard about the meeting and turned up. I think

these were a combination of people who were
Now you have to understand that we were starting genuinely interested and those who were just curious

all this in a very "cold climate". The govermment to see what the Bank was doing.
finds the question of women's economic
independence to be controversial, and up until this The First Workshop
point had been reluctant to even discuss it with the
Bank. Direct participation of the local population in The objectives of this first workshop were to
development strategies is also a sensitive issue. As a determine priority areas for the sector study and
result of these factors, getting the Ministries to attend discuss a participatory approach that would enable us
a workshop on women's development turned out to to identify women's perceptions of their own
be much more complicated than first envisioned. development. I should mention that this was the very

first time that government officials and NGOs had sat
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down together at the same table to discuss women's Robert Chambers at IDS in Sussex. After an
issues. I think the neutral banner of the World Bank encouraging conversation, he graciously sent me all
helped in facilitating dialogue between the two sides. sorts of materials on PRA. I imnmersed myself in it.
Through the course of the afternoon, I could see that I was drawn by the seeming dynamism of the process
people were gradually shedding much of their initial and the way it allowed people to modify their views
skepticism, and were beginning to think more along as their contexts and priorities changed. This seemed
the lines of cooperation towards a common goal. well suited for our purposes, but I still had many

questions. What was the applicability of PRA to the
By the end of the workshop, the group had final product? How could we correlate qualitative

endorsed the use of a participatory approach. In responses with 'scientific" data? Is it worth the extra
terms of priorities, different views emerged during time, money and effort? Will the Moroccans want it?
the debate. These views were integrated with those of Where will the money come from? Could this be
Bank consultants who were preparing the background done on a large scale? While I still remained a bit
document based on a review of existing literature. skeptical, this seemed worth a try - particularly after
Out of this emerged four principal areas of a comparison with other approaches. A few weeks
concentration in order of importance: (i) literacy & later I hired two PRA experts and took them with me
education; (ii) labor-saving technologies; (iii) to Morocco for the second workshop.
maternity health & preventive health care; and (iv)
access to credit. The Second Stakeholder Workshop

This list represented OUR collective view of We held the second workshop in November 1993
THEIR priorities. Now the big question was: would with approximately the same set of stakeholders. This
women come up with the same prioieies? And if time around, the purpose was to discuss the specifics
not, whose view counts? Additionally, how would we of undertaking participatory field work and the
reconcile these differenccs in views not only between possibility of using PRA. One of the PRA consultants
US and THEM, but also between various parts of the introduced the participants to the basic principles of
country, as it was also quite possible that views PRA and explained how it could be used to contribute
would differ between regions. to the study. There was a great deal of debate

following her presenaation. They were many
Choosing a Technique questions about how the regions would be selected for

the PRA and who was going to conduct it. There was
When I retumed to Washington, I was cautiously also a prevailing concem that the results would be

happy about the general consensus on using a qualitative and not "scientific". How would this type
participatory approach for the strategy development. of information be incorporated into the rest of the
The next step was choosing the right technique. I study?
believed that local women are probably the best
experts around when it comes to knowing what they The consultants and I did our best in responding
need, and what they are (or are not) willing to do to to the questions and concerns. During this discussion,
bring about the desired changes in their conmnunities. we made a point not to try to influence the
I knew I needed an approach that would not only participants in any one direction. I certainly didn't
allow us to talk with women about what was have all the answers as this was new to me as well.
important to them, but go beyond this to actively I simnply presented the pros and cons of using the
involve themn in the policy formulation process. This methodology, and why I thought it made sense within
was my shopping list, but I didn't know where to the context of Morocco. Then I asked them what they
look. thought.

I mentioned this to a Bank colleague one As I look back, I see that detachment is a very
afternoon over a cup of tea. He suggested that I important principle when presenting options,
consider using Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) particularly on the part of the Bank. The Moroccans
methodologies. This was completely new to me, but are particularly sensitive about having anything be
I decided to look into it. The first thing I did was call "assumed' or forced upon them. So I made it clear
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that they could take it or leave it -- the choice was the strategy by Moroccans at every level; (iii) it
theirs. This approach put the Moroccans immcdiately would contributc towards the empowerment of people
at casc. It lct them know that they wcre in control in rural and poor urban communities by giving them
and that nothing would happen without their an opportunity to assess their own needs and propose
approval. This really set the "learning' mood. From solutions; and (iv) it would likely lead to better
this point on we were flooded with questions and implementation and sustainability of follow-on
ideas. Everyone was interested and eager to know projects.
morc. We received many suggestions regarding
regional site sclections for the PRA. Then of course, there were the cons: (i)

participation may be time and resource intensive; (ii)
A New Dilemma it raises expectations among local populations which

may not be fulfilled if projects are not forthcoming;
The main outcome of the one-day workshop was (iii)itisorganizationallyandlogisticallytroublesome,

a general consensus on giving PRA a try. However, and (iv) because methodologies used are not
there was a very strong view across the board - "scientific", the legitimacy of the results may be
coming from government ministries in particular - questioned by various experts. Fortunately, the
that Moroccans should be the ones to carry out the conclusion drawn from all this was that the benefits
PRA, not foreign consultants. First, it was felt that of participation were likely to exceed its costs in
talking to local people is a sensitive matter and terms of extra time and resources required. The RVP
should be done by Moroccans. Second, it was an special gender fund provided the critical funding we
issue of capacity building within the country. This needed to move ahead.
left me in a difficult position. I knew that there
weren't many PRA experts worldwide, let alone Testing our Hypothesis
within Morocco. How was I going to find twenty or
so Moroccans experienced in this area? In February of 1994, we decided to run a pilot

PRA session. I had heard that GTZ was running a
In the end, there was really only one option. We program in the Zagora area and had established a

would have to train local people to do this. As you relationship with the local population there. I
probably know, training programs - let alone PRAs contacted the head the program and he offered his
- are not commonly a part of Bank-financed ESW staff to carry out the pilot. We hired a PRA
exercises. As such, this issue was debated quite consultant from Singapore and she joined two local
vigorously at the Department and Regional level at women from GTZ and one from the local university
the Bank. My managers were not as concerned about in carrying out the 4-day exercise in the rural village
the methodology per se, but were more concerned of Tinfu. In this way, we were able to "piggyback"
about the cost effectiveness of incorporating local on the work of GTZ. All this, however, was done in
level participation in a sector study. I would have to conjunction with the Ministry of Agriculture, our
do some convincing in order to get the funds to do counterpart for the study. From the pilot we leaned
this work. that men's and women's views are different. Whereas

men wanted to build bridges and roads, women's top
Presenting the Pros and Cons priorities were clinics, ambulances, electricity,

running water, and collective ovens. This showed us
At a seniinar on gender hosted by the Regional that women's time horizons are very short and that

Vice-President (RVP), [ was given the opportunity to their greatest concerns lie in meeting their immediate
talk about the sector study. At this time, I mentioned needs and removing the burdens of their daily
the problems of fiding funds for participatory work. drudgery. And while rural women valued girls'
I ran through the benefits versus the costs of using a education, they viewed it as a longer term need,
participatory approach which, in my view, were the achievable only after their most pressing basic needs
following: (i) it would lead to a greater dialogue had been met. This was a significant finding given
between govermment and non-govermment institutions that WE -- i.e. government, NGOs, academics, Bank
(something which was cumrently lacking in the experts -- as well as quantitative studies, had all
country); (ii) it would lead to greater ownership of identified education as the first priority above all else.
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These results confirmed my belief that we were strengths and weaknesses of PRA versus conventional
moving in the right direction and that we would learn survey research methods. Next came the fun part -
a great deal by conducting PRA on a wider scale. the interactive and practical cxercises.
However, the central problem of how we would
integrate this information with the formal quantitative Guess Who Knows?
sector analysis remained to be seen.

Much of PRA training is based on the concept of
Doubts Start Creeping In "embodied leamning" through social interactions,

game-playing, group dynamics, etc. We wanted to
Task Managers who have supported participatory get people to shed their preconceptions and start

processes will tell you that it's very hard to do when thinking in new ways about whose knowledge counts.
you are only in the country for a few weeks at a To set the right mood, we began with a wann-up
time. I quickly found out that these type of exercise that I have since named "Guess who
undertakings are dynamic and require continuous knows?"
interaction with the different stakeholders.
Participatory ESW is a completely new concept in With the exception of two people, the group was
Morocco, particularly when it attempts to bring local asked to gather in a circle and join hands. They were
stakeholders into the policy dialogue. And with instructed not to let go or change the positions of
anything new, there are bound to be a lot of their grip during the exercise. Next the facilitator
questions. So when new persomel in certain asked them to entangle themselves any which way.
Ministries began to ask questions - and I was not They found this to be quite a lot of fun, and came up
there to answer them - they started making with all sorts of contortions! The two outsiders were
assumptions. Unknown to me or my Bank colleagues, then asked to hdp untangle the mess. They were not
these misunderstandings and lack of in-country allowed to touch - only give instructions as to who
presence would lead to difficulties down the road. should do what. We started timing the process: six

minutes to sort out the confusion.
General Orientation Workshop

Next, the group was asked to repeat the exercise
Mcanwhile, I was back in Washington busily and entangle themselves once again. This time it was

preparing for the two PRA training workshops. The the facilitator's turn to give instruction, but she
first was a three-day general orientation workshop simply said to them, "Untangle yourselves!' Again
held for govenment staff, NGOs, academics and a we timed it. "Just over 10 seconds!' the faciltator
few members of the bilateral donor community. Its announced. "What do you think of this?" The group
theme was "Using Participatory Methods." We was surprised and excited. They brokee up into small
intentionally held it in the South of Morocco away groups to discuss. One conclusion was that "local
from Rabat, in a town called Ouazazate, so that people know better how to get out of their own mess
fewer people would attend. The interest was so great, beause they live in it." Another conclusion was that
however, that despite the inconvenience of travel and it took more time for outsiders to sort things out,
expense -- which had to be borne by the participants despite their good intentions. Others, however,
-- over 100 people showed up. Sixty participants questioned whether this really represents what occurs
were from government (it is interesting to note that in reality. This led the group to question "what is our
this was a significant increase from the 10 who had role as outsiders?"
attended the first workshop and 20 who had atended
the second). The facilitators initiated a discussion around the

role played by external experts in the developmen
The workshop began with an overview of the process. Through discussion, participants concluded

Government of Morocco's Strategy for Integrating that they have another, more effective role to play as
Women in Development and the role of the Economic 'catalysts" or "facilitators" as opposed to leaders of
and Sector study. This was followed by a the development process. The exercise helped them
presentation on the importance of participatory to understand that when people are given the
methods in the preparation of the sector study and the opportunity and encouragement to help tbemselves,
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they loan how to do it in the process. By the end of extended periods of time. We felt it would also give
the session, there was general consensus that them an opportunity to test some of the methods they
behavioral change on our part was imperative in were learning. It was agreed that at the end of the ten
assessing the question of 'whose view counts?". days, twenty people would be selected to go out and

do the fidd PRA.
The remainder of the seminar consisted of many

such activities which the participants enjoyed and Preparations for the training were going
ranked highly during the evaluation as preferable to smoothly, but on the other side -- the bureaucratic
the lecture format. The participants felt that learning side - we were experiencing lots of problems. We
about PRA by doing some of the actual group discovered that going into the field and talking to
exercises such as mapping, ranking and drawing local people required a "visa' from the govermment.
matrices helped them better appreciate the value of It took yet another round of personal phone calls and
participatory methods. I am certain that these letters to get most ministries to agree. However, the
interactions contributed toward a level of Ministry of Economic Affairs and Statistics - the key
understanding and commitment on the part of the ministry when it came to fieldwork and research --
participants that no amount of lectures or book did not respond. We were not sure until the last
reading could have achieved. It was no wonder that minute, whether the field mission would go through.
what followed was a flood of interest in the upcoming
intensive PRA training workshop. A Sudden Breakdown

A Flood of Interest When I arrived in Ouarzazate for the training
mission, I was informed that a new person had just

[t was an embarrassment of riches. Everyone taken over as Bank Liaison with the Government.
wanted to attend and we only had spots for 20-30 Apparently, he was under the impression that the
people. I was amazed that so many would go Bank was trying to circumvent the government and
voluntarily into a village setting and endure such go directly to the people. These misunderstandings
rough conditions. This was a bare bones village with had in turn been passed on to the Director of
no electricity or running water. We had asked each Statistics -- the man in charge of granting our
ministry to restrict their nominations to two people clearance. He was very angry and wary of our
and each NGO to one person. Even then we ended up motives. He felt that we were trying to carry out the
with 34 (33 women and one man) and a long waiting field work without his knowledge. This was in spite
list. There were many people who came up to me of the fact that a representative from the Department
personally that aftemoon and expressed their of Statistics had agreed to the PRA at the November
dipointment in not being chosen for the training. workshop. I decided to fly to Rabat to request
None of us could have predicted such a level of pernission to proceed.
demand for training in participatory techniques. In
providing this training, the Bank is helping to build In the meantime, the Governor of Ouarzazate,
capacity within the country to undertake participatory who had attended the opening of the training
work. workshop, had become very interested in the

program. His presence at the opening session had
Training in a Village Setting given our project national television and media

coverage. Ironically, all this attention served only to
For the 10-day intensive PRA training we wanted fuel the suspicion of central authorities and made

the participants to live in a nnral setting. We decided things worse for us back in Rabat. To add to the
to hold the training in Sidi-Filah, a village two hours difficulty of my situation, the Governor himself asked
east of Ouarzazate which was accessible only by dirt me to proceed with the PRA activities in Ouarzazate
road. All the participants, trainers, and Bank staffers regardless of whether or not we received permission
(a total of some 50 people) were to stay with village to do so from the central government. I thanked him
families. The reason being that we wanted to see if for his support, but knew, instinctively, that I was
trainees could endure such living conditions for better off not making any promises. We had been
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working in an environment of uncertainty from the Little by little I could sense his reluctance
beginning. There was no telling what would happen dissipating. The last obstacle to overcome was the
next. selection of regions. At this point I realized how

worthwhile it had been to spend the extra time and
Back to Square One energy developing the elaborate (thirty-point)

selection criteria and site designation through a
'Final clearancc has becn denied." This was the process of consensus. The broad-based support we

message I received upon arrival in Rabat. I was in had garnered by involving the various ministries from
disbelief as the new Bank Liaison and Director of the start gave legitimacy to the site selection process.
Statistics started raising the same old issues and In the end, the Director made only one change to our
questions that we had been answering for the past regional lists. We received our visa for PRA the
year. It was as if I was starting from the very following day.
beginning. What were we doing in Ouarzazate? And
what was the Bank doing siding with regional Carrying Out Participatory Rurl
governments? Furthermore, the Director didn't Appraisal
understand our methodology and was not in
agreement with some of the selection criteria and the Now that the Director of Statistics had given his
regions we had chosen for the study. Hc was angry final approval, we were ready to begin. The PRA
because he perceived us as flouting the authority of was conducted over a four month period and covered
the central govermment. Again, I did not try to debate five rural and two urban regions. The trainces were
him on the issues or defend my position. I simply divided into teams of three. We sent five teams to
presented him with the pros and cons of the PRA rural areas and the remaining five people went to
methodology and the rationale for wanting to involve urban areas. Within each region, the teams covered
local women in formulation of the sector strategy. four or five douars, or villages, often located in
After this I said, "If you don't think we should isolated regions and desert conmnunities. The first
proceed with this, I don't either. This entire effort step was to meet with the local authorities and bring
has been based on consensus. Your support of this is them on board. We explained what we had come to
very important. We will do what we can to convince do and asked for their assistance in selecting which
you, but if you do not agree, we are willing to villages within their region would be most suitable
withdraw the team.' for the PRA. We found that gaining their support

from the beginning ultimately ensured that our work
With that, the attitude of the Director changed in the douars progressed smoothly.

dramatically. Hle had been afraid that the Bank was
trying to run the show and was visibly relieved to Most douars contained anywhere from fifty to
realize that the Moroccans were in the driver's seat. one hundred families. In doing the PRA, our
From this point on, he was much more receptive to objective was to bring together members of the
everything I said. At first he asked us to hold off communi*y -- both men and women -- in an open
while the government undertook their national census. dialogue in order to generate leaming and spark
This would mean a delay of over four months and innovative thinking on a wide variety of issues. The
possibly much longer. I decided to present him with team used a number of techniques including open-
the risks of delaying versus the benefits of doing. ended interviewing, focus group discussions, matrix
First of all, I explained, the newly-trained Moroccans ranling, mapping and seasonal and historical
mnight forget what they had learned if the PRA was diagramming to bring out the rich experiences and
postponed; secondly, the outside trainers were local knowledge of the villagers.
already in the country and I was not sure they would
be available if we did this later; thirdly, if there was This was a highly interactive process in which the
too much delay the Bank might decide to withdraw its participants were able to modify their views as the
support for the study due to a perceived lack of PRA went along - adding to their previous models or
Govermnent interest; and finally, there were several maps, shifting priorities, rethinldng their strategies
critical projects coming down the pipeline that would and inventing new options - as they began to view
need a strategy for integrating women. and discuss their problems, constraints and
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opportunities in new ways. The process was iterative Suddenly, a woman at the rear stood up and
and continuous. Each exercise built upon the voiced her objection to this request. As a result of the
information and ideas generated within the previous information generated during the PRA, she was much
one. For example, during a focus group discussion more aware of what was good for the village as a
women identified certain top priorities, but were whole. Along with other women, she had worked
undecided as to which of these was most important. through a cost/benefit analysis type of exercise which
The matrix ranking exercise helped them clarify their showed that a tube wcll would only benefit a few.
priorities and think through the choices they were She then put forth her own suggestion for a collective
making by giving each a fixed number of points oven which she argued would benefit many more of
(representing money) and asking them to allocate the families in the village. She received support in
these among a list of needs which they had identified this from many of the other village women, who then
earlier. When asked to look at the same issue in a also felt encouraged to speak. These women had
different way, some women found that they valued gained strcngth from having done their own analysis
one item more than another and as a group began to and examining the pros and cons of various options.
articulate and understand the reasons why. It was a The consensus they had built around these priorities
learning experience for the team as well as the during group discussions and focus groups gave them
participants to see how their responses changed and the power to speak and the knowledge to defend thdir
evolved during the course of the PRA. choices. We heard mnany similar stories from team

members returning from their different regions
Empowering Women following the completion of the PRA.

In our efforts to discuss problems and find Next Steps
solutions to the constraints facing local women, we
were always careful to include the men and work The next step will be to bring representatives of
with them as well. We realized the importance of the women who participated in the PRA together with
their participation in this effort and the need to senior ministry officials to present the priorities and
sensitize them to the hardships women face. These strategies for their own betterment which they
group interactions helped them to understand how themselves have devised. While we have taken our
constraints on women impact upon the family and the PRA results and synthesized them, we will be
village as a whole. In this way, they became part of presenting the information in a language and format
any collective solutions. So while women remained that has been filtered and formalized through our
the focus of our study, we knew it was essential that lens. But I believe it's equally important (and more
those who held the power - the village men -- were powerful) for local women to make a presentation of
involved in the process. It was clear that without their their own findings using their own locally constructed
support, change would be impossible. floor diagrams and models. I think there are lots of

people who assume that local people can't solve their
Having said this, we noted that the organizing of own problems. My guess is that it will be quite a

women into focus groups for discussion and decision- revelation for many to see that village women not
making had empowering effects on them and, in at only have the capacity to identify constraints and
least one instance, gave them the confidence to take invent solutions, but that they can be quite good at
the initiative in improving their circumstances. quantitative analysis as well.
Shortly after the PRA was completed in one village,
local authorities visited the ccmmunity. As was The locally-derived strategies which will be
customary at such meetings, the men were seated at presented to Moroccan policymakers will constitute a
the front of the room and the women gathered at td-e fresh source of information. In terms of the sector
rear. On this occasion the representative of the local study, we will use these findings to enrich the
people was quite vocal in expressing the community's strategy document and refme some of our
desire for the installation of tube wells (in locations assumptions. Not only will this input influence sector
situated conveniently near his own home). recommendations, but it will be available to help

guide the future work of the participating ministries.
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On Reflection of their representatives have received PRA training
and field experience which they will be able to pass

We are not at the finish line yet -- and the months on to others in the country: and the Director of
ahead may still bring further uncertainties -- but I can Statistics is now in favor of utilizing PRA on a larger
say that introducing participatory ESW in Morocco scale in Morocco -- perhaps within the context of the
has not been easy. We have made many mistakes nationwide census.
along the way, but I know that's part of the learning
process. Hopefully, by the end, we will have insights All of these things lead me to believe that what
to share with those who are interested in undertaking has started here is an irreversible process.
similar participatory sector studies. Participation in the context of ESW has not only

generated interest, ownership and collaboration
Already I can see the impact that this consensus- among different government agencies, NGOs, and

building process has had on everyone involved: research institudons, but more importantly it has
government ministries, who only last year showed opened up a realm of possibilities for involving local
marginal interest in this initiative, are now eager to people in their own development.
be the main conductors and sponsors of this study;
a broad range of government officials and NGO
personnel have been exposed to a variety of
participatory methods and techniques; a smaller group Sunita Gandhi is the Task Manager.
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COUNTRY IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW

Introduction administrative environment needed to implement,
much less sustain, good development projects.

Mozambiquc has been at war since 1964, first to
gain independence from Portugal in 1974, but then While the war was a handy scapegoat on which to
again for some 15 years, in a civil war. This rmeans blame problems, I also realized it was more than just
that anyonc under the age of 20 -- about half the the war that was causing the problems. Clearly, there
population -- does not know what it means to live in is too little communication among the va.ious parts of
peacc. My first exposure to this country at war was the government, and that was not really a
in December 1988 while on a Bank Mission to consequence cf the war.
Maputo. Maputo was then a desolate city. Shops and
houses had been boarded up and abandoned by their Recognizing the Problem
owners. Few cars were in sight. People got around
on foot. Telephone servi.e was erratic and electricity Donor-financed projects almost always have
and water, sometime things. Food and other project implementation or coordination units staffed
amenities were very scarce. with well paid, competent people. The fact that these

people often come from the govemrnent service
Taking Up Residence in Maputo weakens the service and demotivates those left

behind. No two donors follow the same procedures,
Two years later, I was assigned to the Bank's thereby immensely complicating administrative

new Resident Mission in Maputo. By then, things had actions in government. No wonder there are
improved somewhat. But it was still a difficult place imnplementation problems. Maybe we are part of the
to live. But more than anything else, the difficulties problem also, and maybe we can do something about
and frustrations revolved around getting things done it.
at work. I did not realize just how difficult it was in
Mozambique until I lived there. Previously I came as In addition, the administrative system was very
a member of a Bank Mission. The Mozambique hierarchical, operating on archaic rules and
officials looked after Bank missions well. I now know regulations often based on old Portuguese codes.
that the attention we received was at a great sacrifice Virtually all the decisions were made at the very top.
to an official's governmental and personal
responsibilities that had to be set aside when Bank Then, in January 1991, I returned to Washington
(and other donor) Missions were around. to attend the Mozambique Country Team (MCI)

retreat. The retreat's purpose was team-building. We
Extraordinary Efforts Required chose to 'build" our team by working on a real piece

of work: designing the format for the next
But we in the Resident Mission had to work with Mozambique Country Implemnentation Review (CIR),

the government day-by-day. Without extraordinary scheduled for February 1991 in Maputo. We also
efforts, even simple things could not get done. sought to clarify the roles, functions, and decision-
Picking up the telephone seldom resulted in reaching making powers of the country team versus the
the right person, or even any person. If I wanted to divisional team. The seminar was facilitated in a way
get something to someone, I had it sent by that had some MCT members playing the roles of
messenger. And if I wanted to see someone, setting various govemment officials while others played
up the meeting could take a lot of time. Living and normal Bank roles.
working in Maputo allowed me to understand, in a
different way. why the Mozambique portfolio had so Insights and Possibilities Emerge
many implernentation problems. A generation of war
simply does not produce the kind of policy ard Something important happened at this unusual
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retreat. By identifying and playing the roles of the scenario, I aked the Central Bank to invite all the
various stakeholders in government, the entire coordinators of Bank financed projects to a reeting
country team together realized the lack of unity in the to flnd out the topics they wanted on the agenda. The
govemmcnt of Mozambique. We began to see that we four agenda points identified during that meeting
might bL able to usc the upcoming CIR to bring were maintained throughout the process.
together the various parts of government. We hoped
to get the core ministries, line ministries and the Identifying the Stakeholders
PlUs of Bank-financed projects talking to each other
about the real implementation problems being faced. The first step was to deterrmine who should be
In doing so, wc thought, it might be possible to invited and find a way to get them there. At the MCT
develop a network of support for implementing Bank- retreat we had already identified the Bank
financed projects. participants, about 15 in all. We wanted a large Bank

contingent to ensure that we talked not only to the
Having been put in the field to improve government officials, b"lt also to each other. On the

implementation, I had the responsibility for designing country side, we targeted the core ministries and the
and organizing the CIR. I thought to myself, perhaps agencies implementing Bank projects. Our target was
this would be the real start in Mozambique of what to get, at a minimum, all the Central Bank and
the Region is calling an "implementation culture." Finance Ministry staff handling World Bank projects,
The more I think about it, culture is a good word. plus the project director and/or coordinator of each
Culture includes everybody. And clearly, everybody Bank project from the implementing agencies.
must work together and learn to understand each
other's constraints in order to implement a project in All told, the minimum workshop would have
Mozambique. about 60 participants. We decided to limit it only to

the Bank's work because we felt we had a lot to do
Designing a Participatory CIR in developing a better working relationship with our

counterparts. Once a sounder relationship was
The facilitator of the MCT team building retreat established, we could then invite other donors.

did a great job. I asked him if he could help me
design and facilitate a participatory CIR for Convening the CR Workshop
Mozambique, on very short notice. We would use a
workshop format where all participants - govemment Once the facilitator arrived, we quicldy got to
and Bank - would work together intensively on the work. We went over our invitation list with the
problems hindering project implementation. Governor of the Central Bank and discussed the way
Fortunately this facilitator had become very interested we wanted to run the CIR. We asked the Govemor to
in what we were doing, and reshuffled his workload issue the invitations and stress the importance of
to be with us. attending.

I hurriedly put together some materials about the We set the CIR for Febnary 26 through March
Bank's Mozambique portfolio, a draft schedule for 1 - four full days. A seminary just outside Maputo
the CIR, and two process and outcome scenarios. afforded adequate space and isolation from day-to-day
One scenario was with Bank and government staff work pressures. The Resident Mission pro7ided the
learning together how to correct implementation supplies, mainly flip charts, magic markers, and the
problems and committing themselves to doing so. The like. The seminary provided simple but adequate
other scenario was that the Bank would study the food. Buses brought the participants in the morning
problems, report them to goverment and recommend and returned them to the city in the evening.
the solutions. I gave them to our facilitator for
reading on the plane. I also shared them with my Gettng Started
country team colleagues to get every one thinking
about it, and to see the differences in the The Vice Governor of Banco Mozambique and
*participatory" scenario, and the "Bank-mainly-does- the World Bank Resident Representative opened the
it scenario. in order to push the participatory session. Both made short, appropriate speeches
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welcoming the participants and stating the objectives seem unexceptional to some, but for many, perhaps
of the workshop as: most of the participants, this is the first time they

attended a meeting or seminar where the agenda was
* identifying obstacles to project implementation; theirs to create.

* finding ways to overcome the obstacles; We set up small groups to work on the various
parts of the agenda. We -- the organizers -- assigned

* incorporating what we learned into ongoing and the participants to the various work groups. We had
future projects; and, multiple groups working on each issue. At the end of

the session, each group made a report of its findings,
* creating a spirit of teamwork and constructive conclusions and recommendations to a plenary

dialogue among all concerned. session. The plenary then discussed the validity of the
findings and the utility of the recommendations.

Wann Up Exercise
We repeated this format until we completed each

We used a 'White Card' exercise to get people of the four agenda items. We, as the organizers,
acquainted with each other and accustomed to the maintained control over the assignment of participants
openness and informality of the session. The purpose to the various groups. We did this in order to give as
was to break the old mold of extreme formalism in many participants as possible the opportunity and
working together. We gave each person four blank experience of working with different people. I must
cards and asked each to write one important say we got a lot of opposition to this. The small
implementation problem on each card. Next we groups wanted to stay together after they had gone
shuffled the cards a'nd displayed them on the floor. through the difficult process of establishing a way of
We asked the participants to choose any four cards working together and had worked out their "internal"
that interested them -- except their own - and begin hierarchy. Nevertheless, we stuck to our guns.
a discussion with another participant not known to
thefm. On the afternoon of the third day, representatives

of the small groups began to work on the preparation
After the discussions, the participants of an annex to the CIR final report summarizing the

"brainstormed" and categorized a list of major discussions about each agenda item While this was
problems. This list then became the agenda for the going on, an executive committee consisting of the
CIR: Operations Advisor and Resident Representative on

the Bank's side, and senior Central Bank and project
role of Project Implementation Agencies; officials for the govemment, was formed to prepare

a summary report. We set up each group with a
* procurement; balanced representation of govemment and Bank

officials as well as both core md line ministry
* disbursements; and, government representatives. The flip charts from the

previous small group presentations were available as
* planning and monitoring (budget, accounting, input, as well as the charts prepared by the facilitator

audit, evaluation). during the plenary discussions.

Working Together Local Participants Take the
Initiative

The opening session worked. People were in a
different mood by the end of the session. I could see At the initiative of sevenl local people, we
this clearly by the way people spoke to each other established two new agenda items, and set up groups
and to the whole, paying less attention to rank or to deal with these neglected matters. As one of these
organizational location. Importantly, the participants focused on "Information Needs," we asked the
set the agenda for the CIR instead of having it set for Dire.cor of Planning to work with them. The second
them by the organizers of the --vent. Perhaps this may dealt with "Pay and Remuneration" issues, so a
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Ministry of Finance representative joined the group * PIU funcdons should be harmonized with those of
to present government's latest thinking on this matter. the ministry, which implies at times that project

implementation will be slower and that there is
The work of report preparation and the new only a gradual improvement in the capacity of

agenda items started on the afternoon of the third cxisting ministries.
day, and continued during the moming of the fourth
day. The Pay and Remuncration" group decided to * The dilemma between capacity building and
split itself in two, with working level staff of the project implementation needs to be addressed
central bank constituting the second group. By lunch, explicitly. PIUs should only coordinate
each of the groups had completed its work of implementation.7They should not be implementing
preparing annexes and the summary report. After bodies. This needs to be addressed in all new
lunch we conducted an evaluation session, again projects. The question of salary and remuneration
using the "White Card" approach. We distributed the also needs to be looked into seriously as it is
final report at the end of the evaluation session. causing distortions within the government.

Tough Talk from a Minister * The World Bank needs to standardize its criteria
and eliminate delays in responding to no

The Ministers of Health and Education, the Vice objections to procurement. It should continue to
Minister of Agriculture and the Vice Governor of the offer training courses; develop standard contracts
Central Bank came to the closing session. Each for technical assistance; create a procurement
working group made a brief presentation of what the library in Mozambique; establish a system to
annexes and the summary report concludcd. The back-up TMs so someone is always present at
Minister of Health closed the session and took a Headquarters to handle procurement requests.
tough stance on the need for change in the way the
Bank organized and sent Missions to Mozambique. * The Central Bank's capacity to handle
The Minister urged the Bank to ensure that its disbursement and payment requests should be
Mission members know about the country before decentralized. PllUs should be truined to handle
arrival and also know the whole development plan. the disbursement and payment requests
This would, he said, reduce the burden on themselves. Central Bank staff working with the
govemment officials to 'educate" Bank Mission public will be instructed to be more polite.
members.

S The Ministry of Finance and the Nationa
The Minster's tough talk took some of the Planning Commission should be actively involved

participants by surprise as it is normal for such in project preparation to enable sectors to propose
sessions to end with platitudes. I felt good about it, as realistic investment programs that will receive an
it signaled to me that we had accomplished our adequate recurrent budget. The Ministry of
objective of creating a new atmosphere of openness Finance and the World Bank should harmonize
and frankness with one another. the accounting requirements. And in order to

solve the huge backlog of audits, the Central
Results Bank will recruit one audit agency to carry out

audits for all projects.
We all learned a lot at this session. The

reoDmmendations constituted a very long list. Some I think that some of these recommendations would
of the important ones were: have been much less frank if we had done a CIR in

the regular way. On the other hand, there was so
* There should always be a unit responsible for much anger and frustration among the PIUs with the

project implementation. Such a unit can be plaed centrlized decisionmkidng system that it would have
inside the ministry if the project deals with only been hard to constrain even if we wanted to.
one agency or outside if the project deals with
several ministries/agencies. With four years' hindsight, and three CIRs under

my belt, it is very clear that 'power' was the real
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issue. The central bank and foreign exchange control Costs
department resisted any attempt to devolve
responsibility or delegate decisionmaking to the line As I calculate it, this CIR cost approximately
agencies. S0% more than if we had sent just a few key Bank

staff. Most of this cost came from the unusually large
Evaluation number of Bank participants we sent to the CIR and

the additional two days we spent on it. In my
My immediate evaluation of this participatory opinion, this was time and money well spent.

CIR was positive. In my opinion, the CIR achieved
its three, albeit modest, objectives of: (i) identifying On Reflection
oltacles to project implernentation; (ii) finding ways
to overcome the obstacles; and (iii) creating a spirit Some people seem to think that we have a choice
of teamwork, openness and constructive dialogue in our business between participatory and non-
among all concerned. participatory approaches in going about our work. I

do not see it that way. We have no choice but to
We would, of course, have to wait to see what practice participation because development is a social

effect the CIR would have on the design of new process. It occurs when people come together and
projects, but we all knew what we had to do. choose new behaviors that they have learned about by

working together. There is simply no other way to
The participants evaluated the experience build owneship and a productive network of

positively as measured by the fact that positive relationships other than by involving the relevant
comments were double negative comments on the stakeholders in participatory sessions such as this. In
white cards prepared for the evaluation discussion. In the final analysis, it is the process of collaboration
my opinion, the following techniques enabled real that creates ownership and lasting relationships.
participation to occur in an otherwise formal,
hierarchical society: We did the next CIR in October 1992, in

essentially the same manner as the 1991 CIR, and, in
' the "white card" exercises, because they broke my opinion, it worked well. However, there was

the formal meeting custom in Mozambique; quite a bit of opposition from the Central Bank to the
*informality" of the process. They clearly let us

_ assigning people to groups in a way that provided know that they preferred very formal and well-
the opportinity for everyone to work seriously rehearsed meetings. While we dropped the "games'
with every other person at some point; to accommodate the Central Bank, we went further in

the second CIR with the flexible agenda. In part this
* asking the participants to set the CIR agenda; was forced on us by events. The Mozambicrie peace

accord was ratified on the first day of the CIR and
* having everyone participate in writing the final the second was declared a public holiday. We

report; and, therefore concentrated on the "essence": a series of
negotiations between stakeholders to enter into

* using a skilled, experienced facilitator (even "contracts" to remove the implementation bottlenecks
though the facilitator did not speak Portuguese.) identified during the CIR. For instance, a group of

project coordinators would walk into the small room
One of the local paticipants captured the essence where the Ministry of Finance staff was located and

of what I believe the seminar produced, by saying: try to get Finance Ministry staff to commit
"It will be years before the public administration will themselves to a period for contract clearing, while the
work efficiently in our country. For the foreseeable project coordinators would commit themselves to
future, work will be accomplished based on who you sending in the whole dossier for a contract.
know, and now we have created a network of
personal contacts that will facilitate project Unquestionably, what we started in '91 still
implementation in the future." permeates the way Bank and government officials

intact. Compared to other country teams or other
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ClRs that I attended in neighboring countries, The raon the political level was not engaged
hierarchical formalism is much less present in both successfully also has to do with the fact that until
the formal and informal interactions between the quite recently, the implementation culture had not
Bank and government officials. really permeated the Bank. If we only raise

implementation issues every 1 months, and spend
However, the overall record of implementation the rest of the tine on lending and economic policy,

progress has not improved dramatically. the message is clear: implementation is really not so
Implementation breakdowns still occur much too important.
often. We now resolve breakdowns faster through the
network established during the CIRs. But systemic The third and most recent CIR (July 1994), now
administrative problems still exist. Maybe the renamed Country Portfolio Progress Review (CPPR),
participant at the first CIR sized up the future well in was a good example of how one can get the message
saying it will be years before the system is efficient. across that imnplementation is important. The Bank

sent one single message: until you get implementation
But I feel that the main reason we have not made moving (defined as getting disbursements up), there

more progress is our failure to engage the political will be no new lending. This CPPR did have the
level -- the Ministers - in the participatory process continuing participation of political officials, and the
and network. They are willing to come to the start coordination and implementation staff considered
and finish, but are apparently unwilling to engage in their participation a positive sign.
the social learning and invention that goes on during
the participatory process. Officials at the lower levels I think even more could be done to develop an
are not able to make major changes without the implementation culture. This probably includes
support of the political level. Involving the political broadening the dialogue by including other
level in the participatory process is, as I see, a major stakeholders who can affect action on the ground such
challenge that we must leam to overcome. as donors, non-governmental organizations and

beneficiary representatives.

Jacomina de Regt was the Task Manager.
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Introduction emphasis was placed on women's activities. Pilot
efforts were initiated in different areas and were

In Nigeria, women play a domninant role in intended to supplement our ongoing sector studies as
agricultural production. This was confirmed by the wdl as provide practical insights on how to change
findings of a UNDP-financed study with which I extension services to meet the needs of women. As
became involved when I joined PHRWD in 1987. Task Manager of this research project, I worked with
The study revealed that women comprise between 60- Bank project staff and with FACU in the development
80% of the agricultural labor force in Nigeria, of program guidelines for assisting women farmers.
depending on the region, and produce two-thirds of
the food crops. Yet despite the facts, widespread Bringing Stakeholdes Together
assumptions that men - and not women - make the
key farm management decisions have prevailed. As From the beginning I knew this was going to be
a result, agricultural ectension services in Nigeria (as a process of learning by doing. We had many
in other African countries) have traditionally been questions but few ready answers. Thrugh the pilot
focused on men and their farm production needs, programs we worked with local ADP staff to test out
while neglecting the female half of the production different approaches. About a year into our action
force. Most extension messages targeted at women research it was clear to us that local people had better
emphasized their domestic role with topics on child ideas than we did about what could work. We had
care and family nutrition. been hearing accounts about different WIA initiatives

in each state. These seemed to be occurring in a
It became clear that despite a decade of Bank sporadic, ad hoc way with some ADPs making

assistance in building up Nigeria's agricultural tremendous progress and others doing nothing at all.
extension service, women were receiving minimal We decided to bring everyone together in a National
assistance and information from extension agents. Planning Workshop to take stock of various WIA
The study caught the eye of the Head of the Federal initiatives around the country, share lessons and
Agriculture Coordinating Unit (FACU) and the Bank experiences among regions, and develop three-year
Division Chief on Agriculture who were both action plans for each state. We approached FACU
committed to finding a solution. In 1988, their with the idea of inviting local level stakeholders to
support led to the creation of Women in Agriculture join national and state agriculture development
(WIA) programs within the existing state Agricultural officials and Bank agricultural staff at the workshop.
Development Projects (ADPs) in an attempt to Again, the Director of FACU was very supportive.
address the gender-related deficiencies within the He feIt strongly that those at the policy level (himself
existing extension prugram. The ADPs were created included) should better understand women's
in the 1970s with funding assistance from the Bank. constraints at the local level before any
Their overarching objective was, and continues to be, recommendations for policy reform were made. He
increasing the production of both food and industrial believed that this was best achieved by broadening
crops by stimulating agricultural production at the the policy dialogue and bringing a range of different
small farmer level. stakeholders into the learning and decisionmaking

process. It was his enthusiasm and keen support for
Up until this point, the ADPs had contained only this initiative that made the workshop a reality.

a home economics wing responsible for home-related
women's activities. The WIA program, which was Giving Voice to Women Farmers
launched as a pilot (again with UNDP funds), sought
to improve agricultura extension services for women. In Nigeria, female farmers are often among the
Existing home economics agents were retrained in voiceless -- particularly when it comes to influencing
agriculture and extension methodologies and special agricultural policies and projects. We were
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determined to give them voice in the WIA policy out in many cities, making travel to the capital even
reform process, but were uncertain about the best more difficult. On the very day it was to begin there
way to achieve this. We considered bringing women was an attempted coup in Lagos. I wondered if
farmers from across the country to participate directly anyone was going to show up. But to our surprise,
in the workshop, but this was problematic for a some 64 participants -- mostly women -- from all
number of reasons. The political situation in Nigeria over Nigeria made their way to the workshop.
at the time was extremely volatile and made in- Sixteen ADPs were represented in total. The
country travcl very ditficult. Strikes and riots had delegates were primarily the female heads of the WIA
broken out in many parts of the country and military units, Chief Extension Officers, and ADP project
troops were everywhere. There was no reliable managers (mostly men). Senior rninisters and officials
IT - of public transport, particularly in the rual from the sponsoring government departments of
arcm oreover, the majority of these women had FACU and FDARD (Federal Departmnent of
nev .. velled outside their villages and many would Agricultural and Rural Development) were also
have to travel with their babies. Getting the present. The Bank was represented by the Project
permission of their husbands to come to the capital Division and the Resident Mission.
posed yet another obstacle.

The three-day event started with opening remarks
In addition to logistical difficulties, the other and greetings from the Head of FACU, the Resident

factors we had to take into consideration related to Mission representative, and myself. We devoted the
the effectiveness of women farmers as participants in first day to defining problems. Each WIA
this high-level forum. We had to take into account representative presented her assessment of the types
that this would be an entirely new and potentially of problems encountered by women farmers in her
overwhelming situation for them in which they would respective ADP, explaining how extension services
have to interact with powerful stakeholders such as were currently meeting local needs and how they
Ministers and senior government officials. We were could be improved. Believe me when I tell you that
also uncertain of their ability to articulate their these women were impressive! They were well-
problems and needs effectively in this type of informed, dedicated, dynamic and articulate. They all
context. came with prepared presentations and blew us away!

The Head of FACU was visibly impressed. He had
For all these reasons, the solution appeared to lie originally told us he could only attend for the first

with the female extension agents who interacted with hour, but ended up staying the entire three days. The
women farmers on a regular basis. These women excitement and energy in the room was almost
were accustomed to working with male bureaucrats, tangible. It was a great leaming experience for
travelling alone, and were better able to articulate everyone and a real eye-opener to see the innovative
constraints faced by women farmers and propose things that local women were doing to rneet their
solutions on their behalf. We felt confident that these needs. This sharing of ideas and practices opened up
women extension agents were well qualified to a realm of new possibilities, providing participants
represent the interests of women farners because with a range of options they may have not previously
they were from the same areas and often were considered. The presentations were followed by a
farmers themselves. They had first hand knowledge plenary session during which the common problems
of the situation and good working relations with the and constraints that had been expressed throughout
women farmers. Although it should never be assumed the day were discussed.
that certain groups will accurately represent the
interests of others, in this case we had every reason Strategic and Tactical Planning
to believe that female extension agents would serve as
reliable proxies. On the second day the participants broke up into

teams to undertake strategic and tactical planning.
First National Planning Workshop They were asked to come up with 3-year action plans

for integrating women into the mainstream of ADP
In the days preceding the July 1989 workshop, activities for their respective areas. Each team was

demonstrations against the government had broken made up of three or four state ADPs which we
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grouped into FACU regions: North East (Jos), North hierarchy that existed between the female extension
West (Kaduna) South East (Enugu) and South West agents and their ADP managers who were male. I
(Benin). Each state ADP was represented -- at think this was largely attributable to the fact that this
minimum -- by a WIA person and a Senior ADP was a pressure situation. The stakes were high. Each
Manager. We felt it was critical to have ADP team had to make a presentation in front of everyone
managers involved in order to build ownership of the the next day and they obviously wanted to do a good
plans by management. Once participants had devised job. This forced them to cooperate and work together
their strategies, we asked them to be as specific as to come up with a detailed plan of activities, a way to
possible, detailing activities, training, logistics, pay for them, and indicators to measure how their
staffing, timetables, and of course, budgets. The objectives were being met. The direct interaction
teams worked throughout the day and into the night. between extension agents and managers was key. For
As technical specialists, those of us from the Bank, one thing, it helped the men recognize that the
FACU, FDARD, and the Resident Mission served as women were experts too and had valuable knowledge
resource people. We went around from group to about the situation of women farnm to contribute.
group, listening, offering suggestions and giving Both realized that they nded each other's
technical advice where needed in shaping the tactical experience and knowledge to get the job done. While
plans. The whole process was very informal. We all the women could put forth their perspectives based on
huddled around tables and worked out the three-year first hand experiences in the field, managers could
plans with not much more than pencils and paper. put a budgetary perspective on solutions being

proposed, while gaining an understanding of the
Collaborative Decisionmaldkg impact their decisions would have on women farmers.

Participants were actively brainstorming, This iterative process of learning and negotiation
discussing and exchanging all sorts of ideas. They sensitized all sides to the potential advantages and
were sbaring experiences with other team members disadvantages of proposed reforms. I noticed that at
and getting ideas for their own programs by learning fist, many managers felt uneasy about maklng
what others were doing to address similar problems commitments to budget items. They protested that
in their states. Appropriate technology and creative they did not have the authority. This was another
nventions were constantly being exchanged among instance where the presence of the Head of FACU
the women. Extension agents from one state came in handy. He was able to assure them that
presented a new gadget that they had developed with making tentative commitments was, in fact, alight
women farmers for feeding chickens and channeling and that budgetary decisions would be formalized
their droppings into fish ponds. Others had invented later.
different kinds of weeders or had other types of
farming innovations and tips to share. Another group, Building Ownership
through their own initiative, had started a cooperative
woodlot and were charging a fee for fuelwood. Yet On the final day of the workshop each ADP
another had organized a nursery and were selling tree presented its action plan, covering staffing and
seedlings to earn income. It was obvious that there traimng needs, organizational structure, logistcal
was a lot of knowledge floating around at this support, and proposed income-earing activities for
workshop - it was just a matter of pulling it together. women farmers. This time, presentations were made
We found that combining this local knowledge and by the Program Managers rather than the extension
creativity with technical expertise of the government agents, as we felt it was critical for management to
and the Bank worked extremely well in producing feel ownership of the plan. We knew without the
plans that were locally tailored, financially viable and personal involvement and commitment of the ADP
technically sound. managers to the reforms being proposed, the

likelihood of changes being implemented was
Group Dynamics minimal. Bringing about change in favor of womcn

farmers required ownership by both men and woman
The interesting thing about these small group at all levels. We knew from past experience that

arrangements was that it broke the formal office sensitizing or empowering one set of stakeholders to
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take action while leaving other key players out of the Staffng and Traiuing
process could lead to problems down the road or
worse, no action at all. Therefore, by publicly One outcomne of the workshop was that it resulted
presenting action plans -- in the presence of other in a large-scale administrative 'switch-over' takcen in
stakeholders at the plenary -- each state ADP was cooperation between the key government ministry and
demonstrating their conrnitment to take action in the state ADPs. While it was envisioned that all WIA
improving services for women farmers. The Head of agents have -- at minimum -- a diploma in general
FACU was so enthused after hearing the innovative agriculture, in practice there were too few women
action proposals that he too made a public with these qualifications. To resolve this, a large
commitment to move forward with the WIA program. cadre of existing Home Economic agents were
He emphasized the need to set up an institutional redirected into the agriculture wing of the ADPs and
framework to capture and maintain the momentum retrained to become WIA agents. Building on this
generated at the workshop and to help implemcnt and existing cadre meant that a huge number of womn
track the progress of these programs. agents were mainstreamed into the agricultural

department with no net addition to the ranks of civil
Organizational Changes service.

Fortunately, the ADP structure within which the Women's extension services received a higher
WIA programn was to be housed was very profile and resources were devoted to training the
decentralized and, in this sense, already conducive to new WIA agents in agriculture and extension
supporting localized, participatory activities. Each methodologies. In states which have a shortage of
state ADP has field offices staffed by local extension qualified female staff, male agents try to work with
agents with FACU playing a coordinating role from women in groups (although it is generaly found that
the capital. Through its establishment, the WIA a women agents are better conduits for technology
program ensured that extension services in every state dissemination for a variety of reasons).
in Nigeria now have female extension workers at
every level of operation from state headquarters in Following the national planning workshop, a
the capital down to the villages. The structure of the female extension agent who had demonstrated strong
WVIA progran itself is also decentralized and leadership skills and dynamism at the workshop was
integrated into the extension service. hired to be the Bank liaison for the WIA program.

She was charged with tracking the activities and
At headquarters, the WIA Head holds the rank of progress of implementation in each state. Her

Deputy Director within the State ADP and is firsthand knowledge of the situation, technical
responsible for the overall planning and expertise, and personal drive proved critical to the
implementation of the WIA program. She is assisted success of the program. As WIA coordinator, she
by Subject Matter Specialists (SMS) who work for divides her time between the resident mission and the
WIA at the zonal level, supervising and monitoring field, and has proved extrernely helpful in facilitating
the implementation of the WIA programs in their Bank supervision missions.
zone. SMS interact with research and technology
institutions, participate in problem identification and Incenbives
field training, and provide support to WIA Block
Extension Agents (BEAs). At the block level, BEAs All staff assigned to the ADPs come fromi state
work directly with women farmers, identifying and mninistries of agriculture, other relevant departments
organizing women into groups in the 8-cel blocks or parastatals. Because they are existing goverment
and registering groups into cooperative societies. The staff, the project does not have to pay for their
formation of WIA farmers' groups facilitates the salaries. However, in order to attract and motivate
dissemnination of agricultural innovations and provides WIA staff, they receive a salary one grade level
women farmers with better access to farm inputs and higher than their ministry counterparts, as well as
credit than they would have as individuals. transportation and medical allowances. In general,

ADP staff enjoy better conditions of service than
their ministry counterparts.
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Bullding on Existing Participatory implementation. Block extension supervisors,
Structures technical specialists and other resource persons from

ADP field offices advise the women's group on a
About one third of Nigerian women belong to regular basis, providing technical inputs wlhen

cooperative societies or other locally organized necessary and monitoring their progress. Local
associations. Mernbers may be united by common women's groups are not required to obtain official
age, religion, trade or economic activity. Some status to participate in WIA activities or receive
groups are very informal and temporary, while others assistance from ADP officials. In fact, the majority
have well established principles and operating of women reached by this program are members of
procedures. The functions of such groups in rural informal groups.
areas include rotating credit and savings, sharing
labor, borrowing money through cooperatives and Follow Up and Replanning
group farming. The institutionalization of such
women's groups started with the ADP system. Under Eighteen months after the first workshop, a
the auspices of the newly established state WIA Second National Workshop of the WIA Program was
programs, these groups were targeted by state ADP convened to take stock of the Action Plans'
field staff to initiate and execute project activities. implementation. The same groups of stakeholders
The WIA program helps to build the capacity of these were brought together to share their experiences,
local groups by assisting them to register as successes, iid problems. By this time, all states had
cooperative societies in order to qualify for credit and an ongoing WIA program, although some had started
farm inputs and be recognized by other institutions more recently than others. Objectives of the follow-
and NGOs. up workshop included problem identification,

replanning, and making mid-course modifications for
The WIA program has three different ways of the following year based on what had been learned.

targeting women's groups and building their capacity. New annual targets for the WIA program, including
It works with pre-existing organizations in which the number of female farmer groups were collectively
members are already pursuing a specific goal such as set.
credit or communal work. Second, WIA agents help
organize women into blocks or cells so that they can The preliminary findings of a mid-term rural
receive ADP assistance. Thirdly, the ADP system household survey, which had been conducted between
uses NGOs to identify women beneficiary groups. workshops to monitor progress and measure
There are currendy over 5,000 of such groups in achievements of the WLA program, were
Nigeria, and more are being organized. disseminated and discussed at the conference. The

survey was carried out in three different parts of the
Participation in Subprojects country and revealed that WIA fontline agents were

an effective channel of communication and feedback
The WIA program which emerged from the on the needs of women farmers. The increased

workshop envisions a system where WIA agents work demands from the women for information and
with groups of women in their area of operation. technology had been stimulating the supply from the
Each women's group elects four key leaders: a WIA units and FACU.
presidert, secretary, treasurer and adviser. Decision-
making authority rests with the group although at Recormmendations and action plans emanating
certain times, the elected officers can make decisions from the first participatory planning workshop had
on the group's behalf. The women participate in all led to several positive results. The number of female
aspects of the project from identification to planning extension agents doubled in the time between the two
and implementation. WIA agents assist them in workshops and the number of female farmers in
selecting the type of project they want to engage in contact with the extension services tripled. Better
such as cassava processing, groundnut oil production, diagnosis of information and technology needs by
ram fattening, etc., depending on which enterprise gender was being undertaken and male extension
will be most successful in their locality. A multi- workers were being trained in women's activities.
disciplinary approach is taken during planning and Female extensi'- agents had been successful in
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introducing male agents to women farmers and a Nigerian government officials. However, we did
concerted effort to register women's groups as encounter some difficulties along the way. Some staff
cooperatives with legal status had facilitated their both in the Bank and the government were less than
access to bank credit and inputs. enthusiastic, and constantly questioned the need for

such an "emphasis on women". But the momentum
Workshop participants also identified mobility generated by the workshop was difficult to stop. It

problems and a lack of appropriate technologies created a much greater awareness amongst policy
among the main constraints that needed to be makers about the needs of women farmers, led to a
addressed in the coming year. While many states had rise in the number of women extension agents, and
an increased number of women agents, the, were still resulted in a significant increase in the percentage of
not reaching their targets due differential access to women reached by the extension system. I have no
transportation. Men tended to monopolize the doubt that the program has benefitted both the
available vehicles and whenever there was a shortage agricultural sector and the activities of rural women
of fuel for mopeds, male extension agents were given considerably. Women farmers have increased their
preference. In addition, not enough progress had been standard of living through improved productionwhich
made in developing appropriate tools and equipment is a direct result of the new technologies now within
to relieve women farmers of some of their most basic their grasp. It is also heartening to see that women
labor and energy constraints. Provisions to correct farmers now visit the ADP headquarters regularly to
and address these problems were designed into the express their grievances and dissatisfaction about such
following year's action plans along with any other things as the method of fertilizer distribution, for
activities which had not been achieved in the previous example. Until recently, women were rarely heard
year. Both the Bank and the govemment found this -- only seen - and in this sense the WIA program has
participatory approach to project planning and dramatically increased their voice and participation.
replanning to be an effective way of translating field
knowledge into specific action for improving However, the program has not been without its
women's productivity in agriculture. problems. While the workshop generated financial

support for the WIA program through annually
Costs budgeted activities, the reality has been that many of

these activities are not being fully implemented.
The initial PHWRD study that revealed the Priority is often given to other activities of the

ineffectiveness of the extension program in reaching Extension or Technical Services Department and
women farmers and the pilot projects that were WIA comes last in the allocation of resources. Some
launched to test various approaches were funded by states are also experiencing difficulty with hiring and
UNDP at an approximate cost of $40,000 which keeping adequate numbers of qualified female agents.
included the hiring of two Bank consultants and two Staff relocation poses a significant problem as many
missions. The first National Planning Workshop and married women are unwilling to move from city
the follow-up workshop held 18 months later were centers to the more remote rural areas. Employing
paid for by FACU at an estimated cost of $10,000 married women from Local Government Areas
each. UNDP funded the mid-term rural household (LGAs) is being considered as a possible way of
survey undertaken between workshops at an reducing this problem. Currently, both FACU and the
approximate cost of $65,000. Bank are working with the ADPs to develop

strategies that will address these deficiencies and
Reflections allow the WIA program to realize its ftll potential.

Frankdy, the program developed better than we'd
expected, and this is due primarily to the dynamism
and resourcefulness of the Nigerian women. Also Katrine Saito is the Task Manager.
important was the support of Bank project staff and Esther Gadzama, Resident Mission (Lagos).
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SINDH SECIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Introduction taxation, reducing trade barriers and promoting
exports. These changes had accelerated a nass

At the time of the 1987 reorganization, I'd been movement to the cities and a strain on infrastructure
with the Bank about ten years. The reorganization - with shortages in water supply, sanitation, energy,
produced a lot of problems for the staff. But it also transport and communications.
provided me a useful opportunity.

I was very pleased about the opportunity to work
By that time, I had come to the conclusion that in the Sindh Province, which includes Karachi as its

we couldn't help our clients produce sustainable capital. Karachi, is less traditional than some other
development through episodic missions, dedicated to Pakistani cities, full of people from elsewhere and
producing yet another project as quicldy as possible. bursting with energy and opportunities. With an
In man, cases, our borrowers lacked the govemance estimated population of 10 million, it is also the
and institutional capacity to implement development country's largest industrial, commercial and financial
investments properly, much less sustain them. center, with the worst urban problems.
Tacking technical assistance onto large investment
loans didn't do the job -- indeed, as fragile While the Government of the Sindh (GOS) needed
institutions attempted to implement the loans we large infusions of capital to deal with these problems,
typically make in the urban sector, their institutional it had a reputation for poor management and, by all
capacity often diminished. accounts, was not in a good position to handle major

infrastructure projects. Although I am trained in
So, when my time came to be "rehired" in '87, 1 engineering and finance, my interest in the Sindh was

said that I would reaUy like to make a long-term in figuring out how could we put institutional capacity
commitmnent to one country, in fact, to one part of in place so that the provincial governance system and
one country - the Sindh, in Pakistan. I hoped to be the policymaking rnachinery would be able to sustain
able to penetrate the system in which we did our the Bank's investments. That was the challenge.
work, get to know the people well and find a way to
build the needed goverance and institutionalcapacity Karachi Wate Board
before we started lending. That's how what became
known as the Sindh Special Development Project In 1987, we were preparing a new water project
(SSDP) got started. with the Karachi Water and Sewerage Board

(KWSB). Like the GOS, KWSB also had a reputation
I knew then - and even more so upon looking for poor management. Without considerable change,

back - that the people of the Sindh - elected it was in a weak position to absorb major Bank loans
officials, bureaucrats and citizens - would have to which it was going to need to meet the demand for
collaborate to devise the answers about how to build water and sewerage. Fortunately, our discussions
this capacity. We would have to learn together while with KWSB's senior management team led to an
doing. agreement to undertake an institutional reform

program. To suppon the reform, KWSB applied for
Starting Wor'. in the Sindh a British Overseas Development Administration

(ODA) grant.
Pakistan -- a country I had worked in a number

of times - began to change in the late eighties. In We needed to find a way to help KWSB
1988, the first democratic national elections occurred, understand its problems and develop a transparent,
after decades of authoritarian rule. By the early effective organizational style. Instead of doing an
1990s, the government had begun the process of expert study, I was interested in using an organization
privatizing, reforming currency controls, improving development approach to the transformation. But, of
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course, this approach would not work unless the for the first time. They indicated strong interest in
KWSB managers were willing to change both the working with the consultant. We wvent back to the
organization and themselves. And their changes hotel very excited, because the group that had the
could only be effective after they had gained fresh power to make decisions and change the organization
insight into the organization's deficiencies and why was now ready to take action. We asked ourselves
they needed to change their own behaviors. whether a similar process could be undertaken with

the Provincial Cabinet and administrative departments
Creating a Learning Mood where even broader institutional problems existed.

On my second mission, I brought along an Ground Rules
organization development consultant I believed could
give KWSB the help it needed. Early on, an Using the ODA grant, KWSB hired the consultant
opportunity presented itself. I was attending a rather on a long-term contract. The ground rules were: his
sensitive meeting with the senior staff and a sanitary role would be that of a facilitator, always helping
engineer from the Bank. The chief engineers from KWSB understand itself and search for ways to
two separate departments of KWSB were reporting change. To help the senior management team see
about their projects to senior management. Thtse what was going on, he would reflect back to thern
projects had run into delays and mistakes which came what had happened in their recent meetings or events.
out into the open during the meeting. My questioning He would help them internalize important learnings.
brought out the fact that these delays and mistakes But the decisions would always be thdeirs.
were due primarily to institutional and organizational
problems. Given that the two separate and unrelated During the first months, however, distrust of the
departments had similar difficulties, I point-d out that consultant kept bubbling up. We had expected this
KWSB's problems appeared to be systemic. Staffed and dealt with it through open communication,
mostly by engineers, KWSB did not have the practice reflecting back any veiled suspicion and reiterating
of looldng at the way it managed itself. It didn't take the consultant's purpose -- he was there to help the
long for the entire room to erupt into a heated organization understand its own functioning and the
argument where everyone started blaming something problems this was causing them. Along the way, he
on someone else. would help them learn of ways to correct it. We

stressed he was also there to help the Bank team
I had previously asked the consultant to wait learn so that we could be of assistance. Yes, he

outside, since the meeting was sensitive and he was would be a liaison for the Bank -- but not a spy.
new and unknown to the KWSB. At the point where
things got really out of hand, I slipped into the hal Working for both the Bank Task Manage and
and invited him to come in. At first, the presnce of KWSB's Managing Director remained a dciicate
a stranger dampened the conflict but it soon flared up matter for the consultant. He had to be clear which
again, with people attacking each other and making information could be relayed to whom. Over time, a
excuses for themselves. I took the opportunity to high level of trust developed among the three of us.
introduce the consultant as someone who might be To keep it that way, both the Managing Director and
able to help. The group gave him the floor. He asked I grew to understand this meant the consultant had to
everyone to take a blank sheet of paper and be very discreet. The consultant, I must say, did not
anonymously write a list of KINSB's organizational let either of us down.
problems. He shuffled the papers, summarized the
lists on a chalk board, fed back what the managers Acdion Research
were saying, pointed out that there appeared to be
considerable agreement about the problems, and made The process the consultant brought to KWSB was
some suggestions about what might be done. action research. He and I had learned about this

technique at the National Training Laboratory, where
The senior management team calmed down and we had both separately spent several years studying

began to discuss KWSB's :nternal organization and organizational, group and individualbehavior change.
managerial behavior -- its real problems - probably Action research is a process which helps people
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change their organizations and solve their problems any manager from his staff. One outcome was that
by carrying out their own data collection, diagnosis, the lower level people took more and more
planning and evaluation -- learning while doing. The responsibility in meetings, sharing more, assuming
role of the outsider is that of facilitator rather than leadership roles more assertively and so forth. It was
expert. truly inspiring to see this develop over time.

Realities of the Informal Organization The consultant kept feeding back to the senior
management team what everyone was learning and

At KWSB, the senior management team and the thereby stimulating discussion and helping the
consultant began by using action research to map managers at all levels recognize that they were
strategic pathways of power and influence to enpowered to make changes.
understand how the managers actually got things
done. When I was there on mission, I participated. In addition, the consultant and I conducted many

informal discussions with the senior management
The senior management team discussed the team, helping them see, without being threatened,

findings in group meetings and one-on-one sessions how their behaviors worked and didn't work,
with the consultant. Gradually, the recognition spread reconunending new management techniques and
that, for the last four years, thev had been running helping them internalize learning and invent
KWSB as an amalgam of three organizations - which collaborative ways of getting things done.
is how KWSB came into existence - with three
different service rules, medical insurance plans and Organizaton Study
pension plans. There were no staff meetings. The
Managing Director would hold six meetings at once, Throughout this process, the organization was
with anyone permitted to enter his office. This articulating its own issues and finding much more
resulted in grid lock. For example, to authorize commonality than any one had anticipated. After
payment to contractors took 174 clerical steps. about a year, the senior management team and top
Customers didn't pay their water bills. Government staff were ready to assume responsibility for KWSB's
agencies, not individuals and businesses, were the problems and move to goal setting and action plans.
worst offenders. The agencies played a ping pong After discussion with staff, the senior management
game: the electric power agency didn't pay for its team hired a local consulting firm to underake an
water; the water agency didn't pay its power bills; Organization Study in 1990.
the telephone company didn't pay for its electricity or
its water, and so forth. The Organization Study became the principal tool

for driving the reforn/modernization effort forward.
Deepening the Change Process It provided a comprehensive organizational diagnosis

and recommendations to the KWSB Board of
We had started at the top of the organization, Directors. The Board of Directors and the senior

working with the Managing Director and the management team committed themselves to almost all
department heads, because that is where we had of the recommendations in the Organization Study
access. As these leaders became more committed, the and set out to implement them. The steps taken over
collaborative probe went deeper into the organization, the next two years either came out of the
drawing in division managers, section chiefs, and Organization Study or evolved as the KWSB
supervisory and executing engineers and their mgers reflected together, and with those lower
assistants. down in the hierarchy, and made adjustments based

on what they had learned.
We didn't work exclusively with each tier. At any

given meeting, we tried to model openness by Water Project Results
including several levels and constantly encouraging
those lower down to give feedback and participate in The most dramatic result of the new
decisions. We also saw to it that documents which we organizational style, transparency and collaborative
gave out were widely distributed and not withheld by processes has been solvency. The KWSB increased
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water tariffs fivefold between 1987 and 1993 and provincial fiscal and administrative reform program
improved collections by 40%. The most recent tariff which we expected would be the comerstone of the
increase, two years ago, enabled the authority for the SSDP. This experience gave us insight into the ad-
first time to cover all of its operating costs except hoc, arbitrary way the GOS developed policies --
depreciation. Most of these tariff increases occurred similar to KWSB several years earlier. There was no
in the absence of additional water supply. Until new institutionalized means for collaborative policy
supply is commissioned in 1997, the emphasis will be formulation within the bureaucracy, much less
on reducing current expenditures. between the bureaucrats, the politicians and the

public. In effect, policy was formulated in
The Sindh Special Development "stovepipes" consisting of each department and its

Project (SSDP) minister. There was little, if any, lateral consultation
and certainly none with the public at large.

As word got around of the improved performance
of the Watcr Authority, other governmental Working with the Entire GOS
institutions began asking the Bank to help them
improve their performance. The time was ripe for In January 1991, the final grant approval came
major change. The federal government was through, and work intensified on preparation of the
experiencing great fiscal imbalances and had to policy reform program, thanks to the leadership of
tighten up on discretionary gants and bailouts to the the Minister for Planning and Development, who saw
provinces. In 1988, an urban-based political party, the reforms as contributing to the administration's
with strong interests in improving the conditions of platforn of improving urban infratructure and
urban Sindh, became the majority party in the GOS services.
assembly and took over the Cabinet. These factors
came together to focus serious attention on urban During that year, we used the same participatory
development and, as the SSDP progressed, the Sindh techniques we had used in the KWSB project, but
Cabinet naturally took an active interest. working with the whole government rather than just

one agency was more complex. To help GOS come
Preparation to terms with this complexity, we conceived of policy

as being fornmlated at three levels - technical,
I should be able to state a date when we began to administrative (including legal and regulatory) and

prepare the SSDP but the learning approach we used political -- and then helped create the institutional
makes that a bit difficult. Again, we had to obtain apparatus to mnalce it work. We started with ad-hoc
funding. In 1990, we got a grant from the Bank's working groups at the department level. These groups
Japanese grant facility (the precursor of the PHRD each made recommendations to their Minister. After
Fund). But we couldn't spend the money until the discussion and modification, the Minister then
GOS and the Government of Pakistan (GOP) had negotiated the reconmnendations via meetings and
formally accepted the grant. The GOS took three informal discussions with other members of the
months to approve the legal agreement and there was Cabinet.
a seven month delay with the GOP.

The recommendations amounted to a broad and
Waiting for Funding detailed reform program, covering five urban

subsectors: land management, urban transport, urban
While we were waiting for the approvals, we kept environment, water and sanitation and municipal

preparation going with bailing wire and trust. The development. In addition, the GOS would focus on
KWSB consultant and several Pakistanis at times had strengthening its taxation and financial management.
to wait quite a few months for their pay. To cover While the details were to be spelled out during
other expenses, we were able to hold things together implementation, the ad hoc working committees
by using technical assistance money from a couple of proposed some far-reaching strategies, such as
other projects. property tax reform based on market value, an across

the board labor redundancy program, the privatization
We began to lay the groundwork for the of the Karachi Transit Corporation and a provincial
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urban environment program. The Cabinet members New Cabinet
supported these proposals. The GOS anticipated the
program would take about two decades to implement. But in June 1992, all the Ministers I had been

working with were gone -- the entire Cabinet
Reform Package and Memorandum of resigned to protest a military intervention in the

Agreement Sindb. So we had a new Cabinet and a new Chief
Minister for planning and development. In September

The Bank team was very happy with the effective 1992, the new Chief Minister signed the MOA. I
work of the ad hoc committees and the support the know the GOS well enough to say that, thanks to the
Ministers were able to generate. The process, and the broad participation of the chief secretaries, the
learning which had resulted, represented significant assistant chief secretaries and the other levels of the
strides in both the reform and the collaborative bureaucracy in the departmental ad hoc working
decisionmaking process. But all of this was too committees, the ideas in the MOA had support which
infornal. Despite the consultations, we were worried survived the government change. Without that, the
that the Cabinet was still not adequately involved. A new Chief Minister would never have signed. Eleven
lasting process and structure for turning the months later, we negotiated the project, including the
recommendations from the Departments into official policy refonn program, without a hitch.
policy still needed to be created. There was much
more work to be done to institutionalize the decision- Three-Tier Arrangement
mialking process so that the politicians and bureaucrats
omuld collaborate with each other. The institutional arrangement the GOS agreed to

consists of three tiers. Each tier has a particular
Given that the Bank team often was the only function and makes recommendations to the next tier

constant in the picture, moving ahead was not easy. up in the chain:
T'he GOS itself experienced almost perpetual turmoil.
T here were new ministers all the time and, except for * Ad hoc interdepartmental working groups to look
1991 and early 1992, their involvement was sporadic. at the core functions of government. Comprised
Nevertheless. as early as mid-1991. key Cabinet of middle level civil servants, these groups
members were telling the Bank team that they needed develop and assess the technical feasibility of
a formal policymaking structure and process to link policy proposals and works towards harmonizing
the various government entities to each other and to departmental viewpoints. Their recommendations
the public -- a structure and process which would go to the Secretaries Committee.
survive the GOS's perennial political changes.

* Secretaries Committee. This includes concerned
In June 1991, I went on a mission to Karachi to Secretaries (the highest ranking civil servants and

agpraise the project. As I pondered the problems, I heads of the provincial administrative core and
thought about a three-tier institutional arrangement line departments) and is chaired by the Chief
which would bring bureaucrats from different levels Secretary. Its purpose is to examine the policy
and politicians together in the policymaking process. measures presented by the working groups and
The good working relationship which was now in assess their administrative and legal-regulatory
placi between the senior officials and the Bank gave feasibility and consistency with accepted public
me the courage to suggest my idea. The people we administrative standards. Its recommendations go
were rneeting with -- the Chief Secretary, the to the Cabinet Comnmittee.
Minister of Planning and Development and the Chief
Minister -- were very interested. * Cabinet Committee. This top-level tier is a

committee of concemed Ministers from the
We agreed to incorporate this three-tier Cabinet of the GOS and is chaired by the Chief

arrangement and the basic content of the policy Minister. Its purpose is to examine the policy
reform program into a memorandum of agreement measures for political feasibility.
(MOA) between the mission and the GOS.
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At the top, to provide overall coordination of the After severl months of work and debate, in 1991
SSDP, the group agreed to establish the Executive and 1992, the working group sent a policy reform
Planning and Action Coordination Organization package to the Secretaries' Committee to be reviewed
(EXPACO). This organizafion serves as the for legal, administrative and regulatory adequacy as
Secretariat to the Cabinet Committee. EXPACO's well as for the trade-offs that might have to be made.
work is carried out through the following The pacdage passed this test and was then sent to the
directorates. Cabinet Committee, which gave it final approval.

* Policy Action Coordination Unit (PACU) -- Using the Three-Tier Process: The SSDP
policy formulation and implementation. Credit

* Institutional Strengthening Coordination Unit Since then, the GOS has used the three-tier
(ISCU) - institutional strengthening. decisionmaking process to prepare detailed policy

action programs for the fist five years, flnalizcd with
* Project Planning Unit (PPU) - planming, the Bank in September 1992. An important part of

monitoring and supervision of major works. the negotiations was the agreement that future
financial support would depend on howv well the GOS

EXPACO is headed by a Director Genermal with implements the policy reform program.
civil service rank equivalent to a Secretary. EXPACO
reports to the Chief Secretary of GOS. There are four The SSDP project, $46.8 million, was approved
high level GOS staff people, with all other support by the Bank Board in December 1993 and signed
functions provided by a private contractor. The views with the Government of Paldstan on March 10, 1994,
of the public are being brought into the policynaicng four years after the first mission. The project was
process through the mechanism of advisorylsteerng declared effective in September 1994.
commnittees comprised of public and private NGO
representatives. To help Karachi and, to a lesser extent, six

interior cities, the credit will support:
How the Armgment Works

e inmediate actons on alleviating environmental
The GOS approach to formulating land degradation and traffic congestion;

mnanagement policy provides an illustration of how
the three-tier structure works. 0 GOS's newly created policy plmning arrangement

and institutional strengthening;
The land management reform package was

developed by an ad-hoc working group, comprised of * fiscal and administrative reforms in GOS;
experienced senior officials from several
administrative departments of GOS, land registration * engineering studies for infrastructure
offices of both GOS and municipal government and improvements.
the Board of Revenue.

Longer term loans and/or credits will be prepared
To provide input to the working group from many while the SSDP is being implemented, but these will

stakeholders, the GOS also established an Urban be approved only when GOS has demonstrated the
Land Advisory Council. To take into account the success of its reforms and the ability to sustain the
views of 'shiftees," the people who are often forced Bank's investments.
to relocate because of govermment cevelopment
policies, the Council included a spokesperson New Accountability: The Deficit
representing the highly organized squanters and
encroachers. The concerns of the shiftees were also More important than the credit was the shift from
voiced by the Bank, based on numerous consultations individual to group responsibility and the improved
with the shiftees over the years. accountability of the entire governmnt. The open

meetings of the committees and EXPACO
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dramatically undemined closed door dealings three groups added up largely to a closed system,
revolving around cliques, ethnic relations and impoverished of ideas and imagination, and not able
patronage. Once people make commitments in public, to manage long-term development. This TRIAD
it is risky and potentially embarrassing to renege -- concept has given us an important framework for the
because they will have the other stakeholders to Sindh Special Development Project.
contend with. The new transparency also led to a
clear, public picture of how the govemment was The gradually improving health and energy of the
operating - one which was not in the annual budget TRIAD is, I think, more important than the physical
reports. Contrary to these reports, the GOS was development plans the Sindhis have made. I am very
rumnning a deficit - as everyone unofficially knew. pleased that, in so many important areas, the three

legs of the TRIAD are collaborating regularly and
A critical event which showed how far the direcdy for the first time. At many levels, politicians

process had moved took place as early as 1991, when and bureaucrats comprising the GOS and the
I mentioned the deficit in a high level meeting. One representatives of ordinary citizens have diagnosed
official became furious. But the Secretary of Finance their problems, decided what issues they are going to
wanted the truth to come out. He said, 'I'd like to own and developed the solutions. And the
correct Mr. Boyle's numbers. The deficit is not participatory policymaking machinery is embedded
Rs3.5 billion. It is Rs4 billion." enough to be used for new purposes. It will be used,

for example, for problem solving in connection with
[n June 1993, the Cabinet presented the FY94 the proposed Karachi Urban Transport Project. GOS

budget to the Assembly. For the first time in five will work through EXPACO to help reach a much-
years, the Chief Minister, with the agreement of the needed public consensus on mass transit investments,
Cabinet, chose to present the real picture. develop a transit authority and lay the foundatioh of

a legal-regulatory system for the transport sector.
Costs and Tfime EXPACO will facilitate the work of the ministries,

agencies and consultative groups representing the
From 1990 to 1993, approximately 830 staff population as a whole and present policy

weeks (572 by the GOS and 258 by the Bank) went recommendations to the Secretaries Committee and
into preparing SSDP. By Bank standards, 258 staff the Cabinet Committee. This structure for involving
weeks is high. However, the institutional changes we the entire TRIAD is neither top-down nor bottom-up.
have supported require a long-term commitment and We came to view it as "middle-out."
the kind of staff time that we devoted. Much of the
time should be viewed as research and development, Navigating Bank Requirements
in the formn of action learning, on the ground.

The space for participation in the Sindh was made
On Reflection possible by the grants from the Japanese grant facility

and the British Overseas Development
As I think about our experience in the Sindh, I Administration. The Japanese grant paid for the

am pleased that we decided to work on institutional KWSB participant observer, the goal setting process,
strengthening before lending and that we have the organizationstudy, process consultation, extensive
retained leverage by linking future loans to the pace coaching of KWSB leadership, project costing and the
and quality of reforms. It would have been difficult restructuring of KWSB, including setting up decision-
to successfully carry out investments, I think, if we making procedures and steering committees. Other
hadn't supported the GOS in building sound capacity costs were covered by using language in the credit
to make policies and investment decisions. legal document which was amenable to interpretation.

It would be nice if we could draw upon Bank budget
The Triad for all of this work. It would simplify matters and

reduce preparation time. Another hurdle was the
I think the politicians, bureaucrats and citizens project cycle. The Bank's problem identification

could be seen as forming a TRIAD. Initially, in the process requires standard research, analysis and
Sindh, the characteristics and relationships of the quantitative d&na. The participatory tools we used in
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the Sindh, on the other hand, were catalysts for plans I believe the participatory process will givc thc debate
based on the self-discovery, common sense and not only an outlet but a policymaking function and
collective experience of the people themselves. ultimately a resolution.
Translating these plans into a traditional Bank
appraisal document was quite a task! The Future

A third hurdle lay in formulating a long-term Until now, we have given highest priority to the
policy and institutional reform program, in SSDP systemic problems within the government, since these
maybe two decades, and linking future lending problems were at the heart of the policy grid lock. As
operations of the Bank to progress made on the the SSDP progresses, the next step is to further
reform program. We did this by grouping the involve the public in the policymaking process. We
program into five-year sections, but this was not easy will explore ways of including beneficiaries and
because Bank processes don't work this way. adversely affected people themselves in the

deliberations, since the NGOs may not be truly
Intervention and Participation representative. I think we should encourage the GOS

to strengthen the advisory committees and, in time,
I can't claim that everything we did was introduce public hearings, although this is a

participatory. The Bank team's leverage lay in having sophisticated concept. The East Asian model of
the knowledge to be catalysts for 'jump starting' deliberative councils may be another mechanism of
change and in making suggestions based on our giving voice to civil society.
experience around the world. The three-tier structwe
and EXPACO are examples of ideas we proposed We are also considering how we can help the
(although they were adopted only after extensive GOS Provincial Assembly to be a more effective
discussion among the bureaucrats and politicians who force.
would have to change their behaviors to make the
new structure successful). Impact

Looking at the whole, some of the ad hoc A strong signal that the participatory approach is
working groups and advisory committees representing working lies in the fact that ownership of the SSDP
the civil society have functioned in a participatory project has survived eight successive national and
mnanner and others have not. But the Sindh is a very provincial govemnments, a military intervention and a
large social system in which capacity is unevenly mass resignation from the provincial assembly in
distributed, and gradual change seems to me to be a protest of the military. In March 1994, the
realistic expectation. As time passes. I think the more Government of Pakistan requested that the Sindh
participatory working groups and committees will project model be replicated in other provinces.
demonstrate their success and others will follow their Disbursements of the IDA credit have begun, and
example. Through EXPACO, GOS is already bids have been called for the two largest physical
building its capacity to prepare future projects components in the project.
collaboratively. Each time I visit the Sindh, I find
progress. The Karachi Urban Transport Project I just
mentioned is an example. There is much public
debate (and sometimes criticism) of this project, but Neil Boyle is the Task Manager.
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Introduction indigenous peoples that would have to be addressed.
A number of ICCs, or Indigenous Cultural

It was on the eve of the appraisal mission that I Communities - an acronym used in the Philippines in
realized we had a potential problem on our hands. reference to tribal peoples - currently inhabited a
We had been working with the Philippine good portion of the proposed park lands. It was clear
Govemment for a number of years to devise a policy that we would need their participation and support to
framework which would help preserve the few good implement the project. But somehow, we hadn't
stretches of forest that were left in the country. Out managed to achieve this. What had gone wrong?
of this was born the Philippines Integrated Protected
Areas System (IPAS) project. It envisioned a shift Expert Preparadon
towards a decentralized management system in order
to resolve the resource conflicts among various user When I delved into the matter, I discovered that
groups at the ground level. the NGOs that had been hired to help the Department

of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR)
But despite the original intent to give equal prepare the project were essentially technical in

attention in project design to biodiversity preservation orientation. They were primarily a collection of
and the needs of directly affected groups, the project scientists, academics and forestry specialists brought
had been prepared in an expert, top down manner, in for their expertise in biodiversity preservation.
with minimal local participation at the onset. A local There was no one on their team with any experience
expert had drafted the new protected areas legislation in working with indigenous peoples or using
which had subsequently been passed by Congress. participatory appmaches. While they were the right
Teams of NGO consultants had been hired by the type of NGOs to design the technical framework for
government to identify priority areas for inclusion in the program, they were the wrong type to undertake
the project. They were then charged with developing collaborative decisionmaking with local people. This
management plans for ten of these based on scientific reflected the fact that our thinking up until this point
criteria. These same NGOs were also given the had been more focused on getting the "systm' right
responsibility for holding public meetings in these and identifying what was worth protecting. While we
areas to disseminate information and obtain knew that people constituted the main threat to the
community feedback on the new legislation. effectiveness of such a system, their needs had not

been in the forefont during the designing of the
Up until this point, I had been focusing most of legislation.

my energy on the draft legislation, and hadn't paid
much attention to the participatory aspect of the Joint Consultative Appraisal
project. I assumed that since it was being done by
local NGOs, participation would take care of itself. We realized we would need to remedy the
As I was soon to lean, this was nort the case. situation by getting the local people involved. One of

our tasks during appraisl was to re-draft the
Warning Signals Implementation Guidelines which would spell out in

detail how the legislation was to be implemented and
By the time we arrived in Manila for the appraisal clarify any ambiguities. We decided to take this

mission, I had received many signals from the NGO opportunity to consult the people about the new
community that the public consultations had not been legislation. We wanted to identify any critical
done satisfactorily. Apparently, many stakeholders problems related to the IPAS design, and ask them if
who expected to be included in the earlier discussions they were willing to join the proposed park system.
had been left out. From what we were hearing, we To do this, we suggested that the mission be set up as
knew there were going to be potential issues with ajoint consultative appraisal between the government
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and the Bank. This was readily accepted by the understanding of the rights and responsibilities the
DENR. IPAS would bring.

Participatory NGO Consultation

PANUPI, a national legal services NGO, was The DENR officials took a lead role in explaining
contracted to identify the relevant stakeholder groups the objectives and benefits of the new legislation,
and organize the meeting agenda for the mission. whereas we (the Bank staff) mainly just listened,
This was a rather unique situation as PANLUPI was observed, and spoke only if there was a specific
brought into the process personally by the Secretary question directed to us. Then it was the people's turn
of the DENR who was a former human rights to tell us what they thought. In Mindoro, the
lawyer. In addition to being trusted by the Mangyan leaders along with representatives of
govemment, PANLIPI had a good reputation among Mangyan community organizations from across the
indigenous communities and had built a relationship island began almost immediately by pointing out
of trust by providing them with pro bonum legal serious flaws in the system which the expert design
services. Because of their good relationship with both team had overlooked. For exanple, the Mangyan
sides, PANLIPI was able to organize the necessary people had looked at the IPAS maps for Mindoro and
meetings between the Mission and the communities in discovered that a portion of the park bad been
each of the four areas which had been selected. They classified as a 'strict protected zone' where virtually
identified the stakeholder groups that would be met all human activity was to be banned. They
by the appraisal team based on their knowledge of the subsequently informed us that a number of Mangyans
grups in the area, and used their connections with lived within this zone and depended on hunting,
the local NGOs to arrange open reetings with the fishing and gathering of forest products for their
various indigenous groups. In my view, PANLIPI did livelihood. Not surprisingly, they found these
a pretty good job of staying neutral and ensuring that regulations to be unacceptable and incompatible with
all relevant stakeholder groups were brought into the the traditional lifestyle of their peop'.e. Like other
dialogue. And by this I mean both groups that ICCs, the Mangyans have close attachments to their
supported the project and those that strongly opposed ancestral lands and possess customary laws for
it. regulating the use and transfer of these lands and

their natural resources. They made it clear that the
Information Sharing recognition of these "ancestral domain rights' and the

actual demarcation of the boundaries of this domain
The four sites chosen for appraisal by the Joint were the preconditions for considering their

Mission, were selected because they presented the participation in the protected areas systemn.
greatest challenge for implementation of the IPAS
program and had the most complex human and In Palanan, we discovered that :ivelibood
sociological problems. The appraisal team spent concerns were the central issue for the residents. The
between 2 and 3 days in each of the four areas. We town was located in the middle of the proposed
met with local NGOs and indigenous communities as national park. Most of the men made their iiving
well as with the local authorities and church groups from illegal logging and some asked us quite matter-
that interacted with them. Some meetings were of-factly if we could cut a road through the virgin
chaired by PANLIPI, but most were hosted by the forest to facilitate their trading and give them some
local NGOs in the area. As far as the meetings went, contact with the outside world! This startling request
I don't think enough information was provided in helped us to understand an important reality: if we
advance to the participants, so a fair portion of the didn't change the project and place a greater
time was spent explaining to them what the project emphasis on livelihood issues, we would not have any
was all about. The proposed new system called for hope of sustaining it or getting the local people to
active local management and possible restrictions on stop relying on logging as a source of income.
resource use. Therefore, we wanted to ensure that Similar concerns were raised during consultations at
those who were going to be affected by the project the remaining two sites.
(or could affect its outcome) had a clear
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A Shift in our TWinking Another persistent complaint we had heard from
ICCs in Mindoro was that the process of delineation

These consultations clearly demonstrated the and recognition of their ancestral donmains was
weaknesses in the IPAS management plans designed incomplete. Understandably they were frustrated and
by the consultants. While we knew the plans were wanted to know why. Rcognizing this issue as a
stronger in their technical description than in their potential obstacle to ICC acceptance of the IPAS, we
social analysis, we hadn't realized how far removed followed their suggestion and requested DENR to
they were from human realities. Because of the show good faith by completing its stalled delineation
difficulties involved in demographically surveying work prior to project implementation. In addition, we
certain areas, basic information on how many people revised the Implementation Guidelines to give far
inhabited the region and which areas were most more emphasis to ancestral domain rights (including
densely populated was often lacidng. precedence over [PAS laws in the event of conflict).

We also earmarked project funds to continue the
Now I've heard it said many times before that delineation work in this and other areas.

consultation with local stakeholders is not the same as
participation. After all, we -- the team of outside Inserting Participatory Arrangement
experts -- still had ultimate control over the decisions
that were being made. However, talking to the In terms of project design, we got the message
people directly was certainly better than making those loud and clear that the existing project allocated too
decisions in isolation, from say Manila or little money toward livelihood purposes. From the
Washington D.C. We learned a great deal from these wide array of ideas, suggestions and requests that
consultations and the things people told us were put forth by communities during the different
dramatically influenced our way of thinking. Upon meetings, it was apparent that the only way to reflect
our return to Manila, there was no doubt in any of community desires in project design was not to
our minds (Bank and DENR staff included) that the specify potential livelihood projects in detail prior to
project would have to be re-designed to respond to implementation. Rather. we decided to more than
the expressed needs and priorities of those whose double the funds for such activities, develop some
lives were going to be directly impacted. We were general criteria, and design a community-based
now much more focused on "people's problems" and mechanism for identification and selection of such
realized that the project plans -- as they stood - were projects "on-the-fly".
not centered on people.

And that is exactly how we ended up proceeding,
For one thing, we realized that the protected areas by tossing out many of the other activities budgeted

legislation was inadequate to deal with the interests during preparation, while increasing the range of
and concerns of indigenous peoples as they had been permissible activities and enlarging the funds
conveyed to us. It was obvious that if we did not available from 20% to 50% of the total project
change the project to correspond with these ralities, budget. In short, we felt that the "social fund'
we would not win the cooperation of the ICCs and approach was the only practical way of responding to
their support groups. We therefore set about re- so mrany different needs and priorities. This was a
drafting the Implementation Guidelines based on what critical step in ensuring real participation by local
we had been told. Now, Implementation Guidelines people in the project because it gave them control
for any legislation can mondify its impact to a greater over financial resources and how they would be spent
or lesser extent, depending on how flexible the in their communities. By devolving resources to the
legislation was in the first place. The changes we local level and responding to the demands of the
made following the Consultative Appraisal Mission ICCs for ancestral domain rights, we were betting on
were designed to skew the implementation of the law taking much of the "heat' out of the opposition.
in favor of ICC rights to traditional means of Would inserting participatory arrangements at this
livelihood and occupancy, decentralized park late stage work? We decided to put it to the test.
management, and community managerial boards
which gave a strong voice to indigenous peoples.
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Follow Up Participants wcre thae divided into small groups to
review the maps and documents and discuss the items

Once we had translated the local input into a new which affected them. PANLIPI primarily played an
set of participatory arrangements, we suggested that observer role in these discussions, responding only to
the DENR organize a series of follow-up meetings questions of clarification regarding implementation of
with the same communities. We recomnended that the IPAS law. Through this interaction with each
NGOs be hired to conduct the follow-up. DENR other and with PANLIPI, local peoplc carefully
readily agreed. considered the implications of the legislation and

weighed their options with the understanding that they
Four NGOs were sent back to the four areas we were free to refuse membership in the parks system.

had visited. Of these, PANLIPI was sent to Mindoro In the process they learned what their rights and
- the island which had voiced the most opposition to responsibilities would be under the IPAS and what
the IPAS during the previous consultations. All four tasks they would undertake as members of the
NGOs returned with the revised Implementation community management boards. Once they
Guidelinies which had been very influenced by understood the overall framework and assessed their
indigenous peoples' input. They also took back the own means and capacity to participate, they
new terms ot the project which were also much collectively adopted resolutions concerning topics
improved from the standpoint of giving real control such as ancestral domain, livelihood, IPAS
to local people over decisions which would affect restrictions, iesource use, management boards and
thern. The objective of these follow-up meetings was tourism. In doing this, they were making promises in
to provide an opportnity for local stakeholders to the presence of other stakeholders about the actions
review the revised arrangements, provide feedback, they were or were not willing to undertake.
and propose any further modifications. They were
also intended to begin the process of self-selection of An Unexpected Outcome
representatives for the Protected Areas Management
Boards. The results of the follow-up meetings were that

three of the NGOs came back from the field reporting
Feedback Process strong community support for the revised project with

no significant problems or objections. After weighing
In Mindoro, for example, follow-up meetings the costs and benefits of the newly revised terms of

with the various stakeholder groups were held in a implementation, the affected groups concluded that
workshop format. PANLIPI placed great emphasis on participation in the IPAS was in their best interests.
the voice of the ICCs since they are the most affected They agreed to join the national parks system.
by the IPAS. However, the views of support groups
such as community workers, the Church, NGOs and But the events that transpired in the Mindoro
the Local Government Units (LGUs) were also given workshops were dramatically different. To begin
due consideration. In tne initial workshops, the with, participants rejected the basic premise of the
different stakeholder groups were mixed together. follow-up meetings. This had been expressed to them
However, it was observed that in these instances, the by PANLIPI as 'discussing arrangements for
NGOs and local authorities tended to dominate the community representation on the Protected Areas
sessions. Therefore, during subsequent meetings in Management Boards (PAMBs)". The participants
other areas, workshops for tribal people were kept argued that they could not talk about the terms of
exclusive to avoid the influence of other groups on their participation in the project when the legislation
their perceptions and feedback regarding the IPAS itself was not acceptable to them. By being adamant
legislation. In these cases, the DENR, LGU officials, on this point, they succeeded in shifting the focus of
the Church and NGOs were allowed in as the workshop from "representation' (which implied
'observers". voice) to "acceptability' of the IPAS program itself

(which implied an 'exit' option). This question, they
The workshops began with a presentation by felt, had not been adequately addressed during

PANLIPI on the terms, conditions and implications of previous consultations.
the IPAS law and revised implementation guidelines.
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The proceedings of the tribal workshops in project set a good precedent by discouraging future
Mindoro were dominated by objections and protests expert project preparation efforts and pointing out the
over the perceived primacy of environmental benefits of building local consensus and ownership in
concerns over the human needs of the Mangyan the early stages of project design. The lesson of
people as reflected by the IPAS legislation. The Mindoro also helped us create a better project by
overwhelming opinion of the ICCs as well as the forcing us to pay more attention to participation when
Church and NGO groups was that the revised terms putting implementation arrangements into place.
of the project did not go far enough in meeting the
demands of the Mangyan people for self- Community Management Boards
determination and ancestral domain. The ICCs felt
that their indigenous land-use systems were more For those areas which agreed to join the parks
appropriate than what the IPAS had to offer. system, the IPAS legislation sought to institutionalize

local participation by decentralizing the management
During the workshop, the ICCs also rejected of Protected Areas and giving greater control and

membership on the Management Board which they representation to local people. We built provisions for
felt would be controlled by the politicians and a multi-stakeholder PAMB in each region into the
bureaucrats. They viewed tribal representation on Implementation Guidelines. The next step was for
such a board as a "token' that may be manipulated as communities to select their representation on the
an instrument for justitying government programs. Management Board. During the follow-up
Therefore, the local groups refused PANLUPI's consultations, the NGOs contracted by DENR began
invitation on behalf of the government to choose to work with the communities to develop a process of
tribal representatives to the PAMBs because they self-selection of representatives to sit on the Board.
rejected the concept of the IPAS as a whole. Other Stakeholder groups were free to choose their Board
points of contention included, the permit syswem, representatives in any way they wished. The ICCs
provisions for mining resources in ancestral lands, learned about the different rights and responsibilities
and tourism projects which could convert tribai lands they were committing to in accepting Board
into a "Mindoro zoo"! The principal mc.ssage from membership. These tasks included approving
all of this was that the local people had been left out management and zoning plans, setting rules and
of the process and no changes we could make at this licensing resource use within the park, and collecting
stage would suffice. The opposition to the EPAS fees & fines. Perhaps, most importantly from the
legislation had solidified. The indigenous people had standpoint of the ICCs, representation on the PAMB
reached an overwhelming consensus: "we don't want meant that they would have a say in the type of
to be a national park!!" livelihood activities to be funded by the project.

Moreover, local NGOs would be hired to assist them
Setting a Precedent in preparing and implementing these projects.

This was the message that PANLIPI carried back In several cases, the ICCs expressed concern that
to Manila from the ICCs of Mindoro. It was an their power on the PAMBs would be diluted by
outright rejection which ultimately resulted in other, potentially more powerful, stakeholders. They
Mindoro being dropped from the protected areas park rightly predicted that pressure for representation from
system. In this instance, participation had meant a growing number of user groups in the area would
giving local stakeholders the option of saying "no" to expand membership on the Management Board from
a project because consensus and commnitment to it the initial limit of fifteen members. In view of this,
were lacking. The long political struggle between the DENR decided to establish an Executive Committee
Mangyans and the government over the scope of for each PAMB. This 3-member committee -
ancestral domain claims proved unresolvable within consisting of one representative from the DENR, ICC
the context of the IPAS legislation. And while I and NGO communities - would have the decision-
regretted the loss of Mindoro, I believed it was better maling authority for the Board. The new terms of
than having the government and the Bank invest this power-sharing arrangement were welcomed by
resources in a project doomed to failure. I also felt the ICCs.
that 'allowing' local communities to opt out of a
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Costs If I had to do it over again? I'd start at the point
where we ended up this time around, by introducing

The funds for all the preparation work, including participation as early as possible into the process.
the participatory components, cme from a Japanese One of the benefits participation brings is that it
Technical Assistance Grant. The joint appraisal allows everyone to see clearly what different
meetings were relatively inexpensive, costing stakeholders are and are not willing to commit
somewhere in the range of $5,000 to $10,000. The themselves to. The participatory stance that was taken
follow-up consultations, however, were more during follow-up with the communities allowed
extensive. They totalled around $30,000 to $40,000. indigenous groups to decide what was in their best
Each of the NGOs was given approximately one- interests. And I think this fact, combined with the
fourth of this amount. In terms of time costs, the participatory implementation arrangements that were
participatory interaction did not delay the project in added, will go a long way in ensuring that this
anyway. In fact, the follow-up sessions were intended project is one that the people living within the
to fill in some of the time between appraisal and protected parks system are willing to maintain and
effectiveness lest the expectations and enthusiasm support.
raised during appraisal diminish by the time project
implementation began. The change in our stance over the course of

preparation and appraisal was a gradual process of
On Reflection getting deeper and deeper into the project and

developing an understanding of the inextricable link
Tshe project went through many changes between between participation and project success. Once we

identification and approval. This evolution took time made a concerted effort to seek out the different
and certainly would have been much easier and faster stakeholders and bring them into the decision-making
if we had known at the beginning what we know process, the project began to change - for the better
now. We started out with an expert-designed, -- in innumerable ways. We may have been slow in
technical preparation which then shifted to an NGO- starting, but this only goes to prove that it's never too
driven consultative process during appraisal. From late to get it right!
this it evolved into a highly participatory pmject in
which one community walked away and the others
acquired resources thrcugh the livelihood fund and
representation on the managing board. Tom Wiens was the Task Manager.
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Introduction appreciated and sensed the needs of the farm
families, especially of the women. I found this

In 1982, I went on my first Bank mission to the attitude of respect and caring among the community
Philippines, where we'd been working with the workers almost everywhere I went.
National Irrigation Administration (NIA). I was
supervising the completion of several previous loans For centuries in the Philippines, farmers have
and finishing preparation of a new loan. I arrived at gotten together to build and maintain simple
a time when NIA was adjusting to some important communal irrigation schemes. Rosa's cormmunity was
changes. Created to help develop greater food self- no exception. The farmers already managed their own
sufficiency in the Philippines, NIA began by canals, using temporary dams made of logs and
investing mainly in large irrigation systems. But by stones to divert water from a stream nearby. Rosa
the beginning of the seventies, it began to place more and one of the village elders, Tio, took me to see one
emphasis on communal irrigation systems which of the dams. Tio was around seventy years old. He
would benefit remote poverty afflicted areas. could remember lonig ago chancing on the stream we

were looking at and dreaming of directing these
In learning about my new assignment, I kept waters to the rather arid lands cultivated by his

hearing about NIA's work with farmers. My father, together with the other villagers. Some years
counterparts at NIA told me that the agency had later, he had been able to obtain the support of his
consciously set out to collaborate with farners and to friends and relatives and built a diversion which gave
build on centuries of farmer-run .rrigation schemes. them a small amount of water.
To do this, NIA was fielding community organizers
to work hand-in-hand with the farmers to provide While still crude, the systemn had matured to
training and team support building. Their goals were mclude a main dam and canal and many small
to increase the ability of farmers to work together, ditches, constructed by the farmers of several
negotiate effectively with the government, operate conmnunities and serving around 400 hectares. During
and maintain the system, and manage it financially. the annual floods, the dam and many other works

would be washed away. Fvery year, the farmners
The tone at the agency was energetic and many would rebuild the damaged structures and repair the

people there spoke respectfully about the farmers' main canal, contributing as many as 10,000 person-
collaboration. Although NIA was a traditional days of voluntary labor. The work was organized
engineering agency, the engineers I met told me that informally.
the participatory experiments had persuaded them of
the value of working with the farmers. National IrTigation Adminisiration

Farmer Participation Over the course of many years, Tio and his co-
villagers also tried to get outside help to improve

Having arrived in Manila, I wanted to get out into their system. Finally, NIA responded. During the
the field and see what was working and what wasn't. seventies, drawing upon its 1974 charter which
On my first mission, I visited a community in the authorized it to delegate management to the farmers
north of Luzon. The community organizer there - and collect payments from them, NIA had been
I'll call her Rosa - had arrived in the community experimenting with participation in small, comnunal
about a month before. She had been getting to know irrigation pilot projects. NIA had obtained grant
the farmers, working with them in the fields, funding from the Ford Foundation to support the
participating in their social life and meeting with the development of processes for farmer participation.
local Irrigation Association (IA). I could see how she This flexible funding enabled NIA to undertake action
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research that could not be funded through the usual which covers cost issues and defines their respective
govemment budgets. roles in implementation and subsequent O&M.

During construction, the lAs contribute around 10%
Leanring Group of the costs in cash or in kind.

A multi-disciplinary Icarning group composed of When construction is campleted, the IA evaluates
NIA officials, some of the newly hired community the work and formally takes over the system,
organizers, and peoplc from social science, accepting full responsibility for the O&M and
mnanagement, and agricultural engineering institutions repayment of NIA's chargeable cost at no interest
provided advice to the NIA Assistant Administrator, (this excludes overhead, roads and such). To ensure
who managed the pilot projects. The Lt. ning group financial transparency, NIA and the lAs hold monthly
examined the implications of NIA's experience in reconciliation of costs chargeable to eacb IA. This
thcse pilot operations for deternining changes in encourages the IA to meet their financial obligations.
NIA's policics, procedures and training programs. Once an IA is well under way, the community

organizer visits only periodically and shifts attention
The group found that cost recovery was an to a new area.

important aspect of the participatory approach. As
they helped pay for the systems, the farmers Itiption Association
developed a financial stake in the projects. But, more
important. repayment helped motivate NIA personnel Rosa had already been talking wilth the farmers
to treat the farmers as clients and to be interested in about NIA's proposal. During these meetings, the
promoting strong lAs that would be capable of farmers had been able to deal with various
repayment. reservations they had. For example, their concerns

about accountability for village funds were allayed
By 1980, NIA had shifted away from its strictly when they developed clearly stated and

engineering approach to a socio-technical approach. understandable procedures including the organization
NIA involved irrigation staff who were to implement of monthly reconciliation meetings, the training and
the new approach to develop detailed processes for support NIA would give to the villager designated to
farmers participation. NIA undertook a large training handle finances, and the public display of financial
program. With assistance from experienced statements.
community organizers, social science and
management institutions, it trained newly-hired Rosa invited me to a general assembly where she
community organizers in farmer mobilization and hoped to obtain the farmers' agreement to proceed.
action research. It taught the engineers how to work The villagers agreed to NIA's proposition - that,
with the farmers and guide the irrigation associations with their participation, NIA would improve and
in operations and maintenance (O&M). And it trained expand the irrigation system and that the farmers
farmer leaders in meeting techniques, leadership and would set up a formal IA to handle O&M and, over
management. time, pay for the constuction. By assuming these

responsibilities, the IA would clearly demonstrate its
Community Organizers commitment to the project.

By the end of the eighties, NIA had almost ;A Over the next several months, Rosa helped the
community organizers. The organizers are carefully farmers develop their local group into a more fornal
chosen for their ability to relate with delicacy to the IA. Tlhey set up a three tiered strcture, with an
farmers and to speak the local language. Typically, elected president, a board and sector level groups.
they take around ten months to lay the groundwork The board, composed of the heads of the sector
for construction of new irrigation schemes. They groups, determined how the rebuilding and
work behind the scenes, encouraging the farmers to mantenance responsibilities would be divided among
formally organize their lAs and to take the lead. The the different sectors and how water would be rotated
lAs help to secure the rights-of-way, contribute to the during periods of scarcity.
design work and enter into an agreement with NIA
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While the board helped with communication and visited had "walked through" the NIA plan with the
coordination, each sector had its own structure, NIA engineers. The plan laid out a new water course
leadership style, and organization. Each was for the main canal and some of the smaller canals and
responsible for mobilizing and managing the needed provided for a new dam. During the walk through,
labor and materials. As it did for other lAs across the the farmers had requested some nodificationsbocause
Philippines, NIA provided training to the farmers so they knew certain landowners would resist giving
they could manage their organization and helped the rights-of-way unless they were paid a very high
IA register as a corporation with the National price. After several meetings to jointly discuss
Securities and Exchange Commission. This meant various issues, the farmers' suggestions were
that they could own property, make contracts, co1'ect incorporated into the plan and the layout was
fees and impose sanctions. presented to the IA general assembly for further

modification and approval. Thus, the NIA engineers
With Rosa's help, the sector comnmittees and the farmers leamed and innovated together.

developed by-laws (specifying the number of board
members, for instance) and divided the With Rosa's help, the IA had then secured the
responsibilities for such matters as water rights, water rights and obtained the rights of way. Given
monitoring of materials and costs and matching of that everyone stood to benefit from the new main
farners with the paid irrigation construction jobs. canal, all but one of the farmers along the route had
Rosa later told me that the IA had done a good job of agreed to give right-of-way without charge. The
stakeholdering all of the rules and decisions with the exception was a man who would lose a considerable
members and of making sure that both water number of fruit trees and the IA agreed to
distribution and maintenance were handled equitably. compensate him. Because the farmers had worked out

a clear plan and dealt thoroughly with all of the rights
Bank Support involved, the construction went smoothly and was

completed on time.
Until the early eighties. Bank support had mainly

focused on NIA's larger and mid-sized national Tumover Celebration
irrigation schemes. These had been built by NIA
engineers without farmer involvemnent. In 1981, a Six months after the irrigation system was
Bank team reviewed NIA's participatory work and completed, I was on another supervision mission and
endorsed the agency's intention to expand had the opportunity to visit the village again - on the
participation to all local, and some national, irrigation day the management was officially turned over to the
schemes. This led to the first Communal Irrigation IA. The officers of the IA signed documents
Development Project (CIDP) loan of $121.9 million. approving the construction costs (which, in turn,

would determine the annual amortization payments
CIDP I was the first foreign-assisted project to due) and assumed responsibility for the management

focus entirely on communal irrigation development of the system. The signing was followed by a party
and farmer participation. It became effective in late and speeches. Rosa congratulated the farmers and
1982, just after I had come on the scene. The loan said she was confident that the success of the IA and
was to cover 33,500 hectares, around two-thirds to be the new experience the farmers had gained in their
new irrigation and one-third to be rehabilitation of committees had prepared them for this moment.
existing communal systems. Around $3.5 million of
this was dedicated to institutional development By this time, the association had set up various
(farmer and staff training, community organizers and management positions, such as operations manager
supervisors, meetings and technical assistance). and gatekeeper, and had selected a watertender and

fee collector for each sector. The fees were to be
Participatory Decisionmaking paid in kilos of paddy per hectare: 130 kg of paddy

per hectare during the wet season and 95 kg/ha for
CIDP I was added to my supervision the dry season. For each sector, the watertender

responsibilities. On one of my missions, I heard that would deliver the bills to each farmer and, after the
the farmers' conmmittees in the village I had initially harvest, a fee collector would pick up the paddy from
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each farmer and provide him a receipt. The collector Expanding the System
would then sell the paddy and turn the revenues over
to the association. The Luzon village is just one example. I visited

many commnunities all over the Philippines. As NIA
I learncd that the farmers had already brought 250 expanded the participatory approach, it was finding

hectares of previously arid land under irrigation. In much greater satisfaction among the farmers with the
addition, they had increased their yields from an irrigation schemes, dramatic increases in the acreage
average of 2 tons to around 3.5 tons per hectare. This irrigated during the dry season, and increased
was a very poor community and, from the new conscientiousness among the lAs regarding pay-down
clothing worn by families at the meeting, I could see of the debt to NIA and maintenance of the canals.
that the peoplc had already benefited from the big Due to local funding constraints, design changes, and
boost in their crops. law and order difficulties, delays were the norm for

many, if not most, of NIA projects (and most of the
Shortly after the turnover event, I heard that the Bank's projects in the Philippines as well). In some

sector groups of the IA had elected new board cases, the IAs ran into difficulties with major repairs
members. New leaders had emerged during the work and NIA had to step back in. Nevertheless, in tne
with NIA and, as Rosa had hoped, many of them participatory projects, thanks to the involvement of
were elected, including two women whose the farmers in the planning, many problems were
contribution was widely recognized. Thus, the avoided. As a result, the delays were shorter and less
leadership during the O&M phase would be very frequent.
strong.

Field Offices
Fanner Maintenance

NIA's support for the farmers grew during the
Participatory projects are not completely smooth. course of the pilot projects and continued during full-

Four years after the Luzon villagers had assumed scale implementation. As an example, to stay close to
responsibility for their irrigation system, I visited the LAs, NIA established a widely dispersed network
Tio's community again. NIA had moved Rosa to of 67 provincial irrigation offices, which were
another community and, left to their own devices, the strengthened with Bank assistance. The goal of these
farmers had permitted the main canal to become offices was to help develop communal IAs. Among
overgrown. When I sat with the farmers, they were other things, they foster information-sharing between
pretty embarrassed. They said, "We were just going lAs. Through this visitation and peer training, the
to clean the canal; this is the only one we haven't got farmers learned a great deal from each other.
to. But our yields are as high as ever, and we have
been able to keep all the new land under cultivation." NIA provides bonuses to these offices and their

employees based on their cost effectiveness. This
Looking around the area. I could see that the encourages them to treat the farmers as valued

irrigation system, while not in perfect condition, was customers whose satisfaction is indispensable to NIA.
providing a steady supply of water. Farming was From my many visits to communal projects, I can
going well. The new prosperity had led someone to say that in general, NIA staff are very respectful of
construct a mill, and many people had mnade the farmers' wishes.
significant improvements in the size and quality of
their houses. I concluded that, while I might have CIDP II
preferred a higher standard, the farmers had
stabilized system maintenance to a norm they were In the late eighties, as we completed supervision
comfortable with - one that was doable and of CIDP I, we began preparing the second communal
sustainable. I also concluded that, thanks to NIA's loan. As we considered how the new loan might build
participatory process, this irrigation system now truly upon the old, which had ultimately resulted in the
belonged to the farmers. irrigation of around 50,000 hectares, we had much to

review.
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We wanted to be sure the Bank continued its areas, the more swucessful lAs had already developed
long-term, program approach to supporting NIA and their own solutions, investing in threshing floors,
that lessons learned from one operation could be built bulk procurement, storage facilities and marketing
into the next one. During our preparation mnissions, and providing credit to other groups of farmers.
NIA set up a series of meetings with selected lAs to
conduct comprehensive discussions of the experiences This stimulated the less successful lAs to do the
to date. A number of these meetings were in the same - and more. Some of the farmers thought they
northern Luzon region. Since the time I first visited needed to form cooperatives to get group credit, crop
there, the number of lAs had almost doubled. insurance and marketing services, and to build drying

floors. As one of the farmers put it, 'We have the
During the oourse of these meetings, we water. We have enough food for ourselves. We can

developed an understanding of two major sets of really improve our incomes now if we get the right
needs. The first set had to do with record keeping kind of assistance." They wanted better weed control
about the projects and their impact. The second had in their canals and paddy lands. They wanted to
to do with the opportunities created by the greater diversify their crops, particularly in tile dry season.
availability of water. They wanted to understand more about fertilizers and

pest management -- and to procure the needed seed,
Record Keeping fertilizers and agro chemicals.

The Bank team had been reviewing the lAs' Both NIA and the farmers said they were
books throughout the 80s and recognized the integrity comnitted to meeting these needs through
and thorughness demonstrated by virtually all of the participatory processes. For these purposes, NIA
lAs. Although they started off with very little devised a novel grass rnots approach. For all
kmowledge of modem accounting and bookkeeping, communal irrigation systems rehabilitated or
most of them could show their mnembership, what established under CIDP II, NIA collaborated with the
funds were coming in and how they were being IAs to prepare and implement Agricultural
spent. Development Plans. These plans cover most of the

needs raised by the farmers, including cropping
Nevertheless, as the communal systems expanded, patterns, equitable water distribution in the case of

both the lAs and NIA needed more systematic shortages, reforestation, soil and water conservation,
accounting and national reporting. They also needed nurseries and other support services. They also
to improve their tracking of water distribution, include farner training, extension visits,
cropping, rainfall, flow statistics, O&M, crop demonstration programs for crop production
performance and agricultural incomes. methodologies, and pest management and

iechanization, as well as cooperatives and other
In CIDP II, we agreed to support the further means for bringing greater credit and marketing

development of performance monitoring and training schemes to each IA.
at all levels. The training programs helped the
associations develop needed skills in decisionmaking, CIDP II was appraised and approved in 1990. It
resource mobilization, conflict resolution and became effective in January, 1991. The loan is for
performance monitoring. $46.2 million. While supporting the activities just

described, it covers new irrigation works on about
More Sophisticated Needs 10,000 hectares and the rehabilitation and

improvement of around 15,000 hectares. CIDP I was
The improved irrigation services at the communal deliberately kept small because of the somewhat tight

level and the greater availability of water have led to fical situation in the country. We expect the
a higher and more varied set of agricultural needs. irrigation schemes built under CIDP n to directy
During preparation of CIDP II, the Bank team help around 20,000 farm families. In addition, these
attended a series of meetings organized by NIA with families and the many other small irrigators in the
the farmers around the country. These meetings nearly 3,000 NIA-assisted communal schemes, will
dramatized the farners' needs and desires. In some
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benefit from the institutional strengthening and * In the dry season, the participatory systems
improved agricultural support services which CIDP expanded their irrigated area by 35%, while the
11 supports. non-participatory systems expanded by only 18%.

Supervision * Fanners' degree of satisfaction with the resulting
canals and structures differed between

Things are going fairly smoothly in spite of participatory and non-participatory projects, too.
financial difficulties which have. slowed the pace of In the non-participatory systems, farmers
implementation. Supervision missions around twice a abandoned 18% of the canals constructed with
year for CIDP II appear to be adequate, particularly NIA assistance and judged an additional 20% of
since we make a point each time of visiting the the new structures to be defective. In contrast, in
farning communities. the participatory systems, only 9% of the canals

were abandoned and 13% seen as defective.
By 1994, we could already see improvements.

The Bank receives quarterly progress reports from * One of the ways, farmers were required to
NIA, and the lAs have improved the pay down of contribute to the costs of construction was
their loan obligations as well. We also get a through 'equity' - labor, materials and land.
comprehensive report on the status of the communal They were required to contribute 10% of the
schemes. Our review indicates a substantial increase construction costs or P300 per hectare
in average family incomes. My friends in the lAs tell (whichever was less). The non-participatory
me that their improved records about water allocation systems fell short, raising only P54 per hectare
and cropping are helping to ensure a more equitable whe.-as NIA's participatory systems generated
distribution of water and to ease the resolution of :P357 per hectare on average, thereby exceeding
disputes. the minimum. This represents an immediate 60%

recovery of costs for the institutional development
To participate with NIA in the implementation of activities rdated to participation.

the Agricultural Development Plans, each [A has
formed an Agricultural Production Subcommittee. * In terms of organizational structure, irrigation
The subcommittees meet often, after obtaining associations developed through participatory
suggestions and complaints from the IA members, to approaches were found to be more 'rooted" in
arrange water scheduling, review accomplishmeats to their communities. Orgamizational leadership in
date, establish annual objectives for the next stage of participatory systems included more teMnats and
implementation, and provide input into the annual small farmers, whereas in non-participatory
work plans of the community organizers and systems the leaders tended to be wealthier. These
extension workers. differences indicated that in participatory LAs, the

socioeconomic status of the leadership was closer
Results to that of ordinary members than was the case for

non-participatory lAs. This may have contrbuted
Farmers' participation in irrigation seems to have to the more equitable water distribution noted

paid off. My visits around the country tell me that the below.
results of a study conducted in 1985 by the Institute
of Philippine Culture of the Ateneo de Manila * In terms of equitable water distnbution among
University continue to hold true: members during times of scarcity, the

participatory systems were more likely to (i)
* In participatory systems, production yields rotate water according to a schedule; (ii) allow

averaged more than 3 tons per hectare in both the each group in turn to make use of all available
wet and dry seasons, while in non-participatory water for an allotted period of time; and (iii)
systers, yields were a little more than 2.5 tons employ personnel to supervise water distribution
per hectare. to ensure equity.
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* Significant differences were also discovered instance, we encouraged them to adopt drainage
between participatory and non-participatory crossings using check gates and spillwayswhere
systems when it came to the financial practices of appropriate, instead of siphons and diversion
associations. Up to 50% of participatory systems weirs. Through many efforts such as these, we
employed practices such as conducting annual were able to reduce costs, and limit the need for
audits of their accounts, preparing financial higher levels of skill and supervision. Most
statements, using vouchers for expenditures and important, because these systems were simple,
monitoring payments on each member's card. the farmers could understand and manage them.
Less than one-fifth of non-participatory systems
are engaged in such practices. * Helping Resolve Problems. This was an

imnportant area for the Bank. For example, there
The Bank's Role was a private firn which was discharging effluent

into one of the irrigation systems. We asked the
The Bank has been lending to a relatively president of the firm if something could be done.

successful agency which was client-oriented and After a lot of resistance, he finally said, 'Well, I
supported participation. This was due, in part, to the do have an idea, but I don't think you will accept
support NIA received from the Ford Foundation and it." As a matter of fact, we thought his idea was
from other aid organizations. The Bank team, as well pretty clever and agreed to it. So he constructed
as NIA, benefitted from the experience and expertise a series of ponds, ran the effluent through them
of these organizations. Our contribution over time and relied on the natural anaerobic action to
could be described as follows. render them harmless. This worked satisfactorily.

When [ went back a few months later, the last
• Flexibility. It proved unrealistic to try to rigidly pond had fish and frogs and aquatic vegetation,

predict the time needed to develop the and a goat was drinking from it.
associations and ensure their ability to participate.
Also, targets that were too rigid tended to * Preserving NIA's autonomy. In another
undermine the farmers' authority over the instace, someone wanted to tur NIA into a
systems and, in turn, their commitment. In CIDP regular line agency receiving most of its revenues
II, the desired flexibility was achieved by from govermnent coffers. This step would have
committing to work programs only one year at a potentially destroyed the linkage between NIA's
time. Each year's work program took into services and its revenues, which helped keep NIA
account the performance of the preceding year. oriented towards meeting the farmers' needs. I

can't say the Bank team single-handedly
- Coordinating between NIA and other agencies. prevented this move, but I hope that our influence

Although other govemrnment agencies were helped.
charged with providing the necessary support
services, they seldom functioned in a coordinated On Reflection
manner. To a great extent, the Bank team
provided a liaison function. For example, NIA In hindsight, I am happy that my initial instinct
had trouble getting the budgetary agency to was to support and build upon what was already
release funds appropriated for NIA and the IAs working wherever possible. I had observed in the
had trouble getting credits in a timely manner past that when we introduced new approaches -

from the Land Bank. We were able to use the rather than buikl;z on indigenous capabilities - the
Bank's good offices to facilitate timely actio;a by process was tedious and the results were often sub-
these agencies. optimal or unsatisfactory.

* Applying appropriate technology. Sometimes I also felt that because our country counterparts
traditional engineering approaches lead to work sometimes lacked commitment or capacity, we tended
that is not the most appropriate to the situation. to seize the initiative and, with the borrower
So, in the oommunals, we supported NIA in inadequately involved, we sometimes made most of
using the simnplest techniques possible. For the decisions and provided most of the expertise. The
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result was that the people in the country were not rigidly scheduling the work for the entire loan period.
Ieaming very much and thus tended to have a lower This meant NIA could opcrate win synch" with the
commitment and to become more dependent on the dynamics of the lAs and other events in the county.
Bank. By giving the fanners control of their own I think the Philippines experiecce shows that such
systems and making them partners of NIA, the flexibility is valuable for the Bank.
Philippines approach appeared to me a valuable
approach to avoiding a lot of these problems. As for the future, the Philippines communal

irrigation program is at another crossroads. Busd on
For these reasons, we did our best to utilize the the strength of past participatory efforts, the existing

available human skills and physical resources and to lAs and irrigation systems continue to function faidy
see to it that, wherever possible, system design was well. But institutionalsupport for the existing systems
based primarily on NIA's approaches and standards, and devdopment of new systems is at a stadstll.
making changes only where essential. For example, Due to a new local government code, the authority
I've mentioned the simple drainage crossings, check for the communals had evolved from NIA to local
gates and spillways which were used. We also helped government units. This has taken place without full
NIA reduce the costs of headworks by eliminating appreciation for the need to adjust all of the aspects
unimportant aspects of the design. of the program - such as financial authority,

supervision, cost repayment procedur and other
Working in the Philippines over a long period of policies. People in both the Bank and the Philippines

time has made it possible to take a process approach are attempting to arrange for NIA to have a role in
to supporting NIA. We avoided the tendency to plan assisting the local govemments. I hope this will be
things to death. Implementation was used to modify possible.
and adjust plans based on new developments and
information. NIA and the lAs had as much flexibility
as possible to go at the pace most appropriate for
them. Wherever we could, we adopted a work plan Charles Gunasekara was the Task Manager.
approach, to be developed each year, rather than
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EDUCATION SECTOR CREDIT

Introduction Choosing a Methodology

Because of its rapid expansion, the quality of As a long time trainer, I knew a number of
secondary education in Yemen had been deteriorating techniques that we could draw upon to foster
steadily for many years. The Bank's 1992 Education participation during the workshop. So we decided that
Sector Report pointed this out clearly and in my opening statement, I would suggest that the
emphatically. When the Minister of Education arrived task of the participants is to develop a planned change
at the Bank to negotiate the Basic Education Project program to improve the quality of education at the
for his country, we discussed the next operation in secondary and post secondary levels. I would also say
his country. We agreed that it should focus on the that the role of the Bank staff would be to faciLitate
development of human resources to meet the the work of the participants using some techniques
emerging needs of the economy and should target with which we were familiar. But the agenda of work
secondary and post-secondary non-degree education. and the substance of work would belong entiely to
We also agreed quality of secondary education is the the participants. We planned my final opening remark
crucial issue, and sbould be addressed in the next as an offer for the participants to accept the proposal
project. Finally, we agreed on adopting a just made, or to reject it and create their own task
participatory approach at this stage and that two assignent.
working groups, each chaired by a Deputy Minister,
would deal with secondary education (SE) Identfying the Stakeholders
conmmunity colleges (CC).

We were able to identify the "stakeholdersm in the
Defining the Approach education system with ease. We decided that what we

needed were people working on education in both the
While in Washington conducting our pre-mission private and public sectors, since the former is an

planning, we proposed through correspondence the important element of post secondary education in the
idea of convening a National Workshop of country. Unfortunately, we could not identify any
professional educators and other parties to address the NGOs, women's groups or parents associations that
quality issue. The members of [he working groups might be able to contribute significantly to this work
and the Minister of Education accepted our proposal, on secondary education and beyond. There are, of
and planning of the workshop began. In further course, NGOs and women's groups in Yemen, but
discussions, the Bank team offered to facilitate the none that dealt with secondary, or post secondary
workshop in a participatory manner. education.

Our first decision was that Bank members - staff We sent a set of objectives, a plan of action and
as well as consultants - would act as facilitators a set of criteria for the composition of the workshop
rather hnn experts. Our objective was to put the as a proposal to the Yemenis. Our objecdves were
planning of the project - including objectives, firstly to identify priority areas of change and the
strategies, components, costs, and plans -- frmly in barriers to change, and then to provide inputs to the
the hands of the Yemenis. We became clear among TORs of te working grups developing the planned
ourselves that two things would be vital for improved change reform program. We proposed that the
educational quality in the country. First, the whole workshop include 30 people, one third of whom
system had to be addressed, not just a part of it as we should be women, with a wide distribution of
had in past education projects. Second, those in the professionals in the education system There would
system had to do the learning about what was wrong be two days of working sessions.
at present and how, in a Yemeni way, improvements
could be made. I had been worldng in Yemen for about five years
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and considerable trust had been developed among all the workshop, each ending in a plenary session where
of us involved in this effort. I was pretty sure that the the small groups would make reports. The stages
Ycmeni would be favorably disposed to our would be:
suggestions. Thcy wrote back agreeing to the
program, setting the workshop date to coincide with * define the quality problem;
our next mission to Yemen (a project identification
mission) in July 1992. The Ministry of Education * determine what to do about it;
would convene the workshop, chaired by the Deputy
Minister of Education. * identify the barriers and decide how to overcome

them; and,
The First Workshop

* develop the methodology for measuring and
When we arrived in Sana'a in July 1992,we held ensuring that quality would be produced by the

discussions with the working groups which had been actions taken.
set up by the Minister. Working group members for
secondary education, consisting of high MOE We gave each participant three blank cards at the
officials, had concluded that Ycmen needed more start of each stage. The first job of each individual
classrooms, equipment and textbooks to avoid was noting three major problems or issues he or she
overcrowding, and really nothing else to inprove the believed crucial on the cards. Next individuals would
quality of secondary education. They did not see the explain what they wrote on the cards to the group.
need to hold a workshop or to identify other priority Then the group prepared a consensus report for
areas of change and had accordingly not sent out any presentation at the plenary session. We Bank
invitations or made the logistical arrangements we facilitators would work with the group making s$ure
had been expecting. all got an opportunity to contribute and to help

develop a consensus.
We didn't challenge the conclusion of the working

group but instead engaged the members in a Prioritization by Bid Allocation
discussion of just how they believed more investment
in improved facilities alone would increase the quality During the plenary reporting sessions, we
of education. In this long meeting it became obvious recorded all points made on large flip-charts so
to the members of secondary education working everyone could see them during the next stage. We
group that they really could not answer the quality then had the participants prioritize their conclusions
question or develop a comprehensive strategy without by using a bidding system. Each participant had to
involving professionals, researchers, administrators allocate a total of 100 points to the various problems
and teachers in the dialogue. The invitations were or issues developed by the group as a whole.
then sent, arrangements made and we started work.

The workshop unleashed a tremendous amount of
The CC Group, consisting of private sector energy and creativity. We were very pleased and a

representatives from the Sana'a Chambers of bit surprised by the way the participating women
Commerce and MOE officials desired a broader mnade themselves heard and served as a real force for
dialogue with the emnployers. We agreed that the ideas and consensus. And the participants liked it
mission would conduct seminars for the private sector from the start. At the first break several told us that
and then explore the modality and scope of they had come expecting yet another Bank run
cooperation with industry. session where they'd be lectured to; instead they were

actually doing the work themselves to their suiprise
Small Groups/Plenary Sessions and delight. Another surprise was that the original

notion that all that was needed was more schools and
There were three of us from the Bank and about textbooks had vanished. Indeed after the bidding,

40 participants, although we had only expected 30. another objective turned out to be the first priority by
We decided to set up three working groups of about a large measure, i.e., teacher performance.
13 participants each. There would be four stages to
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Workshop Results community involvement. What came out of these
workshops was a decision to include a School Based

This workshop produced the diagnosis of the Subproject component of the project where local
quality problem in the Yemeni education system. It schools could get funding for their own proposals to
also set objectives that would consdtute a Bank sector produce higher quality in education. As a practical
operation, i.e., a planned change program to improve matter, relatively small amounts of money could
significantly the quality of secondary education in empower up to 100 local schools to innovate and
Yemen. There were seven key areas for secondary become an integral part of the national program to
education: teacher performance, physical facilities, improve the quality of education.
curriculum development, evaluation, school
management, learning resources, female access to To be frank, we from the Bank really liked this
education, and community colleges. Community part of the project the best. It confirmed what we had
College workshops would also be held in two cities come to believe: the closer you get to the people, the
outside the capitol, with broad private sector more practical and useful are the actions that can be
participation, to identify the needs for middle level taken. While this component was small we could see
personnel in the emerging modern sector of the it as the opening wedge to bring local people in
economy. communities into the process of school development

and management.
The Second Workshop

Detailed Planning
We believed that quality education would show up

-- or not show up - in the local schools themselves Following the second round of workshops, which
rather than in the kinds of central programs that had included the Community College as well as
government would run. We therefore asked the Headmasters workshops, the detailed work of
Minister to invite school headmasters to attend a preparation began. Here the experts began to take on
workshop in Sana'a. In certain respects, the a larger role in developing strategies, timetables,
headmasters were really the voiceless members of tne specifications, detailed action plans and resource
education system. At the bottom of the rung, they needs. Indeed, we had something unusual as we went
were expected to do what the mnanistry directed. But into negotiations for the project. We already had
some of us had the intuition that what the local three volumes of detailed, well-done implementation
headmasters had to say might indeed be the most plans that flowed from and were fully consistent with
important contribution to the change program. Indeed what the large number of participants - almost 200
headmasters were underrepresented in the national all told - themselves invented. We expect that the
workshop and little focus was given to what the local implemnentation specifics will come as no surprise to
schools themselves might contribute. the stakeholders, who will be ready to act swiftly and

surely once the credit becomes effective.
All told, 40 headmasters joined us at the regional

workshops along with some people from the Ministry Goverment Changes
and the working groups. The participants fust
reviewed and discussed the output of the national Lest anyone thinks all this went perfectly. let me
workshop, i.e., the Planned Change Program, and share a real scare we had. When the preparation was
discussed how the local schools could participate. well advanced, with subproject development, cost
They then broke into small groups to prepare detailed estimates and resource allocations nearly complete,
proposals. the govermment changed. We went on the pre-

appraisal mission just after new government took
School Based Subprojects over, with a new education miinister. Of course, we

feared that the new minister might want to start from
Again the workshop unleashed an immense scratch. However, we called a one day meeting with

amount of creative energy. The headmasters (three his new education officials and others in the system
were headmistresses) had a great deal to say about to go over the project. After that one day session, the
what could be done well locally and with local Minister said let's go ahead as planned. One
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important, positive lesson from this experience is that possibilities in the country. After all, the local people
when a project is prepared in a participatory manner did it, not outsiders. Indeed they've decided to make
by a large network or stakeholders in the country, its organizational and stmctural changes in the Ministry
chances of surviving a personnel change at the top itself, and in our judgment these are sound changes.
are greatly enhanced. It will be interesting to see bow these changes are

accepted by the affected staff and how fast and well
Costs they are introduced. I believe that real institutional

strengthening will occur in the Ministry and at the
We started this project with the identification local school level because the affected stakeholders

mission. Sixteen months later (about standard cycle decided what they wanted to change and how.
time for an education project in our region) we began
negotiations. The total preparation cost involved a On Reflection
Japanese preparation grant of close to one miillion US
dollars. Bank staff input was about 99 staff weeks, From time to time, my colleagues and I have
well under the normal 130 - 150 staff weeks in our asked ourselves whether we would have done
Division. However, we had done a great deal of anything differently if we were to do this same
detailed implementation planning by this time, which project again in Yemen. Our answer is "no. not
is unusual, and which will most certainly facilitate a really." We would have liked to have more local
more rapid and easy implementation of the project. cormnunity involvement than we had, but to get that

we would have needed more leaders within the
Results system with an understanding and practice of

participation. Such leaders did not exist at the start of
There are of course no concrete results yet. But this project, but they do now, and we will work with

if the Wappenhans Report is right about the need for them in future projects.
country ownership and commitment, it is present in
this project. Also, the educational content is
appropriate. And finally, the local strategy and
priorities fit well with the local culture and realistic Yogendra Saran is the Task Manager.
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CHAPTER III: PIACTICE POINTERS
PARTICIPATORY PLANNING AND DEcIsIoNMAAING

Introduction

In Chapter II we shared the experiences of a few selected TMs who have carried
out the Bank's work in the participatory stance. In Chapter I we shared our
understanding of participatory development In this Chapter, we provide answers to
questions TMs have about using participatory planning and decisionmaking processes
in Bank-supported activities. We draw largely upon Chapter II experiences to help
readers identify how their colleagues have used participatory processes in their work.

A. GETrING SrARED

This section is about the first important step in starting participation: getting
government support. In most of the Sourcebook examples this was not a problem. In
others, TMs used various means of persuasion from initiating pilots and field visits,
to sustained dialogue and orientation workshops, to building alliances with those who
support participatory approaches. Sometimes TMs faced outright opposition. In these
cases, some held firm to Bank policies supporting participation, others proceeded
without participation. This section begins by answering the question: When do you
start panidpation? It then proceeds to the quesdon: How do you start participation?

When to Start

Start participation as soon as possible, remembering that it is never too early nor
too late to start, as indicated by the following examnples:

Starting at In order to rebuild an education sector destroyed by war and disturbances during
Identification the 1980s, the government in Chad developed an Education-Training-Employment

strategy for the next decade. Chadians from many backgrounds and sectors and most
major donors participated in creating the strategy. In 1991, the Government decided
to implement this strategy with the Bank's help. The Minister of Education requested
that in the preparation of the new education project, involve the local stakeholders, and
respond to their needs and concerns from the very beginning. (See the CHAD
EDUCATION example.)

Stating in In the LAO PDR H[EALTH example, the designers and sponsors shifted from the
the Middle of external expert stance to the participatory stance mid-way through preparation.

Preparation Although this was not the first Bank project in the country, discussions with the Vice
Minister of Health revealed that he and his colleagues expected the Bank to implement
the project. The TM inirnmediately shifted out of the external expert stance and into the
participatory stance. He did this so that the appropriate stakeholders in Laos (who
would have to implement the project) would help create, learn about and take
ownership of the project well before implementation began.
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Starting During In the BRA MUNCIPALIrmEs example, a Bank loan to a financial intermediary
Inplementation was on the verge of being canceled. The problem was clear -- the component that was

to provide water and sanitation to slum communities was not disbursing. The new 'TM
assigned to this project had previous experience working with poor farmers in the
irrigation sector. He believed that the only way to save the loan was to take a
participatory stance, involving the slum dwellers in the design and managerrAnt of
water systems. Working with like-ninded allies in the Bank and Brazil, the TM helped
develop a new approach. It enabled engineers, social organizers and slum d"ellers to
collaborate in designing effective, affordable water and sanitation services for some
of the worst slums in the world. Three years into implementation, the Bank loan was
resuscitated through initiating participatory planning and decisionmaking in subproject
design.

Never Too Early; These examples clearly indicate that it's never too early nor too late to start
Never Too Late participation. They also help us recognize that participation often begins in a non-

participatory manner. A sponsor (for Bank activities, the central govermment is usually
the sponsor) decides to pay attention to a particular geographic area within a country
or to a particular development concern. So in a sense, whenever participation begins
it is always a bit late and always preceded by prior opinions, attitudes and judgements
of its sponsors.

Getting Goverment Support

Governents' stand on stakeholder participation is critical. Without govermment
support, there is little the Bank- ran do to iniuiate, broaden and sustain participation.
This does not imply that Bank TMs remain passive. It does mean, however, that Bank
TMs must obtain govermment consent to work in the participatory manner. In the
following paragraphs, we hare some of the experiences that TlMs have encountered
in getting government support for the participatory stance.

When the Govermment is Supportive

In most of the Sourcebook examples, using the participatory stance instead of the
traditional external expert stance was not a problemn for Govenment. Either TMs
proposed the idea to a receptive govemment or vice-versa. In the CHAD EDUCATION
example, the Minister of Education specifically asked that the project be prepared in
a participatory manner. The problem for the joint Country-Bank design team then
became finding a participatory methodology. None had planned a project in a
participatory manner and had to learn how.

Dealing with Skeptics

Sometimes, government counterparts working on an activity with the Bank TM
are skeptical about participation and need convincing.

Encouraging In the BENN HEALTH example, the TM asked his government counterparts to
Field Visits keep an open mind until they met with the villagers. Participating in face-to-face

interactions served to convince the government officials that involving the local people
in project preparation made good sense.

During the preparation of the INDIA FORESIRY example, officials from the
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Andhra Pradesh Forestry Department went on a field visit to review West Bengal's
experience with participatory Forest Protection Committees. The Head of the Forestry
Department helped ensure that the team included skeptics as well as supporters of
participatory approaches. All returned from the trip convinced of the value of
participatory approaches to forestry. Not only had they seen local people earning
income while conserving and helping regenerate the forest, but their West Bengal
Forestry peers told them that the participatory approach made their work professionally
rewarding and personally more satisfying. Whereas the West Bengal foresters once had
an antagonistic relationship with the local people, they now work cooperatively with
them, and are welcomed and valued for their services. Upon returning home, the team
shared what they had seen with their colleagues, thereby helping to sway other skeptics
in Andhra Pradesh.

During the identification of the PAKISTAN PRIVAT1ZAI1oN OF GROUNDWATER
DEvELoPMENT project, the TM organized a field trip to the Domninican Republic and
Mexico for irrigation officials from the central and provincial govermment in Pakistan.
The trip focused on one theme: the transfer of the management of irrigation systems
to Water User Associations. The report of the group concluded: "In the Dominican
Republic and Mexico, the process of transfer has been rather quick, and tangible
results have surfaced even earlier than expected. The major reasons appear to be the
will of the government, the highly committed efforts of the organizations assigned the
job of transfer, the mental receptivity of the farmers, and other sociological factors.
The successful programs of transferring the responsibility of irrigation management to
the farmers' organizations in these two countries, along with the accruing benefits, are
a source of encouragement for Pakistan to embark upon a similar prgeram."

Educating and In the MOROCCO WOMEN-IN-DEVELOPMENr example, officials wanted to restrict
Persuading the dialogue to govermnent circles instead of involving NGOs and rural women. They

believed participation would neither work nor add much to what they already knew.
T,he TM decided to avoid a hard-sell for participatory processes. She visited all the
concerned ministries personally and asked them to attend an informal gathering to
discuss the issues. At the gathering, she laid out the pros and cons in a balanced
manner for government to decide upon. At their request, she held a follow-up
workshop to explain the specifics of the proposed participatory technique. Once the
officials recognized that the decision was theirs to make, they decided to give
participation a try, provided Moroccans did the work instead of foreign consultants.

Building Although TMs initiated participation in many of our examples, none of them did
Aliances it alone. Allies within the country were always needed. In the EGYPT RESOURCE

MANAGEMNT example, a government official took personal responsibility for cutting
through the red-tape involved in making the project preparation grant effective. In the
BRAZIL MUNICIPALIrIES example, disbursement rates were so poor three years into
implementation that the loan was slated for cancellation. Implementation began in
earnest only when the TM and staff from the Bank's central Water & Sanitation
Division collaboratively built a strong, personal relationship with the national Project
Manager and his team in Brasilia. Together they sought out other Brazilian allies in
the state water companies, consulting firms and NGOs. All shared the common goal
of providing sustainable services to slum communities. One lesson that can be drawn
from the way alliances were built is that governments and societies are not monolithic.
There is almost always someone in the country - sometimes many - who supports
participation because it produces sustainable results.
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Piloting Piloting can be used to demnonstrate the effectiveness of participaloly planning in
situations wherc uncertainties exist and borrowers are accustomed to external expert
means of project preparation. Pilots can bc useful in convincing government skceptics
that involving stakeholders in project planning is beneficial, that risks are nmnageable,
and that potential exists for delivering a positive development impact.

The TM in the ALBANIA RURAL POVERTY ALLEVIAnON project decided to
collaborate with rural farmers to test what would work in providing credit and
rehabilitating infrastructure in their communities. However, some of their govemrnent
counterparts believed that involving the local people in designing the project was a
waste of time because villagers "knew nothing" about complex issues such as credit
delivery mechanisms. Nevertheless, the TM managed to build an alliance with a few
fike-minded govemnment officials and obtain funding from UNDP and a French NGO
to carry out a 'pre-pilot" in order to experimren with ideas formulated in collaboration
with local people. The Bank team, along with Albanian private consultants, worked
with the villagers to design the prr-pilot, set criteria and create implementation
arrangements. The resulting social fund mechanism, which incorporated village credit
committees and community-generated proposals for infrastructure funding, proved
effective in reaching communities and building local capacity for participatory
decisionmaking. As a result, more and more officials in the government started to take
notice. They became so interested in both the pre-pilot and its use of participatory
approaches, that they considered the pre-pilot as "appraisal" and pushed for approval
of a larger Bank pilot project. The ensuing Bank-financed project was designed based
on lessons learned from the participatory pilot.

Dealing with Opposition

Holding Finn In the MExIco HYDROELFCRC example, negotiations between the Government
and the Bank broke off -- at least in part - over the Government's unwillingness to
prepare resettlement plans that met the requirements of Bank policy. Technical studies
had not been completed and there had been an insufficient level of local participation
in preparing the resettlement plans. The Govermment withdrew the loan request and
sought money elsewhere. However, the Govermnent returned to tht. Bank seven
months later to reinitiate the request and develop resettlement plans that were in
keeping with the Bank's resettlement requirements, including participatory planning.

Waiting for the There may not always be a "happy ending." Govermment may adamantly oppose
Right Moment the use of participatory processes. In that case, the choice is either to withdraw or

proceed in the external expert stance, and wait for the right moment. In the BRAZIL
MuNIcIPALrrES example, participatory planning was initiated in the third year ef
implementation, reminding us that it's never too late to begin.

B. IDENTIFYING STAKEHOLDERS

Once the govermment and the Bank jointly agree to work in a participatory stance,
they can begin the process of identifying the appropriate stakeholders. Typically, Bank
TMs have collaborated with govermment to identify relevant stakeholders by asking
questions and seeking answers from both in-count-y and Bank sources. Often, the
objective itself has defined the relevant actors. Sometimes, first-hand observation was
used to identify appropriate stakeholders. In other cases, disseminating information
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about the proposed activity enabled interested stakeholders to show up by themselves.

Who is a Stakeholder?

In the context of Bank-supported activities, stakeholders are those affected by the
outcome -- negatively or positively - or those who can affect the outcome of a
proposed intervention. The examples in this Sourcebook reveal that determining the
relevant stakeholders for any given concem depends on the situation and type of
activity to be supported. TMs generally take the pragmatic position that the
development concern being addressed identifies the stakeholders. Once a participatory
stance is taken, then getting the right stakeholders becomes essential to producing good
results. However, not all parties can automatically be assumed to be relevant, and for
every development concern being addressed there is a broad spectrum of stakeholders
ranging from directly affected parties to individuals or institutions with indirect
interests.

Govenmnent For the Bank, Government is always a key stakeholder. In every case, central
government officials were the obvious and first stakeholders that Bank TMs worked
with. This is because the Government is a Bank shareholder, the primary decision-
maker and implementor of policies and projects, and the one who repays the Bank loan
or credit. Usually more than one central government institution has a stake in a Bank
activity. A core ministry is always involved -- Finance, Planning, the Central Bank or
a similar Ministry, and depending upon the activity, officials from other core and line
ministries may have a stake in the activity as well. Officials from other levels of
government including state or provincial authorities and local or municipal level
officials virtually always have a stake. Indeed, the Bank and the Government must
enter into a close partnership where shared development objectives keep the
partnership together. In general, TMs in the Chapter II examples experienced little
difficulty in identifying the relevant government stakeholders in the preparation of
Bank-supported operations.

Directly Those directly affected by a proposed intervention are clearly arnong the key
Affected Groups stakeholders. They are the ones who stand to benefit or lose from Bank-supported

operations, or who warrant redress from any negative effects of such operations. The
poor and marginalized are often among this group. It is these directly affected
stakeholders, Task Managers tell us, who are the most difficult to identify and involve
in participatory efforts.

Indirectly Many ir.Jividuals or institutions may be indirectly involved or affected because of
Affected Groups their technical expertise or public and private interest in Bank-supported policies or

programs. Or they may be linked in some way to those who are directly affected.

Such stakeholders may include NGOs, various intermediary or representative
organizations, private sector businesses, and technical and professional bodies.
Identifying and enlisting the right intennediary groups has proven to be tricky at times
for TMs and in some situations turned out to be a process of trial and error.

In the PHILPNES INTEGRATED AREAS example, a group of NGO consultants
were hired to design a technical framework for biodiversity preservation as well as
attend to the public participation component of the program. While this group of
scientists, academics, and forestry specialists were ideally suited to address technical
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issues, they had no experience with or linkages to direcdy affected groups. At
appraisal, the TM discovered that the real concerns of the people had been missed. To
remedy this, a national legal services NGO, PANLIPI, was brought in to identify key
local stakeholders and facilitate meetings between them and the Govermment-Bank
appraisal team. PANLIPI was respected by the head of the key government agency
involved who was a former human rights lawyer. PANLIPI had provided pro bono
legal services to indigenous communities so they were known and trusted by the
indigenous groups. PANLIPI also had links to other local NGOs, which were able to
arrange meetings with local conmmunities.

Ideltifying Stakeholders

Trusting Your Much still needs to be learned about the ways in which to identify and involve
Judgement stakeholders. There are no hard or fast rules which tell us whom to involve and how.

What we do know is that stakeholder involvement is very context-specific, and what
works in one situation may not be appropriate in another. Therefore, trusting and using
one's judgement may be the best advice TMs can give each other at this point in time.

In both the LAO PDR HEALTH and YEMEN EDUCATION examples, the in-country
stakeholders in participatory events were limited to govermment employees, including
lower level staff stationed away from headquarters. The TMs believed that involving
field level staff - who are among the 'voiceless" within the bureaucracy - was the
furthest down they could go at the time. While there is often a preference for including
direcdy affected stakeholders in participatory events, this may not always be
Iappropriate or possible. If design is proceeding from the participatory stance, then it
is probably wisest to trust the judgment of those closest to the action - from the
Bank's perspective, the TM. After all, many of the participatory activities in the
Sourcebook are first-time events for all conerned, and some caution in not going too
far or too fast may have been prudent.

Asidng A good way to identify appropriate stakeholders is to start by asking questions.
Questions TMs have shared with us the types of questions they ask themselves and then others.

These questions are not an exhaustive list, but rather a preliminary road map to guide
TMs.

* Who might be affected (positively or negatively) by the development concern
to be addressed?

* Who are the "voiceless" for whom special efforts may have to be made?

* Who are the representatives of those who are likely to be affected?

* Who is responsible for what is intended?

* Who is likely to mobilize for or against what is intended?

* Who can make what is intended more effective through their participation,
or less effective by their non-participation or outright opposition?

* Who can contribute financial and technical resources?
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* Whose behavior has to change for the effort to succeed?

Observing There is no substitute for first-hand observation, even though this is, in practice,
Stakeholders rare. In the BRAZIL MUNICIPALITES example, Bank and government sponsors were

convinced that the only way to provide water and sewerage facilities to slum dwellers
was to involve them in subproject design and implementation. Once in the participatory
stance, the next question for the spqnsors to address was how to identify the
appropriate slum dwellers to involve? To answer this question, the first action taken
by the design team was to learn about the slum dwellers: how they were organized and
how they operated. To do this, the designers had to be present in the community when
the people themselves were present -- often on weekends and late at night. This hdped
them understand that the slum dwellers were associated with religious, sports and other
kinds of clubs. However, they discovered that it was the women's clubs that were key.
In a favela, more often than not, a woman is the actual head of the household. She is
the permanent feature. The men tend to come and go. In a real sense, women were
the local community and were the appropriate stakeholders for involvement in
subproject design and implementation.

Seeking Help IN-couNTRY RESOURCES: Many of the Bank's borrowers have national institutes
or centers with information on the demography, cultural practices and socio-economic
situation of the countries' stakeholder groups. Local social scientists, academics,
NGOs, govermment officials, and Resident Mission staff can also provide help in
identifying appropriate stakeholders.

In the EGYPr RESOURCE MANAGEMENT example, the designers created a small
libray as basic reference material about the Matruh Governorate and the Bedouins
who live in it. A consulting team provided social scientists and other skilled people to
work with the project design team to identify the local stakeholders and their
relationships to one another and the government. Local authorities assisted the TM in
identifying Bedouin representatives to serve on a joint task force. In the MOROCCO
WOMEN IN DEvELoMNENT example, local consultants from the university drew up
lists of potential stakeholdes from the NGO and academic communities to invite to an
initial planning workshop.

BANK RESOURCES: Social Assessment and other kinds of social science data can
help TMs get answers to the questions noted above. For example, in several recent
GEF projects, stakeholder profiles have been prepared to help determine who should
be involved in biodiversity conservation projects and how. A document showing how
stakeholder profiles can be prepared is available from the Environment Department's
Social Policy and Resettlement Division (ENVSP).

The Bank's Regional Technical Departments and ENVSP include social scientists
who can help design social assessments, or help identify consultants to do so. Such
consultants generally possess specific regional, country and ethnic group knowledge.

The Bank's libraries also contain a wealth of information that may be helpful in
identifying different staikeholder groups, determining their relationship to one another
and understanding the social, cultural and institutional factors (for example: gender,
ethnicity, income level, social organization and power relations) that affect the ability
of stakeholders to participate. For example, one of the best sources of information on
indigenous peoples is The Encyclopedia of World Cultures (Levnson, 1993) which is
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available in the Bank's library.

SOURCEBOOK RESDURCES: The best way to learn about participation is to
experience it directly. The second best way is vicariously, by seeing what others have
donc in the name of participation and then seeking their guidance. We encourage you
to get in touch with TMs, and others who work with them, who have shared their
experiences in Chapter II and find out how they identified appropriate stakeholders for
their operations.

Disseminating The design team undertaking the SlI LANKA NATIONAL ENVRONMET ACnON
Information PLAN convened an open public meeting as is standard under environnental procedures.

They developed a list of relevant stakeholders by seeking help from in-country and
Bank resources, but also advertised the meeting in the local newspapers. By making
sure that information about the proposed activity was widely disseminated, the design
team enabled the interested stakeholders to show up by themselves.

C. INVOLVING STAKEHOLDERS

Once stakeholders have been identified, the next step is to enlist their
participation. After this, sponsors and designers have sought to work with affected
stakeholders through a variety of approaches. But 'special" measures are needed to
ensure that groups which are normally excluded from the decisionnialdng process have
a voice. To achieve this, designers and sponsors have pre-organized the 'voiceless",
mandated their representation, held exclusive participatory sessions with them,
employed leveling techniques, and used surrogates. But what happens when there is
opposition? This section concludes with such examples.

Building Trust

To mary of the identified stakeholders, an outsider bringing offers of
.participatory development' may seem suspect. Prior experience with public agencies,
public servants and donor projects has, in many places, created negative impressions
which need to be rectified. In the Chapter 11 examples, improving communication,
engaging stakeholders in repeated interactions, and working through intermediaries
who have on-going relationships of trust with poor and vulnerable groups, helped gai
the participation of affected stakeholders.

Sharing In the BENIN HEALTH example, trust was built by sharing information about
Information what was intended. The Bank TM and a number of (then still skeptical) central

govermment officials held a series of "town meetings' with groups of skeptical
villagers. During these meetings, the villagers came to leam about the how's and
why's of the possible project while having the opportunity to express their expectations
from government for primary health care. In so doing, wariness about outsiders faded
as the villagers became convinced that they would not be giving up more than they
might get in retum. Once trust was established, village members were invited to form
their own village comiittees and participate in project planning.

Interacting Through intensive and repeated interaction between design teams and Bedouins
Repeatedly during project preparation in the EGYPT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT example,

Bedouins realized that the outsiders were not attempting, as in the past, to use them.
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As both sides developed a feel and understanding for one another through iterative
planning sessions, the suspicion between them began to dissipate, and the basis for
trust, respect and cooperation was established.

In the BRAZIL MUNICIPALITIES example, slum dwellers had learned from
experience that the water companies were not interested in dealing with slums. They,
in turn, did not pay their water bills and constructed illegal water connections. The
sponsors of this project realized that building trust between the water companies and
slum dwellers was going to take time and effort. The design teams spent weekends and
nights in the slums learning about the community. The local people saw that the
designers were making an effort and that they admired the local people's initiative and
creativity in taking charge of their lives. In the process the designers helped the
community learn about and understand the water company: how it operated, what it
could and could not do, and the basic hydraulics of water and sewerage. Joining the
local stakeholders and learning together with them what was possible, what they really
wanted, and how much they were willing to change their behavior to get it, helped
create mutual trust and cooperation between the designers and the slum dwellers.

Workling Through In some instances, distrust is so great that intermediaries may be required to
Intennediaries bridge the gap. This was true in the PHIIJmNES NEGRATED AREAS example where

a national NGO, which was respected by govermnent, indigenous peoples and local
NGOs alike, was able to use its unique position to bring the different parties together.
In one instance, PANLlPI used its influence to persuade two rival NGO groups to co-
sponsor a public meeting. They also convinced a church mission group not to boycott
the meeting but instead attend and participate. All these small steps led to the
beginnings of a dialogue on the terms and conditions for future collaboration between
the designers and local stakeholders.

Involving Directly Affected Stakeholder

There is still a great deal to be learned about how to work with directly affected
stakeholders in Bank-supported operations once they have been identified and enlisted.
The lessons of the Chapter II examples point to several approaches for enabling
intended beneficiaries - as well as those who are likely to be adversely affected -- to
participate in planning and decisionmaking.

Working with In the BRAZIL MUNICIPALITIES example, it became apparent that the only way
the Community to save the Bank loan from cancellation was by the direct involvement of slum

dwellers in the design of the subprojects. Consequently, several approaches were used
to work with them. The most cormmonly used approaches were two different types of
community negotiations. One started with the water company deciding the engineering
design first, and then negotiating it with the entire community along with issues of
billing, operational responsibilities, and user contributions. The second started with
community involvement from which the design emerged. Perhaps the word
"negotiation" misses the essence of what really went on. It wasn't just the designers
negotiating with the community, but more importantly, the community worldng
together to take care of individual and communal needs and making commitments
about what thev were and were not willing to do.

Worling with In the BENIN HEALTH example, town meetings with the entire community were
Representatives followed by local communities being invited to form their own village health
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comrnittees to represent them at future planning events. The rules of the game set for
selecting committee members specified that there should be at least one mother,
someone good at handling money, another good at getting things done, and a person
wise in the ways of village life. This ensured that the important functions that had to
be undertaken at the village level to address health care needs were represented on the
committee. Members of the village health committees collaboratively designed the
project along with government officials and other stakeholders during three planning
workshops. Through their representatives, each community was able to have input into
the project.

Woridng with Another approach to involving directly affected stakeholders is through
Surrogates intermediaries or surrogates. Surrogates may be any group or individual who has

close links to the affected population and is capable of representing their views and
interests during participatory planning. In the NIGERIA WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE
example, female extension agents served as surrogates for farm women at a national
planning workshop on women in agriculture. The objective of the workshop was to
create three-year action plans for improving extension services for women. The
transportation and time constraints involved in travelling to the capital, combined with
the fact that rural women needed the permission of their husbands in order to attend,
made the direct involvement of women farmers difficult. The credibility of these
female extension agents to speak on behalf of farm women was based on their daily
interaction with them and the fact that these agents were from the same areas and
many were farmers themselves. But the CHAD EDUCATION experience warns us to
exercise caution in selecting surrogates to speak for the directly affected. In this case,
the TM was surprised to find that NGOs invited to a planning session on behalf of the
poor represented their own interests instead.

Seelding Feedback

In cases where stakeholders participate through their representatives or surrogates,
TMs often follow the nle of thumb that one should trust those who speak for the
ultimate clients, but verify directly from time to time with those whose opinion really
counts. The Chapter 1 examples offer a number of approaches for follow-up and
feedback. Apart from serving the cross-checking function, these approaches also
facilitate broader ownership and commitment among those affected by the proposed
intervention.

Making In the EGYsP RESOURCE MANAGEMENT example, a local Task Force which
On-Site VEsiis included Bedouin representation prepared the Bank project report. During preparation

missions, the Bank team -- which could not attend all PRA sessions - interacted
directly with communities to ensure that their interests were being accurately
represented in the project document. These exchanges occurred in both a formal and
informal way. Formal sessions were arranged and facilitated by Bedouin
representatives on the task force. Members of the task force reported to the community
on the progress of project preparation. Open discussion followed in which local people
expressed their opinions and asked questions. Their feedback, duly noted by the Bank
team, was later incorporated in the final project document. In addition to these formal
meetings, the mission members went unannouaced into random villages (usually prior
to the scheduled meetings). They introduced themselves and asked farmers if they had
heard about the project and what they thought of it. This informal feedback was
compared with what the mission was hearing at the more formal meetings and at the
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Task Force sessions. It served as a way of verifying consistency and checking for
biases. The Bank team always included a female member who was paired with a
female Bedouin veterinarian to carry out the same formal and informal interactions
with the Bedouin women.

Stakeholder Review Another way TMs obtained feedback was by providing the opportunity for
of Documents stakeholders to review and revise draft documents prepared by the design team.

EGYPr, MOROCCO and PHILIPPINES INTEGRAED AREAS (see Chapter 1) are all
examples in which directly affected stakeholders provided infonration, ideas, solutions
and recommendations which were later incorporated into reports and project documents
by the designers. In each instance, a follow-up was done during which the wider
membership of the directly affected groups were able to review what was being said
and proposed, and make changes if necessary. TMs found this follov-up to be crucial
in fostering broader ownership and commitment beyond just those who were present
at the participatory design events.

Involving the Voiceless

Some groups -- especially the very poor, women, indigenous people, or others
who may not be fully mobilized - may not have the organizational or financial
wherewithal to participate effectively. These are often the exact stakeholders whose
it.terests are critical to the implementation success and sustair-ability of Bank-supported
programs. Special efforts need to be made to level the disequilibrium of power,
prestige, wealth and knowledge when stronger and more established stakeholders are
meant to collaborate with weaker, less organized groups. These include:

Building In the INDL4 FORESMY example, the sponsors and designers helped local people
Capacity form and strengthen their own organizations. During the lengthy organizing process -

- as much as nine months in West Bengal - the local people learned how to work
together to take care of their individual and communal needs. Once organized and
having clarified their own interests, their willingness and capacity to use the new
power and skill of speaking with one, unified voice increased significantly.

In West Bengal, capacity was built by supporting a process through which forest
dwellers could come up with their own decisionmaking structures. Rather than taking
a rigid position about the right design for the local forestry protection committee,
sufficient flexibility was allowed so that local forest dwellers could come up with their
own processes for planning and negotiating.

Mandating In the BENIN HEALTH example, the sponsors and designers foresaw the possibility
Representation of women being left out. So they made the participation of at least one mother on each

village health committee a "rule of the game.' In the CHAD EDUCATION example, no
special measures were taken in advance to mobilize and invite women. The result?
None showed up at the national participatory planning workshop and by then it was
too late in the process to do anything about it.

Organizing In designing the TOGO URBAN DEVELOPMENT project, initial studies revealed that
Separate Events women had almost exclusive responsibility at the household level for the sanitary

environment, for providing water, managing waste and for family health. Yet, during
the pre-appraisal mission, the first two meetings included no women. So the Bank team
suggested holding a separate meeting where the women could articulate their priorities
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and concerns. Their main concerns, which differed from those of the men, were men's
unemployment, the need for standpipes and latrines in markets, providing central play
space for children, access to drinking water, access to finance and credit, and training
in management, hygiene, health and literacy. The women's agenda was fully
incorporated in the final project design which included employment generation through
labor intensive public works, and a training programn in environmental management
geared to the needs of a largely illiterate and mostly female population.

Similarly, in the PHELIPPIES INTEGRATED AREAS example, PANLIPI, the NGO
hired to conduct follow-up workshops with local stakeholder groups discovered that
the sessions were being dominated by local authorities and NGOs at the expense of
indigenous communities. In order to let the voice of tribal people be heard, PANLIPI
decided to hold exclusive workshops for the tribal groups and admit other parties as
"observers' only.

Levelling Power differentials among stakeholders can be diminished through the use of
Techniques participatory techniques. Skilled design and facilitation of participatory processes can

promote level interactions. Small working groups, governed by facilitator-monitored
'behavioral rules" that ensure that all participants speak and receive respect for their
contributions, is one way of doing it. Levelling is facilitated when people listen or
observe quietly what others say without criticism or opposition. In the EGYTM
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT example, outsiders watched respectfully as the Bedouins
drew maps on the ground. Quiet observation encouraged the "voiceless" to express
themselves through non-verbal representations. Similarly, role reversal, with the
Bedouins leading outsiders on transect walks, instead of the other way around, helped
level the playing field. Role playing exercises, as used in the COLOMBIA ENERGY
example, helped sensitize powerful stakeholders to the lives others lead, and are
another means of levelling.

Using The NIGERiA WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE example demonstrates the use of
Surrogates extension agents as surrogates for women farmers at a national planning workshop.

The TM wanted to ensure that farm women had a voice in the formulation of policies
and programs targeted at them. However, not only did it prove logistically infeasible
to bring them to the capital, but power differentials also had to be considered. It was
thought that in making presentations to the Minister and other senior governmet
officials, women farmers might feel intimidated and overwhelmed, and they might not
be able to articulate their needs effectively. Bringing in female extension workers
provided a reasonable substitute. While they were very familiar with the situation of
women farmers, they also had experience working with male bureaucrats and local
government officials. It was therefore easier for them to speak to more powerful
stakeholders and participate more equally in preparing action plans on behalf of farm
women.

In the MEXICO HYDROELECTRIC example, community meetings in Zimapan
between the national power company, CFE, and the communities included mostly
women because their husbands were migrant laborers, working in the United States or
other parts of Mexico for the agricultural harvests. This gave the women an
opportunity to participate in the resettlement negotiations and express their needs which
included credit to start up sewing shops, bakeries and other types of microenterprise
activities. However, as the men began to return and reassert themselves in the
meetings, women's participation began to drop off. However, their voice in the
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process was maintained by female social workers who continued to visit their homes
and transmit the women's requests for schooling, health and other services.

Involving the Opposition

There are no examples in Chapter 1I where the designers encountered sustained
"oppositionf" when the participatory process started early and began with the
consideration of a broad development concern. This was so even when it was clear that
harmony did not exist among the stakeholders before the project began. But sometimes
collaboration among different stakeholders mnay not be possible. In these cases, either
resources should not be committed to the proposed activity, or a group of stakeholders
may have to be left out, generally by rnodifying the concen being addressed.

Stakeholder conflict is often produced by the external expert stance. When
external-experts formulate a complete, fully developed proposal and present it to the
people it affects, there is immense room for misunderstanding on the part of those who
were not involved in preparing the proposal. In the INDA HEALTH AND WELFARE

SECTOR STUDY, NGOs invited to a forum with Govermment unanimously rejected a
pre-set agenda and action plan. They perceived the plan as a fair accompli and their
participation in the workshop as a token gesture of collaboration. Instead, they wanted
to start from scratch and come up with their own workshop agenda and action plan.
The sponsors agreed to this request, and both NGOs and govermment broke up into
small, mixed groups to devise a new action plan. This plan was adopted during a
plenary session and was incorporated into the final report.

Starting Early In most instances, fully developed proposals are really 'take-it-or-leave-it'
and Broadly propositions, no matter how much ex-post lip service is paid to collaborative decision-

making. After sponsors and designers spend millions of dollars and many years
preparing a complete plan, they are not likely to be open to significant changes. For
those who perceive a loss for themselves in the proposal, outright opposition may
appear to be the only possible stance. And the greater the loss, the stronger the
opposition is likely to be. As we know from sometimnes bitter experience, once
opposition mobilizes, it is difficult - if not impossible -- to resolve the matter. The
PrHLnPINEs ITEGRATED AREAS example well illustrates the mobilization of
opposition which could not be overcome in one of the intended project areas.
However, in the other three areas, initial opposition gave way when participatory
implementation arrangements were used to give local stakeholders decisionmaking
power in a formerly top-down project.

When all stakeholders collaborate in designing their collective future, it increases
the chances of former differences being resolved and a new consensus emerging
around issues everyone can agree upon. This is probably so because people who have
to live and work together can often find ways to agree if given the chance.
Unfortunately, people do not often get the chance to work together to determine their
collective future. Development projects prepared in the external expert stance do not
provide that chance. The participatory process, however, facilitates working together.
So participation can be a 'conflict avoidance' process, to the degree that it helps
stakeholders with different interests explore and potentially find common interests.

Fnding In the INDIA FORESTRY example, the foresters were shooting at the local people
Commnon Ground who were starting to shoot back before the participatory planning began. By fowcsing
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on common interess - how to protect the forests while ensuring economic survival
for local people -- the West Bengal project eventually resulted in sustainable
collaborative action. Through nine months of repeated dialogue and negotiations
between the foresters and the local people, the forest dwellers agreed to take care of
the shoots thrown up by Sal stumps so that they would become saleable poles. When
the poles were harvested, the forest dwellers got the culls, plus 25% of the revenues
from the sale of good poles. The sal stump growth subsequently became the n
agent of reforestation, making the foresters proudly show-off 'their' forests.

Despite the success stories, there will be instances where consensus is unattainable
and there is no basis for future action, especially in situations where there has been a
long history of conflict and divisiveness among parties is entrenched. In such cases,
the result is no action, which is probably better than action that will fall apart in
implementation for want of consensus. While this strategy may not always lead to a
Bank loan, it will, we believe, lead to making those loans that have a reasonably high
probability of producing what they promise, i.e., being implementable and sustainable.
This point applies equally to the govenmment and the Bank.

Dealing with Alternatively, when there is strong opposition to a project from one set of
Deadlock stakeholders, a TM may, in certain circumstances, proceed by leaving out that set of

opposition stakeholders and working with the others. There are many potential dangers
in employing this approach, but it does happen from time to time, and it has worked.
In the PmLHIIn INTEGRATED AREAS example, the decision to drop the entire
island of Mindoro from the proposed national parks system was taken once it was clear
that the local residents were unwiling to support such an initiative. Nevertheless, the
project as a whole proceeded. The TM felt that this outcome - however unexpected
- was ultimately in the best interests of both the Goverunent and the Bank. The lack
of commitment from the people of Mindoro would have made implementation difficult
and sustainability improbable. In this case, the participatory process saved the sponsors
from committing scarce resources to a project component which would have performed
poorly.

D. PARTICIPATORY PLANNNG AND DECsIONMAKING

Once appropriate stakeholders have been identified and measures taken to ensure
their involvement, the next question is how do stakeholders engage in participatory
planning and dcisionmaking? This section documents approaches that sponsors and
designers have used to collaborate with other stakeholders in this process. Participatory
planning and decisiomnaking should start by creating a mood for learning rather than
plunging directly into problem solving. The leaming phase then sets the stage for
strategic and tactical planning. The strategic planning stage in turn generates broad
directions and priorities, which are operationalized into detailed implementationactions
during tactical planning.

What Do Participatory Techniques Achieve?

The essential steps of project planning and replanning - setting objectives,
creating strategies and formlating tctics -- can be carried out in both the extemal
expert and participatory stances. The essential difference between the two is that, in
the expert stance, undertaking these steps is the primary responsibility of the sponsors
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and designers; in the participatory stance, these steps are undertan collaborativdy
with relevant stakeholders.

Participatory techniques (or methods or approaches) generate constructive
collaboration among stakeholders who may not be used to working together; who often
come from different backgrounds; and who may have different values and interests.
This section documents approaches that designers and sponsors use to collaboratively
undertake participatory planning and decisionmaking with appropriate stakeholders. To
learn more about individual techniques, please tum to Annex 1.

Creating a Learning Mood

In designir , a participatory event, it is reasonable to assume that participants will
arrive prepared to take action based upon what they already know. Or to take no
action because they believe that there is no hope for change. Participatory planning and
decisionmaking should start by changing this mood. While techniques described may
initially seem overly simple to Bank staff, TMs who have used them report that they
have found them extremely useful.

Interrupting the The MOZAMBIQUE COUNTRY IMPEMENTAnION REVIEW example used a 'white
Normal Mood card" exereise to enable participants to get acquainted with each other and break the

normal mood of extreme formalism in work relationships. Each participant was given
four blank cards and asked to write one important implementation problem on each
card. The cards were shuffled and displayed on the floor. The participants picked up
any four cards, except their own, and began a discussion with ancther participant they
did not know. As a result the participants had to "engage a stranger* to get something
done, an unusual way for a business meeting to take place in that country. Interaction
among people who did not normally interact with one another broke the ice and
resulted in establishing openness and informality for the participatory workshop.

In the EGY1Pr RESOURCE MANAGEMFNT example, it was necessary to interrupt
the distrustful, no-action-possible mood of the Bedouins toward outsiders. The
designers achieved this through repeated sessions between themselves and Bedouin
clients, where the clients did most of the talking and suggesting. A typical
participatory session started with the Bedouins drawing maps on the ground with sticks
and stones, while the outsiders respectfully watched the process. The outsiders noted
what was drawn first, what was drawn disproportionately large, etc. Maps usually led
to transect walks, where the Bedouins who had drawn the map led the outsiders in an
exploration of spatial differences in the area. The reversal of roles put Bedouins in a
leadership position where their knowledge was valued and sought after.

Creating In the COLOMBIA ENERGY example, one-third of the time in the stakeholder
Common Purpose workshop was devoted to creating a learning mood. While the social and power

differentials among the participating stakeholders were not significant in this example,
the potential for conflict among the competing interests in the energy sector was great.
So the facilitator designed this phase to bring forth consensus among different
stakeholders. He asked participants to envision and design an ideal future for the
energy sector without thinking about constraints or setting any timeliness for achieving
this vision. Some participants expressed their visions orally while others chose to
portray theirs visually, through drawings. Participants were requested by the facilitator
to appreciate everyone's contribution, without criticism or opposition. It was during
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this stage that people began to realize that they weren't so far apart in their thinking
after all, and that nearly everyone wanted the same things for the energy sector in the
long run. This unity of vision succeeded in creating a new - albeit temporary -
community of people with shared understandings and goals. Motivated by the sense
of a common mission, the group was temporarily able to form an effective planning
community.

Opening Up New Sometimes closed-circle brainstorming sessions can be preceded and enhanced by
Possibilities exposing individuals or groups to practices of groups else.where. The opportunity for

the Andhra Pradesh Forestry Department officials in the INDiA FORESrRy example
to visit and see for themselves how forestry projects were being organized in West
Bengal, opened up a range of possibilities that were nit seriously considered earlier.
Bank staff and their colleagues possess a great deal of cross-cultural knowledge about
what people in other countries or regions are doing to address similar concerns.
Sharing this cross-national experience can open up possibilities for future action. The
emphasis in the learning phase should be to expose stakeholders to a menu of options
instead of limiting the horizon to any single way of doing things.

What Does the Learning Mood Produce?

When participatory techniques shift the normal mood and facilitate new, common
learning they succeed in:

= sharing information freely and broadly;

= drawing upon the inherent possibilities of collaboration among stakeholders;

= bringing forth consensus (or making it dear that none exists); and,

* setting the stage for action-planning and collaboration that may be able to resolve
former conflicts that previously paralyzed common action.

Strategic Planning

In this stage, decisions are made in pragmatic terms about the directions and
priorities for action needed to change the current situation and reach the envisioned
future. Effective strategic planning sessions are not free-for-alls or "gab feasts.' The
use of participatory techniques during strategic planning serves to facilitate the
formulation of group consensus in prioritizing objectives and inventing action
possibilities for the future.

Prioritizing In the BENIN HEALTH example, stakeholders made a list of all the problems they
could think of related to the state of the health care system. Listing everyone's
concerns produced such a lengthy list that problems had to be clustered under broader
headings such as buildings and facilities, medicine, staffing and skills, etc. The
categorization of problems helped develop a common view of health problems among
such disparate stakeholders as village representatives and central ministry staff.
Categorization also helped the different stakeholders see more clearly who owned a
parti. tlar problem and who would have to change individual and institutional behavior
to fix it.
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In the YEMEN EDUCATION example, about 45 participants were each given three
cards and asked to write down what they felt were the three biggest problems with the
quality of education. During the plenary session all these problems were noted on large
flip charts. The facilitator helped narrow down the list of problems through a "bid
allocation" scheme in which each participant had 100 points with which to bid. The
participants were free to allocate the 100 points as they chose to a single problem or
any number of the problems which had been written on the flip-charts around the
room. The problems that received the most points became the priorities for strategic
and tactical planning.

Inventing Action The ZOPP technique used in the CHAD EDUCATION and INDIA FORESTRY
Pbssibilities examples illustrates a strategic planning approach that first creates a pmblem-tree and

then creates a mirror-image objective tree. The very process of creadng these
diagrams, if well facilitated, can also promote information sharing and learning. (To
leam more about the ZOPP technique, please read Annex 1.)

In the COLOMBIA ENERGY example, the second phase of the AIC technique is
called the 'influence" stage. Here small work groups follow a stylized, "looking-
backward' technique to create strategies that would move the country toward an ideal
situation. In this exercise, participants work back from their ideal future vision to the
current realities of today, listing the key events that have to occur both in terms of
personal and institutional changes along the way. These key events, in effect, represent
priorities for change. In this way, it becomes clear to all participants what needs to
change in order to reach future goals. The facilitator invites each person to share their
important key events with others members and record them on a circle on a flip chart.
Others are invited to discuss and debate the importance of these events. What happens
is that the key events tend to build upon one another and concentrate on a particular
segment on the circle rather than get randomly dispersed. This then becomes the basis
of the grup's strategic plan. (To learn more about the AIC technique, please read
Annex 1.)

Tactical Planning

Tactics are the detailed implementaticn and operational steps that permit action in
the short and medium term. These steps have to be modified and adjusted during
implementation based on information and new developments. Deviations from tactical
plans will always and inevitably occur. When these occur, some degree of replanning
will be required. This is the time to regather the stakeholders and replan tactics based
on what was leamed by all during implementation.

Budgets, staffmg and recruitment plans, organizational design, blueprints and other
specifications for physical construction, social marketing programs, accounting system
design, capacity building mechanisms, benchmarks for success and so forth fall under
tactical planning. These are the specific arrangements that produce action on the
ground during the implementation phase. Tactical planning, our Chapter II examples
indicate, is largely the domain of experts. While experts should be given time and
space to design plans, it should be made certain that all stakeholders review and
approve tactical plans.
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Using Often, the govemment officials who participate as stakeholders in participatory
Government planning take on the job of tactical planning. The BENiN HEALTH examplc indicatcs

Expertise that a group of govcrnment officials (health cxperts) did the detailed tactical planning
and report-writing. Following this, (he full body of stakeholders -- including villagc
representatives -- reconvened to review and endorse (or modify) the plans.

Using Local In the EGYPT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT example, the sponsors engaged a social
Expertise development-oriented consulting firm to help design the project. The firm was familiar

with the way the Bank operates and knowledgeable about participatory planning. They
worked with the joint governmcnt-Bedouin project design team to devise the tactics for
implementation. Interestingly, and quite appropriately, t' e specific tactics for
environmentally-sound natural resource management were crcated by committees of
people from each local Bedouin community. Not only was doing this consistent with
local cultural practices, but it also relied upon: the best available experts on Bedouin
behavior, the Bedouins themsclves.

Using Bank In the INDIA WATERSHED DEVELOPMENT project, the Bank TM helped his Indian
Expertise counterparts find technical solutions to operationalizw their strategic plans. Once the

local stakeholders decided to use vegetative conservation methods as opposed to
mechanical methods, the Bank TM brought the highly drought resistant vettier grass
to their attention. Not only did it prevent erosion, it also helped feed hungry cattle.
Bank staff can provide others kinds of expertise, including sharing their cross-national
experience about implementation arrangements that have been used to enable poor
people to influence development decisions and resources which affect them. Eased on
a review of Bank experience to-date, we have highlighted such arrangements in the
next chapter.

Using In the COLOMBIA ENERGY example, the tactical planning phase was structured
Existing Power so that clear outcomes and commitments would emerge. Sub-groups were formed

around the strategic options agreed upon during the preceding phases. Individuals with
the real power to implement recommendations headed the sub-groups. Workshop
participants joined each sub-group depending on their technical competence and ability
to influence the outcome. Each sub-group negotiated their recommendations with every
other sub-group to prepare their part of a nation-wide plan. During the final session,
the participants selected individuals from amor' - the group to form a National Power
Board that coordinated the different plans and drafted a report summarizing the tactical
plan. A series of follow-up stakeholder workshops reviewed the plans, which were
then presented to the Colombian Parliament. In between these workshops, participating
stakeholders shared the draft document with their constituencies for their feedback and
approval. This resulted in wider ownership and xmnuitment for the tactical plans.

E. TASK MANAGER ROLES

Task Managers new to participation ask what role they should play in an activity
being planned and decided in a participatory way. Another -- and perhaps more
straightforward - way of saying this might be: 'Isn't it true that I have no role to play
in participatory processes? Don't I just have to go along with what the in-country
stakeholders want?" The answer is a clear and resounding NO. Just as TMs play
multiple roles when working in the external expert stance, they also play multiple roles
in the participatory stance. The Chapter II examples indicate that TMs played the role
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of initiating, facilitating, participating, sharing expertise, observing, navigating, and
nurturing.

Initiating

In theory, the govemment sponsor of an activity should choose the design stance.
Howcvcr, in the majority of the Chapter 11 examples, the EM decided to work in the
participatory stance. And oftcn, TMs also took on the job of finding allies, arranging
financing, convincing skeptics in the country and the Bank, identifying and involving
stakcholders, inventing techniques and building participatory capacity in-country. In
the future, the participatory stance may be the standard practice in borrowing countries
as in the PHI{LIPPINES IRRIGATION example. Or govemment sponsors may always ask
that the participatory stance be taken as in the CHAD EDUCATION example. But u itil
this time, TMs will have to continue to initiate participation in many situations. The
TMs we have spoken to see this role as a welcomed and satisfying one.

Facilitating

Only in one instance - the YEMEN EDUCATION example -- did the TM take on
the facilitator role, as he happened to be a skilled, experienced trainer. In several
instances, Bank staff with facilitation skills served as the facilitator, while the TM and
other Bank staff were participant-observers. In other cases, local consultants or
government staff played this role, sometimes after being specifically trained for it
through programs organized by the TM. In the EGYPT RESOURCE MANAGEmENT AND
MOROCCO WOMEN IN DEVELoPMET examples special training was provided to
governnent officials and others in the country to play this role with resources
organized by the TM.

Partidpaing

The job of the facilitator is to design and carefully manage a process that ensures
that all 26-Ke involved can and do become fully engaged with the substantive matters
under consideration. Facilitators need to remain "substance-neutal" in order to do
their job. They have to concentrate on processes that ensure that the "voiceless' are
heard, that other norms of collaboration are followed, that learning occurs, and that
practical results are produced. TMs are not, and should not try to be "substance
neutral."

TMs represent the Bank's stake in each and every activity. They may have to take
an advocacy stance from time to time -- within the rules of the game of participation
enforced by the facilitator -- in keeping with the Bank's mission, policy and objectives.
They bring expertise to the process that may not exist among the local stakeholders.
By participating, rather than facilitating, these experts share what they know with the
other stakeholders (as the other stakeholders share their expert knowledge with them)
through the social interaction of participation. Experts can not teach other participants
all they know during the participatory process. Instead what they can do - and do
more effectively than through written reports -- is open possibilities for action that may
not otherwise be imagined by other stakeholders.

Bank staff and their external colleagues can share with local stakeholders their
world-wide knowledge about what other people are doing to take care of similar
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concems. Sometimes, as indicated in the INDiA FoREsrRY example, experts may be
sharing what they leamed elsewhere in the same country. While Bank staff have had
much experience in operating in the external expert stance, more and more first-hand
experience in supporting participatory planning processes is being amassed. Similarly,
learning and information is being generated about arrangements that build local
capacity through participation (see next Chapter). Bank staff can share this cross-
national experience with local stakeholders in order to open up possibilities for future
action.

Sharing Expertise

Participation does not eliminate the role of experts in the field of development. It
just changes the way experts communicate their expertise to the other stakeholders. It
also increases their effectiveness. Local stakeholders do not know everything. Experts
of all kinds - engineers, social scientists, economists, sector specialists, institutional
specialists and more -- need to contribute what they know. In a participatory stance,
what development experts have to offer has a much better chance of being accepted
and used than when they rely on rcports and briefings to share their expertise. There
are no signs in the Chapter II examples of the extinction of either experts or their
expertise from the field of development. In fact, biases favoring expert knowledge
show up in several of our examples.

Participation allows local people to speak for themselves. After all, they are the
"experts" on what they want and need. Through participation, experts may open up
other possibilities for local people so that they rnay incorporate them into their own
expertise. Local people are also uniquely expert on what they are willing to change,
to what extent and how. The challenge for TMs is to find ways to bring this local
expertise into Bank supported activities.

Observing

In addition to sharing expertise and helping get the balance right between technical
and local expertise, TMs ; ..o have to play an 'observer" role in participatory
processes. One target of observation is a rather straight-forward matter: "Are the
technologies and methods the stakeholders intend to use sufficiently effective and
efficient to make the project a worthwhile investment?" In other words, will the
intemal and economic rates of return support the investment? A related target of
observation is whether the stakeholder's decisions are acceptable to the Bank in terms
of its objectives and policies.

A relatively new target of observation - one of immense importance for poverty
alleviation -- is whether project implementation arrangements build local capacity so
that the poor can sustain and build upon the benefits of the development activity.
Traditional engineering, economics and sector expertise do not include everything
needed to build local capacity. Social scientists have much to contribute in this area
as indicated in the MExaco HYDROELECrRIC example.

Other targets of observation are consensus and commitment. Put simply, the
consensus target is whether a sufficient number of key stakeholders freely agree on the
content, strategy and tactics of the proposed project. This is, of course, a matter of
judgment. But participant-observers of participatory processes are in an especially good
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position to make a wel 1-grounded judgment of the degree and breadth of freely reached
consensus.

The final observation target is "commitment." Bank staff -- and others -- tend to
understand 'commitment' as something that can only be clearly seen after the fact
from what people actually do. The participatory stance offers a different, but practical,
interpretation of commitment. This interpretation moves "conmnitment" into the domain
of observable human action and enables Bank and government staff to make grounded
assessments about the presence or absence of commitment before approving a project
and beginning implementation. When in the participatory stance, TMs can observe
"commitment" as action taken by speaking (or writing) a promise to do something in
the future. Commitments can be trusted as reasonable indicators of future action when
they are made under the following conditions:

* people are free to make wbat ever commitments they choose, including the
decision to take no new action at all;

* people make their commitments publicly in the presence of the other stakeholders;

* people understand what it will take to fulfill the commitment; and

* people have (or believe they can get) the means and competence to filfill the
commitment.

Commitments - including contracts and formal agreements -- cannot be trusted
when: made under duress, in "secret"; in the absence of full information and
understanding, or in the absence of resources and capacity to act.

Navigating

Another important role that needs to be played in many but not all dr as
is that of navigator. Many obstades to partidpation currently exist in the way
governments and bureaucracies - including the Bank - operate in the field of
development. In almost all our Chapter 1I examples, TMs have exerted oonsiderable
effort to adapt external expert rules, principles and practices when working in the
participatory stance.

After verifying that participation was a standard practice of the National Irrigation
Administration (NIA), in the PHILIPPNES IRRIGATON example, the TM spent most
of his time helping NIA work in partnership with the central government and lhe
Bank. For instance, NIA had trouble getting the core budgetary agency of the central
govermnent to release funds in a timely manner. The TM liaised between this agency
and NIA to ensure timely disbursement of funds. The TM also persuaded his Bank
colleagues to avoid setting specific, long-term targets for creating new irrigation
associations. The TM argued that it was unrealistic for NIA to try and predict the time
needed to create and build the capacity of new associations. Also, targets set and
imposed from the outside tended to undermine the farmers' authority and control over
their irriction systems. The desired flexibility was achieved by NIA committing its
work program one year at a time, depending on progress in the previous year. This
change in Bank requirements permitted NIA to build upon existing irrigation
associations instead of rushing to meet pre-determined targets for creating new ones.
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Nurturing

Nurture may sound like an especially soft and passive role for Bank TMs and
others to play in the field of development which has sue, pressing and urgem needs.
It may also be a difficult role for Bank staff to learn how to do with ease, skill and
comfort, given their education and experience working in a culture of power and
control. Nevertheless it may be the role that produces the greatest results. Nurturrs
build on existing participatory capacity and help strengthen it. The Bank's
counterpart agencies ought to be the ones who are participating with their clients
and the other stakeholders. After all they - not the Bank TMs -- have the
responsibility to serve dhe ultimate clients. While in this role, TMs can nurture the
collaborative possibilities that arise naturally in the culture. In so doing, they should
be careful to avoid snuffing out the start of potentially healthy and desirable
possibilities for social change. This role was played by the Bank TM in the
PHILIES IRRIGAnON example. The TM first ascertained for himself that NIA was
indeed working collaboratively with the farmer-run irrigation systems. Then he helped
provide a way the Bank could support and strengthen NIA's existing participatory
approach.
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CHAPTER IV: PRACTICE POINTERS

ENABLING THE POOR TO PARTICIPATE

Introduction

Why devote a Chapter of this Sourcebook to participation by just one group of
stakeholders - the poor? The reason is a very practical one. Participatory methods
which have been used successfully io involve government officials and other relatively
powerful stakeholders in development initiatives may be inappropriate or inadequate
for reaching the poor.

There are many cultural, economic and political barriers which effectively prevent
them from having any real stake in development activities. Without special efforts by
the designers and sponsors of projects, and without appropriate policies to address and
overcome these obstacles, the voices of the poor will not be heard and their
participation will, at best, be a token one. Reaching the poor, therefore, requires
working with them to learn about their needs; understanding how development
decisions are made in their communities; and identifying institutions and merhanisms
which can get opportunities and resources into their hands.

Involving the poor in decisionmaking and getting resources to them, requires
strengthening their capacity to act for themselves. This occurs through investments in
human capital, such as education and health; investments in social capital such as
local-level institutions and participatory processes; and support for community-based
development efforts planned and implemented from the bottom up. These efforts
require responsive institutions and legal and regulatory policies which enable, rather
than hinder, local participation. We recognize, however, that crafting responsive
institutions and creating an enabling environment facilitates the participation of all
stakeholders, not just poor people.

This chapter shares the experiences of Bank TMs, highlighting some of the ways
in which they have worked with their in-country counterparts to increase the capacity
of the poor to participate in development activities.

A. LEARNING FROM THE POOR

The first step in any effort to enable the poor to participate involves learning from
them, firsthand, about the problems they face, the ways in which they have tadcded
these problems, and their proposals for gaining more control and influence over
development initiatives. TMs gain an understanding of these issues in a variety of
ways, including rapid participatory needs assessments as part of project design; broad-
based participatory poverty assessments (PPAs) in the context of Country Economic
and Sector Work (ESW); or more formal, large-scale census-type surveys. Here we
focus on some of the participatory methods which have proven useful in poverty
assessments and ESW and which could be equally applicable during project
preparation.
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Learning What Poverty Means to the Poor

Several methods are available to explore how the poor perceive poverty. These
techniques should be used by local people (or by a team of researchers which includes
local men and women) who know appropriate ways to approach the topic. They should
be used after researchers have spent some time in the local communities, clarifying the
reason for their interest in learning about poverty there.

Dcfning The ZAML4 PPA used wealth ranking techniques to learn how the local people
Poverty characterize poverty. Villagers were asked to sort a stack of cards, each labelled with

the name of a head of household, into piles according to the relative wealth of the
households, using any criteria of wealth they wished. Wealthy households were
identified as chose, for example, with the biggest fields, or enough money to dress well
and give to the poor. Those identified as poorest were commonly female-headed
households or people living by themselves, dependent on relatives or neighbors for
their daily needs. Ranking exercises such as these can lead to frank group discussions
on poverty -- often a sensitive and difficult topic.

In the BURKINA FASO PPA simple 'point and shoot" cameras were lent to various
members of three representative communities, who were then asked to take pictures
of what they thought constituted poverty in their communities. The cameras were
handed out to men, women and children, none of whom had ever used a camera
before. The filns were then developed locally and the prints shown and distributed for
discussion by the cormunity. They were subsequently shared with some of the
country's senior policy makers.

Learning About the The design of community level, poverty focussed initiatives always requires some
Poor's Priorities kind of direct consultation with the poor, to leam about what they consider to be the

development priorities in their cormnunities. Care needs to be taken when asking about
their priority needs, as people's expectations may be raised even though the project
may not be able to fulfill them. Researchers need to be honest about the likeJihood that
the communities consulted will benefit from the upcomning project, and about the start-
up time required before they will see any results.

Formal beneficiary assessments can offer insight into what poverty means for the
poor and their priorities. A beneficiary assessment is a tool to gather information to
assess the value of an activity as it is perceived by its principal uscrs, the beneficiaries
or clients. Formal beneficiary assessments, with systematically selected populations,
can take 4-6 months, so early preparation is needed, and can cost $30,000-$50,000.

In some of the communities visited in the ZAmBiA PPA, focus group discussions
were held with men and women to investigate what people saw as the main issues
facing their cormmunity and potential ways of resolving them. Focus groups ranked
problems in order of severity and identified potential solutions actionable at the level
of individuals or households, the community, and outside agencies.
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ORGANIZING A PARTICIPATORY POVERTY ASSESSMENT

Task managers who have been responsible for organizing complete PPAs
highlight the following steps in the process:

1. Selecting technical support. In practice, most task managers in charge
of PPAs have started by locating a senior social scientist either in the
Bank or outside to take responsibility for carrying the exercise through
to completion.

2. Identifying objectives, methodology and research agenda. The PPAs
conducted so far have varied a great deal in the methodologies used, the
scope of the research, and the duration of the fieldwork, from days to
months.

3. Identifying in-country insutions and researchers. Some combination
of academic researchers, NGO staff and goverment agency staff has
been involved in most PPAs. An experienced local social -scientist is
generally needed to oversee the exercise and make a substantial input to
synthesizing the conclusions. A competent local institution is also nOded
to deal with the logistics of mounting a large-scale field research
exercise.

4. Identifying sources offanding. Many PPAs have been funded from trust
funds such as those provided by ODA, the Dutch Povery Trust Fund,
SIDA, GTZ, UNICEF and CIDA.

5. Designingatruining input. A significantitraning inputmay be necessary
to familiarize the researchers with the participatory methods and the
systematic recording and reporting of fieldwork results.

6. Support to implementaton. No matter how well designed the research
activities may be, a certain amount of support and supervision is usually
needed while the teams are in the field.

7. Analysis and formulaton of poliey recommeatons. ThMs stress th
fieldwork results must be well documented and a certain amount of
analysis must be done while still in the field - something the researchers
may not be used to doing. TMs also recommend finding social scientists
experienced in policy formulation in development agencies, such as the
Bank, to assist the local researchers in their analyses.

Source: 'Participation in Poverty Assessments," Participation Series,
ENV Department Technical Paper, Andrew Norton and Tom
Stephens.
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Providing Incentives for the Poor to Partidpate

People will not participate unless they believe it is in their interest to do so. All
too often participation is seen as a way of getting poor people to carry out activities
or share in their costs, when the benefits are not clear to those expected to participate.
When these projects fail, it is often the participatory approach which is blamed. Some
forestry projects, for example, have expected forest dwellers to plant and maintain
community wood lots or engage in forest regeneration even though participants cannot
be certain who will get the benefits when the trees mature. It is no surprise that poor
people only support these projects as long as they are paid. Successful participatory
projects, on the other hand, illustrate many incentives identified through participatory
processes which support and encourage participation at the local level. A few examples
of appropriate incentives are presented below.

Clear A key factor in the success of the FUNDASAL Low LNcoME HousING project was
Benerlts the incentive to own a home. This was so attractive to the beneficiaries that they were

highly motivated to participate. No other incentives were required.

In the INDIA FoREsrsy example, Forest Protection Committees members (who
were local people) reached an agreement with the Forestry Department which entitled
them to a share of intermediate forest products plus 25 % of the revenues from the sale
of final harvest poles. This served as their incentive to cooperate with the government
in protecting and regenerating the forests.

The legislation being presented to indigenous comrnunities in the PILIINES
INTEGRATED AREAS example, restricted resource use and public access to forests.
Designers restructured the project to provide funds for alternative livelihood
opportunities which would be proposed and implemented by indigenous communities
themselves with assistance from local NGOs. It is expected that the inclusion of funds
for alternative livelihoods will provide a quid pro quo which will induce the residents
to stop logging. Indigenous Communities also insisted upon recogniton of their
ancestral domain rights and legitimnization of their land claims as pre-conditions of their
participation.

In the TAMIL NADU INTERATED NUTRITIoN project, Women's Working Groups
(WWGs) were developed to support Community Nutrition Workers (CNWs). An
important factor in explaining the existence and strength of WWGs in a given
community was how the villagers' perceived the value of the services offered by the
CNWs. When a village did not consider the CNW's services to be a priority, they
were not inclined to form a support group around her. Therefore, the provision of
quality services meeting the needs of the beneficiaries was the first step in creating an
environment conducive to comrnunity participation.

Prompt Action The process of selecting contractors motivated the local comnmnity of Morro to
and Visible Resilts organize and collaborate with the water company in the BRAzIL MuNcipALrrE

example. They realized that this was not just another election year promise and their
election-year skepticism was dissolved by prompt and visible action.

In the RAJASrHAN WATERSHD DEVELOPMENT project, encouraging field results
generated considerable enthusiasm among staff and local residents. Village common
and private lands experienced up to ten-fold increases in fodder yields in almost all
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locations. Thcse early, visible results demonstrated that the new program was
producing significant gains and motivated people to participate more fully.

B. FACIUTATING WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION

Among the poor, women are overrepresented. Therefore, in our efforts to reach
and engage the poor, we must recognize that there are some issues and constraints
related to participation which are gender-specific and stem from the fact that men and
women play different roles, have different needs and face different constraints on a
number of different levels.

Because of such differences, we cannot assume that women will automatically
benefit from efforts to involve poor people in project design and implementation. On
the contrary, experience has made clear that, unless specific steps are taken to ensure
that women participate and benefit, they usually do not. A World Bank evaluation of
121 rural water supply projects found that even in a sector where women carried the
grcater share of responsibility, they benefitted primarily from the 17% of water
projects which had been specifically designed to involve them.

Barriers to Women's Participation

Systemic gender biases may exist in the form of (i) customs, beliefs and attitudes
which confine women mostly to the domestic sphere; (ii) women's economic and
domestic workloads which impose severe timc burdens on them; and (iii) laws and
customs which impede women's access to credit, productive inputs, employment,
education, information, or medical care. These differences affect men's and women's
capacity and incentives to participate in economic and social development activities.

Socio-Cultural In seeking the participation of women in development activities, sensitivity is
Constraints needed to the social and cultural barriers which may inhibit women's participation. In

the Balochistan Province of Pakistan, the acute shortage of female teachers has been
due, in part, to cultural constraints against girls going away to attend residential
teacher training colleges. The lack of female teachers is, in turn, an important factor
in the very low enrollment (15%) of girls in primary schools. Most parents fmd it
culturally unacceptable to send their daughters to boys' schools or to have them taught
by male teachers brought in from the city and unknown to the community.

By adapting to these constraints, the new BALOCHISTAN PRIUARY EDUCATION
PROGRAM has succeeded both in increasing the supply of female teachers and in
raising girls' enrolment rates to 80%-100% in villages with new schools. Under the
Primary Education Program, potential teachers are recruited from within the village
by parents on the newly forned village education committees, and the program
provides mobile teacher training in the girl's village. After graduating, the teacher
becomes a govemment employee, assigned to teach in the school established by her
sponsoring village education committee.

Time and In addition to cultural constraints, women's work often denies them the time to
Mobility participate in meetings. As women's domestic responsibilities often require them to

Constraints stay close to the home, lack of mobility may also be a constraint. Various practical
measures, from providing childcare facilities to installing standpipes which reduce the
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time spent in fetching water, can make it easier for women to attend rnmeetigs or
training sessions. In particular, the choice of time and place for metings must take
account of women's schedules and the availability of safe transport.

In the NIGERIA WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE example, specific steps were taken to
reduce the conflicts in women's schedules and guarantee regular attendance: each
group meets on the same day at the same time and place; reminders about the _metings
are posted at highly visible and accessible locations; and, if the scheduled day conflicts
with a market day, the women are consulted in advance and an altemative time agreed.
Consequently, women rarely face the problem of not knowing where and when the
meetings are held.

Legal and Legal restrictions in some countries prevent women from participating in fornal
Regulatory labor markets or holding certain occupations. They may also prohibit women from
Constraints entering into contracts under their own name, inheriting property, or having legal title

to land.

The AGRICULTURAL SECrOR ADJUSTMENT CREDIT FOR HONDURAS includes
support for implementing changes in the law to allow women to have title to land.
Before the new law, land tenure rules and regulations made land adjudication and
titling very cumbersome. The law also specifically forbade women from holding title
to agricultural land unless they were widowed with depcndent children under 16 years
of age. Women relinquished even this limited title when their eldest son reached 16
years. This and other provisions not only excluded women from independent
agricultural production but also prevented them from holding the collateral necessary
to obtain credit for agricultural or other productive ventures. In 1992, the law on land
tenure was modified to provide women with equal rights of access to land. Tranche
release conditions under the Agriculture Sector Adjustment Credit include satisfactory
implementation of the new Land Tenure Action Plan.

In some cases, conditions are such that special legal or regulatory provisions may
be needed to permit the equal participation of both men and women. In Pakdstan, for
example, several reforms were undertaken to facilitate girls' participation in the
BALOcHSrAN PRIMRY EDUCATnON project. Changes in the regulations governing
recruitment, training and support offemale teachers were made so that women cold
be recruited to teach in their own village. This included lowering the minimum age to
14 years and raising the maximum age to 40 years; lowering the minimum
qualification for matriculation; legalizing a mobile teacher trining program for
women; and officially sanctioning new community-sponsored village schools and
teacher posts. Without such changes, the demand for community managed girls'
schools would have far outstripped the number of qualified, available women teachers.

Seeldng Women's Views

Using Often the first step towards determining appropriate measures for suppordng
Appropriate women's participation is to obtain good information -- about gender roles, needs,

Methodologies activities, access to and control over resources, existing institudons, and the constraints
operating against women's participation. This can be done through gender analysis,
which, if effective, elicits the views of women, and often involves gender awareness
training for facilitators or interviewers.
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Gender analysis leads to the formulation of a gender strategy which addresses
practical gender needs (roles and responsibilities) and straregic gender needs (systemic
issues of equity and empowerment). Effective gender strategies pay particular attention
to resource allocation at both household and community levels.

Since gender planning is part of the overall planning process, it is critical that the
integration of gender concerns occurs early in policy formulation, analytical work and
project preparation.

Gender Responsive Some recent poverty asscssments have been designed explicitly to solicit women's
Poverty Assessments views on a wide range of questions. In the CAmmOON PPA, fifty percent of the

interviewers and fifty percent of those interviewed were women. The resulting
information on gender issues was fully integrated in the subsequent analysis and
recommendations, with strong policy implications. For example, women in Cameroon
were found to be shouldering most of the burden of producing and marketing food.
Their average labor hours per week were estimated to be more than double those of
men. As a result, urgent action was recommended to give women access to time and
labor saving transport and technology, to allow them the opportunity to develop their
own skills and participate in community projects.

Involving Women In the MOROCCO WOMEN IN DEVELOPIENT example, poor rural and urban
in Policy Work women were given the opportunity to articulate their needs and priorities through a

participatory rural appraisal (PRA) process which provoked discussion amnong
comunuity members about development and gender issues, and sought women's views
in formulating national policy objectives. It was discovered that women's concerns and
priorities differed from those of the men and those of other stakeholder groups. The
findings of this qualitative exercise were used effectively to complement conventional
survey methods, and the new perspectives gained were applied in defining the
recommended program of action.

Working with Women's Groups

Making an effort to engage and involve women can bring significant returns. Over
and over in our examples, we find that women's groups have proven to be one of the
most effective entry points for initiating activities and reaching poor households.

In the BRAZIL MuNIcIPALnrIES example, women's clubs proved to be the most
effective instruments for worldcing with the community. Within the favelas, the women
themselves turned out to be the key to getting the subprojects underway. The designers
met with the women first when they came into a comnunity and worked with them on
a daily basis in designing and implementing the water and sanitation sub-projects.

In the NIGEIUA WOMEN IN AGRiCuLTuRE example, government field staff,
recognizing that over one-third of Nigerian women belong to cooperative societies and
other locally organized formal and informal associations, built on these indigenous
women's groups to expand the newly-established state Women in Agriculture (WIA)
programs. The WIA program used NGOs to help them identify women beneficiary
groups and then WIA field staff targeted them to initiate and execute project activities.

Under the GAMBLA WOMEN IN DEvELopMENT program, women's groups or
kafos are the entry point for the skills development component of the project. Kafos,
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usually with about 100 voluntary members, traditionally provide mutual member
support, sharing labor and making loans to those in need. More recently their roles
have expanded to include income generation and basic education. Members of Kafos
have access to skill training provided by community development workers in business
management and productivity enhancerent. Sorne Kafo members are being trained by
community development workers to tutor in basic literacy and numeracy.

C. BUILDING COMMUNrTy CAPACIrY

When designing poverty-focused initiatives, task managers have found it necessary
to learn about the characteristics of poor commuoides and the local organizational
structure within which decisions are taken. As the examples from the previous section
suggests, women's groups are often found to be among the most effective local-level
institutions. However, there are many other existing structures at the local-level which
represent valuable organizational resources and provide potential capacity for
undertaking developmnent activities.

Undertandinlg Community Orgpnizations

Seeing Invisible In a typical poor community, a whole range of organizations are operating: formal
Groups or infonnal, traditional or modem, indigenous or ecternally established. All these have

different functions be they productive, social, religious or other. It is often dtrough
these organizations that demand is expressed, participatory processcs organized, and
development services delivered.

Some of the most active community organizations are informal. They are not listed
in any documents, and they may be unknown even to people familiar with the
communities (extension agents, local development agency staff, etc). Learning about
these groups entails visiting the communities and talking with inhabitants about the
decisionmaking units present.

A simple 'institutional mapping" exercise has been used successfully in several
PPAs. Local people were asked to identify the community groups by drawing circles
of differing size -- the bigger the circle the more important and influential the
institution it represents. The extent of shared decisionmaling between groups can be
represented by how circles are placed in relation to one another: the closer together
and the more overlapping they are, the greater the degree of interaction between the
represented groups. These graphics, sometimes called *chapati diagrams," have proven
effective in identifying informal groupings which are important 'safety nets' for the
poorer members of the community, and revealing that some of the more obvious
organizations are actually quite weak.

Building on Many of the projects described in Chapter II worked through existing community
Traditional organizations and built upon the already-established collaborative experience of these
Strut groups.

The NICARAGUA MUNICIPAL DEVELoPMENT project used existing local
grassroots organizations - the Sandinista Defense Committees (CDS) - formed during
the Nicaragua Revolution. Because of their structure, motivation, and the cohesion of
their menbers, they proved an extremely effective instrument for reaching and
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involving the local population. Their participation in civil works construction imnproved
the rate of return, increased the quality of construction, and cnhanced efficiency. The
planned 5-year project was completed in 3.5 years.

Even where new institutions are formed, they may be most successful if based on
pre-existing relationships.

In the SENEGAL SMALL RUtAL OEmAToNS project, groups of fanners
organized around a shared economic interest registered as a "GIEU in order to identify
and prepare subprojects, open accounts in the local banking system, and c *ntribute
funds for renewal of equipment and infrastructure. A mid-tern review of the project
found that the most functional GIEs generally evolved out of old informal groups
characterized by social cohesion, mutual trust and a history of joint action. Newly-
created GlEs mobilized around a temporary, shared economic activity were the least
efficient and most fragile.

The EGYPT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT example built upon a traditional Bedouin
lineage structure, the bayr, to create Community Groups which became involved in
preparing Community Action Plans and implementing and monitoring subprojects.

Catalyst Establishing new groups and building upon existing structures requires a good deal
Organizers of groundwork, to increase comnnunity awareness about the benefits of organizing to

participate in project design and implementation. This preparation is often done by
providing facilitators or "catalyst-organizers." These facilitators may be from the
implementing agency or from an intermediary organization such as an NGO.

In the BALocHiTrAN PRMARY EDUCATION project, collective action was induced
with the formation of village education cormmittees. Community workers went door to
door to organize parents' groups, encouraging all parents to form an association.
There was no existing parental involvement in schools at all, in fact many parents were
not even aware that their children had a right to public education. Parents joined
village education committees, which had clear mandates to perform specific tasks such
as identifying teachers, and monitoring teacher and student attendance.

In the NEPAL IRRIGATION SECToR program, an Association Officer (AO) was
sent out to each district to meet with farmers, inform them about the objectives of the
project and encourage them to organize themselves into an Irrigation Association (IA).
In many villages, unofficial farmers' organizations were already functioning around
the irrigation system. AOs encouraged lAs to form around pre-existing village societal
organization and villagers were asked to elect an executive committee for the LA
through their own selection process.

Federated Effective community action is rooted in local level systems and is relatively small
Strutues in scale, often averaging some 15-30 households who are engaged in collective action.

In order to keep authority and responsibility anchored at the local level while at the
same time providing integration and learning between similar groups, a pattern of
bottom-up integration emerges in many of the examples we reviewed.

In COLOMBIA'S COMMUNrFY CHILDCARE AM NUTRMITON project, Home-Based
Institutes are administered through a three-tiered community stmrctre. First, parents
of children enrolled in 10-15 centers form a Parents' Association. Second, parents at
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each center elect three representatives to join a local assembly with 30.45 member.
Third, the assembly elects five parent representatives to serve as its Board of
Directors. The Parents' Associadons, through the Board, manage the project funds and
the local contributions from parents.

Deep tubewells provide large areas with irrigation water under NEPAL'S
BHAIRAWA Lumaim GROUNDWATER 11 project. About 150 farm families are served
by each tube well, but such a group proved too large to work together effectively. To
remedy this, tubewell users' groups have been subdivided into units of approximnately
30 families each. Seven or so of these units are confederated into a water users' group
(WUG), and 4-5 WUGs form a water users association (WUA) which has an elected
chairman. The sub-units and WUGs control water distribution at the local level, while
the WUA has decisionmaking authority over issues which affect the system as a whole.

Potential A common failing in working with local groups is to create the institutional
Pitfalls structure, without paying adequate attention to the capacity, knowledge, and technical

skills the groups will require. Newly established groups have failed because too much
was expected of them too soon. Likewise, attempts to modify the form or function of
existing groups to serve pmject needs does not always work.

Building the Capacity of Community Organizations

Conmnunity groups, in addition to lacking sufficient funds to initiate their own
development efforts, frequently lack adequate organizational, administrative and
technical skills to design and implement such activities. TMs and their government
counterparts have sought to assess and build this capacity within Bank-financed
projects. Most of the examples come from Social Funds, since these operations are
currently at the forefront of the Bank's capacity-building efforts.

Assessing Several Social Funds have included institutional assessments of community
Capacity organizations during subproject appraisal or even earlier, to determine the degree to

which these organizations are operating in a participatory manner.

In the PERU NATIONAL FUND FOR SOCIAL COMPENSATION AND DEVELOPMNT
(FONCODES), community organizations are assessed during subproject appraisal
through a beneficiary assessment. At the time of appraisal, FONCODES staff talk with
villagers during site visits to verify that general assemblies were held in which
members of the subproject management comuittee were selected by the comnmunity.

Indicators The SOCIAL INvEwmENF FuND IN EcuADOR used a set of indicators to
of Capacity determine the institutional strength of community organizations, including:

* internal process and regular leadership renewal
* degree to which members control and audit the use of funds
* degree of physical participation of members in the comnunal activity
* degree to which members participate in organizational decisions
* administrative capabilities of the organization
* technical capacity of the organization (education level, special courses, training

of leadership and memnbers)
* degree to which members are able to handle required technology by themselves
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Providing Training community organizations can empower them to better identify and
lTlrning prioritize their needs and develop strategies to meet them, initiate microprojecls, and

sustain their development efforts once outside assistance is withdrawn. Training can
be provided by project staff or subcontracted to NGOs or other local firms experienced
in community-level programs.

The SOCIAL REHABILITATION FUND PROJECT IN ETHIOPIA includes plans for an
extensive training program for local community leaders and subproject management
committee leaders, with special emphasis on the participation of women. Training is
to be provided in local planning, needs prioritization, subproject preparation and
supervision, and management of micro-project funds and accounting. Local
government officials and local NGO staff are in turn being trained to assist
communities prepare and implement subprojects.

Community participation training has been built into the BEFnN HEALTH example.
Each year at their annual training session, all members of Benin's hcalth care
profession receive specific training on how to work with and in local communities.
They learn skills of listening, facilitation and satisfying the needs of local communties.
Through this type of training, govemment employees are taught customer service and
the value of being client responsive.

Branching Once groups have become skilled in tasks required for their participation in the
Out project activities, they can go on to undertake other development activities on their

own.

Many of the Women's Working Groups (WWGs) which sprang up during the
course of the TAMIL NADU INTEGRATED NUTRrnoN project to promote better health
and nutrition practices in the villages, later began food processing to supply the feeding
supplement under the project. This had the advantage of contributing to income and
employment opportunities. Women's groups that first mobilized around health, were
the predecessors of the women's cooperatives and societies that later formed around
larger-scale and diverse activities. Apparently their organizational capacities were
strengthened to the point where they could initiate activities outside the project.

Once local farmer irrigation associations (lAs) in the PHIHLPNnES IRRIGATION
example had learned to work together in designing and improving irrigation systems,
the more successful lAs used this experience to collectively invest in threshing floors,
undertake bulk procurement, manage storage facilities, and provide credit to other
groups of farmers. This stimulated the less successful lAs to do the same. iAs also
collaborated with National Irrigation Administration (NIA) in the preparation of
Agricultural Development Plans (ADPs) which cover cropping patterns, water
distribution, reforestation, soil -:-d water conservation, farmer training, extension,
demonstration programs for crop production methodologies, pest management and
mechanization, as well as cooperatives and other credit and marketing schemes.
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WHAT MAKES COMMUNiTY ORGANIZATIONS WORK?

Task managers may find the following list of five common characteristics of
well-finctioning community groups useful whether they are planning to work
with existing groups or establish new organizations.

X The group addresses a felt need and a comnmon interest. When people
share a common problem which can be addressed by group action (such
as lack of a water supply, a security problem, or a degraded natural
resource) they are more likely to mobilize themselves and work with
support agencies to change the situation, than if the pmblem applies to
ordy a few members. Social cohesion tends to break down as groups
grow or spread over large areas and it becomes more difficult to control
and monitor the behavior of individuals. For this reason, as groups
expand they either create subgroups or they formalize regulations and
delegate decisionmaking to smaller working groups.

* The benefits of working together outweigh the costs. Benefits may be
economic (cash savings, increased production, income, time savings);
social capital formation (increased ability to collectivelysolve problems);
increased individual capacity (knowledge and skills); psychological (sense
of belonging, confidence); or political (greater access to authority,
greater authority, reduced conflict).

* The group is embedded in the local social orgaazon. Community
organizations are most successful when based on existing relationships
and groupings, or where members share a common identity such as
kinship, gender, age, caste, or livelihood.

* The group hassthe capacity, leadership, knowledge and skills to maage
the tasks. As noted above, special attention needs to be given to ensuring
groups have the necessary capacities for the tasks at hand. Those in
leadership positions need to be respected and honest in their dealings. In
some cases, safeguards may need to be put in place to ensure that these
leaders are accountable to the group's members.

* The group owns and enforces its rules and reguhltions. AII successful
groups and associations are characterized by internalized rules and
regulations that are known by its members. Group members should be
able to participate in determining the rules and the enforcement
mechanisms.

Source: 'Paaicipatory Comnmunity-Based Development.' Panricipation Series, ENV
Deparunert Report. Deepa Narayan.
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D. INTERMEDIARY NGOs

We have presented Bank experience in working with community based
organizations to reach the poor and facilitate their participation. We now look at the
bridging Institutions which can provide links between the poor (and their community
organizations), their governments, and the World Bank. We focus here on one
particular type of intermediary institution -- nationally or internationally based
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), although we recognize that this intermediation
role may also be filled by different institutions such as line agencies, local government
units or private firms.

NGOs as Intermediaries

Strengths Many national and international NGOs serve an intermediary function whether it
be channeling development resources to community based orgaiizations, providing
them with services or technical assistance, or helping to strengthen their capacity.
While NGOs vary in their ability and commitment to work with the poor, in many
cases they have advantages as intermediaries in reaching people including women,
ethnic minorities and the very poor - who are not represented equitably by fonnal
institutions. For example, they may have more field presence in a given area and
employ local people familiar with local conditions. They may have a better rapport
with the poor, and a clearer understanding of poor people's survival strategies and
perceived needs, than other types of intermediaries. They may be familiar with low
cost techniques and innovations relevant to poverty alleviation. And they usually have
greater flexibility than the staff of official agencies. Many intermediary NGOs have
experience in participatory project design, and have skills in participatory research,
community mobilization, facilitation techniques and group dynamics.

Linitations Several limitations of NGOs as intermediaries have also been identified, although
it is very difficult to generalize about the sector as a whole. Some NGOs have limited
financial and management expertise, and limited institutional capacity. Others work in
isolation, having little communication or coordination with other organizations
(including govermment agencies). Many may be confined to small scale interventions.
And they may lack understanding of the broader social and economic context in which
they are working. Not all kinds of activities, therefore, are suited to the operational
systems of NGOs, nor do NGOs always reach the poorest of the poor.

Intermediary Roles

The following are some examples of intermediary roles which NGOs have played
in Bank supported projects.

Identifying The MALI NATIONAL ENViRONMENT ACTION PLAN (NEAP) is giving
Community Needs communities an opportunity to identify and explore environmental problems and

solutions. Because of their history of working in communities, NGOs in Mali are in
a strong position to carry out assessments of environmental conditions in target
comrmuities. For this reason, the government engaged a Malian consortium of NGOs
to identify, screen, sub-contract, train and supervise its member NGOs in carrying out
the assessments.
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Giving Voice In the PHILIPPINES INTEGRATED PROTECTED AREAS example, the objective of
to the Poor the joint Bank-government appraisal mission was to consult the Indigenous Cultural

Communities (ICCs) about the policy framework which would help preserve stretches
of forest in which they live, and ask them if they were willing to join the proposed
protected parks system. Because of its close links to local communities, PANLIPI, a
national legal services NGO, was contracted to identify the relevant tribal groups and
organize consultative meetings between them and the joint appraisal mission. PANLIPI
was also hired to conduct follow-up consultations with the ICCs. The NGO discovered
that the sessions were being dominated by local authorities and local NGOs at the
expense of indigenous communities. In order to Ict the voice of tribal people be heard,
PANLIPI decided to hold exclusive consulmtions for the tribal groups and admit other
parties as "observers" only.

Organizing In the SHRIMP CULTUE PROJECT IN BANGLADESH, the NGO personnel and the
Community Groups government implementation agency's extension staff each perforn their essential

missions in cooperation with one another. The extension service has good technical
skills, while the NGO personnel concentrate on mobilizing, organizing and motivating
farmers. Each group is performing those tasks in which it has a comparative advantage
and the two are coordinating their activities to good effect.

Channeling During the GUATEMALA EARTHQUAKE RECONSTRUCTION PrOjeCt, FENACOAC,
Resources an NGO federation of 69 rural savings and loan cooperatives, channeled over S3.7

million to villagers in the form of micro-enterprise loans. Because of its extensive
network of rural members, FENACOAC was able to reach large numbers of dispersed
conmmunities much more effectively than government or private sector banks. The
federation took responsibility for informing beneficiaries (in this case cooperatives) of
the micro-enterprise component of the project, identifying cooperatives which were
eligible to receive funds, assisting them in preparing proposals, and disbursing the
funds accordingly. There has been an almost 100% recovery rate from the
entrepreneur participants.

Understanding the NGO Sector

The term "NGOQ encompasses a broad array of different organizations, varying
enormously according to their purpose, philosophy, sectoral expertise and scope of
activities. In the development field, NGOs range from the large, Northen based
charities to community based self-help groups in the South; they also include research
institutes, churches, professional associations and lobby groups. TMs need to
understand this diversity in order to identify which organizations have the appropriate
capacity, skills and orientation to fill a particular intermediary role.

Community based NGOs provide the institutional framework for beneficiary
participation and arc more likely to be the recipients of project goods and services than
intermediaries. Among the intermediary NGOs with whom the Bank collaborates the
following distinctions are important.

Geogrphical National organizations operate in individual countries, v;hile international NGOs
Base are typically headquartered in developed countries and carry out operations in more

than one developing country. Working through locally based NGOs has the important
advantage of contributing to the development of the local NGO sector and is usually
more cost effective. However, when local NGO capacity is weak, international NGOs
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can be good intermediaries, particularly when working in partnership with national
NGOs.

In the BENIN FOOD SECURrrY project, partnerships were encouraged between
stronger, larger NGOs and weaker, newer NGOs to stimulate the transfer of
methodologies and technology. This project began as a pilot which involved
intemational NGOs and a few Beninese NGOs. After two years of the pilot
experience, NGOs were brought together with government and donors at a workshop
to design a new project based on the pilot phase. One of the findings at the workshop
was that geographic concentration in the capital isolated many large NGOs from target
communities. International NGOs had the human and financial resources to submit
competitive proposals for inclusion in project activities; however, they often had the
least recent or direct experience with potential client cornmunities. Where local NGOs
lacked transport to access project areas, international NGOs had the necessary
equipment and staff, but lacked the local contacts. At the workshop, agreement was
reached to modify the project in several ways, including creating incentives for NGOs
to establish field offices in the project area, giving regional offices the authority to
approve microprojects and disburse funds, and requiring international NGOs to partner
local NGOs to facilitate technology transfer and information sharing.

Primary Operational NGOs are engaged primarily in designing and implementing projects,
Activities while the main purpose of advocacy NGOs is to defend or promote a specific cause.

Some NGOs engage in both types of activity. Advocacy NGOs, such as those
defending the rights of indigenous peoples, may perform an important intermediary
role in supplying information and facilitating communication and consultation.

PANLIPI, a legal rights NGO, helped gain the trust of indigenous communities at
the appraisal stage of the PHILIlPPNES INTEGRATED PROTECTED AREAS example.
PANLIPI's involvement also resulted in several changes in the project, including
increased attention to indigenous land tenure, resource access and livelihood issues,
and greater participation by indigenous communities in the management of protected
areas. Generally, however, Bank-NGO collaboration on specific projects is more likely
to involve operational intermediaries.

Orientation and Not all NGOs are effective in ensuring beneficiary participation within their own
Area of Competence programs. At one extreme are NGOs whose orientation and competence are very

similar to the private sector firms with whom they compete for contracts in project
implementation or service delivery. Such NGOs may be very efficient (and in strong
demand) as service deliverers but are oriented to meeting the requirements of
bureaucratic funding agencies and they may be less likely to use participatory
processes. At the other extreme are participatory NGOs which see themselves
exclusively as enablers and capacity builders and refuse to compromise their
objectives or independence by collaborating in official programs.

A small number of exceptionally effective NGOs combine a high level of
competence in service delivery and in community capacity building. The AGA KHAN
RURAL DEVELOPMENT program in Pakistan provides an example of what can be
achieved by such organizations, committed to bottom up planning and combining
strong technical expertise with effective institution building at the village level. Using
infrastructure projects as the catalyst for institution building, this program reached
38,000 households and created 110 women's groups within four years.
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Accountability An organization serves the interests of those to whom it is accountable. In this
respect, national or regional level membership NGOs, including federations of
grassroots organizations or cooperatives, trades unions, peasant unions or ethnic
groups can be valuable partners in projects requiring broad participation (although
women and marginalized groups are not always well represented). One difficulty,
however, can be that they are often more politically embroiled and subjcct to state
regulation.

The Indigenous People's Component of the EASERN LOWLANDS NATURAL
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECr IN
BOLIVI was prepared in a participatory manner by a regional Indian federation in
collaboration with a technical assistance NGO. However, following a major political
confrontation between the federation and the regional developrent corporation over
control of the component, the component was redesigned, greatly reducing the power
of the federation in project implementation.

Among NGOs that are not membership based, accountability to dient
communities, for example, through community contributions of cash, labor, materials
or facilities, is an important indicator of an NGO's participatory effectiveness. Non-
participatory NGOs may regard community members purely as beneficiaries and the
funding agencies as their clients.

Identifying Appropriate NGOs

Specific criteria -- in terms of technical and operational capacity, outreach
potential, skills in community capacity building, and knowledge of conditions in target
communities - need to be matched to the specific task at hand. In general, the most
effective NGOs are those which have already established participatory processes with
their clients. The following list of indicators has been drawn up to guide TMs and their
in-country counterparts to those NGOs which are likely to employ participatory
practices effectively. Assessments should be based on the track record of the NGO
rather than its stated objectives.

Source of A useful starting point for TMs who are unfamiliar with the NGO sector is the
Information database maintained by the Bankl's NGO unit in Operations Policy Group (OPRPG)

and containing information on over 8,000 NGOs worldwide. The NGO Unit also
maintains a library of NGO directories and sector studies from a large number of
developing countries. Within borrowing countries, information is frequently available
from NGO umbrella organizations, local offices of donors (e.g., UNICEF, UNDP,
Ford Foundation) or from the government ministry responsible for NGO liaison. Some
resident missions also keep NGO directories on file.

If an NGO is needed simply to provide informal advice on Bank operations,
sufficient information may be obtainable from local contacts such as resident donor
representatives or leaders of NGO consortia. If the goal is to identify an NGO for
partnership in project design and implementation, a more active search is required,
including field visits by consultants and interviews with a sample of community leaders
and members in the areas of the NGOs' activities. When NGOs are themselves to
screen other NGOs in operations - as is often the case with social funds - formal
eligibility criteria and case-by-case institutional appraisal methods are called for.
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INDICATO OF PATCPATRY EmCTIvES
IN INr3RMRDIURYNGOS

* A fit management structure witb decentralized authority.

* Orpnizational structures at the communirty level to which funding and/or
other deebions are delegted.

* Use of Iterative planonig, Involving consulbtaon with blc commutls.

* Contributions of cash, labor, raw materials or local f.cities by comuumity
members and orpnizations, naking them cients rather than benefiiaes
of the NGO.

* Staff recruitment criteria, incentives and taning wbicb support
partlcipation.

* Strong fided presence outside metropoltan areas witb high propur in of
staff of local origin.

- Comnnmity leaders and members have a positive perception of the NGO.

Tumrnover of client groups as they 'graduate' over time and itensive ffeld
attentdn is transferred to new groups.

Source: 'Intennediary NGOs and Participation," Participation Series, ENV
Department Technical Papers, Thomas Carroll, Mary Schnmid, and Tony
Bebbington.

Selection The BANGLADFS SECOND ROAD REHABILITATION AND MA NANCE project
Criteria sought an NGO to share information with affected groups, to represent their interests

and to consult with them to formulate a resettlement action plan. The selection process
set out in the SAR considered three criteria. First, appropriate NGOs had to have a
track record showing experience and ability to mediate and work with people at the
grassroots level. Second, the skill mix, field experience, availability and mobility of
staff of each NGO was factored into the selection process. Third, the selection process
focused on the proposed work plan and approach put forth by each NGO for this
particular project.

NGO Assessments When NGOs will be involved in a wide variety of activities or when little or no
information is available, it may be helpful to conduct an NGO assessment. The
Bank has undertaken NGO assessments on a national basis (in Uganda), in a specific
sector HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE (in Idia) and in connection with specific
projects, the NEPAL RuRAL WATER SUPPLY AND SAN1TAnON project. Drawing from
this experience, the next box represents the factors that have proved useful in NGO
assessments, and particularly in NGO assessments which identify the participatory
qualities of NGOs.
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Tips FOR NGO AsszssmNS

* The most useful NGO assessments are done on a sectoral or sub-ectoral
basis. Thbis allows the NGO universe to be divided fbctlonmW and
geographicaLly and permits systematic Interviews and sample surveys.

* When evaluating newly formed NGOs or other NGOs that are new to a
specifrc region or sector (and lack a track record), focus on the Indlvduals
who lead the NGO and what they havc done In the past.

* Select an assessor who has a previous working relationship wIth governmt,
as well as NGOs, to build trust.

* BuDd participatory elements Into all NGO assessments on a systenatic bas.
Both TOR and survey methodologies should indude Indicators of NGO
quality in conunity development as well as technial and mangerial
dimensions.

* An NGO assessment should Include information about the technologies used
by NGOs to communicate with members and to network with each other.
Also, the analysis should cover the constraints limiting communiation In
remote areas.

* Whenever NGO consortia or apex organizations exist they should be given
a role in NGO assessments. However, non-members of consortia shoud be
informed of the federation's role.

• Bank resident mission staff should be involved in NGO assessnts and
wherever sufficient capacity exists, resident staff members should be
responsible for supervising and updating NGO assessments.

Source: 'Intermediary NGOs and Participation," Parficipation Series, ENV
Department Technical Papers, Thomas Carroll. Mary Schmidt. and Tony
Bebbington.

Obtaining In some cases, Bank TMs have approached a consortium of NGOs for referrals.
Referrals Such federations can direct TMs to member NGOs, and in somne cases select and

supervise them. A limitation of approaching a federation to find partners in project
design or implementation is that not all NGOs are represented by such an apex body.
This can create rivalry and isolate potentially suitable NGOs.

Soliciting When there are many interested and qualified NGOs, TMs and their government
Proposals counterparts may choose to select NGOs as they would consultants, by soliciting

proposals and selecting the best of these. However, there is a danger that this could
rule out qualified organizations which have strong expertise in community development
but do not have skills in preparing proposals.
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Bridging the Gap

Supporting A paradox confronting the task manager is that the qualities which make NGOs
Participatory participatory -- and therefore attractive as intermediaries - may be inconsistent with

Processes many government, donor and Bank requirements. One of the major constraints to
group formation and capacity building is donor or government pressure to disburse and
deliver services quickly. Unless procedures are made more flexible, and both the Bank
and the government are committed to supporting participatory processes, the NGO may
be pressed into a service delivery zather than capacity building role.

This has happened in a number of Bank funded projects, including LERIA's
SECOND EDUCATION project. Under this project, schools were constructed rapidly and
at low cost; however, no attention was given to supporting the intermediary NGO in
building commnunity ownership of schools and planning for maintenance. As a result,
many schools deteriorated or went unused. Similarly, in the ZAMBIA SQUATMER
UPGRADING project, it was agreed in principle to pursue long term community
development goals by promoting active beneficiary partipipation. However, a
stipulation was included in the final agreement that, if the collective self help approach
used by the two intermediary NGOs interfered with the predetermined project
schedule, contractors would be employed to carry out the work.

Ensuring TMs have found ways to ensure that they support rather than undermine the
Flexibility participatory strengths of NGO partners by introducing mechanisms which permit

revisions in project priorities, greater flexibility in the timing and scale of
implementation, and alternative procurement procedures. Sometimes, introducing
mechanisms which allow NGOs to design and implement their own programs can also
be effective.

Encouraging Collaborative decisionmaking from the outset concerning development objectives
Partnership in can help resolve the tension between the short term project focus of the Bank or
Project Design government and the long term community development goals of NGOs. The most

successful cases of Bank-NGO collaboration have involved mutual tansparncy and
shared decisionmaking from very early in the project cycle. If NGOs are to participate
in a Bank-financed project in a significant way, it is important that they have a say as
early as possible in the design of the project and in defining the terms of their
involvement.

In examples such as the PHILPIMES HEALTH DEVELOPMENT project, which
aimed to reach the poorest members of society by building partnerships between the
many health oriented NGOs, local governments and the Department of Health,
involvement in project design was considered essential in defining effective operational
partnerships, contributing to "quality at entry" and achieving successful
implementation. Many of the NGOs were initially skeptical of involvement with the
government. Giving them a stake in the decisionmaking process -- in creating the
terms of the partnerships - made it possible for NGOs to be the lead agencies at the
local level and helped to overcome their skepticism.

NGO Liaison A number of Bank projects have created of NGO liaison units. Under the WESr
Units BENCAL FouRTH POPULAToN project, the govemment of West Bengal created a

Voluntary Agency Cell (headed by the Additional Director of Health Services) which
is responsible for facilitating, supporting and coordinating voluntary agency activities
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in the state. With the establishment of this Cell, it is expected that the role and scope
of NGOs in West Bengal family welfare programs will be substantially increased.

Infonnation The Bank can also promote Government/NGO relations by sponsoring meetings
Sharing for dialogue and information sharing. In the SRI LANKA HEALTH AND FAmaY

PLANNcG project, for example, joint training was provided for NGO and government
staff in Information-Education-Communication techniques. In addition, a series of
annual workshops were orga.uized to bring government and NGO personnel together
to discuss on-going strategie.; and implementation plans.

Scaling Up and Highly participatory NGO:: tend to work on a very small scale and experience
Scaling Down suggests that some of their programs depend on staying small and resource intensive.

But in some cases NGOs have established participatory processes which they have
themselves extended to large scale programs, or which have proved replicable by other
organizations or by government agencies on a large scale. Various approaches have
been taken to enable successful NGO programs to be scaled up and "mainstreamed",
where possible, without losing their essential participatory qualities, and without
individual NGOs having to gmw to the point where they become hierarchical and
bureaucratized. This may involve strengthening the capacity of NGOs, both through
training and through promoting NGO partnerships.

Scaling up may also involve training government staff in participatory methods and
relaxing some government regulations. When working with governments to encourage
NGO linkages, it is useful to consider that government agencies, as well as the Bank,
may have to scale down in the sense of decentralizing and building flexibility and
micro-variability into their operations. This not only pushes decisionmaking down
closer to the populations most affected (and is in this sense itself more participatory),
but also makes it easier to work with regional and local NGOs.

The Community Support Process in the BALocFUSrAN PRIMARY EDUCATION
program is establishing new community schools for girls in remote rural villages. The
process began in 1992 with a pilot project by a small national NGO whose community
workers went door to door, urging parents to form village education committees,
identify a potential female teacher, and select a site for a school. The success of the
pilot led to tull acceptance and ownership of the program by the government which is
now funding the program on a province-wide basis using IDA credit. Already, the
NGO has succeeded in mobilizing community members to establish as many as 200
schools. Replicating the process on this scale, and incorporating the schools and their
teachers into the government system once the school has proved viable, has depended
on the willingness of the Ministry of Education to relax a number of its regulations,
so that girls with as little as eighth grade education can qualify as teachers and can
receive training at home from mobile training teams.

Strengthening NGO Capacity

Encouraging For the Bank-financed IMmRovED ENviRoNENNTAL MANAGEMENT AND
NGO Partnership ADVOCACY (IEMA) project in Indonesia, an international NGO teamed up with twelve

Indonesian NGOs to strengthen the capacity of local intermediaries to address the
environmental consequences of pesticides. The international NGO assists local
counterparts in developing primary learning approaches to educate local people about
environmental problems and solutions. This collaborative NGO effort is a broad-based
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initiative to develop education and training programs for fariners, consumers, and
provincial-level regulatory officials which also serves to transfer skills and knowledge
among NGOs.

The goal of the UTTAR PRADESH SODIC LAND RECLUMATION project is to
reclaim salt-affected lands using participatory management techniques that could serve
as a model to be replicated more broadly in the future. Fanners' water mnagement
groups will be organized and community volunteers will be trained in technology
transfer by small local NGOs. The staff of these grassroots NGOs will be trined in
turn by larger intermediary NGOs with previous experience in participatory
management.

Other projects, such as the PARTICIPATORY FoRsT DEVELOPmENT project for
Bangladesh, are using a similar structure in which advisory NGOs coordinate the
implementation activities of small locally-based NGOs. These projects are coordinated
at the national level by a single organization that works directly with the govenment
to ensure compatibility with national goals and policies.

Providing The task manager of the BANGLADESH SECOND ROAD REHABILiTATION AND
Training MAINTEANCE project felt that in order for an NGO to act adequately as an

intermediary between beneficiaries and govermment agencies, itsstaff shouldbe trained
specifically in the use of the Bank's resettlement guidelines and generally in land
valuation and compensation.

Usually, training which builds NGO capacity is provided by a component for
technical assistance within a large project, or through a separate project. The
ETHIOPIA SOCIAL REHABILITATION FUND (ESRF) treats proposals for training as it
does proposals for other micro-project components. Any community group or NGO
which has an identified need for training is invited to submit a proposal. The ESRF
has designed community development and micro-project development taining
programs, and has appointed a training and promotion officer.

E. FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION

This section looks at three methods which have been used in Bank-financed
operations to give the poor a more active role in managing the resources intended to
improve their economie. security and well-being. The first involves fiscal
decentralization to give municipalities and local govermments more control over
development funds and enable them in turn to support community-level development.
The second involves Social Funds which are an alternative mechanism for providing
financial assistance for locally-led initiatives. These approaches provide new ways to
bring resources and the control over them closer to the level at which they are being
used. The third approach involves two-way reciprocal contracts which form the basis
for sustainable financial service systems.

Fiscal Decentralizaton

One of the most common ways to get resources to the local level is through
manicipal funds, matching grants and cormmunity development funds which
decentralize functions and money to existing line agencies and local govenments.
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Under such arrangements, central governments allocate resowurces to municipalities or
other institutions which in turn fund many smaller projects. These subprojects are often
prepared and controlled by communities which contribute to cost-sharing through the
donation of their labor and materials. Simple procurement procedures along with
democratic and transparent project selection at the neighborhood and municipal level
contribute to the success of these types of funding arrangements. Through their ability
to reach the neighborhood level, and mobilize local resources, they remove a critical
constraint to community action: the lack of financial resources.

The MEXICO DECENTRALIzATION AND REGIONAL DEVELOPENT project gives
municipalities control over funding many local projects by providing them with annual
block grants. Such grants are made through Municipal Solidarity Funds which are
accounts created at the municipal and community levels to finance small community
projects. They are intended to channel resources to the most deprived communities by
democratizing project planning as well as decentralizing project financing. This signals
a change in the destination of the resources from the line agencies to the
municipalities, and involved elected municipal officials jointly with the communities
in project selection.

There are numerous examples of fiscal decentralization. Not all involve local
participation in decisionmaking, but .nost help to provide an enabling environment in
which such participation becomes possible.

Social Funds

Social funds can provide funding to local organizations such as community based
groups, NGOs and local governments in a more flexible, transparent, and rapid
manner than line ministries. They are "demand driven funding mechanisms". They do
not identify projects in advance, but instead respond to requests generated by local
organizations. Social funds do not implement projects. They promote specific
activities, appraise projects or subprojects for finding using strict selection criteria,
supervise implementation, and monitor project effectiveness. Social funds have spread
rapidly in developing countries since the Bolivia Emergency Socal Fund was started
in 1986, and in 1994 the World Bank was supporting about thirty social funds.

Autonomy Typically, social funds are set up as autonomous institutions which are transparent,
and have flexible funding, procurement and disbursement procedures. Because y are
autonomous, they are able to avoid political interference aid respond directly to local
needs. In some cases, a social fund is an autonomous govemmental structu reporting
directly to the president or prime minister. In other cases, such as the Agence
D'Execution des Travaux D'Infrastructures Publiques (AGETIP) in Senegal, it is a
private association contracted by the goverrnent.

NEPAL RURAL WATER SuPPLY & SANITATION project (RWSSF) uses an
autonomous fund (RWSS-FUND) to support demand-led, conmunity based water and
sanitation initiatives. This fund is designed to be managed by a board with
representatives from both the government and the private sector (NGOs). The boad
is autonomous and fully responsible for the Fund's management. Money is provided
by the Ministry of Finance through a simplified, block grant release process.
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In the ALBANIA RURAL POVERTY ALLEVIAON example, the Rural Development
Fund (RDF) was creatcd by government decree as an autonomous agency due to the
fact that the existing guvernment lacked the capacity to work at the cormmunity level
in a participatory manner. In order to fulfill its repponsibilities for implementing both
the pilot and full-scale Bank-assisted project, the RDF was given administrative,
financial and technical autonomy, as well as the authority to enter into contracts. One
of the principal functions of the RDF is to support the demand responsive rural
infrastructure rehabilitation subproject work being undertaken by village communities.
The RDF is governed by a Board of Trustees comprised of the Ministers of the
relevant ministries such as agriculture, labor and finance. It is chaired by the Deputy
Prime Minister of Albania.

Decentralized In order to operationalize the ZAAmIA SOCLIL RECOVERY FuND to finance mnicro-
Operations projects for the rehabilitation of social service infrastructure, an office called the Micro

Projects Unit (MPU) was set up within the Presidency through which funds were
channeled to local community organizations and NGOs. The special status of the MPU
allows it to hire personnel from outside the civil service and bypasss the government
bureaucracy.

This enables procedures to move quickly and allows the MPU to deal directly with
beneficiary communities. Communities prepare proposals for social services
microprojects in which they contribute to total costs. Upon approval, the implementing
organization sets up a bank account to receive direct, incremental dispersals from the
MPU -- thereby cutting through the typical bureaucratic delays and red tape. This has
proven a quick and effective way of getting resources down to the local level and
responding to varying demand and priorities among local communities. The channeling
of funds to NGOs and local organizations has also intreased the institutional capacity
of these organizations to undertake development activities and serve as instrnents of
participation.

In the ALBANIA RURAL POVERTY ALLEVIATION example, a social fund
mechanism was used to provide funding for rural infrastructure rehabilitation.
Infrastructure Officers from the coordinating institution, the Rural Development Fund
(RDF), are assigned to each district. They, along with engineers from RDF, work with
local villages and assist them in preparing proposals for the one infrastructure
rehabilitation project that represents their highest priority. Once a project is approved
by RDF, the contractual partner for implementing the project becomes the commune
(i.e. the corresponding local government unit). To fulfill the employment generation
objective of this component, the commurie, in turn, hires local villagers to work on the
project. This approach has proved successful in delivering priority infrastructure to
rural communities.
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DlESIGN1NG A SOCAL FuND

The following tips may be helpful to TMs responsible for desiging a
Social Fund.

1. Be clear about the objecdves of a social fund and the ctrality of
participation in realizing objectives. Designers must weigh the tade-
offs between rapid disbursement and capacity building in benficiat
and intermediary organizations.

2. Refuse to fund non-panc4patory mincrprojes, and prWe =
selection of micrvprojects according to the ntnsity of paldpa_e
Ask how much local participation has ther been in the processes of
microproject identification, design and plnning and whether the
comnmunity is involved in implenentation.

3. Encourage or mandate establishment of niWcroprject nunanqeeat
commitces. It may be necessary to require represenation of women
and other marginalized groups in the management committees.

4. Apply paricipatory data collection methods, schc as paitesory
nul apprisal and beneficary assimsent, to moUitor subpnuJecu

regularly. Assessing ten percent of subprojects a year may be a good
target.

5. Provide for capacity building of intennediay and commnity
orgauitions as early as poible.

6. Develop a piloting phase in which participatory mechanisms can be
tested, the concept of participation introduced, and actors- given time
to learn.

7. Design flerible and transparent procurement and disbursement
procedures.

8. DeLiver what has been promised. Avoid delays in processing proposals
and delivering services. Critically monitor the performance of the
social fund.

Source: "Participation and Social Funds," Participation Series, ENV
Department Technical Paper, Alexandre Marc and Mary Schmidt.

Sustainable Financial Systems

The preceding section examined ways to improve the effectiveness and impact of
resources flowing from the govermment to the poor. In this section, we turn from one
way grant resource flows which characterize most of the decentralization projects and
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Social Funds, to two-my reciprocal contracts which are the basis for sustainable
financial service systems.

There are two reasons that TMs might want to know more about how to build
sustainable financial service systems for poor men and women. First, from the point
of view of financal sector dvelopment, people who have not been integrated into the
formal financial sector because of low incomes, gender, ethnic identity or remote
location often represent a large and potentially profitable market for institutions that
can develop ways to reduce the costs and risks of serving them.

From the perspective of poverty reduction, the case is even more compelling. For
the most vulnerable of the working poor who may not be ready to take on debt,
accessiblc savings can help maintain consumption over crisis periods and greatly
improve economic security. Then, once some degree of economic secuity is attained,
access to credit can help them move out of poverty by improving the productivity of
their enterprises or creating new sources of livelihood.

Participation Participation occurs along a continuum. On one end are 'beneficiaries,' who are
Continuum the recipients of service and resources. More and more successful projects, however,

define participants as clients' and invest in setting up timely feedback mechanisms
to ensure they stay in touch with what their clients want. In these projects, "clients"
are perceived as those who buy something (e.g., financial services) and must agree to
pay more than a symbolic fee for it. They also ensure that there is a clear contract
with clients which lets them know what they must do to keep the services coming. The
challenge is to devolve the decisionmaking power and control over resources to
participants as "investors' or even "managers" who make strategic and operational
decisions about how services are designed and delivered. But it is important to
remember that nany people are not willing, or able, to take on the additional risks and
increased responsibilities associated with higher levels of self-managenent.

The Participation Continuum

Role of
Participant. Bmj5ciay client Innwve~rMn

Level of A Iw
Participation NoneowD il Of Optiens SIftu. anc
and Dedision andJRis __

making.

* Choice of Services
*Risk

Incrase in: Responsibility
* Potentdl Retum

Source: Groupmbaed Financial Systems: Exploring the links between Perfonnance
and Partidpation," Partidpation Series, ENVDepartment Technicl Papers, Lynn
Bennett, Mike Goldberg and Pam Hunte.
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Overcoming Building an appropriate system of financial intermediation that is accessible to poor
Barriers people and yet sustainable for the Icnding institution can be a challenge. Overcoming

the vulnerability imposed by continual reliance on subsidies (finance as charity) by
establishing a market based system (finance as business) that can operate on its own
is not casy. In most cases, is it not something that can be fully achieved within the
time frame of one or sometimes even a series of Bank lending operations. In some
borrowing countries where there are barriers created by remoteness, poor
infrastructure, a stagnant or primarily subsistence economy, illiteracy or social factors
like caste and gender, self-sustainable financial services may not be attainable for a
very long time.

Need for What is needed to build and support sustainable financial systems with the poor is
Intermediation a combination of financial and social intermediation. Mechanisms must be created to

bridge the gaps created by poverty, illiteracy, gender and remoteness. Local
institutions must be built and nurtured, and skills and confidence of new low income
clients must be developed. This costs money and requires the help of intermediaries
at the local levels.

Group-Based Approaches

One of the most promising routes to sustainable financial intermediation is the use
of local self-help groups. Although there are many local variations, the approach
essentially involves identification and organization of local voluntary associations or
self-help groups arnong disadvantaged populations. These groups are then linked with
formal financial institutions or assisted to develop their own paraUel, semi-formal
systems for financial intermediation.

Solidarity One of the most successful -- and certainly the best known-- group-based financial
Groups service system for the poor is the GRAMEN BANK IN BANGLADESH. Grameen was

established as a financial institution in 1983 to provide financial services to low income
rural households which had no access to formal sector programs. By 1993, Grameen
Bank had served almost half of the villages in Bangladesh, lending US$311 million and
mobilizing US$218 million in savings and deposits. Its total mnembership is more than
1.8 million, of whom 94 per cent are women.

Grameen supports the formation of self-selecting solidarity groups of five people.
Members receive small-scale working capital loans backed only by the 'joint liability'
of other members. This means that even though the loans are given individually,
default by any member blocks access to further credit for others in the group until they
either prevail upon the defaulter to pay, or cover the debt themselves out of joint
savings or a pooled contribution.

The loans are for 12 months with weekly installmnents which makes accounting and
repayment simple and easy for group members to understand. Members are also
required to contribute to group savings and emergency funds on a regular basis. Many
borrowers use the loans for petty trade, traditional agricultural processing, animal
husbandry, and activities that borrowers know well. Reflecting its responsiveness to
the vulnerability of its members to seasonal and other shocks, Grameen also lends for
"consumption' purposes such as medical care and food. Repayment for the program
as a whole in 1993 was 96%.
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Vilage Credit In the ALBANA RURAL POVERTr ALLEviATION the dire economic situation made
Committees it imperative to inject cash into impoverished areas as quicldy as possible by

developing a credit delivery mechanism suitable to poor farmers. But the project
designers did not stop with simply delivering the credit. They sought to buld a
sustainable financial services system. The villagers rejected the solidarity group
approach (based on Grameen Bank) and chose to create a Village Credit Fund in which
the whole village is collectively responsible for the repayment of individual loans.
Each community elects a three-person Village Credit Committee (VCC) which is
responsible for selecting borrowers and ensuring that loans are repaid. Decisionmaking
rests entirely at the local level and the VCC holds open meetings to evaluate
community member loan applications. Expansion has been rapid with 59 VCCs
established, more than 2,750 subloans made during the first two years of the project,
and nearly 100% repayment.

Advantages of Group-based approaches have several advantages to the fimancial intermediary:
Group-Based group liability is an effective collateral substitute; self-policing mechanisms can

Services increase repayment rates and reduce lender risk; savings mobilization is often
impressive, proving to be an inexpensive source of loan capital; and administration and
enforcement costs can be reduced. Group-based financial systems can, in many
situations, effectively shift some of the costs and risks from the lending institution to
the group.

From the client's perspective, groups may offer the only affordable way of gaining
access to financial services. For landless men and women, group liability substitutes
for physical or financial collaterl and without it they could not obtain formal credit.
The savings mobilized by groups are often relent to their members for emergencies,
consumption and similar purposes for which formal institutions are reluctant to lend.
In terms of capacity building, group-based approaches can build solidarity, confidence
and financial management skills among members.

Advantages For women, one of the most important aspects of a group is that it provides a
for Women legitimate 'social space' beyond the home, and it fosters a sense of solidarity that

allows them to deal more freely with unfamiliar formal institutions and processes.
There is some evidence from Bank and other projects that women's groups perform
better than men's groups in terms of repayment and longevity. One reason may be that
in many societies women have few other financial opportunities and value them highly.
Group rmembership may also have a personal and social value beyond its economic
utility.

Characteristics of Characteristics of strong groups include self-selection of members, literacy of at
Succssful Groups least a few group members, and membership of only one gender. Group enforcement

of sanctions is strongest when there is a readily available system for calling on outside
assistance (usually from the NGO) to resolve serious conflicts. Most successful
systems appear to be the ones where a large proportion of the lending capital is raised
from group member's savings. Elements of groups which, contrary to general belief,
do not appear to affect group performance include group size, leadership rotation and
the type or frequency of group meetings.

Pitfalls Groups are not a guarantee of success. Despite potential advantages, groups may
of Groups face serious managerial problems. They may be costly to set up; there is potential for

corruption or control by powerful groups; and minority grups or the most
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disadvantaged are often excluded. Nevertheless, the resiliency and popularity of many
locally based financial service organizations indicates that locally managed groups can
improve their financial managcment practices and move toward sustainability through
self-hclp efforts.

Building Capacty of Groups

It is critical to build up the human resources and local institutions needed to
prepare groups to manage their own institutions or to enter into responsible business
relationships with formal financial institutions. Ultimately, it is the cohesiveness and
self-managaemnt capacity of the groups which enables them to bring down the costs
of financial intermediation by reducing default through peer pressure and lowering the
transaction costs banks incur in dealing with many small borrower and savers.

However, to achieve this eventual efficiency gain, and develop sustainable financial
services for the poor, substantial up-front investments are needed to build the skills and
systems that permit the group to eventually take over most of the management of their
own financial transactions. Timebound 'infant industry' subsidies like building self-
reliant groups through training group members in accounting skills, management skills
and use of MIS systems are also justified. Where govemment subsidies are not
justified, however, is in supporting the price of financial services with artificially low
interest rates for the end users.

F. CRAFrlNG RESPONSIVE INsr tI oNs

Putting people first also requires changing the very ways in which government
bureaucracies are accustomed to functioning. It requires different planning procedures,
institutional arrangements, and measures for resource allocation. To pu; people's needs
first, institutions nust redefine responsibilities, reallocate staff resoures, offer
different inceqltives to staff, build in new mechanisms for learning and
experimentation, and build outreach capacity by hiring new staff and retraining old.

Characteristics of Responsive Irstitutions

Deleating The Ministry of Health gave the local Health Management Committees in the
Autbority Benin Health example real decisionmaking power and control over resources. Each

local health center (typically serving 3-6 villages) has its own management committee
of 6-8 people. Committee members are elected democratically, and anyone may serve -
- provided that at least one member is a woinan. The committee is directly involved
in preparing the health center's annual budget for submission to the Health Ministry.
It is responsible for collecting and accounting for funds paid to the health center for
services and drugs, and also manages the procurement and inventory of drugs.
Representatives of local committees serve on the Board of the Govermment's new drug
procurement agency and on Govermnent's central Health Sector Coordinating
Committee, giving them a voice in national policy.

The success of EL SALVADOR'S EDUCO program depends on community
involvement in public education. Each community is required to provide a building
where its students can go to school. Parents elect school board members for three-year
terms. School Board members, who are legally authorized to manage the schools,
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work with the Ministry of Education (MOE) to establish annual budgets for the
schools. Once the MOE transfers the agreed amount of money to the Boards' bank
accounts, the Boards recruit, select, hire, pay and manage the teachem and the
curricula. The Boards and the teacl ers jointly allocate funds for teaching materials.
Each local Board monitors teacher performance and, if necessary, takes the necessary
steps to fire teachers for whom poor performance or absenteeism is a problem. About
25 % of schools in El Salvador now have such arrangements in their schools.

Flexibility In the PHILIPPINES IRRIGATION example, it proved unrealislic to try and predict
the amount of time needed to create local irrigation associations (lAs) and ensure their
full participation. It was found that pre-set targets tended to undermnine the farmers'
authority over the systems and, with it, their commitment. In view of this, NIA
persuaded the Bank to avoid setting specific, long-term targets for construcion.
Flexibility was achieved by developing work programns one year at a time, depending
on the progress of the preceding year rather than rigidly scheduling work for the entire
loan period. This flexibility allowed the NIA to spend more time building upon
existing lAs instead of pressing to meet arbitrary targets for the creation of new ones.

Experimenting In the RAJiAsHAN WATERSHED DEVELOPMENT project, the new challenge of
and Learning implementing small-scale, integrated watershed development forced staff from different

disciplines to work together and the lack of prior experience even among senior
officials created a general willingness to experiment with innovative approaches.
Government field staff were told to "start with what you know, what you have
resources for and what people want." Staff were given the freedom to do small-scale
experiments and try whatever I;iey thought might work. An enabling policy was that
there were to be no penalties for failed experiments and successful innovation would
be rewarded. In this way, significant progress was made in developing area-specific
technologies. Much of this progress came from interacting with local people and
seeking out and using their indigenous practices.

In the CAMEROON RURAL COMMUNT MICRO-PRQ.McTS, the Ministry of
Agriculture took a "learning" approach, allowing local committees in charge of
approving loans to go slowly and learn from their mistakes in funding micro-projects.
The focus on the project was just as much on capacity building as it was on lending
for micro-projects. This flexibility and less structured pace allowed for disbursements
to be made slowly, and allowed local people to learn valuable lessons and make
adjustments to lending criteria as they went along. A marked improvement in the
quality of microprojects and repayment rate after the first year demonstrated that local
people had indeed improved their skills through the process of trial and error.

Accountability A key factor in the success of the BENIN HEALTH example was the creation of a
new governmental drug procurement agency which exists as an autonomous agency
responsible for procuring all drugs used in the country. As this was done poorly and
corruptly in the past, the new agency is kept responsive and accountable to local
communities through village representatives which sit on its board.

In the MExIco HYDROELECTRIC example, accountability mechanisms were put
into place during a reorganization of the national power company, CFE. A new, high-
level Social Development Office was created that reported directly to the company
managemient. In addition, each state government formed an independent 'Comite dc
Concertacion" headed by the governor and comprised of different line agencies in
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order to review and assist with thc resettlement plans. The National Indian Institute
was asked to provide independent field monitoring of the project, and a senior,
independent resettlement adviser was appointed to the office of the company president
to conduct field rcvicws of the project. These mechanisms served two purposes: to
channel information from the rield directly to CFE's management and to keep CFE
accountable andi responsive through a public monitoring and review process.

In the NEPAL IRRIGATION SECTOR program, farmer involvement in the selection
of contractors provided a much needed element of transparency in the mobilization and
use of the Irrigalion Department's financial resources. Farmer Irrigation Association
oversight and ownership improved the quality of construction.

Multidlsclplinary To undertake participatory activities in the PIDER project, Mexico's large-scale
Approaches integrated program for rural development, several local multidisciplinary teams

consisting of sociologists, economists, planners and various technical experts were put
together to undertake collaborative planning with beneficiaries. This approach
emphasized the linkage between the sociological and technical sides of the planning
process.

In the MEXICO HYDROELECTRIC example, a new social development unit was
created at the project level in order to introduce participatory approaches into project
planning and decisionmaking. This institutional innovationbrings together a four-celled
resettlement team (planners, regional development workers, environmental specialists
and community organizers) together with the head engineer in charge of construction.
This multi-functional team creates a critical bridge between the technical and social
sides of the project.

Strengteing the Capacity of Goverment Institutions

Training As part of several forestry projects in Nepal, training programs are being
conducted for forestry officials to facilitate greater communication and cooperation
with rural forest users. Local officials have also been trained to watch for anempts by
the wealthy to take control of forests from broad-based users groups, and to focus on
genuine elected leaders of such groups.

In the INDLA FORESTRY example, Forestry Deparnment staff received training in
Participatory Rural Appraisal and other participatory approaches to prepare them to
work in a collaborative manner with the village-based Forest Protection Committees.

Providing In the NIGEIUA WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE example in order to attrA women
Appropriate agents into the extension service and increase their time spent interacting with women

Incentives farmers in the field, the WIA program offered incentives in the form of improved
mobility, transportation, travel allowances and higher salaries.

In the PHILIIES IRIGATION example, NIA employees receive bonuses when
their decentralized cost centers break even or better. This means they must treat the
farmers as valued customers whose payments for services are indispensable to NIA's
existence. Such a system enables NIA agents to be responsive to the needs of their
local clients. In addition, NIA's budget was linked to farmer contributions (i.e.
irrigation service fees) while government subsidies were phased out. This structural
change in the implementing agency helped to mainstream participation by helping to
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dcvclop a strong service orientation, instillingclient responsiveness and forcing agency
cmployees to place a high valuc on farmer participation.

Developing In the NIGERIA WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE (WIA) example, the WIA program
Outreach Capacity was set up within the existing state Agricultural Development Projects (ADP) which

was a very decentralized system. Each state ADP has field offices staffed by local
extensions agents and has control over its budget and activities. The Federal
Agricultural Coordinating Unit (FACU) plays a coordinating role from the capital. In
order to better respond to the needs of womcn farmers and increase the number of
women extcnsion agents in the field, the Ministry of Agriculture initiated a large scale
administrative 'switch-ovcr" during which a large cadre of existing Home Economic
agents were redirected into the agricultural wing of the ADPs to become WIA field
agents. Building on this cxisting human capital allowed a significant increase of field
level staff in the agricultural department with no net addition to the ranks of civil
service.

In the TAMIL NADu INTEGRATED NuTRmoN project, a cadre of Community
Nutrition Workers (CNWs) was created within the health outreach services of the
Department of Social Welfare to disseminate information, raise awareness of better
nutrition practices and encourage the formation of women's groups to initiate
community level action around health and other issues. The focal point of project
activities was 9000 Community Nutrition Centers, each staffed by a local woman.
Staffing criteria for this position required women who were from the village, were
poor than average but had well-nourished children, and had an interest in health.
Selected CNWs were highly motivated and had good access to mothers. In choosing
outreach staff for the CNW cadre, these qualities were given greater weight than
education levels and qualifications.

In the MExIco HYDROELECTRIC example, the national power company, CFE, did
not initially possess the skills or experience to manage a participatory resettlement
program. In order to acquire this capacity, they created new social and environmental
units and recnrited skilled personnel to run them. They also hired teams of young
professionals with backgrounds in the social sciences, social work, and NGO activities
and sent them out into the villages for three weeks out of every month to consult with
villagers, answer questions, and record the concerns and priorities of communities on
behalf of the company.

G. THE ENABLING ENVIRONMENT: LEGAL ISSUES

Laws and policies can create an enabling environment which facilitates - or at
least does not impede -- peoples' participation. While individuals, groups and agencies
play key roles in initiating a process of bottom-up development, change can be
facilitated if rules and regulations, at both the national level and project level, provide
the freedom and incentives for people to participate in the design and implementation
of development projects.

To ensure effective stakeholder participation in Bank-financed projects, sponsors
and designers must examine the legal frarnework within which affected beneficiaries
and communities operate to identify and address any constraints posed by the law.
Tlhree types of legal issues are important. These are: (i) the right to information; (ii)
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the right to organize and to enter into contractual agreements; and (iii) the impact of
the Borrower's financial and other regulations on comnunities.

Right to Information

Participation is a function of information through which people come to share a
development vision, make choices and manage activities. l a achieve this, information
must flow from governments and cxtemal supporters in ways that genuinely support
people's informed participation. The objective of information sharing, therefore, is to
ensure that all affected individuals or communities receive adequate information in a
timely and meaningful manner. In order to attain this, the following questions are
relevant.

Obligation * Is there an obligation on the part of the implementing unit to ersure that
to Disclose stakeholders are provided with adequate and relevant infonnation?

* Is such information to be provided in a meaningful manner, that is, in a fomr
which can be readily understood by relevant stakeholder groups?

Access to * Is the mechanism for providing or requesting information accessible to all
Infonmation and stakeholders? Is it a simple mechanism which can be used by all? For example,

Legal Remedy are stakeholders required to fill in complicated forms?
* Are there time and financial constraints that may discourage people from seeking

information? Is there a significant delay between the request for information and
the provision of information?

* Are there any cultural or social constraints for accessing this information? Do
barriers exist that may inhibit women or other vulnerable segments of society? Are
special measures required to reach potential participants who are poorly educated
or illiterate? Is the information available in local languages and dialects?

* Do stakeholders have any legal remedy when their right to information is
infringed?

Disseminating Bank experience suggests that centralized offices may have problens disseminating
Information information. In the SARDAR SAROVAR project, for example, information was available

in an office near the dam site. But affected communities found this very ineffective.
It was costly, time consuming, and difficult to access the information. In addition,
women who faced mobility problems or cultural constraints to travel were virtaly cut
off from information.

Information can be successfully disseminated to stakeholders in a number of ways.
In the GAMBA PUBLIC WORKS AND EMPLOYMENT project, a community
participation program is being developed that uses newspapers, radio, talk shows,
leaflets, posters and stickers to disseminate information. The Gambia expeience
reveals that taking into account literacy, language, scope, timing and selection of
themes sensitive to gender, age and ethnicity is critical to channeling information flows
to target audiences.

But sometimes newspapers, radio, television and other forms of mass
communication are not the most effective means of reaching the general public.
Information can flow vigorously through local communication systems. This includes
traditional enterainment such as song, dance and community theater. The exange
of information can also be facilitated at traditional gathering places such as village
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markets, religious meeting places, police stations or marriage celebrations. If, on the
other hand, these modes are ignored, such indigenous communication systems can
transmit messages which oppose and undermine development efforts. In South Asia,
such corrmunication channels havc, in the past, frequently carried negative rumors
about the side effccts of family planning methods, sometimes leading to the outright
rejection of the contraceptives being introduced.

In the ETi[oPIAN SOCIAL REHABILITATION FUND, a number of village-level
workshops were held. Additionally, a number of NGOs and community facilitators
who are respected by target communities were appointed and trained to disseminate
information among communities. An effort is being made to recruit female promoters
in order to improve the access of womcn's groups. In the expanded phase, it is
expected that with the use of a mobile van, morc effective dissemination of information
can bc achieved even in remote areas. In the GUATEMALA SOCIAL INVESTmENT
FUND, field staff were recruited who spoke the local dialect and had a cultural
background necessary to intcract with the communities. Materials are also printed in
the local languages.

Legal Literacy The right to information is connected with the following issues of legal literacy:

* Are communities legally literate and aware of their rights?
* Is there a need to educate them?
* What institutional arrangements are necessary?

In the MEaCAN DECENTRALIZATION project, illustrated brochures in Spanish
were designed to communicate in a simple manner the economic opportunities afforded
by the project as well as to inform potential participants about the their rights and
obligations.

Right to Organize

The second issue relates to the legal status of communities and groups and their
internal organization. The objectives are to (i) design effective mechanisms for group
participation; (ii) to ensure that legal standing of these groups is appropriate and
enables them to interact effectively with external parties as required; and, (iii) to
ensure equitable relationship among group members and transparent processes for
internal decisionmaking. Key questions are as follows.

Formalizing * What are the available processes for formalizing groups so that they can participate
Groups in project related activities?

* Are such processes complex or time consuming and beyond the scope of small
community groups?

* Is such formalization necessary to receive public funds or enter into valid
contracts?

* If there is no formal legislation or regulation, can project specific arrangements
be developed to achieve the same objectives?

Bank experience in this area is varied. In some cases NGOs and other groups may
be reluctant or incapable of entering into a standard contractual agreement. In such
cases a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) or Convention signed with the
govermment or executing agency may be more appropriate. In the INDI4 NATIONAL
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CATARACT BLINDNESS CONMOL project, a participating NGO which was reluctant
to take on the risk of contractual liability signed a MoU defining it as an equal parner
with the executing agency. According to specified terms, the NGO was under no
formal obligation and would be paid for its services upon verification of performance.

In the PHILIMPINES IRRIGATION example, the National Irrigation Administration
persuaded the legislature to give legal recognition to the Irrigation Associations which
provided them with authority over the operation and maintenance of the communal
systems; legal water rights; and standing as corporate bodies with the Philippine
Securities and Exchange Commission - which meant they could own property, make
contracts, collect fees and impose sanctions.

Ability to Receive A number of factors affect whether or not groups can engage in financial
Public Funds transactions. Important questions in this area include the following.

* Can the community group receive public funds?
* What are the requirements? Are such requirements complex, time consuming or

beyond the scop? of small community groups?
* Does the conununity group have a separate legal identity?
* Can it enter into a valid contract on behalf of the members at large?

The UTTAR PRADESH EDUCATION project permits informal groups to receive
public funds upon compliance with certain specified conditions including the collection
of community contributions and the appointmnent of a headmaster. While in the
ZAMBuA SoCIAL FuND, the opening of a bank account and deposit of the community
contribution is considered a satisfactory requirement to receive public funds.

In the MExIco MUNIcIPAL FUNDS program, a component of the MEaCAN
DECENTRALIZATION AND REGIONAL DEVELOPmENT project, government regulation
permits groups to register as 'Solidarity Committees" with the Municipality, thereby
giving them the right to receive public funds.

In the BuRuNDi SOCIAL AcTioN project, an intermediary with legal statLs,
selected and approved by the community, is brought in to sign the contract on behalf
of the community group.

Internal Where formal groups have legal standing, it may be important to examine their
Regulations internal regulations or by-laws. The by-laws or internal regulations of the comunity

group or entity should be developed by the group and are crucial in addressing some
of these issues. Where community groups do not have the skills to identify issues and
address them in the by-laws, assistance should be incorporated into project design.
Appropriate questions are:

* Are the responsibilities and obligations of the members clearly defined?
* Do the internal regulations ensure that the sharing of resources/profits is

undertaken in an efficient and equitable fashion?
* If the project involves financial contributions by communities, is there a

mechanism for ensuring that such contributions are provided in an equitable
fashion? What constitutes community contribution? Can they contribute cash
instead of labor?

* How are internal regulations drafted? How can they be amended?
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* Is it possible to provide sample by-laws for different categories of project related
activities?

* Are records kept of such contribution to ensure that contributions are made by all
beneficiaries in an equitable fashion?

* Are there any justifications for excusing specific households or individuals?

Representative and Different types of questions relate to whethcr the groups so constituted are
Accountable Groups representative and accountable. To determine this, TMs may want to ask the following

questions.

* Is thcre any restriction on membership to the group?
* Where the regulations are neutral, do they unintentionally have the effect of

excluding women or other vulnerable sections of society?
* Can such unintended impacts be mitigated through the use of internal regulations

or by-laws?
* Who makes the decisions? Is there provision for participatory decisionmaking

processes?
* Are the leaders accountable to the larger group of members?
* Is there a possibility of introducing some form of mutual monitoring or peer

pressure?

Impact of Borrower's Financial And Other Regulations

The third issue relates to the impact of the Borrower's financial and other
regulations on the ability of communities and groups to effectively participate in the
project. The objective is to ensure that any potential bottlenecks created by the
Borrower's regulations are addressed well in advance and that NGOs, in particular,
are not adversely constrained by government regulations. Since many of these
restrictions are vested in law, the ability to modify them through project design may
be very limited. However, some legal restrictions can be interpreted in a flexible
manner. Some potential issues are as follows.

Requirements for In many countries, national procurement regulations are not suitable for
Competitive Bidding communities and NGOs involved in participatory projects. Borrowers' reluctance to

decentralize fiscal control may also affect community related procurement and
disbursement. Often thresholds for competitive bidding, (i.e., the value of contracts
which must be procured under competitive procedures) are set so low that even small
contracts require bids which impose time consuming and bureaucratic procedures on
communities.

Some potential questions related to competifive bidding are:

* What are the mandatory processes for competitive bidding?
* Do they impede efforts by community groups to use competitive bidding?
* Are the threshold levels appropriate and do they permit non-competitive

procedures when necessary?

In the UGANDA ALLEVIATION OF POVERTY AND SOaAL COSTS OF ADIJMENf
project, any item over US$1,000 needed to be approved by the Central Tender Board
for Procurement and Disbursement. This tedious process caused serious delays and
limited cormnunity involvement. In the GuYANA SIMAP/HEALTH, NUTRiTION,
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WATER AND SANrrATION project, community groups were allowed to procure their
own goods through 'local shopping" procedures which required quotations from at
least three qualified suppliers. This was found to be a burdensome requirement, since
it was difficult to find even a single qualified supplier in some rural areas.

The traditional concept of competitive bidding may be not appropriate in cases
where community groups are contracted to undertake their own works. Often
community groups invest in goods to be used by their own members and experience
shows that in such cases, there are built-in incentives for community groups to use
their allotted resources efficiently. The experience with the Mbxco MUNiCIPAL
FUNDS, for example, has been that works implemented by the communities cost 113
to 1/2 less than works by traditional municipal administrators or contractors.

Prior Review The issue of prior review of publicly funded contracts - imposed by national
of Contracts legislation or sometimes by the Bank's procedures - has caused, in some instances,

substantial delays and frustration during project implementation. To suit the needs for
community related procurement, requirements for prior review of contracts have been
adapted in some projects.

In the MExico MumcuPAL FUNDS programn there is no prior review of contracts
with communities; instead a sample of projects are reviewed during or after
implementation. Replacing prior reviews with strict ex-post reviews is done under the
assumption that no disbursement will be made on contracts that violate principles set
forth in the implementation guidelines. In the CAMEtooN FoOD SECURITY project
contracts for goods and services above $50,000 require prior review. Since the
majority of the community-related procurement subprojects are below $25,000, such
a threshold level avoids the need for prior review in all cases.

Accounting Sometimes, participating groups fearing that their autonomy is being threatened
and Audifing may not want to reveal their accounts to the government. On the other hand,
Requirements accounting transparency helps to reduce abuses, and the govermment, as well as the

Bank, have a right to insist on transparency of accounts in a Bank-financed project.
The degree of information revealed by the participating group should meet the
requirement of public scrutiny without compromising on the independence of the
group. A practice that has worked well in this context is that the government and the
Bank are allowed to examine the accounts for that particular project, but not all the
NGO's accounts. In any case, the details of this should be agreed to the mutual
satisfaction of the government, NGO and the Bank at the outset of the project.

Key questions in the context are as follows.

* Do the regulations require that the use of funds must be accounted for? If so, how,
in what manner and to whom?

* Do the regulations require that use of public funds be independently audited? If
so, who is responsible?

* If the Auditor General's Office is responsible, can this task be delegated to a
private entity?

In Zambia, for example, the Auditor General is required to audit the use of public
funds. This would require the NGO or community group receiving public funds to be
audited by the Auditor General's Office. However, in some cases, it has been possible
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for the Auditor General to delegate his powers to a private accounting firm to audit
groups involved in project related activities.

Processes for Sometimes govemment procedures and processes for disbursement can create
Disbursements delays. Experience has shown that delays in disbursement can significantly dampen

community enthusiasm. In the COLOMBIA INTRATD RURAL DEVELOPMSET
project, govemment procedures typically took 103 days to process disbursement
requests. To overcome these problems, in some projects, especially those set up as
social funds, the decree establishing the fund exempts its operations from the
procurement and disbursement regulations in the country. Thus, in the proposed
ETHIOPIAN SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION DEVELOPMENT FUND, the Fund opcrates
under its special procurement and disbursement guidelines specifically described in its
operational manual.

Appropriate questions in this context are:

* Are disbursement procedures for access to and utilizing funds transparent, efficient
and objective?

* Can steps be taken to keep government agencies out of the day-to-day affairs of
community groups and NGOs?

Dispute Dispute settlement is an important element for effective participation. A forum for
Settlenent presentation of grievances and the mechanisms for third-party settlement procedures

Mechanisrns is imperative for sustained development. A cursory examination of the formal dispute
resolution systems in most countries reveals that the access to remedies through the
formal process is generally constrained. A large proportion of poor and disadvantaged
people are legally illiterate; they have inadequate access to legal aid and do not have
the economic resources to resort to the normally complex and sophisticated legal
processes to seek remedies.

However, in many societies there are traditional methods of dispute resolution
which are based on principles of mediation and conciliation. Project designers have
attempted to make use of such indigenous methods of dispute resolution. In the INDIA
UPPER KRISHNA IRRIGATION II and ANDHRA PRADESH IRRIGATION H projects, Lok
Adalats or People's Courts have been established to settle grievances of commnunity
groups who have been adversely affected by prject activities. In the EGYPF
REsoURCE MANAGEMENT example such indigeisous methods of dispute resolution
have also been employed.

The following questions are relevant to problems related to dispute settlement.

* Are existing formal dispute resolution mechanisms accessible or are they lengthy
and costly?

* Are there any customary dispute resolution mechanisms that communities can
resort to?
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Methods and TooL

Introduction Types of Methods

This annex provides an introduction to the Workshop-Based Methods
methods and tools which support participatory Collaborative decisionmaking often takes place in
development. It is a reference guide highlighting the context of stakeholder workshops. 'Action
similarities and differences among methods in order Planning Workshops," as they are sometimes called,
to help TMs choose those most likely to be useful to are used as a technique to bring stakeholders together
them. It is intended to provide an overview of a to collaboratively design development projects. The
range of methods available for use, and flag the purpose of such workshops is to initiate and sustain
advantages and disadvantages of each. stakeholder collaboration, and to foster a

"learning-by-doing" atmosphere. A trained facilitator
Development practitioners use a wide variety of guides stakeholders, who have diverse knowledge and

different methods which have been tailored to interests, through a series of activities to build
different tasks and situations. Rather than presenting consensus. Appreciation-Influence-Control (AIC),
the full range of available methods, this annex Objectives-Oriented Project Planning (ZOPP), and
illustrates ten methods used in different development PC\TeamUp are three such meffiods.
situations to achieve various objectives. These
include: workshop-based and community-based Community-Based Methods
methods for collaborative decisionmaking, methods In many projects, TMs and project staff leave the
for stakeholder consultation, and methods for government centers and the board rooms to undertake
incorporating participation and social analysis into participatory work with local communities. TMs
project design. work with trained facilitators to draw upon local

knowledge and initiate collaborative decisionmaking.
The methods are introduced together in a matrix In such settings local people are experts, while

and are then described individually in a two-page outsiders are observers. The techniques energize
brief. Each brief includes background information, a people, tap local knowledge, and lead to clear
step-by-step description, suggested further readings, priorities or action plans. Two such techniques,
and an example. A glossary of tools, many of which Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) and SARAR,
are component parts of the methods, follows the use local materials and visual tools to bridge literacy,
summaries. More details on both the methods and the status and culture gaps.
tools can be found in the forthcoming Environment
Department Technical Paper lMehods and Tools for Methods For Stakeholder Consultation
Socia Assessment and Partcipaaon. Beneficiary Assessment (BA) and Systematic

Client Consultation (SCC) are techniques which focus
Reading about participatory techniques will on listening and consultation among a range of

familiarize Bank staff and others with terminology stakeholder groups. BA has been used throughout
and context. Leaming from one's colleagues who Bank regions, in both projects and Participatory
have experience with these methods and tools is also Poverty Assesments. SCC, used primarily by the
very helpful. Readers can call ENVSP to obtain an World Bank's Africa Region, is a set of related
up-to-date list of Bank staff and consultants who are techniques intended to obtain client feedback and to
well versed in these methods and tools. make development interventions more responsive to

demand. Both methods aim to better serve clients by
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making donors and service providers aware of client Using the Methods Well
priorities, preferences and feedback.

It would be misleading to claim that any tools or
Methods for Social Analysis mrethods are inherently participatory, or that they

Social factors and social imnpacts, including spontaneously encourage ownership and innovation
gender issues, should be a central part of all among stakeholders. The participants in developrment
development planning and action, rather than planning and action-the users of these methods and
'add-ons which fit awkwardly with the universe of tools-must be the ones who encourage and enable
data to be considered. Social Assessment (SA) and participation. The tools themselves facilitate learning,
Gender Analysis (GA) are methods which incorporate preparation, and creative application of knowledge.
participation and social analysis into the project They make it easier for TMs and Borrowers, who are
design process. These methods are also carried out in committed to participation, to collaborate with a
Country Econowmic and Sector Work in order to broad range of stakeholders in the selection, design
establish a broad framework for participation and to and implementation of development projects.
identify priority areas for social analysis. Such However, these same methods can also be
methods evolved to meet the need for paying implemented in a top down manner which merely
systematic attention to certain issues which pays lip service to participation. Therefore, the
traditionally had been overlooked by development ultimate responsibility of usih.g these methods well
planners. The Social Assessment methodology which rests with the users and facilitators.
is described in this annex has been designed
specifically to assist Bank staff and reflects Bank
procedures.
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Description CouumuIts

Collaborative Decislonmaking: Workshop-Based Methods

AppreciatnIonflumnce-Control (AIC) Strengths
AIC is a workshop-based technique that encourages suakeholders * Encourages social learningo
to consider the social, polidcal, and culturml factors along with * Promowes ownership
the technical and economic aspects that influence a given project * Produces a visual matrix of project plan
or policy. AIC (a) helps workshop participants identify a * Stakeholders establish rues of the game
common purpose; (b) encourages participants to recognize the * Stakeholders establish working
range of stakeholders relevant to that purpose: and (c) creates an relationships
enabling forum for stakeholders to collaboratively pursue thut
purpose. Acdvities focus on building appreciation through Avoiding Potentlul Pkfllb
listening. iecnce through dialogue, and control through action. * Completed matrices should not be

considered unchangeable
Objectives-Oriented Project Planning (ZOM * Workshops should be part of a plan which
ZOPP is a project planning technique which brings stakeholders involves all stakeholders
to workshops in order to set priorities and plan for imple- * Not all stakeholders are comfortable in
mentation and monitoring. The main output of ZOPP workshops workshop settings
is a project planning matrix. The purpose of ZOPP is to * Measures should be taken to give voice to
undertake participatory. objcctives-oriented planning which spans less experienced public speakers
the life of project or policy work while building stakeholder team * Choice of workshop location should be
commitment and capacity with a series of workshops. accessible to local stakeholders

PCIeamUp
PCITeamUp builds on ZOPP. but emphasizes team-building.
PC/TreamUP uses a computt.r software package which guides
stakeholders through team-oriented research, project design,
planning, implementation, and evaluation. It enables teams to
undcrtake participatory, objectives-oriented planning and action,
while fostering a "learning-by-doing" atmosphere.

Collaborative Decisionmaking: Community-Based Methods

Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) Strengths
PRA is a label given to a growing family of participatory * Based on interactive. often visual tools
approaches and methods which emphasize local knowledge and which enable participation regardless of
enable local people to do their own appraisal, analysis and literacy level
planning. PRA uses group animation and exercises to facilitate * Demystifies research and planning process
information sharing, analysis and action among stakeholders. by drawing upon everyday experience
Although originally developed for use in rural areas, PRA has * Participants feel empowered by their
been ernployed successfully in a variety of settings. The use of participation and the sense that their
PRA enables development practitioners. government officials and contributions are -alued
local people to work together on context-appropriate programs.

Avoiding Potentil Pitfas
SARAR * PRA or training alone does not provide
This participatory approach, geared specifically to the training of local communities with decision-making
local trainers/facilitators, builds upon local knowledge and authority or input into project managemnent
strengthens local capacity to assess, prioritize, plan, create, - these features mtist be built into the
organize and evaluate. The five characteristics of SARAR are: project
Self-eteem, Associative strengths, Resourcefulness, Action * These techniques generate positive energy
Planning and Responsib:::ty. SARAR's purpose is to (a) provide which will quickly subside if it is not
a multi-sectoral, multi-level approach to team-building through channelled toward actual tasks and
training: (b) encourage participants to learn from local programs
experience rather than from external experts; and (c) empower * Trained facilitators are necessary to guide
people at the comnmunity and agency leveLs to initiate action. and synthesize these exercises.
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DemIlpdtloI Comments

Methods For Stakeholder Consultation

Beneficiary Assessment (BA) Strengths
BA is a systematic investigation or the perceptions of * Systematic listening and consultatdon
beneficiaries and other stakeholders to ensure that their concerns require lengthier, repeated, and more
are heard and incorporated into project and policy formulation. meaningful interactions between
BA's general purposes are (a) to undertake systematic listening stakeholders.
in order to "give a voice" to poor and other hard-to-reach * BA and SCC are field-based, requiring
beneficiaries, thereby highlighting constraints to beneficiary project or program managers, or dieir
participation: and (b) to obtain feedback on development representatives, to travel to communities
interventions. and to become more aware of the realities

of the field.

Systemtic Clent Consultation (SCC) Avoiding Potential PitfilsD
SCC refers to a group of methods used to improve * Listening and consultation alone do not
communication between Bank staff, the direct and indirect lead to increased capacity or faciRitaion of
beneficiaries and stakeholders of Bank-financed projects, client participation in decision-making or
govemment agencies, and service providers so that projects and action.
policies are more demand-driven. SCC aims to (a) undertake * The effectiveness of these techniques often
systematic listening to clients' attitudes and prefrences; (b) rests with the ability of the managers and
devise a process for continuous communication; and (c) act on their representatives to 'translate' client
the findings by incorporating client feedback into project design needs and demands into Bankable terms
and procedures. and activities.

Methods For Social Analysis

Social Assessment (SA) Strengths
Social Assessment is the systematic investigation of the social * These methods provide a process for
processes and social factors that affect development impacts and building information into plans and plans
results. Objectives of Social Assessment are to: (i) identify key into action
stakeholders and establish the appropriate framework fbr their * Systematic zz-ial analysis forges linkages
participation; (ii) ensure that project objectives and incentives for between communities, and identified
change are appropriate and acceptable to beneficiaries; (iii) needs, and implementing agencies
assess social impacts and risks; and (iv) minimize or mitigate * Flexible framework of GA and SA allow
adverse impacts. design to be consistent with project or

policy components and goals

Gender Analysis tGA) Avoiding Potential Ptfalls
Gender Analysis focuses on understanding and documenting the * Data collection and analysis must be
differences in gender roles, activities. needs and opportunities, in focused on priority issues, rather than
a given context. Gender Analysis involves the disaggregation of being general data collection exercises
quantitative data by gender. It highlights the different roles and which are not necessarily tied to project or
learned behavior of men and women base on gender attributes policy concerns.
which vary across culture, class, ethnicity, income. education * Involving experienced local consultants
and timne. Thus, Gender Analysis does not treat women as a from a variety of disciplines builds in-
homogenous group noT gender attributes as immutable. country capacity for actionable social

analysis.
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Appreciation-Influence-Control (AIC)
Collabortlve Declslonmldng: Workshop-Based Method

AIC, an acronym for "Appreciation- Influence-Conrol, is both a philosophy and a model for action. The
phlosophy, anchored by the principle that power relationships are centrl to the process of organizing. was
translated into a modelfor organizing dewlopment work by Willian E. Smith in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
AIC is a workshop-based technique that encourages stakeholders to consider the social, political, and aultural
factors along with the technical and econonmc aspects that influence a given project or policy. AIC (a) heps
wor.koppanicipants idenfa commonpurpose; (b) encouragespaicdpantsto recognize therangeofstakeholders
relkant to thatpurpose; and (c) creates an enablingforumfor stakeholders to collaborativelypursue thatpurpose.
Actvitiesfocus on building appreciation through listening, influence through dialogue, and control through acton.

Introduction * Influence through dialogue. Explore the logical
and strategic options for action as well as the

AIC is a process which recognizes the centrality subjective feelings and values which influence the
of power relationships in development projects and selection of strategies. And
policies. Conferences which are part of the AIC
process encourage stakeholders to consider social, * Control through action. Enable the stakeholders
political and cultural factors in addition to technical take responsibility for choosing a course of
and economic factors that influence the project or action freely, based on information brought to
policy with which they are concerned. In other light in workshops, meetings and activities.
words, the AIC facilitates recognition of 'he big
picture." This process has been implemented in a AIC Philosopby in Practice
variety of sectors and seings, induding local,
regional and national. AIC was designed to brcak the pattens of

top-down planning by stressing the following:
The AIC Process

* The value of small, heterogeneous groups.
In the development context, AIC proceeds along Initially, when stakeholders are meeting perhaps

the following course: identifying the purpose to be for the first time, heterogeneous, small groups
served by a particular plan or intervention; allow for interaction and learning among people
recognizing the range of stakeholders whose needs who tend not to interact in daily life. The
are addressed by that purpose; and, through the AIC objectives of these small groups is to interrupt
process, facilitating the creation a forum which the normal mood, thus opening participants to
empowers stakeholders to collaboratively pursue that new ideas and different perspectives.
pwupose.

* The value of homogenous groups. Later on,
lTrough the AIC process of meetings, when a strategy is generated for realizing the

workshops, and activities, (collectively referred to as vision crcated during the Appreciation phase, the
the conferencem in AIC terms) stakeholders are power of homogenous groups of stakeholders,
encouraged to do the following: who share a comon language, is harnessed for

action. The objective of these groups is to
* Appreciate through lstening. Appreciate the consolidate the expertise of like stakeholders,

realities and possibilities of the situation by each of whom has been recently leamed from the
takdng a step back from the activities and the perspectives of the other stakeholders at the
purpose in order to gain perspeetive on the conference.
stakeholders and the situation.
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AIC Conferene In Colombia Leads to Commitment
and Action In the Energy Setor

Key stakeholders gathered for a three-day AIC conference in Santa Mart, Colombia. The AIC consulnt, the Tak
Manager, and a third facilitator joined ministers, heads of utilites and Iheir suppliers, mayors, congressmmn.opposition
party members, interest groups and others to design a plan to resuscitate the energy sector, and to make eommitmns
to carry the plan out During the first day and a half of the conferenre, the Appreciative phase, participan shred
information, examined realities of the energy sector, and created a group rpport that carried them through the
conference. The AIC process encouraged participants to envision clear outcomes, to make recommendations, and to
make commitments which would transform their conference plan into actions. Among the outcomes of the conference
were:

* collaboration between the Task Porce and the Ministry to implement conunitments;
* creation of an interim coordinating body and the passage of legislation to support it:
* integration of the electricity and energy sectors; and
* further Bank, IDB and Japanese EXIM Bank support for an effort in which Colombian counterparts had shown

their initiative to propose, and commitment to meet, various conditions.

The cost of this three-day AIC conference, approximately $30,000, was paid for in large part by the Colombians
($25,000). The Bank contributed the remaining $5,000.
Source: World Bank Participation Sourcebook.

* lne value of symbols. Language and literacy their opinions. A skilled faciliator is trained in
differences can be a stumbling block, particularly at the navigating around tough spots, guiding the entire group
beginning of a conference when participants are through new experiences, and in stimulating open
becoming familiar with each other's objectives. discussions and negotiation. The facilitator is a critical
Participants often begin by creating non-verbal catalyst for setting the AIC confemnce in motion, and
representations of their experience and understanding, for steering participants toward conference closure
drawings and pictures. to ease comrnmunication and to which leads to action.
elicit creative thinking.

References
* he value of the written word. Agreements reached

during sessions are promptly written up after the first Kearns, James M. and Turid Sato. 1989. "New
workshop, to clarify and create a common understanding Practices for Development Professionals. '
of the elements of the plan. Seeing the groups' progress Development, The Jouma of t. Sociay for
in writing helps participants to understand their Devetona, Deveournal o9e9eyf
individual responsibilities in context and to move IntenationalDevelopment. 1989:4.
forward on their commitments.

Smith, William E. "Planning for the Electricity
* The inportance of a strong facilitator. The type of Sector in Colombia." In Weisbord, Marvin R. 1992.

listening encouraged by AIC can be stressful for people Disccvering Common Ground. San Francisco:
who are used to taking immediate. decisive action. Bennett-Kohler Publications. pp 171-187.
Similarly, certain stakeholders might not be accustomed
to voicing Smith, William E. 1991. The AIC Model: Concepts

and Practice. Washington, DC: ODII.
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Objectives-Oriented Project Planning (ZOPP)
Collaborative Declslomaklng: Worthop-Based Method

ZOPP, from the German term 7Zielorientierte Projelkplanung " trnslares to English as 'Objectives-Oriented Project
Planning. n ZOPP is a project planning and management method which encourages participatory planning and
analsis throughout the project cyck with a series of stakeholder workshops. The technique requires stakeholders
to come together in a series of workshops in order to setpriorities andplanfor implkmentation and monitoring. The
main output of a ZOPP session is a project planning matrix, which stakeholders build together. The purpose of
ZOPP is to undertake participatory, objectives-oriented planning which spans the life ofproject orpolicy work; to
build stakeholder team commitment and capacity with a series of workshops.

Introduction * Assumptions. These conditions are necessary for
successful transformation of problems into

ZOPP is a process which relies heavily on two secured objectives. Assumptions are
particulartechniques-matrixbuildingandstakeholder systematically examined, and arranged in the
workshops-to encourage participatory planning and PPM.
management of developmcnt work. ZOPP helps a
project team create a Project Planning Matrix (PPM), Participants first review the variety of means
similar to a Logical Framework or LogFRAME) to available to achieve the project objective. The project
provide in-dcpth analysis of project objectives, planning matrix shows activities and results as well as
outputs and activities. The PPM is a result of the conditions necessary for the achievement of both.
stakeholder workshops which are scheduled These conditions are important assumptions on which
throughout the life of a project to encourage rest decisions about activities, location, timing,
brainstorning,strategizing,information-gatheringand procurement, and so on. The information is organized
consensus-building among stakeholders. along two axes which show (a) why the project is

being undertaken and (b) what are the project outputs
The PPM: Process and Product which will signal success. The PPM thus

systenatically answers the following questions:
The PPM is central to ZOPP-based project work

because the process of building it relies on repeated, * Why does the project aim for this overall goal?
collaborative stakeholder input. In stakeholder * What is the project purpose?
workshops, where the matrix is developed, systematic * What results/outputs will the project achieve?
attention is paid to five key issues: * How will the project achieve these resultloutputs?

* What external factors (assumptions) are
* Participation analysis. A stocktaking of the important?

range of stakeholder identities, interests, biases, * How can the achievement of the objectives be
expectations and concerns. measured?

* Where are the means/sources of necessary data?
* Problems. These are often made visually clear * What will the project cost?

through a problem me. key problems which the
project is meant to address are identified,
grouped and prio,ritized, and their causes and ZOPP is not a one-shot exercise; the designers of
effects are brought to light. the planning method envisioned strategic planning

* Objectives. In a corresponding objectives tree phases,' each of which requires a workshop which
the desired solutions are articulated, clustered focuses on a fixed goal. In the workshops,
and prioritized. participants analyze key issues throughout the project

cycle. There is no set formula for a successful
* Alternatives. A project strategy is created by stakeholder workshop-in fact, each one is truly

understanding the range of means for meeting unique because it brings together a blend of people
objectives. who have never before worked as a group, and who
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Creating a Forum for Stakeholdk
CommunIcation and lonovatlon

The Task Manager for an Industrial Effciency and Polludon Control project for the Philippines took Use initiasdve to
create communication linkages between Govemment, the Bank, Industry and NGOs, in order to eablish a common
Bank-Borrower team approach to the project preparation process.
Through the local counterpart agency, the Task Manager organized a series of stakeholder meednp to fuhler refine
problem formulations and define the objectives for a project which had yet to be identified.
A ZOPP-based approach was used to bring together stakeholders who initially felt that their confictig prioritiei would
prevent them from reaching consensus on project objectives.
Not only did stakeholders achieve consensus on objectives and prioritization, but they communication linkages begun
in the two-day workshop initiated a dialogue about systemadcally focusing on community-level denmds to encourge
participation and ownership at the local level.
Source: Claude Salem (ASTTP).

need to create a common language to understand one extensive participation of diverse stakeholders. ZOPP
another's widely divergent concerns. As described by its is also a helpful approach to jump-staruing staled
creators at the GTZ, five distinct ZOPP phases which run pr.oject initiatives.
alongside the project cycle can lead to a sound strategic
project plan. For a variety of reasons, promising projects have

In the traditional conception of ZOPP, the first three of been known to falter unexpoecdy in mid-suam. In
the five phases take place during project planning. The the case of such faltering projects, ZOPP can be a
theory here is that extensive, earnest efforts to plan powerful tool for reorganizing if stakeholders'
collaboratively prior to implemnentation increase the resolve to 'save" the project is grounded in a broader
likelihood of smooth implementation and the degree of comiitment to collaboration.
stakeholder ownership and readiness to work toward
sustainability. In its initial form, ZOPP was created to be closely

tied to the project cycle. Hence it has mostly been
Collaboration is not "automatically" part of the ZOPP used in a variety of sector and country settings for

process. The project team, the Borrower and stakeholders project work. Howevcr, the two main component
must commit to adopting a participatory stance for the tools of ZOPP-the stakeholder workshop and the
overall project, or the ZOPP process is merely an PPM-ca be used for the paricipatory plaming of
organizing tool. During each planning phase of the ZOPP
process, participants reinforce their commitment to include policy and economic sector work as well.
the diverse expertise and concerns of a variety of
stakeholders. Refemeces

Applications in Bank Work GTZ. 1991. Methods and Instunents for Project
Planning and Implememation. Eschbom: GTZ.

Objectives-oriented planning assumes that joint
analysis and planning is necessary throughout the GTZ. 1988. ZOPP (an introducion to dhe medwd).
project cycle. If instituted early in the life of a Eschborn: GTZ.
project, ZOPP can provide a ready forum for

G1Z. 1988. ZOPP *n Bref. Eschborm: GTZ.
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PC/TeamUP
Collaborative Decdslonmaking: Workshop-Based Method

PCITeam UP is a flexible, team-based method for inproving both the substance and process of project cycle
management. It was developed to expand the benefits of ZOPP and to make it more accessibe for instittaion-wide
use. Team UP automates the basic step-by-step methodology and guides stakeholders through team-oriented research,
project design, planning, implementation and evaluation.

Introduction Twelve Basic Steps

The Teat- .aethod is an organized process for TeamUP's twelve core are arranged so that the
building high performance teams. It has two earlier steps help a team build identity, and the later
dimensions: a) task functions, which assist steps help them take action.
stakeholders in planning, decision-making and acting;
and b) team-building, which encourages stakeholders * Opening Round. In the opening round,
to collaborate as an effective work group. stakeholders discuss their expectations for the

team during the TeamUP workshop and beyond.
The TeamUP method is a series of steps, or What does each stakeholder hope to aceomplish

modules, designed to enable a group of individuals to in the workshop?
collaboratively perform essential management
functions. Typically, the team meets for a * Clarify Representation. Stakeholders define the
two-and-a-half or five day workshop. TeamUP interests each represents and set out roles which
software is available to facilitate the process. The each will play. Who will act as the team
software accommodates input from a broad range of manager? Who will be responsible for what?
stakeholders who stand to benefit or be otherwise
affected by design or implementation decisions, and * Set normns. "Rules of the game" are set out so
to adjust as the range of stakeholderE changes that all team members have common expectations
throughout the planning and implementation process. of how they can most effectively work together.

How will consensus be measured? What will be
TeamUP and ZOPP the protocol during discussions? How will

conflicts be resolved?
TeamUP, developed in the late 1980's by the

World Bank's Economic Development Institute and * Identify client. In this first action-oriented
Team Technologies, Inc., uses the basic ZOPP module, stakeholders establish who will benefit
method and then expands it. TeamUP assumes that most if the objectives of the project are achieved.
the past and the future are two different sources to What is the total range of potential beneficiaries
draw upon when designing and implementing and negatively impacted groups?
project-related events. ZOPP, mainly concemed with
anticipating and avoiding problem situations, looks to * Review history. This is a team building and an
the past to understand the present. TeamUP, action oriented exercise to ensure that everyone
concemed with both problems and opportunities, at the meeting stands on equal ground. Is this a
looks to the past and the future to understand the brand new project with no prior history? Are
possibilities which offer themselves to the present. there applicable lessons from elsewhere? Have
Further, TeamUP adds depth to the basic problem some team members worked together before?
identification and design features by encouraging
teams to anticipate inplementation arrangements and * Define mission. What is the team's mission in
inform the quality of their designs with these the workshop? To prepare a project or a
realities. program? To develop a strategy for wider client
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Uganda: Private Sector Development Worksbop

The World Bank provided assistance to the Uganida Manuracturers' Association and the Ministry of Flnance and
Economic Planning to organize a workshop the purpose of which was to: a) review survey results on 10S businesses
and 265 private investors, b) introduce a privatc sector development statery to a broad constituency of private sector,
government and donor panicipants; c) achieve agreement on fundamental elements; and d) identify a private sector
task force to initiate preparation of a possible IDA funded operation in this area.

The workshop design, based on the TeamUP approach, used public involvement methods for involving large numbers
of stakeholders in building agreements about policy, strategy and execution. The mediod integrated more dun 70
participants in a series of small group discussions designed to identify issues, surface and resolve conflicts, and build
understanding and initial agrcement about a proposed project drsign. The summary responses of all participants agreed
that the workshop demonstrated the governmenl's and the Bank's commitment to a collaborative, denand driven
process.

Source: R. Moses Thompson (Team Technologies, Inc.)

participation? Further. what is the mission of the project or * Establish Budget. Using performance budget planning
program itself? tools, the team reviews the workplan and systematically

antaches cost to each activity in the plan. Will this
* Derine deliverables and assumptions. In this module, project or plan be feasible? Where should the team turn

the LogFRAME is used to map out end products and to secure financing? What are the possible sources of
necessary conditions in relationship to overall impact. funding? Do budget estimates meet operational
What changes in behavior and environment will the requirements? What further information is needed?
outcome of the project inspire? Who will change and
how? What are the assumptions on which these * Implement and Improve. The conviction and wisdom
outcomes rest? Are these assumptions biased in any of the team's plan is put to a series of tests. For
way? What if these assumptions do not prove to be true? example. the workshop facilitator will take on the role

of devil's advocate to introduce obstacles which the
plan might face. What if a certain assumption tums out

* Clarify Workplan. Through the LogFRAME. team to be untrue? What if a certain unforeseen event takes
mrembers define steps to move the project from idea to place? Are contingent plans possible? Finally, a plan for
action. How will the intended deliverables become future team workshops is set out.
reality? In what order, and with whose help? What tools
and further plans are needed. and whose support is References
critical?

* Derane Roles and Responsibilities. This module is Cracknell, B. 1989. Evaluating the Effectiveness of
designed to prepare the team to take action beyond the the Logical Framework System in Practice. Project
workshop by firming up their work breakdown Appraisal 4(3). ppl63-167.
structure. Who will manage what aspects of fuilfilling
the objectives? Tools used in this module encourage McLean, D. 1988. Logical Framework in Researct
people to identify specific tasks and to take Planning and Evaluation. International Service of
responsibility for following through with those tasks. National Agricultural Research, Working Paper

No. 12. Washington, DC: ISNAR.
• Defiue Learning System. The team establishes a

process to review what they have done and how the Team Technologies, Inc. 1991. PC/LogFrame R&D
team has worked together. What have they learned from Software and User Manual. Chantilly Virginia.
this experience? How will they carry what they have
learned into the future of this project or program?
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Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA)
Collaborative D: Coun tlty-Based Metbod

Partcipatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) is a label given to a growing family ofpartidpatory approaches and methods
which empharize local kowledge and enable local people to make their own appraisal, analysis and plans. PRA
uses group aniwation and exercises to facilitate information sharing, analysis and action among stakholders.
Although originalUy developed for use in rurl areas, PRA has been employed successfully in a variety of setings.
Thepurpose of PRA is to enable developmnt pracdtioners, govfnmemt officials and localpeople to work together
to plan context-appropriate programs.

Intoduction
* Flexibili PRA does not provide blueprints

Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) evolved for its pactitdoners. The combination of
from Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA)-a set of infornnl techniques which is appropriate in a particular
techniques used by development practitioners in rural development context will be determined by such
areas to collect and analyze data. RRA developed in variables as the size and skill mix of the PRA
the 1970s and 1980s in rsponse to the perceived team, the time and resources available, and the
problems of outsiders missing or miscommunicating topic and location of the work.
with local people in the context of development work.
In PRA, data collection and analysis are undertaken * Optimal Ignorance. To be efficient in terms of
by local people, with outsiders acting to facilitate both time and money, PRA work aims to gather
raher than to control. PRA is an approach for shared just enough infonnation to make the necessary
leaning between local people and outsiders, but the recommendations and decisions.
term is somewhat misleading. PRA techniques are
equally applicable in urban settings, and are not * Trianglation PItRA works with qualitative
limited to assessment only. The same approach can data. To ensure that information is valid and
be employed at every stage of the project cycle, and reliable, PRA teams followv the rule of thumb
in country economic and sector work. that (at least) three sources must be consulted or

techniques must be used to investigate the same
Key Tenets of PRA topic.

* Paipation. Local people's input into PRA PRA Tools
activities is essential to its value as a research
and planning method, and as a means for PRA s an exercise in communication and transfer
diffusing the participatory approach to of Imowledge. Regardless of whether it is carried out
development. as part of project identification or appraisal, or as

part of country economic work, the learning-by-doing
* Teamwork. To the extent that the validity of and teanwork spirit of PRA requires transparent

PRA data relies on informal interaction and procedures. For that reason, a series of open
brainstorming among those involved, it is best meetings (an initial open meeting, a final meeting and
done by a team which includes local people with a follow-up meeting) generally frame the sequence of
perspective and kmowledge of the area's PRA activities. Other tools common in PRA are:
conditions, traditions and social strucnre, and
either nationals or expatriates with a * Semi-structued interviewing,
complemenltary mix of disciplinary backgrounds * Focus group discussions,
and experience. A well-balanced team will * Preference ranking,
represent the diversity of socio-economic, * Mapping and modeling, and
cultural, gender and generational perspectives. * Seasonal and historical diagramming.
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Natural Resource Management In Burkima Faso

Prior to appaisal of this environmental management project, twenty piot operations tested the PRA approach to
determine which techniques suited the project's resources, the topic and the location. Best practices were distilled,
without blueprint designs.

The result is a project based on a multi-tiered process in which communities design management plans with the help
of multi-disciplinary teams of technicians. This approach starts with awareness-raisingand trust-building, and proceeds
to coltaborative diagnosis, community organization and plan design. Local governmentagreement, impleienwation and
participatory monitoring and evaluation follow.

Central and regional governments have come on board with this approach, endorsing administrative decentralization
and reorganization and by working toward revisions of ambiguous land tenure laws. Both of these steps encourage local
solutions to local problems, and work empowering people to manage natural resources in a sustainable way.

Organizing PRA investigation. However, some general rules of thumb
are useful. Mapping and modeling are good

A typical PRA activity involves a team of people techniques to start with since they involve several
working for two to three weeks on workshop people, stimulate much discussion and enthusiasm,
discussions, analyses, and fieldwork. Several provide the PRA team with an overview of the area,
organizational aspects should be considered: and deal with non-controversial information. Maps

and models may lead to transect walks, perhaps
* Logistical arrangements should consider nearby accompanied by some of the people who have

accommodations, arrangements for lunch for constructed the map. Wealth ranildng is best done
fieldwork days, sufficient vehicles, portable later in a PRA, once a degree of rapport has been
computers, funds to purchase refreshments for established, given the relative sensitivity of this
community meetings during the PRA, and supplies information.
such as flip chart paper and markers.

The current situation can be shown using maps and
* Training of team members may be required, models, but subsequent seasonal and historical

particularly if the PRA has a second objective of diagramming exercises can reveal changes and trends,
taining in addition to data collection. throughout a single year or over several years.

Preference ranking is a good ice-breaker at the
• Expectations from a PRA should include beginning of a group interview, and helps focus the

considerations of the length of time to conduct the discussion. Later, individual interviews can follow up
exercise, scheduling and assignment of report on the different preferences among the group
writing, and a critical analysis of all data, members, and the reasons for these differences.
conclusions, and reconimendations.

References
* A PRA covering relatively few topics in a small

area (perhaps two to four communities) should Chambers, R. 1992. Rural Appraisal: Rapid,
take between 10 days and 4 weeks, but a PRA Relaxed and Participatory. Institute of Development
with a wider scope over a larger area can take Studies discussion paper 311. Sussex: HELP.
several months. Allow five days for an
introductory workshop if training is involved. TIED. RRA Notes 1-16, and continuing. Sustainable

Agriculture Program, IIED, United Kingdom.
* Reports are best written immediately after the

fieldwork period, based on notes from PRA team McCracken, Jennifer A., Jules N. Pretty and
members. A preliminary report should be available Gordon R. Conway. 1988. An Introduction to
within a week or so of the fieldwork, and the final Rapid Rural Appraisal for Agricultural
report should be made available to all participants Development. London: IIED.
and the local institutions which were involved.

Theis, J. and H. Grady. 1991. Participatory Rapid
Sequece of Techniques Appraisal for Comnuwnity Development: A training

Manual based on expenences in the Middle East
PRA techniques can be combined in a number of and North Africa. U.K.: Save the Children Fund.

different ways, depending on the topic under-
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SARAR
Collaborative Declslonmaklng: Community-Bued Method

SAWAR is a participatory approach to training which builds upon local knowledge and strengthens local capacity
to assess, prioritize, plan, create, organize and evaluate. SARAR's purpose is (a) to provide a muli-sectoral,
multi-level approach to team-building through training; (b) to encourage participants to learnfrom local experience
rather thanfrom external experts; and (c) to empower people at the community and agency levels to initiate action.
SARAR is a philosophy and a practical approach to adult education which seeks to optimize people's capacity to
assess, prioritize, plan self-organize, take initiatives andshouldermanagement responsibilities. The acronym SARAR
standsforfive attributes, or abilities, which are of critical importancefor achievingfull and committedparticipation
in development: Self-esteem, Associative Strength, Resourcefidness, Action Planning and Responsibility for
follow-through. SARAR is a highly experiential methodology which deliberately differs in style from conentional
top-down methods. Its central strategy is group process; it begins with creating a relaxed and congenial atmosphere
in which hierarchical differences are set aside.

Introduction are designed draw out participants' own life
experiences and bring to light local perspectives,

The concept was first developed through feelings, values and socially sensitive data. This data
field-based training of rural extension workers in can be extremely valuable to project managers in
Indonesia, India and the Philippines in the early establishing a partnership relationship with
1970s and in Latin America towards the end of the communitie, and thus it qualitatively different from
decade. In the mnid 1980's the SARAR approach was data obtainable through conventional tools such as
applied to the water supply and sanitation sector in questionnaires.
East and West Africa, Nepal, Indonesia, Mexico and
Bolivia. Initially, the focus of SARAR was primarily The data-generating aspect of SARAR, however,
on local communities and field staff. In response to is neither its main aim nor a discreet function to be
emerging needs and experience, the method has been used from extractive research purposes. The data
broadened to include an institutional focus as well. generating process is designed to set in motion a
SARAR has proven flexible in adaptation to urban process of reflection, self-enhancement of positive
settings, although it was originally designed for rural values and motivation to act. Data which grows out
use, and it is has been applied across sectors such as of the group activities becomes more meaningful
rural development, agricultural extension, health, and whcn put at the service of decisions which underlie a
water and sanitation. It is now being adapted to plan of action. If activities are treated simply as a
wildlife conservation and utilization and battery of data collection instruments in support of
HIVIAIDS-related education. SARAR is indeed management decisions, their use out of context can
directed toward whole communities, but it has proven leave people confused, distrustful and frustrated.
to be especially useful in giving special attention to
populations, such as women, whose input and needs Activities to Strengthen Group Abilities
are hard to reach with traditional development
approaches. SARAR activities fall into five categories:

SARAR's approach to group process combines * Investigative. To demystify research, involve
generation of data with the strengthening of group participants in data gathering and processing so
abilities to assess needs, identify priorities, establish they "own" the outputs and are committed to use
goals and design action plans to be implemented and them.
monitored.

Creative. To promote fresh viewpoints and
Generation of Data imaginative new solutions, liberating

expressiveness and openness to change.
The nuts and bolts of SARAR are a series of

carefully developed, flexible activities. The activities
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Stkdebolders Identlff' Insmtttlonal Requirements
of i Community Mangement Approach In Indonesa

As part of preappraisal for The Water and Sanitation Project for Low Icomme Communities, sixty senior government
personnel from the provinces and the center joined consultaits and World Bank staff for a two-day workshop.
Using dhe SARAR approach, brief presentations were intermixed with hands-on activities, and most work was done
in small groups. Participants drew their personal visions of community management on large sheets of paper, and
presented and discussed them with one another. Participants then examined the roles and responsibilities that would
be required to fulfill each vision. Using cards which li a decisions that all water projects require and five levels of
decision-makers who might address them, participants discussed the decisions, procedures and responsible actors
needed to support each vision. Fmally, participants explored the extent of capacity necessary at each ;evel for
community management.
The long, oflen heated discussions resulted in concurrence that the simpler the technology used - such as spring
captures and improved wells - the more likely participants were to offer control and authority to community groups.
A common vision about skills and trining resulted in the decision to earmark 15 to 20 percent of project costs for
capacity building in community-managementof water projects among decision-makers at the community, sub-distrot,
district, and provincial levels, as well as at the levdl of central government.
Sowrce: Narayan, Deepa. Draft. Participatory Research: Experiencefrom the Water and Sanitation Sector. World
Bank.

* Analytic. To engage the mind in critical assessment of Some SARAR activities such as force field analysis,
problems. identify their causes and effects, categorize mapping and gender and task analysis, are similar in focus
and prioritize them, and arrive at sound choices. and name to components of many methods for social

assessmentand participation. Some activities such as pocket
* Planning. To expand the vision of what is possible, to charts, story with a gap, flexiflans, and three pile sorting

develop skills in goal setting and marshaling resources cards, are unique to SARAR.
to achieve them, and to manage, monitor and evaluate
the outputs. Refersences

Narayan, Deepa and Lyra Srinivasan. 1994. Parmcipatory
* Informative. To access the required information in an Development Tool Kit. Washington, DC: The World Bank.

enjoyable way and to use it for better decision making
in implementing a plan of action. Narayan, Deepa. 1993. Participatory Evaluation. World

Bank Technical Paper Number 207. Washington. DC: The
Each of the activities has been developed to be effective World Bank.

in a variety of circumstances. As a package of tools, they
are designed to be multi-sensory so that they impact on Srinivasan,Lyra. 1990. Toolsfor Community Participation.
behavior in multiple ways. The aim is to foster creativity, New York: PROWWESS/UNDP.
and to involve the whole person, not just the intellect.
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Beneficiary Assessment (BA)
Method for Stakeholder Consultation

Beneficiary Assessment (BA) involves systematic consultation with project beneficiaries and other stakeholders to
help them identify and design development activities, to signal any potential constraints to theirparticipatiorn, and
to obtainfeedback on reactions to an intervention during implementation. BA is an investigation of thepercgptions
of a systematic sample of beneficiaries and other stakeholders to ensure that their concerns are head and
incorporated into project and policy formulation. 7Te general purposes of a BA are (a) to undertake systematic
listening which gives voice topoor and other hard-to-reach benefidaries, highlighting constraints to beneficiaty
participation; and (b) to obtain feedback on interventions.

Introduction available information, to fie;. search, to writing of
the BA report, the entire BA process typically takes

BA is a qualitative method of investigation and from four to six months. Ideally, this process is
evaluation which relies primnarily on three data repeated in an iterative fashion throughout the life of
collection techniques: the project. Recent BAs conducted by the Bank have

cost between $S50,000 and S100,000.
3 in-depth conversational interviewing around key

themes or topics; The Uses of BA
- focus group discussions; and
- direct observation and participant observation * Project Work. BA helps to define problems

(where the individual lives in the community for from the point of view of the people who are
a short time). affected by projects. Such knowledge improves

project preparation and the monitoring of
Interviewing and observation can be carried out implementation. BAs can also help to lay the

with individual beneficiaries or with groups, and BA foundation for participatory development work.
work can take place in urban or rural seuings. Focus With evidence that their ideas are being heard
groups are commnonly used as a fonum for and respected, beneficiary populations are more
interviewing a number of beneficiaries, and for likely to participate in development projects and
conducting institutional assessment done within a BA. take steps to improve their access to resources.

BA is best used iteratively throughout the project
The BA approach is not meant to supplant cycle as a monitoring or supervision tool for

quantitative surveys and other traditional methods for evaluations. For example, three BAs were used
data gathering; rather it complements these methods for the mid-program evaluation of the Zambia
with reliable and useful information on the Social Recovery Project to assess the success of
socio-cultural context and perceptions of a client the component funding micro-projects in
population that will inform task managers and policy education and health. The BA approach has been
makers. BAs are a place to begin the participatory instituted in some country work programs in
process, with systematic and continuous tracking of Africa and South Asia as a management tool to
client attitudes from identification, through improve quality.
preparation to implementation of a project.

Poverty Assessments. BAs provide qualitative
Ordinarily, BAs are carried out by local people, input by focusing on the human factors which

wits direction from a trained team leader or social affect poverty, the incentives and constraints to
scientist. The skill mix and number of staff vary behavior change, the reactions to service delivery
according to tools used and demographic and institutional responsiveness, and the
characteristics of the beneficiary population; BAs importance of formal and informal safety nets.
often require an experienced focus group facilitator Specifically, BA work is done in connection with
and participant-observer. From initial desk reviews of the consultative portion of a poverty assesment
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MALI: BeuflcM Au.e.t
In an Eduation Sector Project

A BA was done in Mali as part of an Education project to tay and understund why parents rural aeas did otend.
their children to school. Attendance for girls was especally low. The BA fbund that the cogs of trapotaroad -. :
feeding the child at school, plus the opportunity cost of losing the chiretns labor at home outweighedtthe beneft
of a poor quality education with few prspects for fiding a job.
These findings led to reformulation of policy to (a) reduce cos tsto beneficiaries by building schools in-closer proxniiy.
(b) increase attendance by designing a girl's conmonent and (c) training of teachers to improve die relaionsip-
between parents and te school system.

known as the participatory poverty assessment (PPA). Bank Experience with BA
When incorporated into poverty assessments, BA helps to
ensure that poverty reduction strategies take into account Between 1983-1995, the BA approach has been
tde experience and concerns of the poor. used in 47 Bank projects in 27 countries and across

six sectors. A 1993 review undertaken to assess the
Steps int Beneciary Assessmenlt use of BA in Bank projects found that BAs:

Familarization. Technical specialists are selected * imfluenced policy and led to changes in project
to guide the BA project. hnportant problem areas design through improved targeting, efficiency and
are identified and reviewed using available effectiveness of programs;
information including interviews with key * informed policy with otherwise unavailable and/or
stakeholders such as donors, government and local new information;
people. A guide for semi-structured interviews is * increased sustainability by providing
developed to cover key themes. operationally-oriented feedback from client

* Study Design. Target populations are identified. * population;
An appropinate representatve samplng framework * gave voice to the poor by indicating what the poor
isn devroprisdan repeseth dve issues ito fhmewxore see as problems and possible solutions; and
ts devised. and the issues to be explored * promoted dialogue, ownership and commitment by
(according to the objectives of the BA) are clearly involving all stakeholders in listening and
delineated. A research group and team leader consultation.
should also be designated.

* Selection and Orientation of Local Interviewers. Referenes
The research group helps select and train local Amelga, M. 1994. A Revew o
men and women who are fluent in local s Bnae bcCary
language(s), good listeners, and skilled in recall Assessments Conducted by the Bank ENVSP
and writing. The study team, including local Consutant Report.
interviewers, trains in descriptive and accurate Salmen, Lawrence F. 1992. Renefiday Assessment
writing, note-taking, awareness of and separation - An Approach Described. Woring Paper No. 1.
from preconceived notions, and data analysis. Techic Department. Africa Region. Washington,

* Study. BA work commonly includes interviews, DC: The World Bank
focus group discussions, participant-observation, Southem Africa Department, Africa Region.
and institutional analysis. September 1994. Systematic Client Consulation.

* Preparation of the BA Report. The BA report Africa Region. Washington: The World Bank.
includes recommendations which incorporate
assessment findings into project design or sector
work. The report should be reviewed by the
interviewees to cross-check for accuracy.
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Systematic Client Consultation (SCC)
Mdeod for Stakebolder Consultation

SCC refers to a group of methods used to improve commwaication between Bank staff, the direct and indirect
beneficiaries andstakeholders of Bank-financedprojects, govemment agendes, andservice providers so thatprojeds
and policies are more demand-driven. SCC aims to (a) undertake systematic listening to clients' attitudes and
preferences; (b) devise a process for continuous comunwication; and (c) act on thefindings by incorporating client
feedback into project design and procedures.

Introduction * Follow-up. Assessing the impact of revisions and
taking further action wherever necessary to make

Systematic Client Consultation has been sure that client concerns are being addressed.
developed in the World Bank's Africa Region as a
means for improving the sustainable development SCC in Practice: Ten Steps
impact of their operations in the field. This approach
emerged from the Region's quality management * Laying the groundwork. Before consulting with
strategy, which includes strengthening stakeholder clients, staff must: fmniliarize themselves with
commitment and systematic listening to beneficiaries. existing information; select information goals;
SCC emphasizes continuity in the process of learning and determine information needs in light of the
and readjustment that is intended to make overall project, sectoral, and country strategy.
Bank-sponsored policies and projects more responsive
to the needs and wishes of the countries they serve. * Who does what. SCC requires staff time
It is a system for keeping a finger on the pulse of throughout the life of the program; a local
client reactions in the field so that Bank interventions institution to carry out the consultations; an
are kept on target, even in contexts where advisory committee (program managers,
circumstances are subject to frequent change. interviewers, government representatives,

relevant civic associadons, other program
SCC recognizes that social research incorporates partners); and institutional support from

many dimensions, and that the issues to be addressed Headquarters and the Resident Mission.
determine which method is needed. Among the
techniques used to carry out SCC are: Firm Surveys, * Establishing a budget. In preparing a budget for
Sentinel Community Surveillance, Beneficiary SCCs, managers must consider the number of
Assessment, and Participatory Rural Appraisal. clients (individuals, households, businesses, focus

groups, etc.) to be surveyed; the time period
The SCC Theory covered (usually the life of the project) and time

required for preparation, fieldwork and
SCC is premised upon the belief that information reporting; the number and periodicity of surveys

gathered must be analyzed, acted upon and (one consultation a year, three consultations with
reassessed. Thus, SCC is based on: select groups each year for five years, etc.);

personnel requirements (interviewers, facilitators
* Consultation. Obtaining regular feedback from for focus groups, participant observers); training

those involved with and affected by Bank- for interviewers; output (oral and written
supported projects regarding the continuing reports); and disseminating fidings.
validity of a project's goals and its effectiveness
in meeting them. * Designing an infornation tracking plan. A

project information tracking plan should sequence
* Action. Revising project designs and procedures a series of client polls at specific intervals

on the basis of information gathered from clients. throughout the life of the program; include
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Zambia: Outlook frm the Fleld

In 1992, Zambia's Social Recovery Project (SRP) initiated a comprchensive clicat consultation program to find out
what the intended :eneficiaries thought of the SRP.. The main technique was -Beneficiary Assessment. Local
interviewers utdertook thre phases of consultations wih community membeki, service providers and key infbnnmnta,
individually or in focus groups.

In Phase I of the SCC, beneficiares rated local insiitions that -carried out weltrre microprojects in the commnity.-In
Phase 1H, beneficianes assessed the community's role in these projects and its contribution in other social areas. In
Phase m. beneficiaries5 considered the Project's and inermediary institution's overall impact on fte community. and
ranked community problems and priorities.

The three Phases of interviews provided information on community concerns, and on the reltive strengths -and
weaknesses of local institutions and commiuees. SpcifWic problems .wilh accountability, workmanship, and bloal
government were idenified, and managers made recommendations for actions to address problems. Additionally, the
process enhanced loal capacity to undertake social rsearcih.

Source: Africa Region. September 1994. A Systematic Approach to Cewt Consulton. World Bank.

mechanisms for information gathering, analysis, and information on client perspectives, establish
dissemination, as well as for responsive action and communication channels to stakeholders that will not
evaluation; and be adjusted as the program progresses require excessive staff time; and use brief, simple
(sometimes targeting highly affected segments or other formuts that make data easy to record and read.
selected groups within the client population).

a Acting on client information. In response to
I Identifying the target group. In selecting the client information gatheredfromclientconsultations. managers
target group, managers must identify those should establish mechanisms for relaying client
decision-makers and officials whose assessment of the comments to those who can effect policy changes; check
program is vital to its success; divide large client groups the program's operational systems and procedures
into smaller categories whose reladon to the program against clients' comments; ensure that the program is
can be more specifically defined; and identify clients oriented to deliver products and services with the
who have current. factual information about project characteristics that clients value; establish a mechanism
performance. for adjusting the program in response to client

criticisms; and use client concerns as the basis fbr
* Designing data collection instruments. In consulting benchmarks for monitoring.

with clients field interviewers should be trained;
interview guides and questionnaires should be pre-tested v Follow up. Begin again with Step 1. this time asking
(questions should be as specific as possible and be clients about the effiacy of changes made to deal with
largely confined to tie clients actual experience); issues identified during the last round of consultations.
clients should be asked to rate their concerns in order of
priority and program services in order of importance Ref£rences
and effectiveness; and clients should assess the
effectiveness of any new measures taken. Southern Africa Department. September 1994.

* Putting ciHent information to use. Data supplied by SystWanaic Clien Consultaton. Washington, DC: Tnhe
clients can be used to help define economic strategies; World Bank.
set standards of programn performance; adjust
performance standards to accord with evolving public Africa Region. September 1994. A Systanadc
opinion; and direct resources and efforts to deal with Approach to Client Consultaon. Washington, DC:
issues the client community deemns important. The World Bank.

* D_seminating results. To disseminate client feedback,
the program must provide focused
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Social Assessment
Method for Social Analysis

Social Assessment (SA), a method developed by World Bank staff, provides an integrated framework for
incorporating participation and social analysis into the Bank's operational and analytical work. Since there are
many social variables which could potentiallyaffect project imnpacts and success, SAs must be selective and strategic,
andfocus on issues of operational relevance. Deciding on what issues are critical, and how they can be addressed
requires consultation with stakeholders and otherforms of data collection and analysis.

Introduction Assessment Design

Gender, ethnicity, social impacts, and SAs involve consultations widh stkeholders and
institutional capacity are among the social factors affected groups and other forms of data collection and
which need to be taken into account in development analysis. Deciding how much work is needed, what
operations. In the past these factors have been information is required, and how it should be
analyzed separately, with the result that some issues obtained, depends primarily upon the significance or
reeived attention while others where overlooked. complexity of the issues and the degree of
Social Assessment was developed by the Bank's participation which is needed to gain stakeholder
Social Policy Thematic Team, which consists of ownership of, and action upon, decisions which are
social scientists from each of the Regions and from made.
HRO and ESD, to provide a comprehensive,
participatory framework for deciding what issues For example, where social factors are complex
have priority for attetion and how operationally and social impacts or risks are significant, formal
useful information can be gathered and used. Because studies generally need to be carried out by consultants
this method was developed by Bank staff, the steps in as part of project preparation. This does not mean
SA are consistent with Bank procedures and existing that all problems can be solved in the project
Operational Directives. preptien process. Where there is considerable

uncertainty due to lack of awareness, commitment or
Social Assessments are carried out in a project capacity, social assessmet can contribute to the

context in order to: design of projects which build on experienee and are
responsible to change.

- identify key stakeholders and establish an
appropriate framework for their participation in The degree of stakeholder involvement needed
the project selection, design and implementation; also influences assessment design. In some cases

stakeholders simply provided information and no
* ensure that project objectives and incentives for further interaction is foreseen, but often projects are

change are acceptable to the range of people improved when issues are jointly assessed and
intended to benefit, and dtat gender and other agreed, or beneficiaries are given the responsibility
social differences are reflected in project design; for identifying problems and are empowered to find

solutions. Where local participation in project design
* assess the social impact of investmentipoec, and implementation are expected, participatory data

and where adverse impacts are identified, to collection and analysis can help build trust and
determine how they can be overcome or at least mutual understanding early in the project cycle.
substantially mitigated; and

The range of stakeholders in Bank projects
* develop capacity at the appropriate level to ile those affetedobyeth m negatielyto

enable participation, resolve conflict, permit positively, or those who can affect the outcome of a
service delivery, and carry out mitigation proposie irvtion:
measures, as required.
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Morocco: Fez Medina Rehabilitation Project

This proposed project to rehabilitate the old city of Fez includes components to upgrade infrastructure, open access reads,
mitigate polludon from craft industries and workshops, and renovate residences and mnonumental buildings to be consistent
with the past but also to serve the present.

Early in project preparation, social scientists were recruited from universities in Fez to undertake a Participatory and
Social Assessment, which began with data collection on and consulting with a wide array of stakeholders. Government.
religious and civic leaders, merchants, artisans, householders, renters, and many other ordinary citizens contributed ideas
for possible elaboration into project components, worked toward consensus on interventions and strategy, and described
the social dynamics of the city so as to assure a match between plans, aspirations and local capacities.

'Me Assessment process, which lasted four months and cost approximately $140.600. included stakeholder workshops,
sample surveys, informal interviews, and focus group meetings. Three sets of workshops, with fieldwork in between,
produced analyses and proposals that had been widely eiscussed by the time the Assessment was complete.

The Assessment produced ideas that had not been considered previously. Among them are: using the sites of buildings in
ruins to provide social service centers, regulating encroachment by merchants into residential areas, disaggregating
rehabilitation plans by neighborhood, allowing those displaced by access road consruction to be reboused in the adjacent
areas, and supporting craft associations to upgrade in place if possible or to move as groups. By including residents in the
decisionmaking process. the Assessment also raised local interest in upgrading and maintenance of the medina.

Source: Dan Aronson (ENVSP).

e The Government. The Bank's most immediate client. * What social and cultural factors affect the ability
the Borrower, is the government and agencies of stakeholders to participate or benefit from the
responsible for project implementation; operations proposed?

* Directly Affected Groups. These include individuals, * What is the impact of the project or program on
families, communities or organizations who are project the various stakeholders, and particularly on
or policy beneficiaries. At-risk groups such as the poor women and vulnerable groups? Wha are the social
and landless, women and children. indigenous people
and minority groups require particular attention; risks (lack of commitment or iy,

incompatibility with existing conditions) which
* Indirectly Affected Groups. Others with vested might affect the success of the project or program?

interests, including donors, NGOs, religious and
community organizations, private sector firms. * What institutional arrangements are needed for

partictpation and project delivery? Are thQee
Social Assessments may be carried out by a single social adequate plans to build the capacity required for

scientist who contacts key stakeholders and identifies and eah?
resolves issues; or, where issues are more complex or more
systematic participation is needed, by a consultant team Refrrces
which carries out social assessment as part of project
preparation. SA can take place during all phases of the
project cycle. but well-planned integration of social factors a
in operational work begins at identification. Incorporating Participation and Social Analysis into

the Bank's Operational Work.
Common Questions in SA

The World Bank. 1994. Incorporating Social
* Who are the stakeholders? Are the objectives of Assessment and Participation into Biodiwesiry

the project consistent with their needs, interests Conservation Projeas.
and capacities?
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Gender Analysis
Method for Social Analysis

G:nder analysis focuses on understanding and documenting the differences in gender roles, activities, needs and
opportunities, in a given context. Gender analysis involves the disaggregation of quantitative data by gender. It
highlights the different roes and learned behavior of men and women based on gender attributes. These ary across
cultures, class, ethnidiy, income, education and time. Thus gender analysis does not treat women as a homogeneous
group nor gender attributes as immutable.

Introdction life experiences. For example, when asked what
they need, women usually focus on immediate

The concept of gender analysis arose from the practical needs for food, water, shelter, health,
need to mainstream women's interests while at the etc.
same time acknowledging that women could not be
treated as a homogeneous group. It was realized that * Strategic gender needs. These generally address
women's needs were better understood when viewed issues of equity and empowerment of women.
holistically in relation to men's needs and roles, both The focus is on systemic factors that discriminate
embedded in a particular social, cultural, political and against women. This includes measuring the
economic context. Thus gender analysis takes into access of women, as a group compared to men,
account women's roles in production, reproduction to resources and benefits including laws and
and management of community and other activities. policies (such as owning property). Strategic
Changes inone may produce beneficial or detrimental gender needs are less easily identified than are
effects in the other. practical gender needs, but addressing these

needs can be in rumental in moving towards
Gender analysis is important in the formulation equity and empowerment.

of Country Economic Memoranda, country sector
strategy, structural adjustment, country portfolio * Intra-household dynamics. The household is a
management, poverty assessment, environmental system of resource allocation. All members of a
asssment, and in sector specific project planning, household, men, women, and children, have
monitoring and evaluation. Thus many variants of different roles, skills, interests, needs, priorities,
policy and sector specific gender analysis tools are access and control over resources. Any
available. development intervention which affects one

member of the household will positively or
Purpose negatively affect all others. Hence, the

importance of understanding these interdependent
Applied to development interventions gender relationships, the rights, responsibilities,

analysis helps: (a) identify gender-based differentials obligations and patterns of interaction among
in access to resources in order to predict how household members.
diffeent members of households, groups and
societies will participate in and be affected by Inter-household relations. Individuals and
planned development interventions; (b) permit households belong to larger corporate groupings
planners to achieve the goals of effectiveness, (clan, groups, temples) with whom they are
efficiency, equity and empowerment thmugh involved in labor exchanges, flow of goods and
designing policy reform and supportive program other alliances for survival. It is important to
strategies; (c) develop training packages to sensitize understand the socia organization of these larger
development staff on gender issues and develop networks and the gender differences in roles,
training sategies for beneficiaries. functions and access.

Key Concepts Key Prindples

* Practical gender needs. These relate to Since gender planning is part of the overall
women's traditional gender roles and planning process, the composition of the planning
responsibilities and derived from their concrete team, timing of data collection, tabling of issues and
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Anayzing Gender Lssues in the World Bank's Country Economic Memoanda:
An Illustration from Uganda

T'his poverty profile illustrated the relevance of gender in assessing poverty and stressing the importance
of incorporating gender concerns into the formulation and design of strategies for reducing poverty and
promoting economic grwth.
The most pressing issues with rspect to women's multiple roles, in relation to those of men, are identified
as tde basis for the Bank's recommendations for raising the status and productivity of women. Among the
problems cited are: women lack technology, inputs, and finance to carry out their agricultural tasks;
multiple household responsibilities without labor-saving technology; low healtlh and nutridonal status; low
levels of literacy; laws and customs impede women's access to credit, education, training, information and
medical care.
In response to these problems, the Ugandan government has adopted gender-responsive actions that will
be undertaken as an interconnected package of mutually reinforcing measures.
Source: World Bank. 1994. Enhancing Women's Particdpation in Economic Development. World Bank
Policy Paper.

integration of gender concerns into overall objectives Gender Analysis Framework
is critical early in policy and project formulation.

Five major categories of information comprise
* Planning as a process. Programs that aim to be gender analysis:

gender responsive depend upon flexible planning
processes that are interactive, adjust objectives X Needs assessment;
based on feedback, and enable beneficiaries to be a Activities profile;
active participants in the planning process. * Resources, access and control profile

0 Benefits and incentives analysis; and
* Gender diagnosis. Data collected should be * institutional constraints and opporamities.

organized to highlight key gender problems, The extent to which information is collected on
underlying causes of problems for men and women particular issues depends on the nature of the
and the relationship between them. problems being addressed and the quality and depth

* Gender objectives. Objectives clarfy what gender of information already available.
problems will be addressed and what are the goals Referees
(practical and strategic). It is important to
negotiate consensus on objectives at policy, Feldstein, Hilary Sims and Janice Jiggins (eds.).
managerial and working levels. 1994. Tools for the Field - Methodologies Handbook

for Gender Analysis in Agriculture. West Hartford:
* Gender strategy. Clear operational swategies, Kumarian Press.

which will be used to achieve stated objectives,
must be identify the incentives, budget, staff, Moser, Caroline O.N. 1993. Gender Planning and
training and organizational strategies to achieve Development: Theory, Practice and Training.
stated objectives. London: Routledge.

* Gender monitoring and evaluation. Flexible Narayan. Forthcoming. Participatory Research.
planning requires gender monitoring and evaluation Washington, DC: The World Bank.
to enable adjustment to experience and to establish
accountability of commitment to achieve gender Wakeman, Wendy. 1995. Gender Issnes Sourcebook

spec,ific priorides ~~~for Water andl Sanitation. UNDP-World Bank Waterspecific priorities. and Sanitation Program/PROWWESS. Washington,
DC: The World Bank.
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Glossary of Tools

Each of the methods described above is a combinations of tools, held together by a guiding principle. Dozens of
exercises exist to cultivate collaborative development planning and action. These are the tools with which social
scientists and other development practitioners encourage and enable stakeholder participation. Some tools are
designed to inspire creative solutions, others are used for investigative or analytic purposes. One tool inight be
usefulfor sharing or collecting information, whik another is an activityfor transferring that information into pkans
or actions. These brief descriptions are intended to provide the reader with a glossary of terninology which
practiioners of participatory development use to describe the tools of their trade.

* Access to Resources is a series of participatory solutions. The tools are based on diagrams or
exercises which allows development practitioners pictures, which minimizes language and literacy
to collect information and raises awareness differences and encourages creative thinking.
among beneficiaries about the ways in which
access to resources varies according to gender * Health Seeking Behavior is aculturally-sensitive
and other important social variables. This tool fo: generation of data about health care and
user-friendly tool draws on the everyday health-related activities - it produces qualitative
experience of participants, and is useful to men, data about reasons behind certain practices as
women, trainers, project staff and field workers. well as quantifiable infonnation about beliefs and

practices. This visual tool uses pictures to
* Analysis of Tasks is a gender analysis tool minimize language and literacy differences.

which raises community awareness about the
distribution of domestic, market and community * Logical Fhamework, or LogFRAME, is a
activities according to gender, and it familiarizes matrix which illustrates a summary of project
planners with the degree of role flexibility which design. The matrix emphasizes the results which
is associated with different tasks. Such are expected when a project is successfully
information and awareness is necessary to completed, and these results, or outputs, are
prepare and emecute development interventions presented in terms of objectivdy verifiable
which will benefit both men and women. indicators. The logical framework approach to

project planning, developed under that name by
* Fous Group Meetings are relatively low-cost, USAID, has been adapted for use in participatory

semi-structured, small group (4-12 participants methods such as ZOPP (in which the tool is
plus a facilitator) consultations used to explore called a Project Planning Matrix) and
peoples' attitudes, feelings or preferences, and PC/TeamUP.
for consensus building. Focus group work is a
compromise between participant-observation, * Mapping, a generic term for gathering in
which is less controlled, lengthier and more pictorial form baseline data on a variety of
in-depth, and pre-set interviews, which are not indicators, is an excellent starting point for
likely to attend to participants' own concems. participatory work because it gets people

involved in creating a visual output which can be
* Force Field Analysis, similar to a tool called used immediately to bridge verbal communication

Story With a Gap, is a tool which engages people gaps and to generate lively discussion. Maps are
to define and classify goals and to make useful as veri.ication of secondary source
sustainable plans by working thorough "before informnation, as training and awareness-raising
and after" scenarios. Participants review the tools, for comparison, and for monitoring of
causes of problematic situations, consider the change. Common types of maps include Health
factors which influence the situation, think about Maps, Institutional Maps (Venn Dharams),
solutions and create alternative plans to achieve and Resource Maps.
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* Needs Assessment is a tool which draws out * Seasonal Diagrams, or Seasonal Calendars,
information about people's varied needs, raises show the major changes that affect a household,
participants' awareness of related issues, and community or region within a year, such as those
provides a framework for prioritizing needs. This that are associated with climate, crops, labor
type of tool is an integral part of gender analysis, availability and demand, livestock, prices, and so
to develop an understanding of the particular on. Such diagrams highlight the times of
needs of both men and women, and to do constraints and opportunity, which can be critical
comparative analysis. information for planning and implementation.

* Participant Observation is a fieldwork * Secondary Data Review, or desk review, is an
technique used by anthropologists and inexpensive, initial inquiry which provides
sociologists to collect qualitative and quantitative necessary contextual background. Sources include
data which leads to an in-depth understanding of academic theses and dissertations, annual reports,
peoples' practices, motivations and attitudes. archival materials, census data, life histories,
Participant observation entails investigating the maps, project documnents, and so on.
project background, studying the general
characteristics of a beneficiary population, and * Semi-Structured Interviews, also called
extended residence arnong beneficiaries during Conversational Interviews, are partially
which time interviews, observations, and structured by a flexible interview guide which
analyses are recorded and discussed. has a limited nurnber of pre-set questions. This

type of interview guide ensures that the interview
* Pocket Charts are investigative tools which use remains focused on the development issue at

pictures as stimulus to encourage people to assess hana while allowing the interview to be
and analyze a given situation. Through a conversational enough so that participants can
"voting' process, participants use the chart to introduce and discuss topics which are relevant to
draw attention to the complex elements of a them. These tools are a deliberate departure from
development issue in an uncomplicated way. A survey-type interviews with lengthy, pre-
major advantage of this tool is that it can be put determined questionnaires.
together with whatever local materials are
available. * Socio-Cultural Proffles describe in detail the

social and cultural dimensions which (in
* Preference Ranking, or direct matrix ranking, combination with technical, economic and

is an exercise in which people identify what they environmental dimensions) serve as a basis for
do and do not value about a class of objects (for design and preparation of policy and project
example, tree species or cooking fuel types). work. Profiles include data about the type of
Ranking allows participants to understand the communities, demographic characteristics,
reasons for local preferences and to see how economy and ivelihood, land tenure and natural
',alues differ among local groups. Understanding resource control, social organization, factors
preferences is critical for choosing appropriate affecting access to power and resources, conflict
and effective interventions. resolution mechanisms and values and

perceptions. Together with a participation plan,
* Role Playing enables people to creatively remove the socio-cultural profile helps ensure that

themselves from their usual roles and proposed projects and policies are culturally and
perspectives to allow them to understand choices socially appropriate, and potentially sustainable.
and decisions made by other people with other
responsibilities. Role playing, which can range * Surveys are a sequence of focused,
from a simple story with only a few characters to pre-determined questions in a fixed order, often
an elaborate street theater production, can be with pre-determined, limited options for
used to acclimate a research team to a project responses. Surveys can add value when they are
setting, to train trainers, and to encourage used to identify development problems or
community discussions about a particular objectives, narrow the focus or clarify the
development intervention. objectives of a project or policy, plan strategies
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for implementation, and monitor or evaluate * Wealth Ranking, also known as well-being
participation. Among the survey instruments used ranking or vulnerability analysis, is a technique
in Bank work are Firm Surveys, Sentinel for the rapid collection and analysis of specific
Community Surveillance, Contingent data on social stratification at the community
Valuation and Priority Surveys. level. This visual tool minimizes literacy and

language differences of participants as they
* Tree Diagrams are multi-purpose, visual tools consider factors such as ownership of or use

for narrowing and prioritizing problems, rights to productive assets, life-cycle stage of
objectives or decisions. Information is organized members of the productive unit, relationship of
into a tree-like diagram which includes the productive unit to locally powerful people,
infonnation on the main issue, the relevant availability of labor, and indebtedness.
factors and the influences and outcomes of these
factors. Tree diagrams are used to guide design * Workshop- are structured group meetings where
and evaluation systems, to uncover and analyze a variety of key stakeholder groups, whose
the underlying causes of a particular problem, or activities or influence impact on a development
to rank and measure objectives in relation to one issue or project, share knowledge and work
another. toward a common vision. With the help of a

workshop facilitator, participants undertake a
* Village Meetings have many uses in series of activities designed to help them progress

participatory development, including information toward the development objective (consensus
sharing and group consultation, consensus building, information sharing, prioritization of
building, prioritization and sequencing of objectives, team building, etc.) In project as wel
interventions, and collaborative monitoring and as policy work, from pre-planning to evaluation
evaluation. When multiple tools such as resource stages, stakeholde. workshops arc used to
mapping, ranking and focus groups have been initiate, establish and sustain collaboration.
used, village meetings are important venues for
launching activities, progress and gaining
feedback on analysis.
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Worldng Paper Sunmmaries

This Sourcebook draws on the experience, talent Bank Supported Activities and Operational
and contributions of more than 200 Bank staff and Tasks
their colleagues. To produce background material for * Sector Work - Dan R. Aronson and Ellen Tynan
the Sourcebook, steering committees were * Poverty Asessment - Andrew Norton and
established, under the leadership of Bank participation Thomas Stephens
practitioners, each of which prepared a draft paper of * Project Planning - Jim Kearns and Jim Edgerton
30 to 40 pages on participation in a specific area of * xrement and Disbursement - Gita Gopal
the Bank's work. and Alexandre Marc

Members of the steering committees sharcd their Sectors
own experience, proposed further contacts and * Extension - Charles Antholt and Willem Zijp
sources, and provided guidance on the content of the * Forestry - Ajit Banerjee, Gabriel Campbell,
paper, reviewing and recommending changes to Chona Cruz, Shelton Davis and Augusta Molnar
successive drafts. This process provoked thought and * Irrigation - Ruth Meinzen-Dick, Andrew
generated a wealth of information concerning Manzardo and Richard Reidinger
participatory development practices. * Water and Sanitation - Gabrielle Watson and

N. Vijay Jagannathan
The resulting papers provided material for the * Education - Nat J. Colletta and Gillian Perkins

Sourcebook. and Chapter IV has drawn or the * Urban Projects - Tova Solo
practical information they contain for the 'how to' * Social Funds - Mary Schmidt and Alexandre
guidelines for task managers. The papers, which are rc
being edited and published by the Environment
Department as part of a Working Paper Series, Cross Cutting Issues
present background information and an in-depth
treatnent of each topic, to supplement the * Gender - Michael Bamberger, Mark Blackden
Sourcebook. and Abeba Taddese

Local Government - David Gow, John
Frankenhoff with Jerry Silverman and Tm

This Annex provides summaries of twelve of the Cankell
eighteen Working Papers. Copies of all Working * Intemediary NGOs - Tom Carroll, Mary
Papers are available from the Environment Schmidt and Tony Bebbington
Department, Social Policy and Resettlement Division, * Public Sector Management - Malcolm Holmes
of the World Bank, Washington D.C. 20433, Fax and Anirudh Krishna
(202) 522 3247. * Community Based Development - Deepa

Narayan
The topics covered and the authors of the * Indigenous Peoples - Shelton H. Davis and Lars

eighteen Working Papers were as follows: T. Soeftestad
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Using a participatory approach in the Bank's country economic and sector work may involve extra costs, as well
as some loss of control over timing and quality of the work. Experience suggests, however, that these costs are more
than offset by substantial benefits, including improvements in the Bank-borrower relationship, speedier acceptance
of recommendations both by the Bank and the borrower, and increased in-country capaciqyforpolicy research and
analysis.

The Bank's country economic and sector work more time and money is required, including
(CESW), analyzes the situation and prospects of additional management work up front, to establish a
borrowing countries, and provides the framework for participatory process. At the same time, changing the
its lending programs and policy advice. Traditionally, role of the Bank, by adding other goals to that of
CESW has been under the exclusive control and technical excellence, risks diluting the Bank's agenda
ownership of the Bank. While well regarded for its and involves some loss of control over the schedule,
technical standards, this work has also been criticized methodology and quality of the work.
for failing at times to take sufficient account of social
and political realities, or for presenting borrowers Benefits
with policy reconmmendations which they do not
understand fully or cannot implement. Although the number of participatory country

econonic and sector work (P-CESW) exercises is still
Addressing such concerns, agreement is small, experience has demonstrated that participation

emerging that CESW, like projects, benefits from the can produce important benefits which more than
active participation of stakeholders. In a number of camnpensate for the additional costs.
diverse cases, CESW has been undertaken in full
collaboration and joint ownership with government. The Bank-Borrower Relationship
Often, as in the Morocco Women in Development As a result of collaboration in CESW,
Study, contributions have also been sought from communication between the Bank and the government
experts and organizations outside government. In can be improved and a sense of partnership developed
some .ases, such as the Benin Transport Sector with borrowers. The Bank gains better knowledge of
Strategy and the Guinea Health Sector Review, and sensitivity to the client's circumstances. This
CESW has attempted to involve a broader range of was an important benefit, for example, of the
stakeholder groups in the review process. participatory approach used in the Long-Term

Perspective Study for Africa (see Box 1). At the
Making CESW participatory depends not just on same time, greater transparency of Bank work

the range of stakeholders consulted, but or. the depth increases the Bank's credibility within countries and
of their involvement at various stages in the process. among stakeholders.
In practice, no process is fully participatory;
nevertheless, Bank practitioners have found ways to Validity of Recommendations
share information and open the development dialogue The substance of the work benefits from a wider
with useful results both for members and for the and deeper local knowledge, resultng in
Bank. recommendations which are likely to be more valid

and implementable. Country economic and sector
Costs and Risks strategy always involves a compromise between the

best assessments of experts and the social and
It is important to be aware of the costs of doing political interests operating in the sector. When the

CESW in a participatory way. Often, but not always, work is done in partnership, political and social

7his note is based on thepaper written by Dan R. Aronson. ContributorsincdudeMichaelAz.for, Makoln Balk. KreszendaDuer, Sunita Gandhi,
CharlorteJones-Carroil, Peter Landell-Milks, Karen Lashman. Himelda Mamez Bernard Peccoud. Roberr Prouy. Lee Robert, Helen Saxenan.
Guilherme Sedlacek. Jerry M. Siverman. Susan Stout. Maurzia Tow,. Tom Tsui ad Bruna Vitagiano.
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Box I
Participation in the Long Term Flerspective Study ror Africa

Sub-Sa/iaran Africa: From Crisis to Sustainable Growth, A Long-Term Perspective Study (1989) was the last in a series of
fivc major reports on Africa published by the World Bank in thc 1980s. What distinguished this report from the earlier
ones was not only its broad scope and time horizon but also the participatory process by which it was organized. More
than 300 people were consulted, of whom about two-thirds were Africans, including government officials, academics.
development professionals, and representatives of the private sector and NGOs.

The Bank's LTPS team made visits to fourteen African countries during a six-month period. Durinp, the trips, a group of
LTPS African Resident Advisors was identified from among former high-level officials, academics, and development
professionals. These were the major sources of background papers, country perspectives, inputs to the LTPS themes.
reactions to the LTPS draft, and success stories. Through the World Bank office for liaison with the NGO community, the
draft LTPS was circulated to a large number of NGO representatives. Drafts were also discussed at conferences and
mcetings of NGOs held outside Africa.

A five-day Workshop on Regional Integration and Cooperation was held at the Bank, bringing together more than three
dozen participants from wide-ranging backgrounds including history, political science, economics, law, journalism,
banking, business, and public service. The LTPS chapter on regional integration and cooperation drew heavily on the
issues and themes discussed at this workshop. A few months latcr, in December 1988, the Arusha Conference brought
together African contributors to the LTPS with donors and others to obtain input on whether the draft report was on the
'right track.' its analysis valid and its vision consistent with the Africans' long-term perspective for Africa. Following the
conference, the LTPS team revised the draft report to reflect both the consensus and disagreement expressed by
participants.

As a result of the participatory process, and particularly the visits made to Africa by the LTPS team, the final report
reflected some significant departures from earlier World Bank views. This was particularly true concerning the efficacy of
adjustment lending in Africa. As participants in the process shared their vievs and experiences, the authors of the LTPS
came to a new realization of the basic problems of African societies, the depth of the crisis, and the possibility of an
alternative explanation to problems the continents faces. In short, what the LTPS team heard and saw in Africa through
the participatory process led it away from the adjustmnent 'optimismn of the mid-1980s and toward a look beyond
adjustment. The final report's content and messages reflected the new perspective gained through the process.

As a result, the LTPS study elicited strong support from the Africans, donor and NGO commununities, and UN and African
regional organizations (Ramgopal Agarwala 1993).

questions can be raised, confronted, and integrated concern. It treats CESW not just as a preparation for
from the outset. policy formulation and investment decisions, but as a

development activity itself, improving the capacity
Acceptability of Recommendations within member countries to take over the production

A given piece of CESW is successful only when of technically informed policies for themselves.
its recommendations are adopted, or at least
incorporated into the debate on policy. By building Conditions for Success
ownership and consensus for policy formation and
implementation in the course of the work itself, P- P-CESW requires policymaking environments
CESW leads to speedier acceptance of recommend- that are open to participation, enabling stakeholders
ations by Bank and borrower. Participation not only to collaborate in defining the issues for analysis,
yields richer diagneses of problems but also inspires gathering data, reviewing results, and deciding
and mobilizes the actors to follow through on the strategy and priorities. Task managers-most of
consensus that has been built up. whom agree that the process is risky, messy and

potentially conflictful-have been creative in
Capacity Building addressing each of these steps in a participatory way,

P-CESW increases in-country capacity for adapting methods and style of participation to
subsequent analysis in the same or new areas of circumstances.
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Building the Case for Partidpation documents and meeting proceedings into local
In some cases, participation in CESW has been languages; and the inclusion of "opposition" NGOs,

in responsc to local conditions rather than a proactive making work less comfortable in the early stages but
choice of the Bank. In other cases, however, Bank creating the environment for further collaboration.
staff havc sought wider participation than the
government partner expects. In these circumstances, Task managers stress thRt the Bank itself has an
building the case for participation depends on the important role to play as a participant rather than a
experience of task managers in a given country, and neutral party. The Bank team needs to argue its own
on their persistence in developing good contacts positions as a stakeholder, but from a posturc of
within and outside the government. humility. Professional, or at least neutral, facilitators

should chair workshops and roundtables so that the
Identifying Relevant Stakeholders Bank team can play its stakeholder role and inject

The search for relevant stakeholders must begin issues that it thinks important.
early in the P-CESW exercise. Comnmunity organiza-
tions, professional groups, religious leaders, and Eliciting Stakeholders' Contributions
individuals critical to the sector, can all be partners Consultation should begin early and broadly,
in the Bank's work; and omitting early contact with before the issues paper fixes the work program for
them can reduce their willingness to cooperate. the CESW exercise. Papers conmmissioned from the

local research community, issues workshops, study
Although identifying stakeholders is typically a panels and open meetings can all point to themes

fairly informal process, more deliberate procedures which might otherwise not have appeared, and
can ensure that a broad range of perspectives is highlight cultural and political points not normally
covered, and that participants are truly representative raised in Bank discussions. In most countries, local
of the sectors or groups for which they speak. consultants can make an important contribution.
Successful methods have included field visits to help Consultative partners in setting the CESW agenda
communities create committees of local villagers; have also included development assistance
open public meetings, often in several different cities organizadons, NGOs, labor unions, and private
and advertised in the newspaper; translation of draft business people.

Box 2
Brazil - Creating Government Ownership

The Environment and Agriculture Division of the Bank's Brazil Department recenly completed a major new study of
management issues in agriculture, rural development, and natural resources. The division and the TM were committed
from the outset to doing a report that was rich in content and broad in its impact, both on the Bank's lending program and
on policy discussions in Brazil.

Following fornal issues meetings within the Bank, the issues paper was drafted in Brazil. Two sets of Brazilian inputs
were crucial. First, senior Brazilian agricultural economists were members of the ESW team. Second, a broad based
panel of experts drawn from politics, government departments, foundations, and universities across the country met in a
two-day workshop to finalize the issues paper, they supplied more than thirty technical background papers; and they met
again over a rough draft of the report. A government technical review followed.

Before the Green Cover discussion in the Bank, the ESW team translated the report into Portuguese and requested that the
Ministry of Planning set up a cross ministerial discussion of the draft. More than fifty officials attended, representing all
the ministries involved. The workshop lasted three full days (with a half day devoted to each chapter). Most of the
discussions and arguments around the table were between ministries, rather than with the Bank. The Ministry of Finance
and Planning usually defended the Bank's recommendations against criticisms from the sectoral ministries, but there was
much more agreement than disagreement. By the end of the meeting, the Executive Secretary of the Ministry of Planning
decided that he would try to adopt the same format for all ESW discussions. The intensity of the interaction, the fact that
the Bank team was able to act only as a resource group, and the expressed pleasure with the format all indicate a high
level of ownership of the results throughout the government.

After government clearance, the ESW team disseminated the report's findings at two research seminars outside
government and published parts of it in a major Brazilian economics joumal. Further seminars with farm groups, NOOs.
and agroindustry represenwatives were to be held later.
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Several strategies have been used to expand the makers and the public to believe technical experts
stakeholder presence in data gathering and analysis: over stakeholders who are less articulate-is a
for example, establishing a task force of local recurrent problem. The role of local team members
experts; convening a general roundtable followed by is crucial in ensuring that diverse opinions are fairly
a succession of retreats and workshops; contracting represented and in preventing a dialogue from being
local consultants or university researchers, backed up hijacked by powerful or voca parties.
by consultation with policy organizations, NGOs,
unions and trade associations; and, in some cases, The Role of the Bank
sctting up community committees and carrying out In the end, all policy choices, whether agreed
field interviews. upon in the study or made afterward, clearly must be

the responsibility of the borrower. The Bank's own
Avoiding Bias policy or strategy within the economy remains, of

Involving nontraditional partners in sector work course, the Bank's own prerogative to choose. As
puts extra emphasis on having clear and tight terms borrowing members gain stronger ability and
of reference for studies. P-CESW teams must also confidence in initiating and informing their own
avoid coopting local interest groups, and maintain policy debates, the Bank's comparative advantage will
safeguards to ensure that potential sources of bias are lie in providing a global frame of reference on a
recognized. For example, researchers can usually be multitude of questions-including what works in
counted on to emphasize the value of more detailed building the capacity for transparent, participatory
research, while NGOs stress greater reliance on their analysis.
participation. Expert bias-the tendency for policy-

Box 3
Benin: Confronting the Diverse Interests of Stakebolders

Both the Bank and the government of Benin supported a participatory process to prepare the country's first comprehensive
transport sector strategy. Given the strength of the private sector in transportation, government ministries saw the wisdom
of using participation to build commitment to the strategy. For the Bank. the goal was to build a strong foundation for
future projects.

After initial preparation, a nadonal workshop was held, attended by more than 120 people. Every ministry in the sector
participated (Finance, Planning, Transport, Housing, and Public Works), as did various representatives of public
enterprises and the National Assembly. The drivers union, the truckers syndicate, and the union from the freight handling
company were also included. Theme-focused working groups met on their own and with expert consultants, at which time
participants began to enunciate their positions concerning possible regulatory revisions. The consultants were able to help
establish areas of consensus and conflict even before beginning their own special studies.

Next, separate subsecioral study consultancy teams (each composed of international and local members) began their work.
To ensure that their divergent findings would be aired fully rather than resolved within a single consultant's offices, the
teams were led by consultants from different sources. Good coordination was needed to ensure the compatibility of
findings as contradictions emerged.

After most of the studies had been completed, the Ministry of Public Works organized a second seminar to discuss the
main conclusions. This time the range of participants was even broadei, including other donors and groups of stakeholders
which had been identified during the studies. Three days of intense and open discussion took place from 8 a.m. until 10
p.m. Study conclusions concerning privatization and price regulation were modified in what was by this time a well
informed policy debate. One local consultant helped woik toward consensus; a foreign consultant, meanwhile, worked to
synthesize the debate and produce the final strategy.

After the govemment issued its draft strategy paper, a donor roundtable was held for a fmnal debate involving eight
ministers, members of the national assembly, donors, and consultants. The participatory process led to recommendations
that were genuinely different from those the Bank and the government would have produced. Yet the strength of the
consensus in Benin has provided such momentum that the strategy conclusions have remained intact through the entire
Bank review process.
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The Bank's approach to country poverty assessments (PAs) is increasingly stressing the involvement of stakceholder
groups, with the aim of building in-country capacity to address the problems of the poor. The participation of
government and other institutional stakeholders in all aspects of the work increases sensitivity to poverty issues,
enhances analytical skills, and builds allegiance to the measures proposed for poverty reduction. In addition,
conventional statistical analysis is complemented by qualitative informationfrom participatory social assessments.
known as "PPAs ", which reveal the concerns voiced by thepoor. Some early lessonsfor task managers have already
emerged from this experience.

Rationale prescriptions-can benefit from broad stakeholder
participation.

Poverty assessments (PAs) are now an essential
component in the Bank's country economic and Maling the PA More Participatory
sector work, contributing to the wider process of
poverty related analysis and the formulation of all The methods used to broaden stakeholder
aspects of country strategy. Making PAs participatory participation in PAs have varied enormously,
requires more time and resources but can yield depending on the time allowed, the funds available,
important benefits. the local research capacity and the level of

government interest in discussing poverty issues. It
Involving a range of stakeholders, including the has also become clear since the initial flurry of

poor themselves, can help poverty assessments in 1993, that to increase
participation, task managers (TMs) need somewhat

i improve understanding of the cultural, social, more time and resources to complete the PA.
economic and political dynamics which Involving Institutional Stakeholders
perpetuate poverty in a given country; It is the institutional stakeholders-from senior

* ensure that strategies identified for poverty govemment officials and a variety of actors in civil
reduction reflect the real concems voiced by the society to service providers and development workers
poor; at the community level-who are responsible for

* promote ownership of the proposed solutions by defining poverty reduction policies and for translating
a variety of stakeholders, and them into programs and services. The collaboration

* build in-country institutional capacity for ongoing of these groups at each step of the PA helps to
analysis of poverty and the design of measures to promote consesus, ownership and commitment to
reduce it. the strategic conclusions among those whose support

will be needed for effective implementation. It also
A distinction is mnade between "participation d helps to build the institutional capacity for ongoing,

poverty assessments',-the subject of this paper-and iterative policy analysis and formulation for poverty
"participatory poverty assessments", known as rdcin
'PPAs". The latter term has come to refer to the use
of specific qualitative research techniques to discern So far, most instituttional stakeholder involvement
the perceptions and attitudes of the poor themselves. in Bank PAs has been limited to goverment officials
PPAs, however, are only one component of the wider and local researchers. Innovative approaches such as
PA. This paper argues that most components of the those used in Cameroon (see Box 1), are needed to
PA-from defining the agenda and designing the involve other actors, including opinion leaders,
research program, through data gathering and journalists, civic or religious leaders, public interest
analysis, to report writing and formulating policy groups and indigenous NGOs in preparing the PA.

This note is based on the paper wrinten by Andrew Notion and Thomas Stephens. Contributors include John Cark, HugoDiaz. Anne Doize. Ann
Dancan. JorgeGarcia-Mrica. JohnInnes. EvangelneJavier. PollyJones. SteenJorgensen. GibwaKajubi. SarahKeener. QSerKhan. Adiana
de Leva. Claire Lucas. Alecandre Marc Branko Milanovic, Deepa Narayon. Miina Pgato. Nicholas Prescott Lawrence Sahnen. Lynne
Sherburne-Benz. Roger S&dlivan. Maurizia Tovo and Mark Woodward.
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Box 1
Broad Stakeholder Partcipation In Cameroon

Cameroon's Poverty Assessment was carried out with extensive Cameroonian participation, involving the National
Statistical Office in preparing the poverty profile and the Centre for Nutrition Research in addressing food insecurity
issues. The PPA was carried out by local NGOs and research institutes.
To share the research results and broaden participation in dialogue on the policy implications, a four-day technical
workshop was sponsored by the government and the Bank, with financial support from several key donors. Participants
included representatives of donor agencies and some 45 Cameroonians with interest in related research and civic or
government activities-from the government, university, research and advocacy groups, journalism and NGOs. Women
participants were funded by UNICEF. Despite the breadth of different interests represented, some important areas of
agreement emerged, including the potential benefits of decentralizing decisionmaking. By the end of four days. there was
agreement on the form the recommendations should take and considerable enthusiasm for the final report.
The workshop was followed by a one-day conference to provide wider exposure of the rindings to both government and
the general public. The immediate impact of this conference was to raise consciousness concerning poverty issues, to
generate widespread public interest and concern, and to put poverty reduction higher on the public policy agenda.

The scope for collaboration in defining the
research agenda depends on political and institutional Box 2
conditions in the country concemed. Especially in the Pblicy Formulation in Peru
early PAs, it was also constrained by tight deadlines In the Peru Poverty Assessment, the Bank team
facing TMs for completing the work. Close opted to hold back on defining a poverty alleviation
consultation and agreement between the Bank and the strategy, waiting until the government produced
government from the outset can reduce the risk of their own strategy. Two things which helped this
later misunderstandings and acrimony over politically approach to work were: (i) that most of the survey
sensitive issues, especially the controversial question analysis had been done in Peru, making it easier for
of establishing a poverty profile and poverty line to Peruvians to incorporate the results into a policy
serve as benchmarks against which progress can be document; and (ii) government officials were aware
measured, that presentation of their strategy for poverty

alleviation woud be key to an effective Consultative
Drawing as widely as possible on local skills and Group meeting, which was to be hosted by the Bank

to raise finds for social programs. Bank staffknowledige in the analyticat workc of the PA, wre lsl ihgvmetsafo rfso
contributes to the quality of the conclusions. It also the straegy th govenment docuen isthe strategy. The resulting govemment document is
spreads the ownership base. Analytical studies and quite strong. setting specific goals in several areas.
report writing have been contracted to local and should serve as a good base for measuring
researchers and/or assigned to collaborative teams of progress in reducing poverty in Peru.
Bank and local researchers. To broaden participation,
TMs have also used workshops or retreats, and
established in-country task forces or steering policy document, discussing successive drafts with
committees. Bank staff before final publication; and the Bank has

integrated the government's poverty strategy in the
Collaboration in formulating policy prescriptions lending program of the country department as a

can be more difficult and most TMs have faced the whole o
quandary of how best to reconcile the interests of
senior officials and vocal stakeholders with the results Incorporating the PPA
of research and analysis. The most participatory PAs The participation of the poor and other groups
in this respect have been those for Peru (see Box 2) thmugh PPAs can contribute to the overall PA by
and Morocco: in each case, the PA was presented as complementing, informing or validating the results of
supporting research and analysis to help the more conventional analysis based on household
government in the policy formulation process; the survey data and government statistics. To date, PPAs
government took full responsibility for preparing the have been designed specifically to:
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* enrich the poverty profile by illustrating local
experience and understanding of poverty and Box 3
vulnerability; PPA Highlights Potential

* improve understanding of the impact of public of Women's Groups in Kenya
expenditure by eliciting the perceptions of the The coping strategies of the poor (the vast majority
poor on the acessibility and relevance of of whom do not have access to credit) depend on
services; diversifying their livelihoods and on the strength of

* expand analysis of factor market. by illustrating their social networks and informal groups. Because
the operation of constraints on disadvantaged their livelihoods are so diversified, no single
social groups to realizing market based employment program will reach the poor. The
opportunities; informal groups and associations, on the other hand,

* contribute to policy prescription on the economic engage in a wide range of economic and social
and regulatory framework by demonstrating the welfare activities. The PPA in Kenya highlighted
impact of regulations on poor households and the untapped potential of these groups to reach the
conununities; poorer segments of society.

* support policy analysis of 'social safety nets' by The PPA study estimated that there are at least
examining local experience of the operation of 300,000 groups and associations in rural Kenya,
fornal and informal safety net systems and the including more than 23.000 registered women's
coping strategies used by the poor; groups. It found that every village had from 5 to !7

* assess the capacities of the poor to act different types of groups, and more than one active
independently through community organizations. or defunct women's group. The following are some
(Box 3 provides an example from Kenya.) of the findings which emerged about these

womnen's groups.
T'he participation of the poor has been elicited * During discussions of coping strategies at the

through various data gathering and consultative individual, group and community levels.
mechanisms. The main methodologies-beneficary women's self help groups were mentioned
assessment and participatory rapid appraisal-share frequently in every district. They were a
many core techniques, including conversational and partiularly important part of the coping
semi-structured interviews, focus group interviews stategies of female headed households.
and participant observation. Participatory rapid * In addition to income generation, group
appraisal, which focuses on analysis at the objectives frequendy included welfare
community rather than household level, also uses activities: raising cash to pay school fees, meet
thematic mapping, wealth and preference ranking, hospital expenses or assist with transport costs
institutional diagramming and other techniques by to bring the dead back to the villages for
which participants generate their own analyses of key burial.
elements of their livelihoods. * Most groups levied mnembership fees and

monthly contributions.
The choice of methods has depended in practice moAthog theupooe d

on the particular experience of the TM or supporting m Althogh the poor were excluded when
specialist, as well as on available resources and the tetedshir fees were highf many groups
role intended for the PPA within tihe overall PA. targedwthfeor activitihs fes and housing
Achieving reasonable coverage for a national scale consiruction.
beneficiary assessment to investigate a range of issues Wonst groun
typically requires at least six to nine months work clWomenos groups wesa often fhaned along
and a budget in the region of $50,000 to $100,000. clan or kmship lines. and often had mcn as
Rapid appraisal using less than one month of field members. Generally, they were supported by
work, has been used in five of the 17 countries where ilage men and the community at large.
PPAs have been undertaken. Based on the findings of the PPA, proposals to

reach the poor through strengthening women's
Some early lessons have already emerged from groups include legal registration so that groups are

this experience. In defining objectives of the PPA, eligible for credit; technical and business
there is a temptation to overload the agenda with a management training of group members; and the

extension of micro-enterprise credit tO groups.large number of questions important to the PA as a __etenionof_i__entrprse _redt_t_grups
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whole. Most TMs feel in retrospect that results of the for analysis and synthesis of qualitative research
PPA would have been richer if the research focus had material. TMs should plan for some of the analysis to
been narrower. The PPA can provide an important be carried out in the field and also allow for inputs
new perspective on the issue of poverty, from experienced social scientists (from within or
complementing but not substituting for quantitative outside the Bank).
data. The key challenge is to integrate the two
approaches within the PA framework, appreciating Since the PPA is only one of the inputs
the limitations of each. influeocing the recommendations of the PA, and since

the PA document, in turn, is only one of the factors
Identifying and selecting field sites and influencing actual policy change, it can be difficult to

participants (a representative sample of "the poor") is measure the policy impacts of specific PPAs.
a critical issue for the PPA, especially when societies Nonetheless, policy relevance should be the guiding
and thecommunitieswithinthem are highlystratified. criterion in the design of methodology and process
This can be approached either through participatory for the PPA. Evaluation by the Country Departennt
methods, using local perceptions of key groups for of the impact of the Zambia PPA, as summarized in
analysis, or through sampling based on household Box 4, has found that the PPA strongly influenced
survey results. Researchers need to be clear about both the conclusions of the PA, especially the Action
which they are using as results may differ. Plan, and national policy formulation.

There are good reasons for selecting a broad Evaluation of the Zamnbian experience (the first
range of people, from different technical and national-scale PPA to be completed) also points to
institutional backgrounds, for the PPA research some measures which could have increased the value
teams. Including NGO and government staff as well of the PPA in policy formulation: a stronger focus on
as academics broadens ownership and enables the the institutional mechanisms by which needs and
team to draw on wider institutional experience. problems could be resolved; completing the PPA
However, the more diverse the backgrounds of team earlier, to allow for follow up of the priority areas
members, the more vital is a rigorous training input identified; and sharpening methods to investigate
to generate a unified and coherent approach. local perceptions on specific policy issues, such as

food marketing.
Another lesson learned on the early PPAs is that

it is easy to underestimate the time and skills required

Box 4
Polcy Impact of Zambia PPA

In the case of the Zambia Participatory Poverty Assessment dhe impact on the Poverty Assessment was clearly
strong-especially on the Action Plan. Specific elements which influenced the Action Plan included the stress on rural
infrastructure investments (roads and water), and on urban services (mainly water supply). Other parts of the Poverty
Assessment which drew heavily on the findings of the PPA included the Poverty Profile (especially for community-based
identification of the ultra-poor) and the chapter dealing with coping strategies, safety nets and targeted interventions.

The Task Manager for the PA gave the following assessmnent of the overall impact of the Zambia Participatory Poverty
Assessment on policy formulation in Zambia to date:

* Government has been influenced by the priorities expressed by the poor in ranking exercises in the PPA (through
reinforcing the current emphasis on agriculture and health. stressing the importance of rural infrastructure and
environment issues to the poor, and emphasizing ongoing problems with the delivery of education services);

* the Ministry of Health has been using the results of the PPA and the Poverty Assessment as a whole extensively in
policy development - for example one of the authors of the PPA has been participating in a committee looking into
the issue of exemption from user fees for the poor;

* observations from the PPA related to the timing of school fee payments (which coincide with the period of maximum
seasonal stress for most rural communities) have contnbuted to ongoing work in the education ministry on school
fees - a new policy is in preparation which will address these issues:

* the very positive feedback from communities in the PPA on the functioning of the emergency safety net during the
southern Africa drought of 1992 influenced policy recommendations on ongoing provision for the vulnerable in the
Poverty Assessment.
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Putting responsibility in the handy offarmers to determine agricultural extension programs, can nake services more
responsive to local conditions, more accountable. more effective anad more sustainable. To realize these benefits,
the role of the public sector has to be redefined to permit multiple approaches which accountfor user diversity, and
to develop partnerships with fanmer organizations, NGOs and the private sector for service delivery.

Rationale Agricultural extension in nany countries is being
reonented to provide more demand-based and

Project experience over the last 20 years has sustainable services, taking account of the diversity,
fuelled debate concerning the role of public sector perceptions, knowledge and resources of users. The
agricultural extension in strategies to increase options govemments are pursuing include full
agricultural productivity and alleviate rural poverty. comnmercialization, devolving control to local
The dominant approach in Bank projects since the govermnent units, cost sharing between extensionists
early 1980s-the Training and Visit (T&V) and farmers, contracting service delivery to private
system-has been to accelerate the adoption of new firms, NGOs and/or technicians from cooperatives
technology through intensive, regular interaction and farmers' organizations, and supporting farmers'
between government extension agents and selected self help groups. Although World Bank experience
"contact" farmers, to disseminate a package of key with these alternative approaches is still too new to
agricultural messages. This approach has had some permit systematic evaluation, there are already
noteworthy successes and some failures. Although the indications of the potential benefits and evidence of
system is intended to incorporate feedback from the particular issues to be confronted in
farmers, this is not always accomplished and the role implementation.
of farmers-as receivers of instructions-is often
passive. Consequently, the results of investment in Benefits
T&V have sometimes been disappointing, and they
have been especially unsatisfactory in terns of By making extension more demand driven, and
sustainability. more accountable to farmers, participatory

approaches can help to ensure that services are
'Te most significant shortcomings of public relevant and responsive to local conditions and meet

agricultural extension in general have been: (i) the real needs of users.
unresponsiveness to the variation in farmer needs; (ii)
lack of ownership by the intended beneficiaries; (iii) When programs benefit from farmers' traditional
failure to reach poor and women farmers; (iv) knowledge as well as modern research, the risk of
limitations in the quality of field and technical staff; serious mistakes is greatly reduced. Examples of
and (v) high and unsustainable public costs. Some of what can happen when the value of local knowledge
these problems have been eased by modifbring the is not appreciated include the aggressive promotion of
T&V system-for example, by working with groups maize by extensionists in Ethiopia to replace the
rather than individual farmers, or by increasing indigenous teff, despite skepticism and resistance
reliance on radio and other mass media. However, from local farmers. Many Ethiopians suffered
there is increasing recognition that, if extension is to unnecessarily when maize proved less drought
meet the diverse needs of modern farming, a resistant and the crop failed; subsequent data also
fundamental change of approach is called for. showed that teff provided superior food vaiue. In
towards educating and enabling farmers to define and Bali, after efforts in the 1970s to introduce the Green
solve their own problems, and to determine and take Revolution to rice cultivation had led to catastrophic
some responsibility for the extension services they pest damage, researchers learned that traditional local
require. husbandry techniques were more efficient.

This note is based on the paper wriren by azarles Ansholt and Wdlem Zijp. Contributors include John Farington. Malcolm Odell. Dennis
Purcet, Fnwz Schorosch, Rachir Sonalta. Andrew Spurtng and Vcwkaradaalam Venkazesan.
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The opportunities for promoting technologies to Women In Agriculture Project (Box 2) illustrates the
improve farmer incomes are expanded through potential of a participatoty approach to bring wonzn
participatory, farmer-centered approaches to into the national agricultural policy debate and local
extension, which encourage a holistic perspective, project management, as well as enabling them to
shifting the focus of attention from simple production improve their own productivity.
to the whole farm system. Farmer participation is
essential, for example, in introducing Integrated Pest Making farmers influentialand responsible clients
Management (1PM), which requires farmers to invest rather than passive beneficiaries of the extension
effort and resources in techniques that are very service improves sustainabiity, both of the benefits
knowledge intensive. In Indonesia (see Box 1) on- of investment in new technology, and of the service
farm trials with substantial fanner involvement have itself. Participatory methods can increase farmer
proved the best means to ascertain and demonstrate ownership of the technologies promoted by extension
the potential benefits of IPM. management, especially when the methods are

developed, at least in part, by the clients themselves
Participatory methods, often through NGOs, can and are based on technologies which they have seen

also help to make the distribution of extension to be effecdve. At the same time, when the value of
services more equitable. Proactive efforts are needed the service is clear to them, farmers are willing to
to ensure that opportunities for participation are open contribute to its support, reducing the dependence on
to all farmers, including the poor, indigenous peoples public funds for meeting recurrent costs.
and other marginalized groups. The importance of the
role played by women in agricultural production is Costs
such that the widespread failure, so far, to reach
women farmers through formal extension services has A higher level of training and skills is needed if
major repercussions for national output and food extension staff are to collaborate effectively with
security, as well as social justice. The Nigerian

Box I
Integrnted Pest Management (1PM) in Indonesia

IPM is an approach to crop protection based on the rationale that pest populations can be kept below economic injury
levels with minimal or no recourse to chemical pesticides. The menu of 1PM options is defined by agro-ecological. socio-
economic and institutional factors. It involves developments of traditional crop management, such as crop rotations and
intercrops. and includes the use of resistant varieties, biological control and diagnostic techniques.

The EPM project in Indonesia illustrates both the potential of this approach. and its dependence on participatory extension.

After linking pest outbreaks in 1985 and 1986 to escalating use of pesticides, the Government of Indonesia banned 57
broad-spectrum pesticides for rice. gradually eliminated state subsidies on other pesticides. and instituted IPM as the
national pest control strategy for rice. The IPM Fanner Field School was developed as the model for govemment
extension agents and pest observers to train farmers in IPM.

The fanner field school training approach represents a move away from conventional packet technologies in agricultural
extension toward empowering farmers with knowledge and skills, using non-fomal education methods and a field-based,
experiential leaming process. Famiers make their own decisior.s about crop management based on their experience. on
local field and market conditions, and on basic IPM principles learned in fanner field school training. These principles
include weekly monitoring of pest levels, conserving the natural enemies of pests. sharing information and coordinating
control strategy with neighboring farmers.

Between 1987 and 1990. the volume of pesticides used on rice fell by over 50% while yields increased by about 15%.
Farmiers are testing and developing new IPM practices. including IPM for other crops, with the help of farmer trainers
established in their communities. NGO involvement has been encouraged in developing field school activities. new
training components and farmer networks, resulting in a wide exchange of ideas and resources, and the spread of 1PM
fanner field schools from commnunity to community. In 1993. US$ 53 million was committed by USAID and the
Government of Indonesia, with support from the World Bank, to a project to extend the use of IPM throughout the
country.
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Box 2
Reaching Womnen Farnmers in Nigeria

In Nigeria. women were found to comprise between 60% and 80% of the agricultural labor force, depending on the
region, and to produce two thirds of the country's food crops. However, as elsewhere in Africa. extension services
focused on men and their farm production needs.

The Nigeria Women in Agriculture (WIA) Project was introduced to address this shortcoming in the extension system.
Through a participatory, learning by doing approach, the project has succeeded in giving women a voice in the national
policy reform process. and in integrating women into the mainstream of agricultural extension and development initiatives
in their localities.

Because of the shortage of women trained in agriculture, existing Home Economics agents have been retrained to become
WIA agents. The formation of WIA farmers' groups has facilitated the dissemination of agricultural innovations and
provided women farmers with better access to farmn inputs and credit than they would have as individuals. Assisted by
WIA agents. through these groups, women now participate in all aspects of subprojects. from identification to planning
and implementation.

Project planning and replanning has been carried out through national workshops with representatives of WIA groups - a
process which both the Bank and the government have found to be effective in translating field knowledge into specific
action For improving women's productivity in agriculture.

One of the greatest benefits of promoting participation in decisionmaking, at both the local and national levels, is found to
be the momentum generated by the dynamism and resourcefulness of the Nigerian women.

farmers, applying technical knowledge to site-specific Key Elements
socio -economic and agronomic conditions, rather than
delivering pre-packaged messages. Agents also need Stakeholder Commitment
training in participatory methods of working with Broad consultation from the outset is needed to
farmers. Some of these additional costs can be offset ensure sufficient commitment to change on the part of
by reductions in the number of staff needed, as all stakeholder groups. Extension services that are
farmers themselves take on more responsibilities, and participatory and accoumable to farmers imply some
the economies of "distance' methods are more fully loss of control for government central planners (and
exploited. for Bank task managers). Even if the degree of

control-in setting specific targets and scheduling
Additional time and resources are also needed to plans to meet these targets-may sometimes be

redefine and establish the institutional framework for illusory, its symbolic loss can be strongly resisted.
panicipation-for example, to decentralize fiscal and Vested interests in the existing extension bureaucracy
administrative functions, to build collaborative can also present strong resistance. And farmers
partnerships. and to strengthen the capacity of NGOs themselves mnay be skeptical of calls to contribute
and farmer organizations. On the part of the Bank, time, effort, or cash, if their experience of extension
additional staff time is required for project in the past has been negative.
preparation and supervision, and resources are needed
for pa-ticipatory analysis during project design. The Institutional Framework

There is no one institutional model for delivering
The costs of participation to farmers can be participatory extension services. Some countries, such

substantial, particularly in terms of their time. Where as Chile and Costa Rica (Box 3) are using the private
participatory programs depend on significant sector to carry out what was traditionally a public
contributions of cash and/or labor from farmers, sector activity; some are decentra!izing and
steps have to be taken to ensure that this does not reorienting public sector agencies; and some are
exclude the poor from sharing in benefits. working through NGOs and farmer organizations. A
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multi-institutional approach is common, recognizing appraisal and problem census. Joint problem solving
that farmers get information from several diffcrent and decision taking are achieved through workshops,
sources, and that some organizations arc more roundtables, public hearings, and farmers
effective in reaching certain categories of farmers. organizations.

Defining and facilitating operational linkages at There is considerable potential in adapting the
an early stage is crucial. This can be approached use of mass media and information technology to
through stakeholder workshops during project support participatory extension, channelling feedback
preparation, to discuss possible forms of partnerships from rural communities to researchers and
and the allocation of responsibilities for extensionists, as well as providing information to
implementation and support. Other key issues farmers. Farmer participation in designing and
include: instituting incentives and mechanisms for implemnenting mass media programs improves
accountability to farmers on the part of extensionists; progran quality and enhances the learning process.
identifying where legal and regulatory changes are
needed; training staff in participatory methods; Communication for Technology Transfer in
building the capacity of local farmers groups; and Agriculture (CTTA) is an extension methodology
ensuring that local level institutions do not exclude which combines the strengths of mass media
some groups of farmers from participation. dissemination and grassroots extension advisors.

Focusing on behavioral change, the methodology
Two-Way Communication involves gaining a thorough understanding of existing

Adopting a learning process approach, the knowledge, attitudes and practices in the target
function of extension is not merely one of technology communities, before identifying potentially relevant
transfer but of ensuring effective two-way flows of technologies and testing communications options.
information, with the aim of empowering farmers CTTA has been used successfully in Peru, Honduras,
through knowledge rather than issuing technical Indonesia and Jordan, providing clear evidence that,
prescriptions. Tools available for listening to and when carefilly tailored to specific conditions, mass
establishing dialogue with farmers include beneficiary media programning can magnify the impact of
assessment, gender analysis, participatory rural participatory extension very cost effectively.

Box 3
Using The Private Sector in Latin America

As early as the 1920s, Chile began to replace public technical assistance to farmers with private services. Since 1990.
extension to medium and large scale farmers in Chile has been executed by a private farmer's group and is now totally
privately funded. The Agricultural Development Institute (INDAP) of the Ministry of Agriculture reaches a large number
of small scale farmers through an extension program which is publicly funded and privately executed through private
technology transfer firms. Community based INDAP offices, with community representatives. select firms through
competitive bidding and supervise and evaluate performance. Farmers sign annual contracts with a firm and are expected
to contribute up to 30% of program costs. if they are not satisfied with the service they can decide as a group to ask
INDAP for a change.

A recent project directed to the poorest and smallest fariners contains several innovations. Extension is to be provided by
private sector firms and NGOs. and the concept of graduation applied to both extension and credit programs to reduce
dependence on the public sector. Farmners will spend 3 to 6 years in the intensive Phase 1, which begins with individual
visits. Phase n, to last for 3 years, will use a group approach and focus on managerial skills and rnarketing. Phase m is
to be wholly farmer-financed, independent extension support. As farners graduate from the program, new farmers will
join, without any increase in INDAPs staff and budget.

Under a Bank-financed project in Costa Rica. a strategy has been devised to divest government gradually from extension.
As the Ministry of Agriculture is reorganized, some extension personnel are to move to the private sector, and
government will provide training to private extensionists. The project airns to provide private technical assistance to small
and medium scale producers through an Extension Voucher Pilot Program. Farmers will trade vouchers for individual and
group technical assistance. Type I and H farmers are distinguished according to whether they require high or low intensity
assistance. The extensionist is to indicate annually to the Ministry which farmers should graduate from the program. At
the end of the seven year implementation period, all beneficiaries are expected to continue with purely private services.
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The participation of local communities and other stakeholders in managing forestry and conservation projects can
help to improve forest productivity, alleviate poverty, enhance environmental sustainability, and make rules
governing forest access more enforceable. Introducing participatory management depends on government
commitment; and i: requires time and resources to develop consensus among stakeholders, establish new institutional
arrangements, decentralize finance and administration, enure appropriate rules and incentives for local
involvement, and build organizational capacity at the local level.

There has been a fundamental shift over the last private companies share in the design, benefits, costs
decade in approaches to forestry and conservation- and management responsibility of forestry projects,
from a focus on centralized planning and management they have incentives to cooperate in enforcing rules
by government agencies to a more participatory which they have themselves agreed upon.
approach which balances social, environmental and
economic objectives. Reflecting this shift, between Poverty Alleviation
1991 and 1994, Bank investment in forestry projects The majority of the people who occupy forest
classified as social and enviromnental increased from areas, or the agricultural fringes that surround them,
US$ 834 million to US$ 1.2 billion, or 27% of all are poor and vulnerable populations. Many are
lending in the forestry sector. indigenous peoples, or landless people who have

migrated from other areas. Enabling these people to
Key differences between the two approaches are share in the benefits, as well as the management, of

oudined in Box 1. Under most centralized forest forestry development and cvinmercialization helps to
policies, large scale management units are oriented to alleviate their poverty and diversify their sources of
a single-use objective (such as timber production or income.
policing a conservation site), and the rights of local
users are limited to low value secondary products and Forest Productivity
temporary concessions. In contrast, participatory With the benefit of local knowledge and
forest projects are based on a broader valuation of participation, the value of non-timber forest products
forest resources, taking into account the multiple to different users-for food, fiber, medicines, oils
values of forests and the social and economic needs and gums-can be more fully exploited (Box 2).
of local forest users. Access and use rights to forests, Indigenous productive technologies, based on close
and conflicts arising between competing users, are knowledge of local ecological conditions, can enrich
locally defined and managed. The structure of scientific research and serve as potential sources of
incentives and the choice of technologies are geared new products.
to environmental sustainability over the long term.

Sustainability
Benef-its While still seeking to generate economic benefits

from forest resources, policymakers are increasingly
Cooperation aware of the important role played by forests in

In practice, one of the most compelling reasons preserving biodiversity and protecting critical
for seeking the participation of forest users in the watersheds. Especially in regions with large and
management of forest resources has been the inability growing populations, participation is often the only
of governments to police forest areas effectively and viable way to conserve forest areas for sustainable
enforce their own rules of access and use without use or for their intact environmental values.
local public support. When local communities and

This nore is based on the paper wurinen by Ajii Banerlee. Gabriel Campbell. Maria C Cnaz Shelton Davis and Augusta Mobiar. Contribtors
include Gloria Davis. Claudia Alderman. Bhuvan Bhamnagar. Daniel Gross. Asmeen Khan, William Magrarh. Jessica Mon, Simon Riabergen.
Gotz Schreiber. Radha Singh. Jim Smyle and Tom Wiens.
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Box I
Contrasting Forest and Conservation Management Approaches

Government Forestry and Conservation Projects Partidpatory Projects

Objectives Timber production or other single-use objective Usually multiple production and
(e.g.. watershed protection; short-rotation fuel- biodiversity conservation objectives
wood). Protection of biodiversity paramount over involving all stakeholders; developing local
other uses. skills for forest and conservation

management.

Scale Large-scale management units based on natural Micro mnanagement units corresponding to
biophysical or political boundaries. self-selected or residential units.

Local Use Usually very limited and frequently ambiguous or Extensive, clearly defined rights for local
Rights temporary. users.

Protection Policing by forest service guards and fencing; often By local community, frequently using
ineffective and expensive. social fencing; higher local costs but low

government costs; local accountability.

Typical Plan Long rotation of even age stands for economies of Short rotation of uneven age stands
scale in management and industrial supply; designed to supply diverse products for
centralized management of protected areas and continuous income and subsistence needs;
conservation sites. conmmunity managemenL

Harvesting Generally large government contracts with Generally combine multiple household
Contracts administrative pricing mechanisms and subsidized marketing arrangements with small-scale

supply arrangements. contracts for higher value products.

Technical Based on results of scientific research and single Based on combination of traditional
Basis product optimization models. knowkdge and use patterns with forest and

conservation service guidance.

Planning Centralized management planning process carried Plans drawn up by community or
Process out by forest and conservation service staff. household participants with guidance and

approval from forest and conservation
service.

Plan Revisions Generally little flexibility in management High flexibility in management
prescriptions without cumbersome bureaucratic prescriptions to adapt to changing
approvals. conditions and needs.

Costs and Linitations Even in favorable circumstances, time and
resources are needed to establish effective

There are some circumstances in which participatory processes. Costs are incurred in three
participatory approaches have proven unworkable: broad areas: (i) identifying key stakeholders and
(i) when conflicts over forest resources are creating the conditions for effective consultation; (ii)
particularly intense; (ii) when forest resources are establishing appropriate institutional arrangements,
abundant relative to a small, dispersed population in including intermediary organizations with the skills
the forest vicinity; (iii) when powerful interests at the and incentives to address environmental and social
national level are opposed to policy reform in the objectives; and (iii) building the organizational
sector or to decentralization of authority; or (iv) capacity of local communities to manage large forest
when extreme social inequalities at the local level areas.
reinforce the control of forest benefits by local elites.
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Conditions for Success devolve authority over forest management to the local
level. In most cases, some restructuring of

Bank experience provides a number of lessons govenment agencies has been called for as well as
concerning the conditions for successful participation changes in procurement and other administrative
in forestry and conservation management, and the procedures.
measures which have helped to establish these
conditions. Methods of ensuring the availability of funds at

the local level have included increasing private seixor
Govenment Commitment involvement-by opening up lines of credit,

Success depends first and foremost on underwriting private sector forestry investmen._, or
governnent commitment to broad stakeholder endorsingjoint contractual management of forests-as
participation in determnining forest sector and in forestry projects in Indonesia, Zambia, the
conservation objectives. Measures by TMs to Philippines, Bangladesh and Costa Rica. In other
facilitate policy dialogue have included: sponsoring cases, direct funding to NGOs has proved the best
internatiorn or regional meetings at the ministerial means of delivering funds directly to communities.
level, enabling policymakers to benefit from other For example, under the Bank/GEF financed
countries' experience in devolving authority to forest Conservation of Priority Protected Areas Project in
users; holding donor meetings to coordinate initiatives the Philippines, a grant is made to a consortium of
and assist govemment in defining the agenda; using NGOs for implementation of conservation programs.
forest secwor reviews and biodiversity conservation Trust funds have proved useful, as in Bhutan and
strategy work to initiate policy discussions with Uganda, when returns to investments occur over the
decisionmakers and key stakeholders; and supporting very long term.
the preparation of issues papers by experts from
stakeholder groups. Stakeholder Analysis and Consultation

Identifying and consulting stakeholders at the
When govermnent is actively involved in earliest possible stage is important not only for

discussions with stakeholders, forestry reforms are ensuring tha all the important issues are addressed
easier to introduce. For example, the multisectoial but also for strengthening commitment to
stakeholder workshops held in Mexico and Zimbabwe implementing the necessary reforms. Gender analysis
were helpful in identifying key reforms in forest can be used to assess the differential impact of
tenure policy, regulations on marketing of non-wood proposed policies on men and women, and measures
products, and delineation of protected areas for taken to ensure that women share in decisionnaking
biodiversity conservation. and project benefits (Box 3).

Decentralization Security of Tenure
A wide range of different institutional Because of the long gestation period of forestry

arrangements, from private contractual agreements to and conservation investments, security of tenure is
joint public/private partnerships, have been used to particularly important as an incentive for commnunity

Box 2
Learning from Indigenous Practices to Increase Local Participation and Improve Forest Productivity

Using Under-eploited Tree and Crop Species in Africa. Trees in agroforestry systems in Africa provide many omher
products and services such as food. fiber, medicines, oils, and gums which are used by many indigenous groups (e.g.,
Elaeis guineensis for oil, wine, thatch and mulch: Moringa olfera as source of edible flowers and leaves and fodder;
Xytopia aethiopica as tobacco substitute and fuel in most of Kenya and the Farlo regions in Senegal). The annual
harvestable production from leaves and fruits is about 300 kg/ha in the typical Sahel areas and over 600 kg/ha in the
Sudano-Sahel.

Crop-Livestock-Fallow Rotations. In the Zimbabwe and Haiti Bank financed forestry projects, rotations of crop
cultivation, grazing, and tree-shrub fallow are permitted as a result of documentations of indigenous crop-grazing systems.
The rotations involve two or more sub-populations in the project site but often just one piece of land. Because lands are
appropriated on the basis of kinship and ethnic affiliation, several families have use-rights to the land over a certain
period of time. This multiple use arrangement encourages participation of other user groups.
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Bx 3
Women's Participation In Bank Financed Forestry Projects

Kenya: Women Participating in Forat Sharing Agreements. With the assistance of an international NGO (CARE), the
Kenya Forestry Development Project solicited the help of womnen in devising an agreement between the government and
local users regarding distribution of agroforestry or intercrop benefits, since most of the village agroforestry lands were
controlled by womnen. During project implementation, women were in charge of recording households that received
harvest shares and thcy were key actors in resolving conflicts over forest benefits.
India: Women as Members of Forest Protection Comuittees FCs). In the West Bengal nl project, the Bank worked
with the state forestry agency and NGOs to pernit and encourage the recording of women as FPC members. This allowed
women to participate fully in decisionrnaking and thereby receive a more equitable share of timber harvests. When women
were given responsibilities in these committees, the project gained wider support and spread rapidly to other villages.

investment of time and resources. Existing Local Capacity
regulations frequently restrict access and undermine Most Bank and GEF/Bank financed forestry and
local or indigenous claims to resources. However, biodiversity projects involve a capacity building
overlapping claims by govemment, different groups component, often contracted to NGOs, to strengthen
of forest users, and industry, can make adjudicating management capacity at the conununity level. The
tenure rights a very complicated process. In Banc role of NGOs may include training of forest service
financed projects in Nepal and India (Box 4), publicly staff and local leaders; village level publicity and
endorsed written agreements have been instrumental extension; developing micro-planning tools and
in resolving tenure conflicts. facilitating plan formulation; improving forest

marketing information networks; facilitating the
Equitable Rules and Incentives formation of women's groups and fann forestry

Forestry projects have the best chance of associations; and technical support to forest product
succeeding when the costs and responsibilities of each processing, energy alternatives or village-based
stakeholder are closely related to rights and benefits. conservation inventories. One of the most effective
Arrangements for the sharing of costs, benefits and tools for building local capacity is the study tour,
management responsibilities, and mechanisms for enabling stakeholders to visit and question their
resolving conflicts between groups, are most likely to counterparts on projects where participatory
motivate participation if they are widely understood management has already been established.
and agreed upon by all stakeholders through an open
negotiating process. Special measures may be needed
to ensure that women, indigenous groups, and Box 4
landless households are not excluded. Tenure and Access to

Forests in Nepal and India
Appropniate Te stnology The Bank-financed Nepal forestry project allowed

Apppropate forest managemcnt technologies user communidies to take over forest management.
provide important incentives for participation. The Forest users received certificates ensuring long-term
participation of local users is encouraged by an rights to forest benefits. The only control the Nepal
annual flow of income from non-timber products such state forestry agency retained over forests was
as agricultural intercrops, fodder or thatch grass, and through approval of village forest management
commercially valuable seeds or leaves. This can orly plans. However, the project had to reconcile the
occur in plantations with wider spacings and multi- multiple, and often conflicting, rights to forests by
tiered, more diverse tree and shrub species than are local villagers before long-term tenure could be
found under conventional even-age management. recognized.
Technologies defined by the community on the basis In the Bank-financed West Bergal II forestry project
of local knowledge are often more effective in terms in India, written agreemnents between the state and
of forest productivity and sustainability. Moreover, vilages established ownership and use-rights to
the entire community understands the management fbrest protection committees. However. to maintain
rules and has an incentive to monitor and enforce rights over forests, each commnittee had to provide
them. evidence of sustainable forest use.
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The irrigation sector provides a ricd: source of experiences and lessons in user partidpation. Participation by
farmers in system design and management helps to ensure the sustainability of the system, reduce the public
expenditure burden, and improve efficiency, equity and standards of service. Mobilizing support at all levels and
establishing the participatory process, however, involves costs: it also demands knowledge of The incentives facing
each group of stakeholders, and of the essential elements in building effective users' organizations.

Benefits is not unusual for farmers to be willing to pay more
than the original user rates after transfer of the

Efforts to increase user participation have been system to their control. However, increased collection
spurred by the poor performance-in terns of of fees does not motivate farmner participation.
efficiency, equity, cost rccovery and accountability- Participation must also result in direct benefits to
of many large scale irrigation systems managed by participants.
government agencies. Greater participation by
farmers, through water users' associations, has Sustainability
helped to overcome many of these problems. Building irrigation systems which are wanted,

supported and owned by users themselves provides
System Performance the best assurance of sustainability. Physical and

The overriding reason for increasing participation fiscal sustainability of the irrigation system beyond
in irrigation is to improve system performnance. Clear the project is enhanced when operation and
gains in efficiency and in the standards of service are maintenance costs are met from user fees rather than
achieved when design and management of the high levels of government subsidy.
irrigation system are transferred to farmers. System
design benefits from local knowledge. And farmers Equity
have the means and incentives to minimize costs and More equitable organizational arrangements and
improve services. For example, irrigation user water delivery have been noted when participatory
associations can reduce labor costs by paying lower approaches are followed. A contributing factor is the
wages than government agencies; local farmers can socioeconomic status of the leadership, which tends
provide closer supervision of staff than distant agency to be closer to that of the ordinary member, involving
supervisors; and breakages are reduced when farmers more tenants and small farmners than in
feel a greater sense of ownership. In Senegal, for non-participatory systems.
instance (Box 1), electricity requirements were
reduced by half. Ultimately, as a result of more Spillover Effects
timely water delivery and repairs, farmers' yields The transformuation of water users from
are higher. In the Philippines (Box 2), dry season beneficiaries to partners in irrigation development can
rice yields increased by 12 percent and farmers' net have a widespread impact, as farmers become traineu
income by 50 percent. and organized. It can increase local capacity to

coordinate input supplies, for example, and to deal
Public Expenditure with other government agencies involved in rural

One of the most noted effects (although this has development.
nothing to do with farmers' motives for
participation) is the reduction in government staff and Costs and Risks
expenditure requirements, due to farmer management
and contributions of cash, labor and materials. Establishing user participation involves costs in
Farmer associations have proved more effective mobilizing field staff, trdining and organizing farmers
collectors of user fees than government agencies. It and carrying out socioeconomic research. However,
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Box I
Senegal - Creating Incentdl for Farner Prtidcpatlon

Early efforts in Senegal to transfer irrigation system management to farmers by establishing village units showed little
success because of unclear plans, timetables, and provisions for transfer, and because of the failure to provide control or
incentives for the farmers.

Recognizing these problems, the 1990 Bank-Assisted Irrigation IV Project required total transfer of O&M to farmers as a
precondition for financing rehabilitation works. Getting farmers to agree to take over these systems required considerable
negotiation, particularly because they perceived existing irrigation fees as too high, let alone the additional costs and
responsibilities of covering full O&M.

Increasing the control of farmers over irrigation services was the key factor which convinced them to agree to assume
responsibility for system management and cost recovery. Farmers demanded the right to hire their own staff, choosing
agency operators only if they had perfonmed well, and even then reducing their salaries from the full civil service
package. Following the transfer to farmers of ownership of rehabilitated operating systems with their infrastructure,
agency staff would be allowed to enter the schemes only with farmers' permission. To improve farmers management
capacity, manuals were prepared for each system; and training in basic literacy as well as technical and financial skills for
organizational leaders was incorporated. Farmers were willing to pay at least part of the training costs.

Although the long-term sustainability of the project is difficult to assess at this stage, the accomplishments to date are
impressive. Before the transfer. assessed fees covered only 17 to 21 percent of maintenance and replacement costs, and
less than a quarter of these were actually collected (Nguyen, 1994). As a result, maintenance suffered, electricity often
was not paid for, and system reliability was very poor. After the transfer, farmers paid fees four times as high, covering
full O&M and a replacement fund for capital. The benefit to the farmers was greatly improved irrigation reliability.
Moreover, because they were able to monitor the pump operators and had an incentive to save on energy costs, electricity
requirements were reduced by half. Savings to the government included huge reducdons in agency staff costs, as farmers
took over functions.

these additional costs are usually offset by subsequent
savings in construction costs and higher loan Box 2
repayment rates. Evidence from the Philippines

A bigger problem can be the additional time The first and best documented nationwide programto build in participation as a cornerstone of
needed to establish a participatory approach and get i buigtion policy ao n th P hilippnes 
the project off the ground, especially in the absence ginigation policy occurred in the Philippines.
of existing local institutions for cooperation. eginded in 1980 the approal
Developing farmer organizations is often a slow was expanded in 1980 to cover all communal
process, less under the project's control than systemis, and even extended to large scale nationalirrigatioi, systems. The National Irrigation Authority
constructing dams or delivery structures. Once the has evolved from an agency primarily concemed
participatory approach has been established, however, with construction to one committed to developing
it is not unusual for participation actually to reduce and supporting the managemrent capacities of farmer
the implementation period. The kinds of problems irrigation associations.
which typically delay the implementation of non- A 1993 study of three irrigation systems reported
participatory irrigation projects-such as difficulties substAntial improvements in performance after
in negotiating rights of way, or obstruction by ownership and management responsibility were
farmers oi oc.al politicians-may be avoided or transferred to farmers: collection efficiency for
solved through effective participatory processes. service fees increased from 45% to 74%; recurrent

Conditions for Success maintenance costs were reduced by 60% and
personnel costs by 44%; dry season rice yields

Mobilizing Support increased by 12%: and, taking costs and laborMobilizUig Support contributions into account, farmers' net income
User participation changes but does not eliminate increased by 50%. These gains were most dramatic

the role of government agencies in irrigation for tail end farmers who saw major improvements
development. Building suspport from policymakers in the equity of water delivery.
and agency staff as well as farmers and other water
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users is essential for successful participatory projects within irrigation agencies often involves structural
and involves paying close attention to the incentives changes, to link agency budgets firmly to farmer
relevant to each group. The greatest receptivity to contributions instead of government allocations, and
participation is often found in crisis situations, as was to promote a more service oriented approach. Since
the case in Mexico (Box 3), when management agency staff typically come from engineering
problems or revenue drains are most apparent. backgrounds and are not oriented toward dealing with

farmers, incentives for them to support farner
In building the confidence of policymakers and participation need to b._ backed up by training

senior agency staff, pilot projects have been used programs. Study tours to farmer managed irrigation
effectively to demonstrate the capacity for fanner districts can be particularly effective, not only for
management, the potential improvement in system their demonstration effect but also in raising the
performance, and potential saving in govermment prestige of participation, exposing staff to new
expenditure and improvement in cost recovery rates. possibilities and creating a bond amnongst participants.
Building alliances with supportive individuals in
government has been facilitated by participatory The strongest opposition to farmer participation
economic and sector work, by enabling task managers is often encountered at the field technical level,
to spend several years working in a country, and especially where civil service unions are strong.
supporting them with good social analysis. When field staff perceive the proposed changes as a

threat to their jobs and livelihood, these vested
Project implementation rests ultimately with interests can retard or even sabotage participatory

agency staff. Internalizing support for participation projects. Clear directives are needed from

Box 3
Mexico - Rapid Change in a Crisis Situation

Mexico experienced rapid and widespread incorporation of user participation in tde irrigation sector. The objective was to
make the national irrigation system financially self-sufficient as well as to obtain full cost recovery over time for major
works already constructed. The cornerstone of this policy was the transfer of irrigation management to Water User
Organizations.

Crisis situations in irrigation system financing and management provided tde impetus for sweeping changes. By the end of
the 1980s. an estimated 1.5 million ha (out of 6.1 million) of irrigated land went out of irrigated production because of
lack of funding for completion of infrastructure, and for operation and maintenance (O&M). Bank management was
influential in pointing out the need and direction for change, and the Bank provided a loan (co-financed by the
Inter-American Development Bank) for the Irrigation and Drainage Sector Project. The three pillars of this project were
decentralization and transfer of irrigation districts to Water User Organizations, self-sufficiency in fee collection to cover
full O&M costs, and efficiency in budget allocation.

The transfer is done in two stages. The first gives producers, organized in Water User Organizations (covering 5,000 to
18.000 ha), responsibility for operation and maintenance of large lateral canals and drains. In the second. these
organizations take responsibility for the main irrigation and drainage canals and the machinery and equipment required for
O&M through the creation of an enterprise or Sociedad. Farmer groups are set up as organizations, rather than less
formal associations, so that, under Mexican law, they can operate as legal entities and obtain loans. These organizations
are meant to become fmnancially self sufficient through collection of water charges. Each organization hires a professional
team to carry out O&M, including a manager and a group of water masters (one for approximately 3.000 ha) and a chief
of maintenance (all graduate engineers) as well as their support staff.

To educate farmers about the changes and convince them to support the progran, Mexico relied heavily on mass media
campaigns prepared by communications specialists from FAO, along with universities and industry. These were followed
by detailed training of the staff of farmer organizations in. among other subjects. computer applications and use of
maintenance machinery. Districts in the best financial condition were transferred first (after deferred maintenance was
done) to ensure a successful start and build confidence.

The process of transferring management to farmers already has exceeded targets. Since 1991. thirty-three irrigation
districts covering 2.3 million ha have been transferred, and an additional eleven are in process. O&M COSL recovery rates
have increased from 18 to 78 percent.
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policymakers, supported by performance measures with agencies, to legal regulations, and possibly even
linked to bonuses and promotions, to encourage computer applications, as well as water management
greater accountability to the farmers. The new ethos and operation of equipment.
can only develop gradually. Sudden cuts into the
status quo should be avoided and the composition of Fundamental to meeting all these conditions, a
staff allowed to change gradually. strong and transparent legal framework for the

organization is needed from the outset, providing
Building Effective Farmers Organizations farmers with rights and benefits as well as duties and

Teams of trained specialists acting as community responsibilities. This framework should also be
organizers have proved to be the most successful flexible enough to allow farmers to evolve their own
catalysts in participatory irrigationprojects. Wherever organizational structure, and to permit the
possible, existing organizational capacity should be organization's responsibilities to grow in line with its
built upon, as in Nepal (Box 4), for example. In capacity.
cases of very hierarchical social structure and
inequitable distribution of assets, it may be unrealistic
to expect fully democratic local organizations. To
control vested interests, the varying incentives of Box 4
different categories of farmers should be identified Nepal - Building on Traditional Strengths
and accounted for in project design (for example, in Nepal has a long tradition of dirct farmer
defining water rights), along with the resulting participation and cooperation in irrigation
problems of achieving collective action. development. About 70,000 farmer managed

irrigation schemes, ranging in size from very
Appropriate incentives are needed if farmers are small to thousands of hectares, account for 70 %-

actively to support the user associations which are 80% of the country's irrigation. In general these
essential channels for participation, and to assume the systems achieve high levels of performance over
additional costs in time, materials and fees (as long periods of time without govermnent cost or
experience in Pakistan has demonstrated). The most involvemenL However, such systems are
important of these incentives are improved irrigation frequendy damaged by landslides and floods
services, and a voice in management decisions beyond the capability of farmers to repair alone,
through a user organization which is fully accountable and most can be improved substantially with
to its members. The support of farmers is most likely modern materials and construction techniques.
to be sustained, and organizational capacity The Bank's Irrigation Line of Credit (ILC) was
developed, when they are involved from the designed to assist these schemes by building on
beginning in decisions on system design, and when the farmers traditional capabilities to organize
their organization has full ownership and management and cooperate together. To participate under the
control of the system. It is essential, for example, ILC, farmers had to form legal Farmer Irrigation
that specialized staff be selected by and accountable Associations, agree ahead of time to contribute to
to the farmer organization, even if they have been capital costs, pay full O&M costs, and maintain
trained by government agencies. full control and responsibility for all decisions

regarding their irrigation schemes. Such stringent
requirements had never been attempted before

To be successful, fanner organizations mst under a Bank project in Nepal. But in practice
interact constructively with governmnent agencies and teerqieet ipyfraie hv v ~~~~~~these requirements simply formalized the
technical experts. This relationship works best when farmers' traditional mode of irrigation
consistent rules and procedures are established, and development and provided an avenue for Bank
supported by govemment regulation, for the tumover assistance which would strengthen rather than
of responsibility to farmers throughout the project or destroy the traditional farmer institutions. The
sector. Building the necessay organizational capacity ILC approach proved highly successful, has
for this turnover involves training farmers for a becomestrongly demanddriven, and is nowbeing
variety of new functions, from basic literacy, expanded to government managed projects.
accounting, how to hold meetings, and how to deal I_I
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The partidparion of users-in designing and implementing projects and managing water and sanitation (W&S)
services-is now being built into Bank funded projects with the aim of increasing efficiency, equity and cost recovery
andfzcilitating the exiension of service coverage to poor communities. Success depends on establishing the necessary
insitit onal arrangements for parripation andproject delivery. In addition, task managers have to spend more time
in the field, and adapt Bank procedures to support appropriate models for financing and procurenent.

Challenges for the Sector W&S services provides a means of revealing demand,
and of ensuring that services match what people

Prior to the last decade, the business practices of want, are willing to pay for and will strive to main-
water and sanitation utilities hardly ever involved tain. The rationale for user participation is
consumers in decisionmaking or management. More summarized as follows:
recently, with concern that agencies are still failing to * user participation makes services and service
reach more than a billion of the poorest in developing providers more responsive and accountable to
countries, moving people center stage in W&S beneficiaries;
projects has become an important theme. * cost recovery and the sustainability of services

improves when technology choices and services
Despite massive investments between 1980 and correspond with what users want and arc willing

1990-the International Drinking Water Supply and to pay for; and
Sanitation Decade-the needs of the rural and urban * management of services is more effective when
poor are still largely unmet by formal public services institutional arrangements are tailored to local
while, in many areas, private vendors charge 10 to practices.
1,000 times the official tariff rates. Pervasive
inefficiency on the part of overstaffed agencies Demand based approaches can also help resolve
providing subsidized urban services has resulted in conflicts over water resource allocation between
financiaUy unsustainable services that benefit only a competing sectoral uses. Increased participation by
small portion of the population. primary stakeholders-whether through consultation

or through the purchase of water rights in regulated
At the same tirne, competing user needs have not water markets-helps ensure that choices are

been well balanced and many water resource anchored in demand and are not unduly influenced by
interventions-large dams and irrigation projects in contractors, consultants and other secondary
particular-have misallocated water resources, and stakeholders.
caused social and environmental disruption.

Most of the experience with participatory W&S
To increase responsiveness to user needs, projects so far has been by NGOs and, with a few

improve cost recovery and service management, and notable exceptions, mostly on a small, experimental
to incorporate financial, environmental and social scale. While stakeholder participation is well accepted
concerns into project design and managemnent, in the Bank's work in this sector, and is secn as
services should be based on demand. especially 'i ital in extending services to the poorest

communities, participatory W&S projects are
The Role of Paridcpation relatively new-mostly either still under

implementation or under preparation. Much is yet to
Participation plays a central role in meeting these be learned about ways to optimize participation in

challenges. An example from Kenya (Box 1) shows large scale projects but a number of important lessons
how involving users in the design and management of are already emerging.

This note is based on the paper witten by Gabriclc Watson and N. 4jay Jagannathan. Contributors include Balint Amassy.
Akxander E. Bakailan. Jannik Boesen, Mlel Boyle, Jo/n Briscoe, Louis Chang, Lea Donaldson, Mlike Garn, Efraimn Jiminez,
Farin Kemper, Xrrier Legarin. Abet Mejia, Vicente Paquero. George Plant, Lars Rasnussen, Geoffrey Read, Carlo Rietveld,
Robert Roche, ,erhard Tschannerl, Anthony van Vugt, AIben Wright, Reckka Dayal, Peter Lockery and Mukami Kari,ki.
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Box I
Community Mobilization for Sanitation in Kenya

The village of Maina is an informal settlement within the boundaries of Nyahururu town in Kenya, where DANIDA
executed a Sewerage House Connection project between 1988 and 1991. In tde first year of the project, a trunk sewer and
a few lateral sewers were constructed, without any participation by the residents. The consequences were predictable:
villagers did not understand the project motives and resisted collaborating with project teams when the plans indicated that
the layout of some plots would be altered to make room for roads, storm drains and toilet units. Villager apprehensions
were based on a valid concern that engineers' plans would result in large scale alterations to existing houses and
structures.

A DANIDA review mission in 1989 recommended that, before any further investments were made, the physical plan be
revised with community participation. A site committee was formed, involving residents in the process of determining
whal the project components would be. Extension workers with government ministries. and staff from a leading Kenyan
NGO, were selected as facilitators. The results were striking. Communities began mobilizing labor and materials for
construction, and also began participating in the operation and maintenance of constructed facilities.

By the time the project came to an end, the community groups, with support from the NGO, had charted a completely
different course for the project and were able to engage the Municipal Council in a productive dialogue on where and
when other infrastructural facilities-such as roads. a police station and a post office-should be located within the village.

Conditions for Success Most of the demand driven projects reviewed in this
paper, however, emerged from earlier sector work

Promoting the participation of water users is not that laid the basis for, and created the interest in,
equally appropriate and feasible in all W&S projects. trying this new approach.
It is better suited to the provision of feeder than tmnk
infrastructure. Adverse political and institutional Finding agencies capable of carrying out partici-
conditions may mnake it very difficult to establish patory projects may be difficult. Several strategies
participatory processes. And in the poorest countries have been used in cases where the sector agency is
where capacity is very weak, the cost of expatriate not qualified or interested in involving primary
facilitators to promote institutional intermediation
may be very high.

Box 2
The critical question is to understand what rules The Risks of a Multi-Agenicy Approach

and institutional arrangements are useful in support- In a rural water project in a country in Asia. the
ing stakeholder participation in the sector, and under central govemment did not provide adequate
what circumstances they are appropriate. resources to the Department of Local Government

which was the agency responsible for setting up
Working with Governments and Sector Agencies rural water associations with community

Support from higher levels of government is involvement. The Public Works Department. on the
essential to the success of demand driven projects. It other hand, received its budget allocations on

schedule and went ahead procuring well drilling
wasicrucia, fo example, in overcing linagen materials before communities had been consulted on
resistance to plans for beneficiary participation what types of facilities they wanted and were willing
through an autonomous fund for rural W&S projects to pay for. In response to political pressure from
in Nepal. Cultivating national level support for provincial politicians, the Public Works Department
participation in W&S can be tackled from two ends: distributed budget allocations evenly over all the
by country economic and sector work, through which provinces, spreading project investments too thinly.
support is generated before projects are begun; or The project was driven by drilling companies and
through individual participatory projects whose politicians rather than, as envisaged in the project,
lessons change sectoral policies at the national level. by the community based Rural Water Associations.
Where consensus or political support at the national These pitfalls could probably have been avoided if
level is weak, it may be easier to begin by community participation had been established before
demonstrating the move from projects to policy work. the hardware was procured.
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stakeholders more actively: using multiple agencies in In Bank funded projects where existing sector
project implementation; cultivating reforners within agencies have had few qualified comnmunity
the larger resistant agencies; bypassing the agency Sy mobilization staff, specialists hired as project
creating a new agency or fund; and designing the consultants have added up to ten percent to total
project to include an expanded range of secondary investmnent costs. The best outcome-in terms of
stakeholders as partner organizations, to prevent community participation, beneficiary satisfaction and
capture of project benefits by water utility staff and per capita costs for water and sewage-resulted from
contrac *rs. having the detailed engineering design done jointly,

under one bid, by consulting teams consisting of
Each of these approaches has its own drawbacks engineers and cormunity participation specialists.

(an example is described in Box 2) and, in all cases,
the challenge remains to convince engineers trained Designlg Stakeholder Participation
in applying industrial country standards to consider Most projects set up community councils or
alternative technologies, leave their drawing boards water users associations through which beneficiaries
and consult with primary stakeholders. Investment in can influence decisions conceming the type of service
training staff in community participation by itself to be provided, play a role in project implementation,
cannot remedy the situation unless career rewards are and channel their contributions of cash, labor and
linked with success in implementing demand based materials. Long term community participation in
projects. Lower level staff often have more accepting operation and maintenance of systems may also be
atLitudes toward commnunity involvement and are sought, although this is more difficult and experience
better equipped to interact with poor beneficiaries. is still limited.
And staff with experience from other agencies
involved in extension work can adapt easily to play Project design must allow time to discover
an intermediary role between consumers and W&S workable structures. Flexibility in community level
service providers; in a project in Brazil, for example project design allows institutional arrangements to be
(Box 3), responsibility for rural water has been adjusted as needed to match what community
placed with the public health agency, with good members feel comfortable with. It also permits
results.

Box 3
Learning about Participation Models

The PROSANEAR project is being implemented in several states in Brazil. Each state water company has been free to
incorporate participation. using its own procedures. In practical tWrins. what has emerged are models of participation that
differ depending on how the water company and the project design consultants worked out the 'rules of the game'.

In dte engineer-activist model, the engineering consultant was also a dedicated social activist. The rules permitted
beneficiaries to negotiate a wide range of topics with the state water company. such as levels of service. physical layouts.
sequencing between water supply and sanitation investnents, prices, billing, etc.

In the participation specialist model, professional community participation racilitators work jointly with design teams led
by engineers. In one variant of the model, the water company decides on engineering design in advance, and allows
communities to negotiate the organization of billing. assignment of operational responsibilities. and group contributions of
labor. In the other variant, negotiations are restricted to assigning operation and maintenance responsibilities among the
beneficiaries. user groups, and the water company.

In the hygiene education model, health educators focus on a more conventional set of interventions aimed at changing
knowledge. attitudes and pracices, rather than iteratively working out or negotiating any aspect of service provision. The
assumption of this model is that there is no need to build any explicit negotiation mechanism into the choice of service
level.

The extent of conflict has been greatest in the participation specialist model and nil n the hygiene education model. Per
capita investment costs were highest in the hygiene education model. After project construction is completed, it will be
possible to evaluate the effect of each of these models on service sustainability.
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changes to be proposed by beneficiaries during the To limit the influence of local elites, effective
course of project implementation-in rules and beneficiary participation also requires accountable
procedures, in management structures, in the leaders who make decisions on the basis of
assigmnent of responsibilities between altemative transparent rules. In Paraguay, the combination of
organizations or firms, or in the type of service to be easily understood program rules and clear information
provided. about costs and benefits, has produced a very

effective rural sanitation program for larger villages.
Demand driven projects allow beneficiary The government's sanitation agency offers the

communities choice over the type and level of water program to any community that can set up a
and sanitation service they want, based on their comminee and supply 15 percent of the investment
needs, priorities and financial situations. To make costs. The community repays another 15 percent in
infonned decisions, they must receive sufficient cash or labor and materials at the time of
information about options, their respective costs, and implementation, and a further 30 percent over ten
other implications. The range of service options may years, contributing to 60 percent cost recovery for
be limited by settlement density, resource availability, capital costs. The community is expected to cover
hydrological or geographic factors. Typically, 100 percent of operational costs. The success of this
however, a number of options exist and the key program, in terms of cost recovery and the
factor is motivating the engineering staff to be effectiveness of local organizaions, owes much to the
innovative in searching these out. clear rules for entry and for division of

responsibilities.

Box 4
Tips for Task Managers

Fiancing and Procurement
Standard bulk procurement procedures are rarely appropriate for demand driven projects. Alternatives include: direct
procurement by communities or agencies from prequalified, small construction firms and consulting engineers, using a
schedule of standard materials and labor costs; multiple procurementprocedures, depending on the size of the project; and
geographic clustering of subprojects, to allow limited packaging of specific elements.

Project Preparation
Sector work can help clear the way for participatory projects. An essendal part of preparation is the time spent by TMs in
the field. Especially at this learning stage for the Blank and borrower countries, preparation and supervision of
participatory water and sanitation projects require more financial resources and staff time than conventional projects.

Supervision, Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring, evaluation and fine tuning of project design becomes an interative, consultative process, involving TMs.
sectoral counterparts, project managers and beneficiaries. Personal field visits by TMs are essential. Staff time for
supervision in participatory water and sanitation projects has varied from 20-45 weeks a year.

Mobilizing Additional Resources
TMs have mobilized extra funding for preparation from the Japanese Trust Fund, Japanese Grant Facility and Project
Preparation Fund. Bilaterals, UNICEF, regional development banks, and local and international NGOs working in country
have been useful sources of experience. information and innovative approaches.

The Role of Consultants
Almost all projects involve consultants promoting participation in some capacity. The key issue is how the community
participation specialist and the engineering design specialist can be encouraged to coordinate their efforts. One solution is
to invite bids proposing both together, forcing consultants to form consortia of engineers and social acivists.
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Operations in the education sector can be greatly improved by increasing stakeholder participation of govemrnent
officials, education professionals, local communities and the private sector. Such partidpation can increase the
relevance and quality of education, improve ownership and build consensus, help to reach remote and disadvantaged
groups, mobilize additional resources, and build institutional capacity. Participatory operations involve risks and
costs, however, and certain preconditions are necessary for success.

Potential Benefits
Box I

Many Bank-assisted and other education projects Student and Community Participation in
have promoted the participation of stakeholders- Colombia
from government officials and education professionals Colombia's Escuela Nueva program was created in
to community members, parents, students and the mid-1970s to overcome curriculum, training and
employers-in design and implementation. Such administrative deficiencies in mnultigrade rural
participation can contribute in a variety of ways to schools. The program incorporates a number of
meeting the challenges facing education systems in innovative components, including participation of
developingcountries:toimprovingquality,promoting students in school government and community
equitable enrollment, and controlling soaring public participation in designing and supporting the school
costs . curriculum.

In each leaming task, self instruction books guide
bmproving the Relevance and Quality of Education students to identify examples. cultural elements

In a sector where demand is often poorly from their own experience. and local materials to be
understood, a fundamental rationale for increased accumulated in the leaming centers. Teachers are
stakeholder participation is to improve the relevance, encouraged to organize meetings with parents and
effectiveness and sustainability of projects by discuss the material prepared by the students.
ensuring that learning programs match the needs of Children also participate in health, sanitation and
the populations they are serving. nutrition activities. In this way, the school gradually

becomes a resource center for teachers, for agencics
Efforts to make the provision of basic education operating in other sectors and, eventually, for the

more responsive to community needs have included community itself.
education vouchers for families, fund transfers to In addition, Escuela Nueva children are introduced
school boards, and various models of school or to civic and democratic life through student
commnunity based management. Colombia's Escuela councils. Students organize into committees to take
Nueva program (Box 1) and the Balochistan care of discipline, cleaning, maintenance, sports,
community support process (Box 2) provide two school garden, newspaper and library. They also
examples. The involvement of parents and other cooperate in the instructional process by helping

community members .decisio akinghas,inmaiyslower students. This is seen as an essential part of
community madembhecrrsindcsnm,eacing has,taers and the curriculum as it creates linkages between the
cases, made the curriculum, teaching mnaterials and school and the community
school calendar more appropriate to local conditions
and improved teacher and student attendance rates. Evaluation of the program, which has expanded
The result has been to boostrnorale, reduce drop out rapidly to some 20,000 schools, suggests that
and repeater ratesb improve ab mievement scoreso and educational achievementand civic behavior compare
expand .repea er tem acor favorably with the output of traditional schools, at
expand enrollment demand. similar costs per pupil.

This nore is based on the paper wrinen by Nat J. Colletea and Gi1an Perkins. Conzributors include Sarbani Chakrabory. Mae Chu Ozang.
Francoise Delannoy. Ward Heneveld, Eileen Kane, Samuel Liebennan. Paud Murphy. Makha Ndau. Robert Prouty. Alcyone Saliba. Lawrence
Salmen. Yogendra Saran and Don WuLmzker
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In nonfonnal education, there has been a policy dialogue helps to define the values on which
relatively long history of student and community policy is based and to develop consensus between
participation. Programs have proved more effective competing interest groups. It also helps to ensure that
in terms of attendance rates, learning achievements proposed changes have the understanding and support
and behavioral change when learners help identify of all the groups on whom successful implementation
their needs, design and manage learning programs, will depend.
and participate in developing learning materials. Not
only are such programs more relevant to the In some cases where major policy reform has
knowledge and interests of the students, but also the been envisaged, Education Commissions have elicited
participatory activities themselves support the relevant information and views from many sections of
leaming process. society. Techniques for facilitating dialogue among

stakeholders in policy or project design have included
Similarly, the motivation and achievement of focus groups, workshops, conferences and, as in

students in vocational and higher education have Botswana, innovative use of video technology. The
been enhanced when students and community based Philippines (Box 3) is one of several countries whcre
organizations participate in designing and managing EDI workshops have been the catalyst for
programs to meet their needs. In these sectors, the participatory education sector work.
participation of private sector employers has been
particularly important for improving technical Reaching Disadvantaged Groups
standards and linking training to real employment Participatory methods have often been successful
opportunities. where formal education systems have proved least

effective-in serving the needs of girls (see Box 2),
Building Ownership and Consensus remote communities and marginalized groups.

In a sector as socially, politically and culturally Participatory social research, as used in the Gambia
sensitive as education, stakeholder involvement in to investigate the reasons for low attainment of girls

Box 2
Mobilizing Community Support to Primary Schoos in Pakistan

The community support program in primary education in Balochistan provides a remarkable example of what can be
achieved in adverse conditions through participatory methods.
Beginning with a pilot project in 1992, the community support program has already succeeded in establishing 198 new
community girls schools in remote rural villages which had no government school and no tradition of parental involvement
in schools. Enrollment of girls is 100 percent in many of these villages, with very high attendance rates.
To begin the participatory process, community workers went door to door, urging parents to fonn an association. In each
of the villages, education committees have been created, responsible for selecting a site for the school, identifying
potential teachers, and monitoring teacher attendance and student enrollmenL
A local girl, educated at least to eighth grade, has been identified and trained as teacher for each school. After she
demonsutates her commitment by teaching for three months on a voluntary basis, mobile teacher training teams are sent to
her home village to provide intensive three-month pedagogical training. This home training is needed because of cultural
barriers that prevent girls from travelling far. Following the training, the teacher becomes a govermnent employee:
government rules, which normally require teachers to have matriculated, have been stretched to accommodate the
program.
The pilot project resulted from the iniiative of a Pakistani consultant. The Bank task manager, with whom she discussed
her plans. recognized the potential of this approach and was able to organize USAID funding for the pilot. The consultant
subsequently formed a small NGO in order to qualify for funding from other sources. which now include local and
international NGOs, USAID, UNICEF and the government of Balochistan, through a World Bank loan.
At the project preparation stage, when the pilot was tried, there was no way of knowing whether the approach would
work or not. The success of the pilot led to full acceptance and ownership of the program by the government, and the
government itself is now funding the program on a province-wide basis using IDA credit. Because of the experimental
nature of the project, World Bank support to the program has only been possible through the new lending approach which
supports the entire primary education program rather than selected components.
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in primary schools (Box 4), can help identify the community contributions are sought. For example,
policy measures needed to counteract the bias against even the contribution of labor in school construction
disadvantaged groups. Expertise in bringing has been found to be beyond the means of some of
educational opportunities to the poorest communities, the poorest comnmunities. Estimating the ability and
and in promoting the education of women, is found willingness of communities or individuals to share in
in NGOs which have experience in *vorking with costs needs to be approached on a case by case basis.
community based organizations and the necessary in the context of equity objectives.
flexibility to adopt participatory methods.

Difficulties which have been encountered in
Mobilizing Resources participatory projects include delays in

The experience of participation through cost implementation, and dependence on charismatic
sharing in education has been mixed. Efforts to project leaders. The risk of abuse by individuals,
generate community contributions of cash, materials local elites or interest groups also has to be bome in
or labor to school construction, for example, have mind, as does the potential for misuse of funds.
tended to be most successful in remote areas where
the influence of central government bureaucracy is Commitment to a process of dialogue among
weak. They have been least successful when groups of stakeholders involves its own risks, which
commnunities have not participated in decisions must all be taken into account: the timing and
concerning location, design, construction, school possibility of reaching consensus are uncertain;
management or education priorities. The support of political conflicts are liable to be exposed; and there
parents and other community members, through fees is a risk of generating social unrest by raising
or voluntary contributions, is motivated by their unrealistic expectations among participants.
having a voice in such decisions and confidence in
the value to them of the school or program.

Building Institutional Capacity Box 3
As in other sectors, participation by stakeholders Building Borrower Conmintmnt

in designing and managing programs in the education in the Philippines
sector can also yield substantial long term benefits
beyond the individual project, by strengthening the The participatory process used in education seaor

tnstiutioal caacit forsustaned eveloment Thework in dhe Philippines is reported to have calledinsitutional capacity for sustained development. The for much more time and patience on dhe part of
process of participation empowers individuals and Bank staff than would have been the case with a
enhances their ability to contribute to the wider more traditional Bank approach, but it is hoped will
development process as new skills are learned and pay off in terms of government commitment.
new norms adopted. Although these external benefits
are very difficult to measure, they can be inferred This work started with an Economic Development
from many of the project reviews. Institute workshop, focusing attention on the

characteristics of effective schools, how schools
Costs and Risks improve, why schools were not working well, and

what the priorities of reform should be. This was
Evidence in the education sector suggests that followed by another national seminar on the same

higher initial costs may be incurred in participatory subject. A method of broad stakeholder
projects in order to carry out the necessary social involvement, through a participatory workshop for
research and community work, to disseminate project design (the ZOPP methodology), was used
information or organize workshops. Furthermore, with 40 people from each broad geographic zone.
information corts ogane workshops. wurhbermore, From these participants and other stakeholders. a
project costs may be understated when the team was selected to draft a national implementation
opportunity cost of voluntary time and effort is very plan. Having secured ownership in the sector, the
high. These additional costs, however, are generally exercise is now being extended to the central
offset by subsequent gains in efficiency. agencies where the decision to borrow or not

ultimately lies.
There is some risk that the allocation of costs

may be inequitable, or place an excessive burden on
the poor, in participatory projects where substantial
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These costs and difficulties notwithstanding, the dialogue are also important to success; in demand
risks of very expensive failure in participatory driven education projects, communities must have
projects are judged smaller than in a typical, access to the best possible information on technical
top-down education project, where lack of options, costs, benefits and opportunities.
sustainability may not be recognized until after
significant investment is complete. Because of the need to respond flexibly to

developments as the project evolves, making
Conditions for Success education projects participatory calls for additional

skills and greater tolerance of uncertainty on the part
The most important preconditions for success in of the task manager; and it puts a greater onus on the

participatory projects are political will on the part of quality of project preparation, clarification of
central govemment and commitment by key actors. In objectives and project supervision.
cases of weak political will, support for participat' -v
approaches has been generated by sustaining dialogue Task managers who are promoting participation
and demonstrating potential benefits through pilot in education projects say that success depends on
projects. attention to the following critical elements:

* early stakeholder analysis and involvement;
Institutional conditions may make participation * information sharing and dialogue among

more or less difficult to achieve, while simple stakeholders;
scarcity of management and communication skills * flexibility in the funding, timing and scale of
may be the main constraint to increasing participation projects;
in some of the poorest countries. It is often - institutional strengthening; and
necessary, therefore, to build an education or training - appropriate systems of monitoring and
component into a participatory project in any sector evaluation, and mechanisms for ensuring
to overcome skill shortages. Information sharing and accountability.

Box 4
Participatory Research in the Gambia Uncovers
Reasons for Low Enrolhment and High Dropout

An innovative approach was used in this survey to gain a better understanding of the reasons for low enrollment and high
drop out rates of girls in primary education in the Gambia. In addition to conventional survey methods (including
questionnaires in schools. teacher interviews and parent focus interviews), the techniques of Participatory Rural Appraisal
(PRA) were adapted to education. to counteract the bias against disadvantaged groups and provide a voice to people who
are not usually heard.

Thirteen local researchers. including statisticians, Ministry of Education staff and teenage girls (to interview their peers)
were trained in PRA methods. After trials in three villages, the team carried out a series of projects in seven villages and
seven urban schools. Focus group discussions were held. where community members were asked to explain their
problems and how education related to those problems. Villagers constructed matrices of community and educational
problems. drew seasonal diagrams on income and expenditure, constructed social-educational 'maps' of the village,
identified households with girls of school age, and provided a wealth of socioeconomic information.

One of the most stardling results was the discovery that one quarter of all the school-age girls (those who were pregnant,
married, or about to be married) had remained "hidden' ftom enrolltnent statistics since they had not been counted by
villagers in the initial census. Costs to parents. including indirect costs, and the coincidence of school fee payments with
the season of lowest income, were seen as the biggest problems associated with education. As a result of this research,
various measures have been introduced, including a change in the timing of fee payments.

The work was followed up by a second project, working with two rural communities to examine practical, community
based solutions to the problems identified in the first project, and to assess available community resources for
implementing such solutions. Options deemed by the community to have the nighest chance of success were included in a
Community Action Plan. Women in one of the villages, for example. decided to start a communal farm and to devote half
the income from sales of farm produce towards school costs for girls.
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The newest Bank- supported social fi*nds are designed explicitly to increase the participation of beneficiaries in
identifying and managing microprojects, with the aim of making project activities more relevant and sustainable.
Features wvhichl support participation are built into the design of the fuids' management structure and of the
microproject cycle. Additional time, management and training resources are needed to assess and build lite
necessary capacity of local organizations, and special measures may be calledfor to enab.e the most marginalized
groups to participate.

Social funds have spread rapidly in developing Beneitiz
countries since the well known Bolivia Emergency
Social Fund was launched in 1987. The first large The involvement of beneficiaries in consultation,
scaIe funds were designed as temporary institutions to cost sharing and decision making can improve the
mitigate the adverse impact of structural adjustment outcomes of Bank supported social funds by ensuring
by creating employment and delivering emergency that the mnicroproject is relevant to beneficiary needs,
social programs. As objectives have evolved over and by generating commitment to sustaining project
time, funds are now also used more generally to activities and benefits beyond the life of the fund.
support development in the social sectors and poverty
reduction at the local level. Increasingly, beneficiary participation is also

sought as an end. There are main two reasons. First,
Social funds are typically set up as autonomous when communities are given the responsibility and

institutions. to provide funding to local organizations capacity to iuentify, implement and supervise
(community based organizations, NGOs or local microprojects, they are better prepared to involve
governments) in a more rapid, flexible and themselves in future development activities. Second,
transparent manner than line ministries. The funds do social funds can serve as models for participatory
not themnselves identify or implement microprojects; processes, demonstrating to governments and other
instead, they -spond to requests generated by local intermediaries the feasibility and utility of
groups, appraise projects for funding, supervise participatory approaches.
implementation of projects and monitor their
effectiveness. Costs

Because most social funds have been temporary, Promoting participation in social funds involves
and because they have not provided for recurrent costs as well as benefits. Building the capacity of
costs, fund managers have often faced difficulties in beneficiaries to assume responsibilities throughout the
sustaining large numbers of dispersed microprojects. rnicroproject cycle can increase rnanagement and
Strategies to involve beneficiaries in cost sharing training costs as more staff and equipment are needed
were developed initially in response to these to reach beneficiaries and to build organizational
difficulties. Currently the World Bank is funding capacity. Some of these expenses can be absorbed by
about thirty projects ro support social funds and the the microproject. but it is likely that some will have
newest of these-including the Gambia Social to be covered by the social fund.
Recovery Fund and the Ethiopia Social Rehabilitation
Fund-are designed explicitly to increase beneficiary In addition, social fund managers face two
participation in microproject identification and potential conflicts. First is the conflict between the
management as well as costs. need for rapid microproject implementation and the

7his note is based on rhe paper writren by Mary Schmidt and Alaandre Marc. Contriburors include Alan Carroll, Constance Corberr, Shelton
Davis. Abdou Salem Drabo, Nuria Homedes, Steen Jorgersen, Robero Maurer, Maria Nowak, Anolo Ng'Weno. Dan Owen, Leslie Pean, Anna
Sanr'Anna. David Steel. Julie van Domnlen and Grace Yabrudy.
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time required for consultation and capacity building. Because the implications of these trade-offs are
Second, since demand is expressed first by so important, fund designers must clarify and
communities with the skills necessary to prepare integrate priorities from the outset.
proposals and gain access to the fund, the demand
drivcn nature of social funds may have to be Building Participation into Fund Design
supplemented by special measures to enable the
poorest and most marginalized among intended Stakeholder Groups
beneficiaries to participate. The participation of all stakeholder groups in

social fund design-central and sectoral ministries,
the NGO community, municipalities and local
governments, as well as community based

Box I organizations and beneficiaries-builds ownership and
Flexibility at the Regional Level - Mexico commitment to beneficiary participation among all

The National Indigenous Institute of Mexico (INI) parties on whom implemcntation will depend.
and its regional Indigenous Coordinating Centers
(CCI) which are located in remote zones, launched In preparing the Armenia Social Investment
the Funds for the Development of Indigenous Fund, efforts to cultivate wider government support
Peoples (FRS) in 1990. included conducting seminars for senior government

CCIs requested that each indigenous organization or officials, taking them to the field to observe
community interested in receiving funds send beneficiary participation firsthand, involving them in
representatives to regional assemblies organized targeting selection, and sharing reports with them. To
throughout the country. At these assemblies, the support consensus building, national debates involving
organizations elected five to nine member leadership parliaments, the press and NGO communities, were
councils, which in turn were formed into promoted prior to establishing social funds in
subcommissions to oversee the administrative, Zambia, Guatemala and Honduras. In Albania and
financial and technical aspects of the funds. Armenia, pilot phases were used to introduce and

Once formed. INI transferred funds to the FRS. demonstrate the concept of participation.
which then received, appraised and approved loan
requests from indigenous organizations for Appropriate tactics for disseminating information
productive projects which these organizations on social funds are outlined in Box 2.
designed and their members implenented.

Box 2
Tips for a Successful Social Fund Media Campaign

Media campaigns should be designed to increase the awareness of the population and the direct beneficiaries of the social
fuind; to sensitize and encourage community participation; to enhance a continuous dialogue with beneficiaries; and to
maintain the flow of infornnation about the running of the social fund. Tactics which have proven successful include:

• Consulting government agencies and NGOs which have run media campaigns to determine the optimal strategy to
reach the bulk of the population. Use of written media, like newspapers and leaflets. reaches mainly the literate, who
may be a minority of the population.

* Using visual media like posters and stickers to promote themes similar to those broadcast on radio or in other media.

* Disseminating information through institutions, individuals and avenues (such as traditional singers and dramas) that
are accepted and integrated into daily cultural practices: this will reduce the potential mistrust of the messages
communicated.

* Using radio spots on popular music radio stations to reach urban youth who tend to lose interest in more traditional
channels.

* Linking themes among different outlets to reinforce messages.

* Enable communities to express their own ideas, such as through radio phone-in programs.
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Institutional Structures
When the fund is intended to be a temporary DSn 3

institution, design must incorporate mechanisms for ZUnbia: BDm kif Asseurmut
transferring the participatory elements to regular In a Social siwd
govoemment ministries. The Bolivia Emergency Social Phase 11 of the beneiciry asessment conducted for
Fund devclopcd a program for training ministry staff Zambiaws Social Recovely Fund employed conversationalintervicews, participant obscrvations and focus groups
in management information and cost control systems discusions. he combination of thesc remarch tools with
during microproject appraisal and execution. and this a multidlsciplirary research team from the Rural
training will be extended to cover appraisal and Development Studies Bureau of the Univenity of Zambia
monitoring procedures. Similarly, the Ethiopian helped to remove biases strengthen the quantitadve
Social Rehabil itation Fund is training local database, and obtain qualitative information.
govemment staff to work with communities in a The specific objectives of the study -vre to identify,

examine and assess the factors affecting projectparticipatory way. implementadon and community participation. Such factors
induded: the allocadon of rsponsibility for naintenance;

Decentralization of fund management to regional the perceived impacts and benefits of projects; the views of
offices encourages managers to pay greater attention beneficiaries and project committee managers on the
to participation related issues, although it mray also performanc ofthe MicroprojectsUnit (MPU) and regional
cxpose them to local political pressure. Regional office; and govenmanc issues such as transpaency and
offices have been established or are planned for fund accountabiliy.

Key findings on community and intermediaty organizationsmanagement in eight countries (including Mexico, were asfolowso
Box 1), sometimes for purely logistical reasons, but
sometimes to decentralize responsibility for consulting sel ction of the proect committee.
with commnunities and for contracts with local se of fe le rep o

organizations. 9~~~~~~~~ The avenge female reprsentaton on projectO rgani zat ions committees was less than 20 percent. Among the factors

explaining this were social attitudes and wone,s lack
Beneficiary participation in project activities is of dme due to other duties.

best promoted by assigning full time staff to * Factors constraining coununity participation included:
multidisciplinary teams. In Guyana, for example, a . lack of transparency and accountability(54percentof
multidisciplinary team is able to integrate services Projects):
needed by the community, while continuity is ensured . domination of the comnittee by one or two

by having the sme team apprais, supervise andindividuals or an NGO (16.7 percent);bIy having the salne team appraisec, supervise and . other agencies doing the work, the conmittee being
evaluate a microproject. ornamental (7.5%);

contractng builders from outside rather than within
The Microproject Cycle the project ama.

At every stage of the microprojpct cycle, * Mobilization was constained by suspected misuse of
strategies can be employed to enhance participation. fiunisand materia'-
For example, in the identification of target groups, * Donor funds in three projects discouraged cash and
participatory data collection techniques (including labor contributions as it was felt that donor funding was
beneficiary assessment and participatory mral sufficient and that sacrifices should not be made by the
appraisal) have been used to enable communities poety stricken community.
themselves to identify the neediest. The findings of e.s assessment led to specific

recommendations araJ actions to improve fund
administration and enhance community participation.

Piloting can help point to adjustments needed in Actions included: viiprovements in accountability
promotional strategies. In Ethiopia, it was learned in procedures; development of a bookkeeping module for the
the pilot phase that cultural and time constraints and project conmitte: training manual; confirmation of
illiteracy had prevented women's groups from community cash ard kind contnbudons as anwdatotyilliteracy ~~~~~~~~~~~~~conditions for MPU suppont; sftengthening of Tegional
submitting proposals; as a result, in the next phase of offices to speed communication and disbursement;
the fund, promotional activities will target more simplification of application frms; and initiation of pject
women's groups, and preference will be given to launcb workshops in communities to ensure information
females in hiring community organizers. dissemination.
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Clear and well publicized microproject selectioii niidterm evaluations is designed to yield lessons for
criteria which 'measure' participation can be used to future fund strategy and mechanisms.
signal to all stakeholders the fund's commitment to
beneficiary participation. Such an approach, The capacity of community organizations may be
prioritizing microproject selection according to assessed as early as the targcting stage, as in Bolivia;
intensity of participation, is planned in the Gambia. more often this is done at the time of microproject

appraisal. Providing training for community
When bcneficiaries, especially marginalized organizations can empower beneficiaries to identify

groups, are to take responsibility for preparing and prioritize their needs and to develop strategies to
projects, documents can be simplified and funding meet them. The key to such training is to make it
provided for technical assistance to help community community centered rather than project centered,
groups prcparc proposals and carry out technical avoiding a top-down, expert approach and respecting
feasibility studies. In addition to training, one of the indigenous knowledge.
ways to prepare beneficiaries for a role in
microproject implementation or supervision is to
ensure that they are involved from the earliest stages
of the microproject cycle, enabling them to learn Box 4
about the technical aspects of the project. In Characteristics of Intermediaries
particular, project design needs to take account of the that Successfufly Support Participatson
technical capabilities of the community.

* Participation is an institutional objective.
Various approaches have been used by managers Field presence.

both to monitor and evaluate microprojects in a Staff incentives and training which support
partic.e-atory manner and to monitor participation participation.
itself. The Zambia Social Recovery Fund has con- Iterative planning in consultation with local
ducted three beneficiary assessments to date (Box 3), communities.
using participatory research tools to gather qualitative Bomupc t ymh s
and quantitative data. The beneficiary assessment can Botto-up accountability mechaniss.
be integrated as a permanent mechanism by, for * Contribution of cash, labor, raw material or
example, assessing ten percent of completed local facilities by local communities which
microprojects every year. In Guatemala, annual makes the communities clients of the
monitoring procedures stipulate that interviews be intermediary.
carried out in communities which have n',, bmuitted * Horizontal and vertical linkages to other
proposals as well as those which have, in order to institutions.
identify problems in communicating fund goals, and * The agency has prior experience in the
to ascertain how and by whom decisions are reached. community where the microproject is to be

implemented and is aware of local conditions.
Intermediary and Community Organizations * The communitylbeneficiaries have a positive

Because of the important roles delegated to perception of the agency.
intennediary organizations, it is becomning common to * The agency and its personnel have keen
allocate resources at the initial stages of a social fund understanding of and sensitivity to issues
for assessing and strengthening their capacities-in concerning women and minorities and towards
terms of both development effectiveness and the envirornent.
beneficiary representation. Implesnenting agencies are The philosophy of the agency on community
evaluated during regular appraisal of a microproject, participation is reflected in other microprojects
on the basis of selection criteria (Box 4) which also it has undertaken, and the strategy for
serve to highlight where training is needed for participation in the present proposal is in line
capacity building. In addition, assessment after the j with the fund's strategy.
fact during impact assessment studies or annual and I
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The equal participation of men and women in policymaking, in econiomic and sectoral analysis, and in project design
and management, may be impeded by cultural and legal constraints against women 's participation, and by women's
relative lack of time and mobility due to their workload and muitiple roles. If participatory development is to benefit
from women 's contributions, and meet the particular needs of women, a range of strategic and practical measures
must be taken to overcome these barriers.

Why a Pro-active Approach is Needed profoundly affect men's and women's different
capacities and incentives to participate in economic

Experience in participatory development has and social development.
madc clear that, unless specific steps are taken to
ensure the equal participation of men and women, Overcoming these systemic biases requires a pro-
that women are very often excluded. As a result, active approach. In the long run, the equal
projects fail to benefit from women's contributions participation of men and women depends on strategic
and fail to meet the particular needs and interests of measures, policy and institutional changes, to tackle
women. A World Bank evaluation of 121 rural water the root causes of gender inequalities and remove the
supply projects, for example, found that even in a constraints to women's involvement in public life.
sector where women carried the greater share of Examples of such measures in Bank supported
responsibility, they appeared to benefit primarily programs include: legal reforms granting women
from the 17% of water projects which had been equal rights to land tenure and ownership in
specifically designed to involve women. Honduras (a condition for tranche release under the

Agricultural Sector Credit); incentives to encourage
The causes are deeply embedded in social and the enrolment of more girls in secondary schools in

legal institutions. Men and women play different Bangladesh; and efforts to make government agencies
roles, have different needs and face different more accountable to women in El Salvador. In
constraints in responding to macroeconomic or addition, a variety of practical neasures, taking
sectoral policy changes, and to the specific acoount of existing gender-based constraints, can
opportunities and limitations provided by particular facilitate the participation of women in specific
projects and programs. Systemic gender biases often ,r ijects or activities.
exist in the form of:

Addressing Gender Issues
* laws and customs which impede women's access

to property ownership, credit, productive inputs, Surprisingly few developing countries
employment, education, information, or medical systematically gather and report statistics
care; disaggregated by sex, or carry out systematic gender

analysis. The first step towards incorporating gender
* customs, beliefs and attitudes which ccfine issues in the policymaking process, and determining

women mostly to the domestic sphere; and appropriate measures for strengthening women's
participation, is to obtain good information-on

* women's workload which imposes severe time gender roles, existing institutions, and the constraints

operating against women's participation-through a

Imbalances in the division of labor between men combination of quantitative surveys and qualitative
and women and in access to education and productive social assessments. To be effective, assessments must
resources have important implications, not only for be designed specifically to elicit the views of women.
equirce have iortantnimpicatos,nt ponly, Often, gender awareness training is needed foreqiy, but also for economic output, productivity, facilitators or interviewers.
food security, fertility and child welfare. And they

7his note is based on the paper written by Michael Bamberger, MarkBlackden andAbeba Taddese. Contributors incluadeierri Del, Lynn Bennen
and Elizabeth Morris-Hughes.
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At the Policy Lcvet
Box I Gender issues are recciving more attention in the

Involving Women in Policy Work Bank's country economic and sector work, which
In the Morocco WID Sector Strategy, poor rural provides the framework for its policy advice.
and urban womcn were given the opportunity to However, it is still rare, even in participatory sector
articulate their needs and priorities through a work, for women's participation to be sought
participatory rural appraisal (PRA) process which explicitly in carrying out this work. Thc Morocco
provoked discussion among community members Women in Development Sector Strategy (Box 1)
about development and gender issues, and sought provides a model for involving women in policy work
thcir vicws in formulating national policy objectives. which could well be replicated in other sectors and
The women's concerns and priorities differed from countries.
those of the men and from those of other
stakeholder groups. First and foremost, before Women in Development assessments (which were
progress could be made on other objectives, was the completed for 40 countries in the five years to 1994),
need to reduce women's daily burdens, through and recent Poverty Assessments which were designed
measures such as easing their access to fuel and expressly to yield gender-different.:tted data (Box 2),
water, introducing collective ovens for bread have usually involved less intense participation by
baking, and improving health care. Second were women. Nonetheless, they have produced valuable
measures to improve their incomes, where women gender analysis and policy proposals for enhancing
viewed agricultural extension services and access to women's capacity to contribute to, and participate in,
credit as most important. Third were measures the development process.
needed to secure the future, including female
education and strengthening community based The crucial next step, which is starting to receive
institutions. The group interactions helped men to
understand how the constraints on women impact on more attention, is integrating the results of this work
the family and the village as a whole. The collective into the Bank's country assistance strategies. The
solutions which emerged were supported by men as 1993 Country Economic Memorandum for Uganda,
well as women. for exaunple, was combined with the Poverty
The new perspectives gained from the PRA surveys Assessment and highlighted the economic and social
were applied in defining the recommended program implications of various forms of gender
of action. discrimination. The poverty profile was supplemented

by the results of a rapid poverty apprisal soliciting

Box 2
Addressing Gender Issues in Poverty Assessments

Poverty assessments, through quantitative survey methods as well as qualitative methods used in the Participatory Poverty
Assessment (PPA) component, can provide important information on gender differences in labor force participation,
coping mechanisms, and how men and women perceive poverty and ways to reduce it. Some of the most recent poverty
assessments have been designed explicitly to generate gender-specific data on a wide range of questions.

In the PPA in Cameroon, fifty percent of the interviewers and fifty percent of those interviewed were women. The
resulting information was filly integrated in the subsequent analysis and recommendations, with strong policy
implications. For example, women in Cameroon were found to be shouldering most of the burden of producing and
marketing food. One of the specific actions proposed for improving food security was to target small scale women
farmers with a "productivity package' of critical agricultural inputs. The PA confirmed the heavy workload of women. As
a result. urgent action was recomnended to give women access to transport and to time and labor saving technology, to
allow them the opportunity to develop their own skills and participate in community projects.
The Zambia Poverty Assessment also focused on collecting sex-disaggregated data related to the division of labor and
the implications of time constraints on female labor. Most poor households in rural Zambia were found to be male-
headed, using traditional technologies, and pracuaing gender-specific labor allocation which put extreme pressure on
women's time. especially in the peak months of planting and harvesting. In modellng rural household behavior, the study
estimated that the value of crop production per household member more than doubled when labor was allocated on a
gender-neutral basis.
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the opinions of rural men and women. In response to groups, based on the findings of this assessment,
the problems identified, the Ugandan govermment is include legal registration, so that groups are eligible
giving priority to reforms, including legal reforms, for credit; technical and business management
that will raise the incomes and status of women. training of group membe;s; and the extension of

tmicro-enterprise credit to th. groups.
At the Institutional Level

Designing and implementing gender responsive At the Prject Level
policiescffectively depends on developingappropriate If both men and women are to participate, gender
institutional capacity, including changes in the issues need to be addressed from the outset, gender
responsible public agencics. When sociocultural constraints identified, and steps taken-as in the Togo
constraints are sevcre, promoting separate units Urban Development Project (Box 3)-to ensure that
within government ministries to provide segregated the perspective and concerns of women are
women's services may be the only workable strategy. incorporated fully in project design.
However, this tends to result in limited, small scale
women's programs which are peripheral to Appropriate measures vary depending on the
mainstreamn activities. With sufficient general particular social and political context, the exact nature
awareness of gender differences and inequities, it is
possible to move to a gender approach, incorporating
gender in mainstream prograrms, instituting incentives Box 3
to create responsiveness to gender differences, and Gender Awareness in Project Design
making line agencies accountable to both men and I den t T Ub Develt
-women clients. ldesigning te Togo Urban Dvopmeot

Project, gender awareness was explicitly

In El Salvador, for example, public agencies are incorporated in the participatory process. Iniial
moving away from a segregated strategy to amorestudies revealed that women had almost exclusive

moving aay froma segreated stategy t a moreresponsibility at the household level for the sanitary
systematic gender approach. The National Center for .env it, for pvnwr anin a wenvironment for providing water, managing waste
Agricultural and Forestry Technology (CENTA) and for family health. They also found that
eliminated its women's program in 1994. It is taking knowledge of the links between health, clean water
steps to incorporate gender systematically into and hygiene was extremely limited.
planning, monitoring, training, extension and During dhe pre-apprisal mission, the first two
research and has modified its organizational structure meetings with conmnunity eders, held in the chief's
to ensure that gender issues are addressed effectively. compound, included no women and the Bank team
Since putting these institutional changes into effect, suggested holding a separate meeting where the
CENTA has been able to increase the participation of women could ariculate their priorities and concerns.
women in its extension programs. Other agencies are The following day the chiefs wife chaired a
following CENTA's lead. The government is now meeting anended by about 50 women from the
supporting an initiative, to be funded by the Bank's community. The same questions were askedof themn
Institutional Development Fund, to promote public as were asked of the men, and a local consultant
sector capacity building and accountability in gender. served as translator and intermediary. Their main

concerns. which differed from those of the men.
When public agencies are not responsive to the were: men's unemployment; the need for market

particular needs of women, and when cultural upgrading, including standpipes, latrines and central
constraints inhibit womcn from voicing their opinions play space for children: access to drinking water:

access to finance and credit; and training in
freely, women's groups at the community .evel-and management, hygiene, health and literacy. The
the regional or national NGOs which are supporting women's agenda was fully incorporated in the final
them-play a particularly important role. project design which included employment
Strengthening the capacity of these organizations generation through labor intensive public works, and
increases women's ability to find ways of meeting a training program in environmental management
their own needs and of contributing to community geared to the needs of a largely illiterate and mostly
development. For example, the Poverty Assessment female population.
in Kenya highlighted the importance of the many
rural women's self-helr. groups in the coping
strategies of the poor. ,osals to strengthen these
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of thc constraints operating against women, and thc sessions. In particular, the choice of time and place
type of activity in which their participation is sought. for meetings must take account of women's schedules
Constraints affecting women more than men may (see Box 4) and the availability of safc transport.
includc any combination of legal or cultural obstacles,
timc constraints, lack of access to information,
illiteracy, lack of transport, or lack of access to
finance. The following arc some examples of the Box 4
approaches taken to facilitate women's participation Enabling Women to Attend Meetings
in recent Bank supported projects. In the Nigeria Women In Agriculture (WIA)

Project, specific steps were taken to reduce the
When the obstacles to women's participation are conflicts in women's scliedulesand facilitatc regular

severe, there is a case for targeting women's needs attendance at meetings. Each group meets on the
and designing projects exclusively for women-as in same day at the same time and place: reminders
the Women in Agriculture Project in Nigeria, and the about the meetings are posted at highly visible and
Women in Development Project in Gambia. accessible locations; and, if the scheduled day
Integration of the women's activities into mnainstream conflicts with a market day, the women are

consulted in advance and an alternative time agreed.
programs can occur once the environment for their Consequently, women rarely face the problem of
participation has been created . not knowing where and when the meetings are held.

The meeting site is selected after the WIA agent has
In some cases, the representation of women has introduced herself and the purpose of her visit to the

been ensured by making it mandatory. Under the village head. He, in turn, informs household heads
Yemen Education Sector Credit, for example, it was who then give their permission for wives to attend
specified that at least one third of the workshop meetings.
participants should be women. Similarly, in the Benin
Health Services Project, it was stipulated that each
village health committee must include at least one
mother. Similarly, special measures may be needed to

ensure that women have equal access to project
Working through separate, women-only groups is information and are not prevented from

often the preferred option and, depending on cultural communicating their concerns or participating in
conditions, there may be little alternative. In the decisionrnaking by illiteracy or relative lack of
Phalombe Rural Development Project in Malawi, education. This may involve, for example, targeting
women opted for their own women-only farmers' women in promotional campaigns, training project
groups instead of mixed sex groups. They felt freer staff in gender awareness, hiring female community
:o discuss and develop their ideas with extension workers, ensuring that meetings are conducted in the
workers. Also, having better repayment rates dim local dialect, or finding creative ways (alin to the
men, they preferred to obtain credit in women-only techniques used in PRA) for illiterate women to take
clubs. In the Matruh Resource Management Project responsibility for project monitoring and evaluation.
in Egypt, when no women showed up at the public For instance, after the initial promotional
PRA sessions, parallel women-only sessions were ign ftr the in ia Social
held to ensure that the project design reflected camlpaign for the pilot phase of Ethiopia's Social
women's views as well as men's. Rehabilitation Fund, it was learned that women were

not submitting proposals. In the next phase,
Whether women meet with men or on their own, therefore, promotional activities are targeting more

their workload often makes it more difficult for them women's groups, community organizers are being
to attend meetings. As their domestic responsibilities sensitized to the important role played by women,
often require them to stay close to the home, lack of and more women are being hired as community
mobility may be a constraint as well as shortage of organizers. A particularly successful technique for
time. Various practical measures, from providing disseminatinginformationinthe Gambia WID Project
childcare facilities to installing srandpipes which has been to train women in operating video cameras
reduce the time spent in fetching water, can make it and in documenting their activities, to share and
easier for women to attend meetings or training exchange information with other women.
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NGOs can be effective intermediaries in Bank funded projects which depend on participation and capacity building
at the conmmunity level. Successful collaboration depends on identifying an organiation with appropriate
characteristics, and involving its staff in decisionmaking from as early as possible in the project cycle. Steps must
be taken to prevent Bank or government requirements undermining the participatory orientation of the NGO and,
where necessary, to strengthen NGO capacity, encourage cooperation between NGOs, and support communication
between NGOs and government.

The Intermediary Role beneficiary participation was cited as the main
rationale for seeking NGO involvement. For the task

As increasing emphasis in Bank lending manager, the key issues are (i) identifying an
operations is being placed on poverty reduction, organization which is willing to oollaborate and
investment in human resources, and environmental whose capacity and orientation match the specific task
management, so more and more Bank projects at hand, and then (ii) ensuring that the influence of
depend on participation and capacity building at the the Bank is to support rather than undermine the
community level. Participatory community-based participatory character and capacity of the NGO.
development depends in turn on intermediary
organizations with the specialized skills and Identifying Partidpatory NGOs
experience to pTovide links between community level
institutions on the one hand, and national institutions The term 'NGO' encompasses a broad array of
and the Bank on the other. The intermediary differentorganizations, varyingenormously according
functions include facilitating communication between to their purpose, philosophy, sectoral expertise and
project beneficiaries and govermment; helping to scope of activities. A distinction is made between
identify and voice community needs; supporting operational NGOs, which are engaged primarily in
participation and group formation; training and designing and implementing projects, and advocacy
building the capacity of community groups; and NGOs, whose main purpose is to defend or promote
channeling resources to the community level. a specific cause. Some NGOs engage in both types of

activity. Advocacy NGOs, such as those defending
This bridging role may be filled in different the rights of indigenous peoples, may perform an

ways, depending on institutional circumstances and important internmediary role in supplying information,
the nature of the particular project. Line agencies or facilitating communication and consultation.
local government units may be restructured and Generally, however, Bank-NGO collaboration on
reoriented to fill the role of community facilitators. specific projects is more likely to involve operational
Alternatively, the needed services may be contracted intermediaries.
out to the private sector, to multi- or bilateral
agencies, to NGOs, or to a combination of these. NGOs vary gready in the extent to which they
Often, the strongest grassroots links, the most capable ensure beneficiary participation within their own
and dedicated comnmunity workers, and the greatest programs. At one extreme are NGOs whose
experience in reaching disadvantaged groups through orientation and competence are very similar to the
innovative participatory methods, are found in NGOs. private sector firms with whom they compete for

contracts in project implementation or service
Not all NGOs are participatory, and not all Bank- delivery. Such NGOs may be very efficient (and in

NGO collaboration has been with the purpose of strong demnand) as service deliverers but are oriented
promoting participation. Until recently, the Bank to meeting the requirements of bureaucratic funding
looked to NGOs primarily for capability in service agencies and are unlikely to use participatory
delivery. However, in approximately two thirds of processes. At the other extreme are participatory
projects approved in recent years, the promotion of NGOs which see themselves exclusively as enablers

This note is based on the paper vwrtren by Thomas CarroLU. Mary Sdhmidt and Tony Rebbin glon. Contributors include John Delion. Criastoper
Gibbs. John Hall. Janet Koch. Xavier Legrain. Philip MUoeler, Galius Mukami, Stanley Scheyer. Susan Stout and Thonas Wiens.
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and capacity builders and refuse to compromise their
bjectives or independence by collaborating in official Box I

,,rograms. A minority of exceptionally effective Indicators ofr Partcipatory Effectiveness
NGOs combinc a high level of competence in service In Intermediary NGOs
delivcry and in community capacity building. The 0 A flat management snructure with decentralized
Aga Khan Rural Development Program in Pakistan authority
provides an cxample of what can be achieved by such * Organizational structures at the community
organizations, committed to bottom up planning and level to which funding and/or other decisions
combining strong technical expertise with effective are delegated.
institution building at the village level. Using 0 Use of iterative planning, irvolving
infrastructure projects as the catalyst for institution consultation with local communities.
building, this program reached 38,000 households
and created 110 women's groups within four years. * Contributions of cash, labor. raw materials or

local facilities by community members and
An organization serves the interests of those to organizations, making them clients rather than

whom it is accountable. In this respect, national or beneficiaries of the NGO.
regional level membership NGOs, including * Staff recruitment criteria, incentives and
federations of grassroots organizations or training which support participation.
cooperatives, trades unions, peasant unions or ethnic * Strong field presenceoutside metropolitan areas
groups can be valuable partners in projects requiring with high proportion of staff of local origin.
broad participation (although women and * Community leaders and members have a
marginalized groups are not always well represented). positive perception of the NGO.
One difficulty, however, can be that they are often 0 Turover of client groups as they graduate'
more politically embroiled and subject to state over time and intensive field atention is
regulation. Among NGOs that are not membership transferred to new groups.
based, accountability to client communities-for
example through comnunity contributions of cash,
labor, materials or facilities-is an important incompatible with many government, donor and Bank
indicator of an organizations's participatory requirements. One of the major constraints to group
effectiveness. Non-participatory NGOs tend to regard formation and capacity building is donor or
community members purely as beneficiaries, and the government pressure to disburse and deliver services
funding agencies as their clients. quicldy. Unless procedures are made more flexible,

and both the Bank and the govemment are committed
Specific criteria for selecting an NGOin terms to supporting participatory processes, the NGO is

of technical and operational capacity, outldi an pressed into a service delivery rather than capacity
potential, skills in community capaciy building, and building role. This has happened in a number of Bank
knowledge of conditionsfin target comnunidies-need fundedprojects, includingLiberia's Second Education
to be matched to the specific task at hand. Guidelines Project. Under this project, schools were constructed
for assessing the partcipatory effecveness of an rapidly and at low cost; however, no attention was
NGO are sumnanted in Box 1. Assessment should given to supporting the intermediary NGO in building
be based on the NGO's proven track record as well community ownership of schools and planning for
as its stated objectives. Paper credentials and maintenance. As a result, many schools deteriorated
financial or organizational strength ae often less and some went unused. Similarly, in the Zambia
important than dedication, commitment and Squatter Upgrading Project, it was agreed in principle
enthusiasm. to pursue long term community development goals by

promoting active beneficiary participation; however,
Operational Chalienps a stipulation was included in the final agreement that,

Supporting the Partiipatory Process if the collective self help approach to be used by the
A paradox confronting the task manager is that two intermediary NGOs interfered with the

the qualities which make NGOs participatory- predetermined project schedule, then contractors
and therefore attractive as intermediaries-are would be employed to carry out the work.
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Creative TMs have found ways to ensure that essential participatory qualities, and without
they support rather than undermine the participatory individual NGOs having to grow to the point where
strcngths of NGO partners by introducing they become hierarchical and bureaucratized. This
mechanisms which permit revisions in pmject may involve strengthening the capacity of NGOs,
priorities, greater flexibility in the timing and scale of both through training and through promoting NGO
implementation, and altemativc procurement partnerships between NGOs.
procedures, or which allow NGOs to design and
implement their own programs. Scaling up may also involve training government

staff in participatory methods and relaxing some
Consultation from the outset concerning govemment regulations. When working with

development objectives can help resolve the tension governments to encourage NGO linkages, it is useful
between the short term project focus of the Bank or to consider that govemrnment agencies, as well as the
government and the long term community Bank, may have to scale down in the sense of
development goals of NGOs. The most successful decentmalizing and building flexibility and micro-
cases of Bank-NGO collaboration have involved variability into their operations. This not only pushes
mutual transparency and shared decisionmaking from decisionmaking down closer to the populations most
very early in the project cycle. If NGOs are to affected (and is in this sense itself more
participate in a Bank financed project in a significant participatory), but also makes it easier to work with
way, it is important that they have a say as early as regional and local NGOs. The community support
possible in the design of the project and in defining process under Balochistan's Primary Education
the terms of their involvement. Program (Box 2) illustrates how flexibility on the part

of government can allow an innovative pilot project
The Question of Scale by a small NGO to be expanded successfully and

Highly participatory NGOs tend to work on a linked into government programs.
very small scale and some of their programs depend
on staying small and resource-intensive. In other EnhancogNGO Capacity
cases, NGOs have established participatory processes Training of NGO staff is often needed, to ensure
which they have themselves extended to large scale that the institutional capacity of an NGO partner
programs, or which have proved replicable by other matches the scope and demands of the project.
organizations or by govermnent agencies on a large Although it is very difficult to generalize for the
scale. Various approaches have been used to enable sector as a whole, common areas of weakness in
successful NGO programs to be scaled up and NGOs are: limited financial and management
'imainstreamedr, where possible, without losing their expertise; limited number of staff with training and

Box 2
Mamstreaming a Successful Partidpatory Process

The Community Support Process, included in the Balochistan Prinary Education Program, is establishing new
community girls' schools in remote rural villages. The process began in 1992 with a pilot project by a small national
NGO whose community workers went door tO door, urging parents to form village education committees, identify a
potential female teacher, and select a site for a school. The success of the pilot led to full acceptance and ownership of
the program by the government which is now fimding the program on a province-wide basis using IDA credit. Because
of the experimental nature of the project, Bank support has only been possible through the new lending approach which
supports the entire primary education program rather than selected components.

So far, the NGO has succeeded in mobilizing comnumity members to establish 200 schools. Replicating the process on
this scale, and incorporating the schools and their teachers into the government system once the school has proved
viable, has depended on the willingness of the Ministry of Education to relax a number of its regulations, so that girls
with as little as eighth grade education can qualify as teachers and can receive training at home by mobile training
teams.
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experience in community mobilization; lack of Strengthening NGO-Govermuent Unkages
technical capacity; limited coverage, in terms of scale Relationships between government nd NGOs
or area; concentration in urban centers; lack of vary greatly between countries (and between NGOs),
communication or coordination with other on the basis of historical, political and ideological
organizations (including govermment agencies); and differences. Simple lack of communication, however,
limited understanding of the broader social and is often responsible for mistrust and misunderstanding
economic context in which they are working. Since about the other's objectives, concerns and constraints.
institutional gaps can be difficult to foresee, it is The Bank can help to promote state-NGO
important to build flexibility into the provision of communication by sponsoring joint training,
training. workshops and conferences in advance of project

appraisal and, in panticular, by including both
As the examples in Box 3 demonstrate, government and NGOs as stakeholders in project

facilitating cooperation and partnerships between design.
NGOs can be a highly effective means of organizing
training, as well as enabling small organizations to A number of Bank projects (the West Bengal
contribute to large scale projects, and developing the Population Project, for example) have also led to the
capacity of the local NGO sector as a whole. creation of NGO liaison units in govemment.

Box 3
Encouraging NGO Partnerships

In the Benin Food Security Project, partnerships were encouraged between stronger. larger NGOs and weaker, newer
NGOs to sdimulate the transfer of methodologies and technology. This project began as a pilot which involved
international NGOs and a few Beninese NGOs. After two years of the pilot experience. NGOs were brought together with
govemment and donors at a workshop to design a new project based on the pilot phase. One of the findings at the
workshop was that geographic coneentration in the capital isolated mnany large NGOs from target communities.
International NGOs had the human and financial resources to submit competitive proposals for inclusion in project
activities; however, they often had the least recent or direct experience with potential client communities. Where local
NGOs lacked transport to access project areas, international NGOs had the necessary equipment and staff, but lacked the
local contacts. At the workshop. consensus was reached to modify the project in several ways, including creating
incentives for NGOs to establish field offices in the project area, giving regional offices the authority to approve
microprojects and disburse funds, and requiring international NGOs to partner local NGOs to facilitate technology transfer
and information sharing.
For the Bank-financed Improved Environmental Management and Advocacy Project (IEMA) in Indonesia. an
international NGO teamed up with twelve Indonesian NGOs to strengthen the capacity of local intermediaries to address
the environmental consequences of pesticides. The international NGO assists local counterparts in developing primnary
learning approaches to educate local people about environmental problems and solutions. This collaborative NGO effort is
a broad-based iniitiative to develop education and training programs for farrners, consumers, and provincial-level
regulatory officials. It also serves to transfer skills and knowledge among NGOs.
The goal of the Uttar Pradesh Sodic Land Reclamation Project is to reclaim salt-affected lands using participatory
management techniques that could serve as a model to be replicated more broadly in the future. Farmers' water
management groups will be organized and community volunteers will be trained in technology transfer by small local
NGOs. The staff of these grassroots NGOs will be trained in turn by larger intermediary NGOs with previous experience
in participatory management.
Other projects, such as the Participatory Forest Development Project fbr Bangladesh. are using a similar structure in
which advisory NGOs coordinate the implementation activities of small locally-based NGOs. These projects are
coordinated at the national level by a single organization that works directly with the government to ensure compatibility
with national goals and policies.
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When properly designed, community based programs can be highly effective in managing natural resources,
providing basic infrastructure or ensuring prima,y social services. Partidpation in community based development
(CBD) depends on reversing control and accountability from central authorities to comunity organizations.
Successful design requires tapping into local needs, understanding and building on the strengths of existing
institutions, and defining the changes needed in intertnediary implementing agencies to support commnity aation.

Costs and Benefits Box 1

There are two persistent myths about community Does Particapmtory Community Brsed
based programs: first, that they cost more than Development Cost More?
conventional programs and, second, that they take In Pakistan's Orangi Pilot Project, which provided
longer. Additional costs may be incurred at the outset sewerage facilities to nearly one million people in a
in building capacity at the local level; however, these poor area of Karachi, costs were one-eighth of
costs are significant only when community level conventional sewerage provided by city authorities.
organizations have been so eroded that substantial This was due to changes in technical design and the
time and resources have to be devoted to capacity elimination of pay offs to intermediaries (han, 1992).
building. And even when initial costs are high, they In Brazirs PROSENEAR project, a ceiling of $120
are more than offset by subsequent gains. per capita has been imposed on sanitation expenditures.

Widtin this cost limit, engineers and community
Evidence increasingly indicates that. when the development experts are encouraged to work with

instiutional framework is right, participatory conmmnities to devise the most appropriate solutions.
community based programs actually cost less (see Through this process, projects have been designed for
Box 1) and are quicker to implement. In Bank funded as litle as $50 per capita (Vijay Jagannathan, 1994).
projects, the typical pattern has been a slow build up
period, when time is invested in community
organization and setting the rules for interaction, individual needs. Why then have so many attempts at
followed by speedy disbursements. getting people to participate and take responsibility

for community based development failed in the last
Once the participatory process is established, the fifty years? Experience provides some clear lessons

benefits of community based development include about what works and what does not work in CBD.
increased efficiency and cost effectiveness. Prominent among the failures have been attempts to
Furthermore, when the success of projects depends achieve results on a wide scale through the infusion
heavily on changes in behavior at the community of external management, funds, and technology,
level, promoting participation in community based controlled from distant places. A fundamental
programs may be the only means of meeting prerequisite of successful participatory programs at
objectives. The examples in Box 2 indicate the the community level is the reversal of control and
potential benefits of a community based approach in accounability from central authorities to the
three broad areas-managing natural resources, community level.
providing basic infrastructure and ensuring prinmary
social services. Experience also points to a series of common

elements in the design of successful programs. The
Conditions for Success first ingredients are knowledge and understanding of

local needs, and of the existing network of social
From time immemorial, communities have interaction at the household, group and community

organized themselves to take care of collective and level. This knowledge provides the basis for defining

This note is basea on the paper writen by Deepa Narayan. Contributors include Maria C. Cruz, Jean Del;on, Jim Edgerton.
Steven Hokzmar:, Pierre Landell MtlHs, Kathryn McPhaiL Lant Pitcheu and Julie Vloria.
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Box 2
Community Pardcipatdon YieUds Significant Results

In Gujarat, India, during the 1980s, an average of 18,000 forest offenses were recorded annually: 10,000 cases of timber
theft, 2,000 grazing, 700 fires, and 5,300 other offenses. Twenty forestry officials were killed in confrontations with
communities and offenders, and assaults on forestry officials were frequent. In response, an experiment in joint
management with communities was initiated by the conservator. This included community meetings, widely publicized
creation of forest protection committees, and profit sharing of 25 percent of timber returns with local groups. As a result,
conflicts between officials and community groups diminished, community groups assumed responsibility for patrolling
forests, and productivity of land and returns to villages increased sharply. In one year, one village of eighty-eight
households harvested and sold twelve tons of firewood, fifty tons of fodder, and other forest products, while also planting
and protecting teak and bamboo trees (Pathan. et al, 1993).
In Cote d'lvoire, a national rural water supply program established community water groups which mnanaged
maintenance of 13.500 waterpoints and reduced breakdown rates from 50 percent to 11 percent at one-third the cost. The
shift to community level maintenance was mnanaged by taking away the responsibility for rural water supply from the
sector agency, supporting private sector involvement in spare parts distribution, retraining technicians, and signing
contracts with village groups and the water directorate. The results were sustained in those villages which had high
demand for the rehabilitated water point and where well functioning community organizations already existed (Hino,
1993).
In Tsnil Nadu, India, a community based nutrition outreach program in 9,000 villages resulted in a one-third decline in
severe malnutrition. A group of twenty women interested in health issues was hired in each village as part time
community workers accountable tc the community. The women's groups, formed initially to 'spread the word,"
subsequently branched off and sta.ted food production activities on their own. Earlier programs focusing only on the
creation of health infrastructure were unable to make any difference in the nutritional status of children (Tamil Nadu
Integrated Nutrition Project, 1990).

the changes needed, both in existing local bring different class and power groups together. In
organizations and in external agencies, to meet South India, for example, the entire village manages
specified objectives. community based irrigation systems and has

developed a monitoring system to discourage water
Changes at the Community Levd theft. Groups continue to function so long as the

If a community group is to function successfully, benefits of participation to their members continue to
several criteria must be met: the group must address outweigh the costs (see Box 3). Hence project design
a felt need and a common interest; the benefits to must be based on knowledge of community demand
individuals of participating in the group must and must ensure that incentives to participation are in
outweigh the costs; the group should be embedded in place.
the existing social organization; it must have the
capacity, leadership, knowledge and skills to manage In any community, inherited networks of
the task; and it must own and enforce its own rules organized reciprocity and solidarity fonn the basis for
and regulations. Whether strengthening or modifying individual trust and cooperation. New community
existing organizations or establishing new ones, steps based programs need to use and build on this existing
need to be taken to ensure that these conditions are in stock of social capital and, wherever possible, to
place. work through existing organizatons. In Nepal, for

example, when govermment policy prescribed the
What may seem an obvious point but is often creation of farmners associations, assistant overseers

neglected is that a group functions only because it is found many informal groups of farmers organized
addressing a felt need of its members. A around irrigation systems. Rather than creating new
fundamental design flaw in a natural resource organizations, these existing groups were encouraged
management project in the Philippines, for example, to register themselves as official farmers associations.
was the assumption that upland farmers were
interested in forest management. In contrast, the need Sometimes, notably when existing social
to solve what is perceived as an urgent problem may organization is highly inequitable, creating new
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groups is the only means of promoting the _ 3
participation of disadvantaged people. Many The BAlt MustOutweihthe Costs
successful projects that specifically target women or
the poor have formed special organizations such as In the Philippines, famers actually negotiated an
the Grameen Bank, the Self Employed Women's increase in their irrigation fees because they had
Association of India, and women's fanmer groups in worked out a formula with the irrigation agency
Nigeria and Gambia. These new organizations are the through which they would benefit from imposing and
creation of their members, drawing as much as managing the collection of higher fees
possible on what is already in place. Attempts to (NIACONSULT, 1993).
speed up a community development process, by If the group does not undertake new tasks as old ones
circumventing existing institutions and investing in are accomplished, there is no new benefit flow and the
new externally designed organizations have frequently costs begin to outweigh benefits. In Indonesia. water
failed in their aims. They also carry the danger of user BSoups that took on new tasks and provided
undermining existing institutions, diminishing the additional benefits (such as individual household toilets
capacity of community members to cooperate and and food security) continued to thrive while others that
organize effectively for other purposes. did not functioned at a low level or not at all

(Narayan. 1989).

An important reason for building on indigenous In Pakistan, 14,000 water users associations (WUAs)
principles of organization is that, to be effective, a were hurriedly created to become active in water

group must own adcourse improvements. However, when constuctiongroup mast own ana enforCe Its own rfles denibing was completed, the WUAs did not move on to broader
membership criteria, the allocation of responsibilities, irrigation management tasks because they saw neither
contributions and benefits, and the mechanismis for a purpose nor a benefit to continued existence.
ensuring accountability and resolving conflicts. If Instead, they reverted back to the traditional warabandi
these rules are dictated from outside, people do not system, which was already well established and hence
feel obliged to follow them, free riding becomes involved lower transaction costs (Byrnes, 1992).
common, conflicts escalate, and the group becomes
ineffective (see Box 3).

An alternative to restructuring existing agencies

Depending on the tasks the group is designed to is to contract out the needed senrces to NGOs (as in
nianage, and the existing capacity of the group, rural water supply in Kenya), the private sector (in
investment in training may be needed over a period agricultmr in Malaysia), other government agencies
of several years to build the necessary management (public health workers for a water and sanitation
and technical skills. Groups have failed because too project ir. Brazil), or multi- or bilateral agencies
much was expected of them too soon without (UNICEF in low income housing in Guatemala). In
supportive training. Mexico, the National Water authority has an in-house

group of senior social scientists and communication

Changes in Implementing Agencies specialists who design the strategy for community
Designing an appropriate outreach strategy to outreach, applied research and communications. This

support the community development process often is then subcontracted to the private sector.
involves difficult changes in the structure and
orientaon of the implementing agencies. The The choice of outreach approach needs to match
technical personnel in engineering agencies are thc goals of the program. The extension approach, in
comnmonly reluctant and ineffective community which the field agent acts primarily as a channel of
organizers. Merely adding more community workers information and inputs, and remains accountable to
makes no difference unless the overall incentive the agency rather than the conmmunity group, is not
environment fewards stne rf for responsiveness to appropriate when the objective is community initiative
clienms and suppore to costnnity workers. Incentives and responsibility for management. When the success
fornt perfoance aupporeta to iunsity e whren agencives of a program hinges on participation through strong
fore performanceiared easie to be n ia titte, whve agencs local groups, an empowerment approach is called for,
are required to be fmnancially viable, have autonomy where the field agent is a commuunity organizer acting
to manage themselves, and have control over hiring
and firing of staff.
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in liaison with technical agencies. It may be essential .-
to introduce female agents to ensure the participation CBo 4
of women. ShclteSps In Dulgnhig

large Scale Projects

The role of the agency and its relationship with * Clarify and prioritize objectives. Link objectives to
community groups needs to be supported by outputs.
appropriate changes in legislation. Key issues include * Identify the key stakeholders at the community and
the mandate of agencies, funding mechanisms, agency levels. Assess their capacity and interests.
accountability systems, the registration requirements 0 Assess (do not assume) demand, bearing in mind
and legal status of community groups, and use and that demand is influenced by the confidence people
tenure rights over assets (particularly over natural have in the service provider.
resources). Many rules and regulations may also need * Establish eligibility criteria for community groups,
to be changed, from the required qualifications for so that communities can select themselves into
community workers, teachers or health educators, for projects, rather than projects selectinig communities.
example, to procurement rules. * Structure subsidies that do not distort demand.

* Restructure fund release to support demand.

Implementing the institutional and legislative 0 Learn by doing, adjusting plans annually on the
changes necessary to support large scale community basis of experience.
based programs inevitably meets resistance from 0 Invest in strengthening social organization to
powerful vested interests and needs strong pogf1.cal increase local participation in decision making.
support to see it through. Many Bank projects that * Institute participatory monitoring and evaluation
implement institutional reform are led by reform and feedback loops.
minded senior civil servants with access to the e Redefine procurement rules to suppon community
country's top political leaders. level procurement where appropnate.

Box 5
Shared Control and Benefits:

CAMPFRE in Zimbabwe

The incentive for Zimbabwe to protect its wildlife resources is high. Wildlife activities such as safari hunting, game
cropping, tourism, and live animal sales contribute over $250 million annually to Zimbabwe's national economy. Most
wildlife, however, is outside parks on tribal or communally owned land. The Department of National Parks and Wildlife
Management has recognized that wildlife resources will only be conserved if private and communal landowners derive
economic benefit from protection of the resource and are given responsibility for conservation and management. The
return of benefits to local communides from wildlife resources is the basis of Zimbabwe's Communal Areas Management
Programme for Indigenous Resources (CAMPFIRE).

Using the CAMPFIRE approach and philosophy, the Chikwarakwara community of approximately 150 households in the
remote Beirbridge area of Zimbabwe has taken over proprietorial management authority for wildlife resources from the
district council. After a series of negotiations focusing on community membership, household definition and revenue
sharing procedures, the council devolved management responsibilities and access to revenues derived from safari hunting
activities to the community. The benefits accrued to the community as a result of this responsibility have included a new
school, a new grinding mill, and a ZS200 cash payment to each household. The Council has benefitted through an 11.7
percent levy, and the central government has benefited through an increase in taxable revenues.

The CAMPFIRE approach has not worked where communities have not been involved in rule formulation or where
sharing of benefits with communities is minimal. In Nyaminyarni District in the Zambezi Valley. for example, there are
inequities in the distribution of benefits and in the management responsibiities between the district council. the ward, and
the villages. The basic issue of whether the Nyaminyami Wildlife Trust, which was created by the district council to
develop institutional capacity for wildlife management, should be an income-earner at the district level or a grassroots
wildlife management program has yet to be resolved. (Scoones and Matose, 1993.)
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The characteristics of indigenous groups make partidpatorys approaches especially critical to safeguarding their
interests in the development process. Such approaches, recognizing the right of indigenous peoples to participate
actively in planning their own futures, are supported by major donors and international organizations, including
the World Bank, but have proved very difficult to implemnent. They call for changes in attitudes, policies and
legislation to address the key issues: recognizing rights to land and natural resources; ensuring culturally
appropriate procedures for consultation and communication; and building on the strengths of traditional lifestyles
and inslitunions.

Why Support Participation? interests in the development process. The past decade
has seen growing recognition of the rights of

Indigenous or tribal people, numbering at least indigenous peoples, supported by ;. ternational legal
250 million throughout 70 different countries, have instruments, to decide their own priorities for the
often been on the losing end of the development development or use of their lands and other
process. In many cases, their resources have been resources, and to exercise control over their own
exploited for the benefit of other groups in society economic, social and cultural development.
and, in many countries, they are the poorest of the
poor. Often they experience political and economic At the same time, from a practical point of view,
discrimination and are perceived as backward or a participatory approach to indigenous development
primitive. is a means of improving the quality of projects. In

cormunities whose institutions, leadership patterns
Even when development policies and programs and lifestyles are not well understood by outsiders,

have been designed specifically to improve the participation can ensure that projects and services are
welfare of indigenous peoples, the approach has relevant to perceived needs, and that they are
usually been paternalistic, seeking their cultural sustainable through indigenous institutions. To be
assimilation and ignoring the strengths of indigenous effective, programs must be undertaken in partnership
institutions and knowledge (including environmental with indigenous peoples, rather than planned for them
knowledge). This, in turn, can contribute to or carried out among them.
worsening poverty, social marginalization and ethnic
resistance. Key Elements in a Participatory Approach

The characteristics which distinguish indigenous Although the need for a participatory approach is
peoples include their strong attachment to the land, now widely accepted by inernational development
their dependence on renewable natural resources, agencies it is difficult to implement. Obstacles include
subsistence practices, distinct languages and cultures, existing national policy and legislative frameworks,
their historical identities as distinct peoples, and often widespread prejudices, a tendency on the part of
mistrust of outsiders. For development institutions outside NGOs to control rather than facilitate, and a
and planners, the challenge is how to incorporate lack of development planning and management skills
such diversity of culture, language, ecological on the part of indigenous peoples themselves.
adaptation and history into development planning.
Cultural barriers make it especially difficult for the In Bank operations, the challenge is typicatly
oultsider to comr uniate with indigenous groups, confronted in two contexts. The first is in mandatory
understand their institutions, or disceg their needs Envirotnental Assessments or IndiEenous Peoples

Development Plans, intended to identify and mitigate
In these circumstances, the participation of potentially adverse effects of Bank supported projects

indigenous people in planning and managing their on the livelihoods of indigenous peoples. The second
own development is a means of safeguarding their is in a new generation of Bank-funded projects where

indigenous peoples are the primary beneficiaries.

This note is based on the paper written by Shelton H. Davis and Lars T. Soefiesiad. Resourcepeople in the Bank indude Dan Aronson. Michael
Cemea, Gloria Davis, ConcEpcion Del CastiUa, Charies diLeva, CyprianFisly, Mary Lisbeh Gonzalez, Scort Guggenheim. Kristin4Ivarsdotter.
Alf Jerve. Hemania Mishra. Albert Ninio, Horry Patrinos, Wdliwa Partridge. Stan Peabody, Ellen Schaengold and Jorge UquiUas.
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Critical issues for the task manager on these new the national government. Recent Colombian
projects are outlined hcrc. legislation also provides for the direct transfer of

government resources to these councils for projects
The Legal and Policy Framework which they design and execute.

Govemment willingness to devolvc somc degree
of autonomy in decisionmaking to indigenous Rights to Land and Natural Resources
communities is a precondition of successful projects. Despite some recent progress, legal recognition
Judgements must then be made on whether legislative of the customary rights of indigenous peoples to their
or policy reforms are needed to support such ancestral lands is often lacking, and many
participation in the decisionmaking process. Many of developmnent programs have to deal with the question
the line agencies or ministries rcsponsible for of indigenous land tenure security and natural
relationships with indigenous peoplc are weak. They resource rights.
lack professionally trained staff and often take a
paternalistic approach. In thesc cases, reforms are Bank legal staff, and lawyers within client
needed before a participatory project can succeed. countries, can help task managers through the
Local and regional elites may also be an impediment complexities of national land, resource and
to authentic indigenous participation, even where an environmental legislation as it relates to indigenous
adequate legislative and policy framework exists peoples. In the Laos Forest Managernent and
(Box I). Conservation Project, for example, one of the

Bank's lawyers reviewed national forestry and land
Colombia is one of the countries to have set an legislation relating to the customary rights of ethnic

example in establishing a legal and policy framework minorities in upland villages. This review provided
which supports indigenous participation. Although the Bank with the necessary information to raise the
Colombia maintains a special office within its subject with the government and to include provisions
Ministry of Govemment to deal with indigenous in the project for recognizing and regularizing
matters, its constitution recognizes the rights of customary land rights.
indigenous cormmunities to control their lands and
natural resources and their internal political affairs. The Bank has also had experience, in the
Each recognized indigenous community has its own Philippines and Brazil for example, in improving the
council, with the power to decide on the use of the institutional capacity of the government agencies
comununity's land and resources, to resolve internal responsible for the titling of indigenous lands. This
disputes, and to negotiate health, education and other experience has demonstrated the benefits to be gained
programs with regional development corporations and from indigenous participation in physical mapping

aid land demarkation.

Box 1
The Politics of Indigenous Participation

Projects which incorporate indigenous consultation and participation need to take into account ongoing and complex
political situations. Without a good understanding of these dynamics. even the most well designed projects can lead o
unforeseen turmoil and frustration. An example is the Indigenous Peoples Component of the Bank-funded Eastern
Lowlands Natural Resource Management and Agricultural Development Project in Bolivia.
The purpose of the Indigenous Peoples Component is to provide land tenure security and other services to several Ayoreo
and Chiquitano Indian communities in the Eastern Lowlands. Originally prepared in a highly participatory manner by a
regional Indian federation in collaboration with a non-Indian technical assistance NGO. the component encountered
political obstacles immediately following project effectiveness.
The precipitating event for these problems was a protest march by the Indian federation, calling for more indigenous
control over forest resources. This soon escalated into a major confrontation between the federation and the regional
development corporation (the project implementing agency) over who should have control of the component. The Bank
found itself in the unenviable position of trying to negotiate their differences. many of which pre-dated the protest march.
Unable to find a solution after long meetings. the Bank accepted the redesign of the component, which regrettably reduced
the power of the indigenous federation and put more power into the hands of an implementing unit within the regional
corporation.
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'benevolent' outsiders, be they missionaries,
Box 2 government officials, teachers or anthropologists.

Comunuilty Participation In Blingual Those individuals or organizations which have been
Education able to gain their trust have usually done so through

Although ethnic Vietnamese constitute the bulk of long years of contact, learning and respecting their
Vietnam's population, there are 53 ethnic languages and cultures. If such individuals or
minorities living mostly in the mountain areas. The organizations can be brought into the project
Bank funded Primary Education Project contains a preparation process, there is a much better chance of
special Ethnic Minorities Educadion ComponenL introducing culturally acceptable mechanisms for
which will finance a comprehensive package of consultation and participation.
educational inputs to minority children. This
package, premised on the importance of the
vernacular language and of community participation, Building on Trditonal Strengths
consists of policy measures. pedagogical activities, The traditional lifestyles of indigenous peoples
provision of physical facilities and institution involve subsistence strategies which use locally
building. To implement the component, existing available natural resources to satisfy their basic
provincial and local level committees will be needs, while maintaining a balance with their
involved in teacher training, textbook production environment. There are many unfortunate examples
and maintenance of local schools. of programs for indigenous development which have
Similarly, in the Second Primary Education Project undermined these traditional subsistence strategies
in Mexico, the use of bilingual school teachers and without providing socially and ecologically viable
pedagogical materials in the vemacular languages is altematives. The most successful programs with
combined with a strong element of community indigenous peoples, such as the West Bengal Forestry
participation. Such participation is linked to the Management Program (Box 3), are those which take
country's overall poverty alleviation prograrn, and
includes the involvement of community committees,
municipal education councils, parents' associations Box 3
and school councils. Tribal Women anl Forestry

The West Bengal Joint Forestry Management
Culturally Appropriate Communication Program is considered to be a model of

participatory forest management. One of its mostIn designing consultation and cpn,sevrcation important aspects is the way in which tribal wornen,
procedures with indigenous peoples, several special their traditional environmental knowledge and their
aspects need to be taken into account: their distinct livelihood strategies have been incorporated into the
languages; their traditional means of transmitting program. In most areas, the recognition of the rights
knowledge and values; and their mristrust of outsiders. of tribal women to collect and market lea-ies of Sal

and Kendu trees has been the major incentive which
The language issue is central, since few has led to the program's economic and institutional

indigenous people-especially women or elders- success.
speak the national language fluently. Hence consulta- In the village of Pukuria, women gather the leaves
tions need to be held in the vernacular language with for six months of each year for the purpose of
the help of skilled interpreters. Development making plates, some 700,000 of which are exported
strategies for indigenous education Box 2) also need monthly by the village. Minor forest products
to take into account the traditional importance of represent the primary occupation and most
legends, folk tales and proverbs for the oral important source of income for Pukuria's tribal
transmission of knowledge and culture. Modern women. Given the low investment costs fortransissio of knweg.n clue oe re-establishing sal forest productivity, combined
schooling of indigenous children has proved more
effective when it includes instruction in both with the benefits of protecting the upper ridge tractswhere forests are located, this system seems to have
vernacular and national languages and when it is considerable potential for increasing employment
bicultural or multicultural in content. and income earning opportunities, while reducing

soil erosion levels.
Effective communication depends heavily on the

element of trust. Through historical experience, ..ition environmental knowledge and livelihood
indigenous people have learned to be cautious of systems as the given basis upon which to build new
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knowlcdgc, technologics and cconomic activities. medicine. Somc of the best experiences with capacity
strengthening have come from exchanges among

Similarly, the most successful projects are indigenous peoples themselves. For example, in Latin
building on existing institutions, instcad of creating Amcrican countries, NGOs have facilitated
new oncs to dcal with specific devclopment tasks. In workshops in which indigenous peoples from
thc Matruh Natural Rcsource Management Project, diffcrent tribes and linguistic groups exchange
for examnplc, among the Bcdouin of Wcstcrn Egypt, experiences about land protection, mapping and
using thc bayt-thc Bcdouin local lineagc group-as natural resource management.
thc basis for project activities has inspired the
confidencc of the Bedouin population, including Direct Funding
Bedouin womcn. As a result, it has avoided many of Many of the first generation Bank projects with
the pitfalls of carlier proiccts which attempted to indigenous peoples allocated funds to the national
introduce Western style cooperatives. government agencies responsible for indigenous

development. The typical result was expansion of the
Sociai asscssmcnts, in which comnunity mem- government agency concerned, with little direct

bers participatc as partners rather than mere benefit to the indigenous communities. In Brazil, for
informants, arc used to improve understanding of the example, where the Bank promoted large investments
indigenous social structure and institutions on which in increasing the staff and infrastructure of the
to base development strategies, and to assist the National Indian Foundation, the impact was minimal
communities in determining how best to adapt their in such important areas as natural resource
institutions to ncw purposes. Social assessment protection, indigenous health and conmunity
techniques can also reveal the existence of conflicts economic development.
with implications for participation, for example
between traditional and modern institutions or sources In more recent projects, therefore, the goal is for
of authority. funds to be controlled and managed by indigenous

people themselves, preceded by the necessary
As in any other social groups, strengthening the capacity building. Group-based lending schemes,

capacities of indigenous peoples (Box 4) to evaluate where groups rather than individuals are responsible
options and implement their own development for protection against default in repayments, have
programs requires training in basic skills, and proved adaptable to the finance needs of poor
technical assistance in areas such as management, indigenous populations, as the principle of joint
topography, forestry, agriculture, marketing and liability is often an important element in traditional
community health care. However, it also involves systems of social control. These lending schemes
promoting and strengthening traditional systems, increase the self-confidence of their members and
for example of natural resource management and demonstrate the capacity of indigenous populations to

participate in the development process.

Box 4
Investing in Capacity Strengthening

Promoting training and capacity strengthening may be one of the best investments for the economic development of
indigenous communities. The Bankes Latin American and Caribbean Region's Environment Unit (LATEN). for
example, has launched a program to assist indigenous organizations in the following activities: defining their own
development strategies and proposals; strengthening their institutional structures in areas such as personnel management.
training programs, budgeting and finance; and improving their negotiating skills to finance their own development
proposals.

The program is financed through grants to government agencies and/or indigenous organizations from the Bank's
Institutional Development Fund. Thus far, programs have been designed or are under preparation in 10 countries. Each
training program contains a consulting seminar, a series of workshops, a monitoring and evaluation system, and an
evaluation seminar. Many of the seminars take place in the regions where indigenous people live. and all of them focus
on indigenous values. cultures and philosophies, as well as modem management and development planning skills.
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013 To See the Forest for the Trees: A Environmental > Julian A. Lampietti
Guide to Non-Timber Forest Benefits Management John A. Dixon

014 Implementing the Convention on Biodiversity Apr. 95
Biological Diversity: Toward a
Strategy for World Bank Assistance

015 Environmental & Natural Resource Environmental May 95 Stefano Pagiola
Degradation in Intensive Agriculture Economics
in Bangladesh

016 Sustainable Energy Development (SED): Environmental > Mohan Munasinghe
Issues and Policy Economics

017 Azerbaijan: Baku Water Supply Social May 95 jonathan Brown
Rehabilitation Project . Assessment Ayse Kudat

018 Environmental Assessments: Environmental June 95
Challenges & Good Practice Management

019 World Bank Participation Sourcebook Participation June 95

> Forthcoming
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